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Abstract 
The translation of culture-specific terms between English and Sorani Kurdish can pose significant 
challenges caused by major cultural differences between the two societies e.g. the legal systems, 
legislation and the influence of religious beliefs and social attitudes. An additional factor is that while 
Sorani Kurdish is spoken in the Kurdish region of Iraq, the official language of Iraq is Arabic.  
The aim of this study was to attempt to develop a model that would identify ‘areas of relevance’ and 
combine this with ‘translation procedures’ to analyse what factors may influence a translator when 
s/he is translating culture-specific terms. The theoretical approach of this study is largely based on 
Nord’s (1997) multi-level functional approach to translation for the identification of ‘areas of 
relevance’ for translating culture-specific terms and on Dickins’ (2012) grid of distinctions in 
translation procedures, which is based on an analysis of the translation strategies of Ivir (1987), 
Newmark (1981) and Hervey and Higgins (1992). 
The model was applied to an English-Kurdish parallel corpus, which comprises four texts chosen for 
their potentially culture-specific content and thus their ability to test the use of the model. The analysis 
of this application was divided into six parts. The first part is an analysis of four aspects of the TTs, 
involving: 1) culture-specific terms in the four texts in the corpus; 2) the proportion of primary, 
secondary and other terms and  proper words/phrases and common words/phrases and their 
relationship to each other and rates of successful translation; 3) the proportion of different translation 
techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, 
(semantic) overlap and other; and 4) the commissioners’ apparent priorities overall and their 
relationship to rates of successful translation.  
Parts 2-5 are numerical-based analyses of the success of translation, in relation to a) formality, b) 
foreignization/domestication, c) i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT 
hyperonymy, iv. semantic) overlap, v. other; and  a comparison of all these four sections  
The sixth section is an analysis of the translation procedures used to translate the culture-specific 
terms. The translation procedures are identified as simple procedures and complex translation 
procedures (consisting of a combination of two or simple translation procedures) in each text of the 
corpus, with a comparison of each of the texts. 
This model, combining the functional approach and Dickins’ model of procedures for translating 
culture-specific terms, was shown to work in this study and it contributes to an understanding of the 
difficulties facing translators of culture-specific terms and their responses to these difficulties.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Description of the study 
This study examines existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms and 
existing accounts of areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms. It then creates a model 
of areas of relevance and procedures for translating culture-specific terms and applies it to an English-
Kurdish parallel corpus chosen for its potential to highlight the cultural differences between the SC 
and TC and thus potential difficulties in translating culture-specific terms. The results of the application 
of the model are then analysed and used to evaluate the adequacy of the model in identifying the 
factors involved in, and the translation procedures used for, the translation of culture-specific terms. 
It was difficult to find suitable texts from the public sector translated into Sorani Kurdish; most are 
information leaflets that cover very similar subjects, e.g. health, immigration, legal rights and 
responsibilities. I wanted to have a range of subjects that would highlight as many potential culture-
specific problems as possible. I have, therefore, chosen four texts, with a total of approximately 5,500 
words, that cover key areas of public service translation, i.e. Health and Safety legislation, FGM, 
Domestic Abuse and Rights when Detained by the police. All of these texts present difficulties for 
translators as there is either no equivalent legal framework and/or the social and cultural responses 
to the subjects are different. The FGM and Domestic Abuse leaflets cover culturally sensitive subjects; 
there is no Health and Safety in the TC and the Rights when Detained by the police text involves 
multiple areas of difference between the SC and TC legal systems. Ideally, it would have been 
preferable to have a larger number of texts but the analysis of the work was very detailed and time-
consuming and the time limits for finishing the PhD did not allow for further texts to be analysed.  
 
1.2 Background to the study 
Iraq is a multi-cultural society. Arabic and Kurdish are the official languages of the government and 
Sorani Kurdish is one of the two most commonly spoken Kurdish dialects in the area of the Kurdish 
Regional Government. Regional languages and cultures can vary according to a number of factors, e.g. 
local differences, religious beliefs, nationality and level of education. Arabic is the main language of 
the legal system, which is based on Sharia law and so, even in Sorani Kurdish-speaking areas, some 
Arabic is used in legal terminology.  
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As the legal system is based on Sharia law, it is very different to the legal system in England. The SC 
and the TC also differ in other ways as Iraqi and Sorani Kurdish-speaking society is in many ways more 
conservative, traditional, patriarchal and religious than that of England. These differences are 
reflected in social attitudes, behaviours and legislation. This combination of cultural differences can 
cause difficulties for translators trying to translate legal concepts or expressions of social attitude from 
English to Sorani Kurdish in a way that will be understood by the TT reader. 
My own work as a translator and interpreter in the Public Sector and discussions with other translators 
have shown that there are significant difficulties for translators working between English and Sorani 
Kurdish. My MA research into how translators working from English into Sorani Kurdish translated 
culture-specific terms demonstrated that there was very little consensus about the most appropriate 
translations.  Where there were no clear equivalent terms, translators used a variety of translation 
procedures or even multiple translation procedures to translate a single culture-specific term. The 
reason given for this was that their priority was to convey the meaning of something that had no 
cultural equivalent in Kurdish and would be understood by readers from a range of backgrounds. I am 
very interested in how translators try to overcome these difficulties and what factors or ‘areas of 
relevance’ influence the making of translation choices.  
For the purposes of this research, areas of relevance are aspects of a TT that a translator needs to 
identify in preparation for starting the translation of culture-specific terms. Following from this I am 
also interested in how the culture-specific terms are translated, i.e. what translation procedures are 
used, the degree of foreignization and the degree of success of different translation procedures.  
 
1.3 The place of this study within Translation Studies 
Holmes’ (1988/2004) extensive framework of Translation Studies encompasses both theoretical 
approaches to, and the practice of, translation. As a ‘field of pure research’ (ibid. p.184) Holmes 
suggests that Translation Studies has two aims: ‘(1) to describe the phenomena of translating and 
translation(s) as they manifest themselves in the world of our experience, and (2) to establish general 
principles by means of which the phenomena can be explained and predicted’ (ibid.). These aims are 
the concern of what Holmes’ calls ‘descriptive translation studies (DTS)’ and ‘theoretical translation 
studies (ThTS)’ respectively (ibid.). 
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Holmes describes three types of DTS: product-oriented, function-oriented, and process-oriented. 
1. Product-oriented DTS is the description of existing translations both individual translations, 
i.e. of a single ST to a TT and of comparative translations, i.e. of a single ST into different 
languages or into different translations into a single language. 
2. Function-oriented DTS is concerned with the description of the translation in the context of 
its ‘function in in the recipient socio-cultural situation’ (ibid. p.185). Areas of interest include 
why and when texts were translated and the influence of these translations on the TC. 
3. Process-oriented DTS refers to the mental processes involved in translating a text from one 
language into another (ibid. p.185). 
Toury (2012: pp.31-330) develops Holmes’ framework by suggesting a three-stage approach to DTS;  
1. The study of the acceptability of a translated text both in the TL and into the target culture;  
2. Mapping the ST onto the TT to identify the relationship between elements or what Toury calls 
‘paired segments’ (ibid. p.32) of the ST and the TT;  
3. Having identified these paired segments, to formulate an understanding of the processes used 
in translating the paired segments of the ST and TT and in the TT overall. 
Toury emphasizes that this three-stage approach is not linear but helical (ibid. p.33), with there being 
a need to move between the ST and TT to continuously to seek further explanations. Having completed 
this analysis of the translation in accordance with this three-stage approach, to understand the 
processes involved, Toury suggests that it may then ‘become possible to start speculating on the 
considerations which may have been involved in making the decisions whose results were first to be 
identified, along with factors that may have constrained the act’ (ibid. pp.32-33).  
How then does this study fit into the Holmes/Toury map of descriptive translation studies? Referring 
to the research questions (below), the main aims are concerned with developing and testing a model 
for translating culture-specific terms based on previous models and identifying areas of relevance for 
translating culture-specific terms, including the constraints that seem to affect the TT translations. 
Using the terminology of the map of Descriptive Translation Studies, this study can be placed in both 
Theoretical Translation Studies (ThTS) and Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS). In respect of ThTS, 
this is a partial study, restricted by the medium of written texts, the area of the language pair English 
into Kurdish, public sector texts, contemporary texts and areas of linguistic and cultural interest.  
UIn terms of DTS, this study is ‘product oriented’, ‘function oriented’ and ‘process oriented’. Individual 
ST-TT pairs are analysed to identify patterns of translation, translation strategies, and translation 
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constraints and the study is therefore, product-oriented. As a significant part of this study is concerned 
with socio-cultural factors it can be said to be function-oriented. Finally, as the study attempts to 
understand the processes used by the translators ‘speculating on the considerations involved in 
making the decisions’ (Toury, ibid.), it can be said to be process-oriented.  
 
1.4 Research questions 
The aim of this study is to attempt to develop a model that will identify ‘areas of relevance’ for 
translating culture-specific terms and combine this with ‘translation procedures’ to analyse what 
factors may influence a translator when s/he is translating culture-specific terms. 
1. What appropriate general model can be developed for translating culture-specific items on the basis 
of previous models? 
2. What are the areas of relevance for translating culture-specific items in public service provider texts 
from English to Sorani Kurdish? 
3. How successful is the model in analysing these culture-specific translations? 
 
1.5 Theoretical approach of the study 
The theoretical approach of this study is largely based on Nord’s (1997) multi-level functional 
approach to translation for the identification of ‘areas of relevance’ for translating culture-specific 
terms and on Dickins’ (2012) grid of distinctions in translation procedures, which is based on an 
analysis of the translation strategies of Ivir (1987), Newmark (1981) and Hervey and Higgins (1992). 
  
1.6 A brief review of the scholarly literature on Sorani Kurdish  
Kurds have lived in and spoken Kurdish in what are now Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan for many centuries (Hassanpour et.al. 2012: p.2), with some Kurdish nationalists and 
scholars arguing that the Kurds have lived in the region since the first millennium B.C. (Hassanpour 
1992: p.49). The estimated number of Kurdish speakers in the 1980s was 20 million (Hassanpour et.al. 
2012: p.2), some of these living in the Kurdish diaspora. A brief review of the history of the Kurds and 
Kurdish is helpful in understanding the position of Kurdish in the Middle East and of the status of 
Sorani Kurdish in Iraq and in Iran. 
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After the Arab conquest of Kurdistan in the seventh century, and the subsequent conversion of most 
Kurds to Islam, written and spoken Arabic were taught as a means to allow people to read the Qur’an 
and perform their religious duties, e.g. their daily prayers (Hassanpour (1992: pp.49-50). The Arab 
Caliphate (636-1258) was succeeded by the Mongol and Turkmen empires (1258-1501) and in the 15th 
and 16th centuries politically powerful but disunited Kurdish Principalities were created and under 
their patronage Kurdish literature began to develop (ibid. p.52). From the 17th to 19th centuries the 
Ottoman Empire and Persian Empire fought each other and the Kurds for control of Kurdistan, causing 
great destruction to the Kurds and their culture (ibid. p.53). During this period, in 1639 Kurdistan was 
divided between the Ottomans and Persians and the two empires continued to centralise their control 
over their Kurdish territories. At the end of the First World War in 1918, the Ottomans had been 
defeated and their Kurdish territories were divided between Britain, which assumed control, through 
Occupation and Mandate, of what became part of Iraq until 1932 and France, which also assumed 
control, through Occupation and Mandate, of Syria until 1946. The Turkish part of Kurdistan came 
under the rule of new secular Republic of Turkey in 1923 (ibid. pp. 53-57). The history of Sorani in Iraq 
and Iran after this period is considered in the following sections. 
1.6.1 Dialects of Kurdish  
The question of what is Kurdish is addressed by Haig and Matras (2002: p.3), who define it as ‘a bundle 
of closely-related West Iranian dialects’ spoken in areas where people who call themselves Kurds and 
speak Kurdish live, i.e. Iran, Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Armenia and Azerbaijan. The Kurmanji (North Kurdish) 
and Sorani (Central Kurdish) dialects are generally clearly accepted as Kurdish and are the dialects 
spoken by the majority of Kurdish speakers. There are other dialects, e.g. Hawrami, and Kirmanshani 
(South Kurdish) but they are not as widely spoken (Haig and Matras 2002: p.3), Hassanpour (1992: 
pp.19-20). The Kurmanji and Sorani dialects are considered to be at an advanced level of 
standardization (Haig and Matras 2002: p.3; Sheyholislami 2011: p.60). 
Although Sorani and Kurmanji are considered to be Kurdish dialects rather than different languages, 
there are undoubtedly difficulties for speakers of these dialects in understanding each other 
(Sheyholislami 2011: pp.60-61; Hassanpour 1992: p.24). An example of linguistic differences between 
the two dialects is the use of case and gender distinctions, which are rarely used in Sorani Kurdish but 
are retained in Kurmanji (Haig and Matras 2002: p.5). However, some scholars have chosen to accept 
the view that linguistic differences alone are not sufficient to characterize these dialects as different 
languages and that the self-identification of the speakers as Kurds and their language as Kurdish is 
equally as important, i.e. acknowledging the importance social context of the language (Sheyholislami 
et al. 2012: p.5). 
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1.6.2 Sub-dialects of Sorani  
There are two major sub-dialects of Sorani, Mukri and Slemani, although there are smaller sub-dialects 
such as Hawleri, spoken in Arbil.  ‘Slemani’ is more usually written as ‘Sulemani’ but this the Arabic 
pronunciation of the name while Slemani is the Kurdish pronunciation. I shall be using the Kurdish 
term ‘Slemani’ for both the dialect of Sorani and the city, the Arabic version of which is Sulaymaniya 
(see below under standardization of Sorani for a description of the purification of the Kurdish 
language). There was a historical dispute between the advocates of the Mukri and Slemani sub-
dialects each claiming that their versions of linguistic norms were superior (Hassanpour (1992: pp. 21, 
385-389). The Slemani dialect gained dominance for a number of reasons, principally social and 
political, including the location of an Ottoman military school in Slemani until 1918. There was, 
therefore, a prominent and influential group of army officers, government officials and religious 
figures who formed the main intellectual and political centre of Iraqi Kurdistan and played an 
important cultural role in the development of the language and after 1918, the Slemani subdialect 
became the officially recognised Sorani dialect in Iraq (Hassanpour 1992: p. 459). The use of the 
Slemani sub-dialect as the basis for a standard Sorani has been ‘accepted by literate members of the 
subdialects of Sorani in both Iraq and Iran’ and its use in broadcasting has increased its use by non-
literate speakers (ibid. p.463). Where the term Sorani Kurdish is used in this study, it is the Slemani 
dialect of Sorani that is being referred to.          
 
1.6.3 Standardization of Sorani 
In Iraq, after the end of World War 1, Sorani Kurdish became the language used in local administration, 
and to a limited extent in media and education, facilitated by the British Mandate (Hassanpour 2012: 
pp. 70-71; Hassanpour 1992: p. 455). Although this was a limited use of the language it subsequently 
led to ‘alphabetic, lexical, semantic and grammatical codifications’ (Hassanpour 2012: p.71), e.g. 
during the British administration a phonemic orthography based on Persian-Arabic script was 
developed (Haig and Matras 2002: p. 4). Haig and Matras go on to describe the Sulemani dialect of 
Sorani as the ‘oldest and most established’ standardized Kurdish (ibid. p. 4). This standardization 
continued and by 1985 Sorani had a standardized phonology, orthography, morphology, vocabulary 
and grammar and had mono- and bi-lingual dictionaries. A major part of the work on vocabulary was 
the purification of the language, i.e. the removal of loan words from other languages from Kurdish. In 
Sorani Kurdish in Iraq there had been widespread borrowing of Arabic words and, after 1918, to a 
much lesser extent words from European languages. The purification of Sorani from 1924-1973 
resulted in a reduction of loan words from 46.4 % to 4.4% (Hassanpour 1992: pp. 389-390). 
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Interestingly, the desire to remove the language of the state, whether Arabic or Persian, from Sorani 
was achieved using different methods in Iraq and Iran. In Iraq Arabic loan words were replaced by 
Persian and European words and in Iran Persian words were replaced by Arabic and other languages 
(ibid. p.460). These different processes of purification demonstrate that ‘standardization is a complex 
interaction of language … and social, economic and political structures, culture, literature, and religion’ 
(ibid.  p.467). This more standardized and ‘purified’ version of Sorani was used in literary forms, e.g. 
prose, poetry, novels and plays and in education, local administration and the media (Hassanpour 
1992: pp. 455-6; Sheyholislami 2011:  p. 60).  
 
1.7 A brief outline of the position of Sorani in Iraq and Iran  
 
1.7.1 Iraq 
In 1958, after a coup against the Hashemite monarchy that was established by King Faisal I in 1921 
under the auspices of the British, Iraq became a republic and Kurdish was more actively developed 
with a Chair of Kurdish Studies in Baghdad, radio broadcasting and the publication of books and 
journals in Kurdish. After further coup in 1968 by the Ba’athists, negotiations between Kurdish leaders 
and the Iraqi government resulted in the recognition of Sorani Kurdish as the second official language 
of Iraq in 1970. In 1974 the Kurds again attempted to gain autonomy but in 1975 they were defeated. 
Sorani continued to be used in education but there was now also an active policy of Arabisation in 
education (Hassanpour 1992: p. 462). This continued until the end of the first Gulf War in 1991 when 
the Iraqi Kurdish area became a partly autonomous region in which Kurdish was the official language.  
After the end of the second Gulf War, following the invasion of Iraq and the overthrow of Saddam 
Hussein, Iraq adopted a new constitution in 2005 that recognised Kurdish and Arabic as the official 
languages of the state in of Iraq (Sheyholislami 2011: p. 63-64). 
In the area of Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) in northern Iraq, the official languages are also 
Kurdish and Arabic. The two most common Kurdish dialects in the KRG are Sorani, spoken in the 
governorates of Erbil and Slemani and Kurmanji, which is spoken in the Duhok governorate and some 
parts of Erbil governorate (KRG official website 2018). The Kurdistan Regional Government states that 
its policy is to promote the two main dialects in the education system and the media. In the KRG in 
Iraq, Sorani is completely unrestricted and used in daily social interactions, regional and local 
administration, at all levels of education, and all types of media, including satellite channels and in 
literary forms.  
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1.7.2 Iran 
The total number of Kurdish speakers in Iran has been estimated as 6-7 million, the majority of whom 
speak Sorani (Sheyholislami 2012: p. 25) but the position of Sorani in Iran is very different to that of 
Sorani in Iraq. The official language policy of Iran has not changed since 1906 when Persian became 
the official language of Iran but local languages, e.g. Kurdish, were allowed in limited settings such as 
teaching their literature in schools and in the press and mass media with the permission of, and control 
by, the state (Sheyholislami 2011: p. 62; 2012: p. 31). The interpretation of this policy by officials and 
their control of the use of the language has meant that Kurdish has been very restricted or at times 
completely banned, in education, the media and in print, (Sheyholislami 2012: p. 24). Sheyholislami 
suggests that Iran views minority languages such as Sorani as a serious threat to national unity (ibid. 
p. 19). An additional possible reason for the suppression of Kurdish is that the Kurds in Iran are mostly 
Sunni Muslims and, in common with other Sunni populations in Iran, are regarded with suspicion by 
the Twelver Shiite Iranian Islamic Republic as a potential source of religious terrorism from Wahhabi 
and Salafi extremist groups such as Ansar al-Islam.  
From 1925-1941, Kurdish was banned as were all other languages that were not Persian. From 1941-
1979, under Mohammad Reza Shah, minority languages, including Kurdish, could be spoken at home, 
and in their neighbourhoods and be used in a small number of publications and some broadcasting, 
all of which were controlled by the state. Education continued to be taught in Persian alone. 
The Kurds in Iran were heavily involved in the overthrow of the Shah in 1979 and in return wanted 
independence inside Iran with education and local government to be conducted in Kurdish. This was 
not acceptable to the new regime and the national government forces finally took control of the 
Kurdish areas in 1984. During this time, 1979-1984 the Kurdish political parties, Komola and the KDPI 
(Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran) had promoted the use and teaching of Kurdish in primary schools 
and adult classes (ibid. p.29). However, since 1985 Kurdish has continued to be restricted and 
controlled in Iran. 
Between 1997-2005 under the reformist President Khatami, there was some easing of the restrictions 
on the use of Kurdish and some private institutions were allowed to teach Kurdish reading and writing 
courses (Sheyholislami 2011: p. 71), the best known of these being organised by the Cultural and 
Teaching Society of Soma (Sheyholislami 2012: p. 36) which was still teaching Kurdish in 2010.  
However, there are no official cases of Kurdish being taught in school and teachers themselves express 
ambivalence about teaching in or of Kurdish due to the official policy of avoiding the use of any 
language other than Persian in schools and their concerns about the consequences of using Kurdish, 
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e.g. receiving letters reminding them that the only language that should be used in schools is Persian 
(ibid. pp. 35, 38-39). In 2004 an officially approved BA in Kurdish Language and Literature in the 
Kurdish area of Sanandaj was due to commence and then cancelled before it started (ibid. p.36). Under 
President Khatami some Kurdish periodicals were in publication but they continued to be monitored 
by and needed approval from the government (ibid. pp. 32-33). 
After President Khatami left office in 2005, Kurdish activities declined and there are now only a limited 
publications, all subject to state scrutiny. The situation with Kurdish broadcasting is very similar as 
official state broadcasting on radio and television is limited to a small number of hours per day (ibid. 
pp.32-33). There are, however, many Iranian Kurdish satellite channels, which are owned by Iranian 
Kurdish political parties and are able to broadcast outside Iran without censorship. In addition to being 
available on satellite channels can often be viewed live online. However, the Iranian state actively 
blocks access on the internet and satellite dishes are banned and so they are not available to Kurds in 
Iran. Unless the current political situation in Iran changes it seems very unlikely that the language 
policy of Iran will change and recognise the rights of minority languages such as Kurdish in the 
foreseeable future. 
 
1.8 Definition of ‘culture-specific term’ 
Culture-specific terms are part of the terminology of the ST, and therefore also part of the SC, and 
which are difficult to translate into the TT as the content, subject matter, and system are different in 
the TL and TC and there is therefore a lack of equivalent terms.  
Primary culture-specific terms are those that are central to a text, and secondary culture-specific 
terms, are those that are that are less central to the text but are related to the topic of the text. Other 
culture-specific terms are those not related to the topic of the text but still needing attention. 
For more detailed discussion of these definitions see 4.3.2.1 – 4.3.2.4. 
 
1.9 Successful translation and the notion of equivalence 
Equivalence is a complex concept and it is difficult to define precisely. Should equivalence be defined 
in relation to the style of the ST, the linguistic content, the meaning, or the function? Should it involve 
the response of the TT reader being the same as that of the ST reader? Should there be multiple levels 
of equivalence that incorporate both linguistic and social factors?  It has not been easy for scholars to 
agree about the nature and types of equivalence or even its importance. One approach has been to 
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develop multi-level models of equivalence, e.g. models which take into account multiple linguistic 
levels (Koller, 1979/1989, Catford 1965). Other multi-level models also include social and cultural 
factors, such as Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2002) and Baker (2011). Finally, skopos and functional 
models additionally emphasize the function of the text (Reiss and Vermeer, 1984, Nord, 1997). Given 
this range of views about the types and importance of different types of equivalence, it is not 
surprising that both Snell Hornby (1988: p.22) and Baker (2011: p.5) query the theoretical status of 
the concept of equivalence. However, as Baker notes, it is generally possible to achieve some kind of 
relative equivalence influenced by a ‘variety of linguistic and cultural factors’ (ibid.). Equivalence may 
be a difficult and controversial concept but it is a useful starting point for translators in analysing the 
factors that they need to take into account when commencing a translation. In this thesis, I will take 
it that equivalence involves either identity (sameness) or at least ‘significant similarity’ between ST 
and TT features at both linguistic and social and cultural levels. 
As there are so many linguistic and social-cultural factors that may influence a translation, it is not 
possible to produce a perfect equivalent. Different priorities will result in different translations and it 
is therefore possible that different translations may be regarded as successful according the priorities 
selected. Often, translators are in the difficult situation where they are trying choose a TT translation 
that they know will not be an exact equivalent, especially when the culturally differences are 
significant.  In addition to linguistic and socio-cultural factors the choice that they make may also be 
influenced by a range of individual personal factors, including ideology, values, decision-making 
processes, and specialist knowledge of the public sector, as well as their understanding of both the SC 
and SL and the TC and TL (Munday, 2012: p.155).  
For this reason a purely linguistic approach to translation quality and equivalence is rather limited as 
it does not take into account social, political and cultural factors. As Toury says, translations should be 
assessed ‘in terms of their acceptability on all relevant levels, not only as TL texts, but also as 
translations into the target culture’ (2012: p.31). From the perspective of the functional approach 
adopted in this thesis the important priorities are that the TT is adequate in terms both of syntax and 
semantics and that its function/purpose is understood by the reader. Thus in a public sector setting 
‘translation quality is relative’ and must prioritise social factors, accessibility and appropriateness for 
the target readers’, and mostly importantly must be communicative (Taibi 2018: p.19). 
In this study, the relationships between the success of the TT translation, equivalence and accessibility 
(i.e. the quality of being easily understood) is understood as an important factor in translating for the 
Kurdish community, who often rely on translated texts to assist them with understanding and using 
public sector services as well as their rights and responsibilities in a different culture. In such a setting 
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Taibi rightly asks the question ‘is it more important to mirror the content and stylistic features of the 
original text or to ensure that their translations are accessible and comprehensible’ (ibid. p.175). I 
have taken this into account when defining a translation as successful, partly successful or not 
successful and have considered the following. Is it an acceptable rendering of the whole meaning of 
the ST into the TT? Is it clear; is it likely to be understood by the readership, i.e. would the TT readers 
be able to use the information in the TT? 
Successful 
A successful translation ideally does not involve any errors in semantics, syntax or register, is culturally 
acceptable, conveys the whole meaning, does not cause confusion, is not misleading, is not difficult 
to understand and sounds natural. However, given that this may not always be possible and is, 
therefore, problematic, I suggest that in the translation of public sector texts, in addition to a 
recognition of the difficulties of achieving equivalence (as discussed above), or agreeing on an 
equivalent, there may need to be some margin of tolerance allowed where significant cultural 
differences are present. Some examples of this are: 
- a minor spelling error, that does not interfere with the understanding of the word or phrase; 
- the use of an informal word to translate a formal word if that still conveys the meaning and 
has no negative connotations; 
-  the use of a third-language word, e.g. Arabic rather than Sorani Kurdish, where the use of 
that word, in that context, e.g. a religious context (associated with the Qur’an, which is written 
in Arabic), or a legal context, associated with the legal system in Iraq, is acceptable. 
Partly successful 
TA partly successful translation gives the reader a partial understanding but may cause some 
confusion about the ST meaning. Examples of this are: 
- the retention of the English term ‘Home Office’, as some readers who have been in the UK for 
a while will understand the term but new arrivals will not; 
- the use of near-equivalents; 
- the use of near-equivalents with minor spelling errors that do not interfere with the meaning 
of the translation; 
- the use of third-language word, e.g. Arabic or Farsi in a context which is not usual but may be 
understood; 
- the use of an inappropriate register that still partly conveys the meaning, e.g. ‘female case-
worker’ where ‘female’ is translated using a term that would be offensive to many women. 
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Not successful 
- The meaning of the translation is wrong and will not be understood; 
- The explanation of the ST word or phrase is wrong and will be misunderstood;  
- OA word or phrase is omitted. 
 
1.10 The environment in which translators work in the UK, the position of the reading public and 
the relationship between commissioners of translations and translators 
 
1.10.1 The environment in which translators work in the UK 
The National Register of Public Service Interpreters (NRPSI) is currently the registration organisation 
for interpreters involved in public service work. Agencies and commissioners consult the register to 
identify people who have certain language skills, qualifications and experience. Although the register 
is for interpreters, agencies also use it to contact members about potential translation work. The lack 
of a formal register for translators, and for specialised training for public service interpreters is noted 
by Townsley (2018, p. 115-117, in Taibi ed. 2018).  This may change in the near future as the NRPSI is 
in discussions about establishing a National Register of Public Service Translators to complement the 
NRPSI. 
Most interpreters do translation work although they typically prefer to do interpreting, which is 
usually better paid and has the advantage of being conducted in an environment with other 
professionals. Interpreting has a higher status than translation, is more sociable, provides 
opportunities for networking and is therefore, in my opinion, a more satisfying experience.  
Public service translators in the UK work for organisations in the public sector, e.g. different 
governmental departments, the NHS, Local Authorities, statutory bodies such as the Health and Safety 
Executive, voluntary organisations, immigration services, solicitors and the police. They are also 
sometimes referred to as community translators. Taibi (2018: p.1) defines community translation as 
‘the written language service that facilitates communication between public services and speakers of 
minority or marginalised languages’. 
Types of documents for translation include short information leaflets from voluntary organisations 
about the services that they offer, information leaflets from the NHS about medical conditions, 
services offered by the NHS and how to access these services, government information documents 
about the asylum and immigration system, the judicial system and aspects of legislation that affect 
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citizens, information from Local Authorities about their services, e.g. housing, education and Child and 
Family services and work for solicitors and the police, translating reports and statements.  
Fees for translations for solicitors working with clients are paid by the Legal Aid Agency, if their client 
is funded by legal aid, which limits the amount payable for translation work done on behalf of solicitors 
and their clients or agencies working for solicitors. Other commissioners often use agencies for their 
translation work and this affects the amount available to pay the translator as the agency will need to 
ensure that they make a profit from the assignment. In these situations the translator earns less than 
if they were working directly with the commissioner of the work. The work is usually paid by ST word 
and very little consideration is given to the type of content, e.g. the level of complexity of the language, 
the degree of difficulty that the concepts in the ST may cause the translator or the format, such as the 
use of a complex and variable format or a leaflet format. All these factors affect the time needed to 
translate a document but the fee remains the same. The timescales for the completion of a translation 
can often be short, thus having an impact on the translator’s ability to prepare a good quality 
translation. 
This disregard for the complexity of the translation work reflects the low status of the public service 
translator and the little accorded to TT readers, as the emphasis is on minimising the cost to the 
commissioner and agency rather than on producing good quality translations that meet the needs of 
the readers (Taibi 2018: p.174; Taibi and Ozolins 2016: p.23; Townsley 2018; cited in Taibi ed. 2018, 
p.111).   
 
1.10.2 The position of the reading public 
For the purposes of this thesis the readership is Sorani Kurdish speakers in the UK, who are generally 
asylum seekers or refugees. Some have been settled in the UK for 10 years or more, and some are 
recent arrivals. They will therefore have different levels of familiarity with and understanding of UK 
culture, society and language, and require different types of translation and levels of explanation from 
the translation of a public service document. For example, some members of the community have 
become familiar with certain words such as ‘appeal’, ‘insurance’, ‘job centre’, ‘Home Office’, ‘council’ 
and ‘MOT’, thus showing what Taibi and Ozolins (2016: p.3) refer to as a divergence in their use of 
Sorani Kurdish. They are also a minority group in the UK and, as they are generally asylum seekers or 
refugees, have limited economic means and power and are not likely to be consulted about the 
finished translation. 
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Members of the Sorani Kurdish speaking community come from diverse social backgrounds: villagers, 
people from towns and cities, traditional and more liberal-thinking families, conservative religious 
backgrounds, less conservative religious backgrounds and with differing levels of education. Some are 
educated to university level while others are not literate. The majority the community is Moslem 
although some people follow other religions such as Christianity, Kakaeye (Yarsanism), Zardasty 
(Zoroastrianism) and Yezidizi (Yezidi religion). Regardless of other social factors, the community is 
patriarchal. 
An additional difference within the Sorani Kurdish community is that speakers of the language come 
from both Iraq and Iran and their use of the language differs (see section 1.6 for more details). As 
noted by Taibi and Ozolins (2016: p.15) such language variation typically occurs where the language is 
spoken in different countries. Burke (p. 169, in Taibi ed. 2018) describes a similar situation with 
Swahili, which is spoken in a number of African countries and often contains elements of other 
languages that are common in those countries, e.g. refugees from Central Africa may include French 
and English in their use of Swahili. 
 
1.10.3 The relationship between commissioners of translations and translators 
A clear brief from the commissioner about what they want from the translation and an understanding 
of the options available from the translator are important aspects of the process of achieving a 
successful translation. Ideally this dialogue should take place before each translation is started so that 
both parties are clear about what has been agreed and would result in a better quality, more effective 
translation which is therefore better value for money. The need for such collaboration is noted by 
Taibi (2018: pp.17-18). 
However, as most translation work is now arranged via agencies, it is rare that there is any 
communication whether direct or indirect between commissioners and translators. Local Authorities 
and local NHS services used to have their own lists of interpreters/translators and briefed the 
translators directly. However, now that the work has been outsourced to agencies to reduce costs this 
often means that if there is any brief from the commissioner it is not passed on to the translator and 
so the translator is put in the position of having to make decisions about what to do about, for 
example, the retention of the names of certain organisation; e.g. should they retain the English script 
and also transliterate into Sorani Kurdishas well as explaining the name? 
Before the commissioner accepts the final translation, the quality of a draft translation can be 
improved by proofreading or revision – terms that are often used interchangeably. However, Taibi and 
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Olozins (2016: pp.127-128) state that they have different functions, i.e. revision is a bilingual process 
that checks the suitability of the translation against the ST, whereas proofreading is a monolingual 
process that checks for typing and formatting errors. Agencies often use the term ‘proofreading’ to 
mean what Taibi and Olozins define as revision. Where ‘proofreading’ is requested by agencies the 
payment is per word and usually half the rate (or less) than is paid per word for the original translation. 
This demonstrates the lower importance given to revision by agencies as compared to translation. 
Although revision of a completed translation work is desirable, it is rarely independently revised, 
either by a different translator or one of the TT readers (depending on the nature of the TT, e.g. a 
translator for a TT such as a report or a statement and a member of the TT readership for an 
information leaflet), possibly because of the time and cost factors. Revising would enhance the quality 
of the translation and enable a discussion about how to express certain difficult terms or expressions 
or meanings to take place between translators, and between translators and TT readers. This would 
have the potential to improve both the standards of translations, and the skills of translators but also, 
through feedback to commissioners advise them about the importance of briefings and how they want 
language to be used to convey accurate messages to the TT readers. 
Taibi and Ozo (2016 p. 165) emphasise the importance of the social impact of, and the need to, 
empower marginalized communities through community translation. This is an important goal but it 
is unlikely to be achieved in the near future given current budget limitations and lack of involvement 
of commissioner and TT readers in the process. However, it may be possible to improve the training 
of translators and to persuade commissioners that a good briefing and even the involvement of TT 
readers in revising the TT would represent good value for the money that they spend. 
 
1.11 My experience as a public sector translator and interpreter in the UK 
I have been a community interpreter and translator since 2002 and have been on the National Register 
of Public Service Interpreters (NRPSI) for Sorani Kurdish since 2007 and Arabic since 2009. My 
qualifications are a BA Arabic/English Translation and Interpreting, University of Salford (2006), 
Metropolitan Police Test: Sorani Kurdish/English - interpreting and translation (2007), MA Translating 
and Interpreting Studies, University of Manchester (2008), and Diploma in Public Service Interpreting, 
Sorani Kurdish/English Law, Institute of Linguists Educational Trust (2008). I have been a member of 
the Home Office Interpreters list for Sorani Kurdish and Arabic since 2008 and have been a member 
of the Chartered Institute of Linguists, Sorani Kurdish /English since 2009. 
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My interpreting experience is mainly in the public sector with the police in interviews with suspects 
and witnesses in police stations and arrests in the community; with HMRC interviews; as a court 
interpreter in Criminal Courts, Immigration Tribunals and Benefits Tribunals; health appointments, 
social services interviews and meetings with families, Home Office asylum interviews for adults and 
children, solicitors in interviewing defendants and witnesses in criminal cases, and as an interpreter 
for defendants in court; work with refugee organisations who provide legal advice and assistance with 
immigration cases; and with refugee resettlement teams.    
My translation work experience is mostly related to these same areas, i.e. with the police translating 
witness statements and documents for assisting with investigations; with With Ssolicitors, translating 
witness statements, reports for court, e.g. Complex Local Authority family assessments and the 
responses of family members; accident claim assessment reports from medical professionals and 
witness statements for claimants; translation of supporting documentation for asylum claims, e.g. 
identification documents, threatening letters from various parties, medical reports; medical reports 
for complaints against NHS services; letters from solicitors explaining court procedures and the details 
of the progress of family cases and civil cases, etc.; with the NHS – information leaflets about general 
and specialist services; with charities – information leaflets about services that they provide and 
advice and information that is useful for their clients, e.g. about the immigration and asylum systems; 
and with Local Authorities – information leaflets about services that they provide, e.g. housing.  
 
1.12 Problems arising from this work and their urgency 
My experience in this work has demonstrated to me the fundamental importance of the need for good 
quality translation into Sorani Kurdish in the public sector (community translation), as there are very 
significant cultural differences between the two cultures and good translation is difficult to produce. 
This is especially important for communities which are trying to access services and to understand 
their rights and responsibilities in the legal system. Some of problems of translating in this field into 
Sorani Kurdish have been discussed in section 1.10 above but can be summarised as the lack of 
communication between the translator about their priorities about how they want their text to be 
translated and the options available; the varied backgrounds of the readership; the complexity of the 
format of some documents; and the complexity, difficulty of concepts and lack of equivalence in Sorani 
Kurdish and the lack of a consensus between translators about the translations of such difficult 
concepts. There may also be a problem with some translators not fully understanding the content of 
complex texts.  
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I have therefore chosen a corpus of texts from the public sector for this thesis in the hope that it will 
make a contribution to the improvement of translation in this sector.   
 
1.13 Structure of the thesis  
Chapter 2 presents key existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms and 
reviews the work of translation scholars regarding the translation of cultural references and 
differences with some examples illustrating the difficulties in translating English into Arabic and 
English into Kurdish.  
Definitions of translation strategies, procedures and techniques (Munday, 2012; Molina and Hurtado-
Albir, 2002; Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958/95) are presented and discussed in section 2.2. The chapter 
goes on to consider Ivir’s (1987) seven strategies for translating across cultures, in section 2.3, and 
Newmark’s ‘communicative’ and ‘semantic’ translation methods, in section 2.4. 
The next section, 2.5, describes the work of Venuti (1995/2008), Schleiermacher (1813/2004), and 
Berman (1985/2004), which could perhaps be said to be focussed on global translation methods rather 
than specific translation techniques. In particular, Venuti discusses the use of ‘foreignization’ and 
‘domestication’, ‘the illusion of transparency’ and the ‘invisibility’ of the translator.  
The chapter ends with a discussion of Tanjour’s (2011) findings in her research into ‘reader responses’ 
to different translations of the same English literary text and the extra-linguistic and intra-linguistic 
influences on translators working in Syria (section 2.6). 
Chapter 3 is concerned with existing theories about identifying areas of relevance for translating 
culture-specific terms. The notion of equivalence in translation and some of the difficulties with this 
notion are discussed, in section 2.3. Having done this, the chapter moves on to consider some multi-
level models for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms, i.e. Koller (1979), 
(section 3.4), Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2002) (section 3.5), and Catford (1965) (section 3.6.1). It 
also considers Baker’s (2011), analysis of areas of equivalence (section 3.7.1). 
The chapter then describes some translation theories/approaches that are more orientated towards 
extra-linguistic factors, i.e. Vermeer’s (1989/2004) skopos theory (section 3.8), which emphasises the 
purpose or function of the TT; Holz-Mänttäri’s (1984) translatorial action model, which emphasises 
the TT function and translation commission (section 3.9), and Nord (1997) (section 3.10), who presents 
a functionalist model of translation, which includes the TT function, translation commission and text 
analysis. 
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Chapter 4 proposes a model for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms, in 
section 4.3. It suggests that it is helpful to acknowledge that the commissioner of a translation and 
the translator may have their own priorities in translating culture-specific terms (which may or may 
not differ) and that it is the task of the translator to manage these differences. The model hopefully 
outlines these priorities or areas of relevance and demonstrates how the translator may be able to 
identify all the areas of relevance and the potential points where difficulties in translation may occur. 
Chapter 5 discusses a range of approaches to translation type, text type and genre (section 5.2), 
classifications of functions of language, text types, genres and translation types (section 5.3), a 
comparison of approaches in a figure (section 5.3.7), and  procedures for translating culture specific 
items (section 5.4). Finally a model that combines the commissioner and translator priorities discussed 
in chapter 4, and Dickins’ model for translating culture-specific terms is proposed (section 5.6).   
Chapter 6 describes the corpus, which comprises four texts chosen for their potentially culture-specific 
content and thus their ability to test the use of my model for identifying the commissioner’s and 
translator’s priorities and my expanded version of Dickins’ model of procedures for translating 
culturally specific items (section 6.1). The texts are then analysed using my model for identifying 
commissioner and translator priorities.  
The texts refer to aspects of U.K. cultural approaches to health and safety at work, domestic abuse, 
Female Genital Mutilation and to detention by the police; all areas where the SC and TC differ in their 
attitudes. The contents of the texts are described in detail and the texts are then discussed using the 
outline of the commissioner’s priorities in my model. 
Chapter 7 is an application of the model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms to the 
corpus. In this chapter, the model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms will be applied 
to the corpus of the four texts: Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers; Text 2 Female 
Genital Mutilation (FGM); Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse; and Text 4 Remember your 
rights whilst detained, using the data from the Excel sheets formatted to contain the information for 
the model of procedures from the texts (Appendix 4), and the ‘Notes on Excel analysis of translations’ 
(Appendix 2). 
Chapter 7 is divided into five parts. Each of the four texts is analysed in four sections. The first part is 
an analysis of four aspects of the TTs, involving: 1) culture-specific terms in the four texts in the corpus; 
2) the proportion of primary, secondary and other terms and  proper words/phrases and common 
words/phrases and their relationship to each other and rates of successful translation; 3) the 
proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST 
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hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, (semantic) overlap and other; and 4) the commissioners’ apparent 
priorities overall and their relationship to rates of successful translation.  
The second part is a numerical-based analysis of the success of translation in relation to formality, 
considering the formality of the ST and TT overall and the correlation – if any – between formality and 
success of the TT and between informality and success of the TT. The third part is a numerical-based 
analysis of the success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, considering how 
successful the TT is in relaying culture-specific terms overall, the extent to which the TT uses 
foreignization/domestication and the correlation – if any – between use of foreignization and success 
of the TT and between domestication and success of the TT. The fourth part is a numerical-based 
analysis of the success of translation in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. semantic) overlap, v. other. This will consider how successful the 
TT is overall, to what extent the TT uses the various techniques just identified and what the correlation 
is – if any – between use of these techniques and the success of the TT. The relevant sections are Text 
1, section 7.2, Text 2, section 7.3, Text 3, section 7.4 and Text 4 section 7.5). The fifth section is a 
comparison of all these four sections across all four texts, in sections 7.6, 7.7, and followed by the 
conclusion, in section 7.8. 
Chapter 8 examines the results of the application of the model to the corpus with specific reference 
to the translation procedures used to translate culture-specific terms. As discussed in chapter 5, the 
model uses the diagram of translation procedures in Dickins’ (manuscript, p. 165) Thinking Translation 
Methodology, based on Dickins (2012) (section 8.1). The translation procedures are identified (section 
8.2.1) and the number and proportions of simple translation procedures (section 8.2.2) and complex 
translation procedures (consisting of a combination of two or simple translation procedures) analysed 
(section 8.2.3) in each text of the corpus, with a comparison of each of the texts (sections 8.2.4-8.2.10). 
The final section (8.3) discusses whether or not the model which has been developed is adequate to 
account for all the procedures which are, in fact, used to translate culture-specific terms in the corpus. 
Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter of the thesis and is divided into 6 sections. Section 9.1 is a short 
account of the study. Section 9.2 contains a brief presentation of the chapters. Section 9.3 presents 
the key outcomes of the thesis. Section 9.4  considers how the thesis has answered the research 
questions. Section 9.5 discusses the limitations of this thesis, and 9.6 section outlines the suggested 
contributions of this thesis.  
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Chapter 2 
Existing Typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents key existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms and 
reviews the work of translation scholars regarding the translation of cultural references and 
differences with some examples illustrating the difficulties in translating English into Arabic and 
English into Kurdish. Having discussed detailed typologies, theories about the role of translators and 
the socio-cultural, political and economic factors in making decisions about translating culture-specific 
terms are then explored. 
Definitions of translation strategies, procedures and techniques (Munday, 2012; Molina and Hurtado-
Albir, 2002; Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958/95) are presented and discussed. The chapter goes on to 
consider Ivir’s (1987) seven strategies for translating across cultures and Newmark’s ‘communicative’ 
and ‘semantic’ translation methods. 
Following on from the detailed translation typologies of Ivir and translation methods of Newmark, the 
next section describes the work of Venuti (1995/2008), Schleiermacher (1813/2004), Berman 
(1985/2004), which could perhaps be said to be focussed on global translation methods rather than 
specific translation techniques. In particular, Venuti discusses the use of ‘foreignization’ and 
‘domestication’, ‘the illusion of transparency’ and the ‘invisibility’ of the translator.  
The chapter ends with a discussion of Tanjour’s findings in her research into ‘reader responses’ to 
different translations of the same English literary text and the extra-linguistic and intra-linguistic 
influences on translators working in Syria. 
2.2  Basic Issues 
 While many general works on translation contain very partial and tentative typologies of translation, 
so far, no complete and well-established one exists. This reflects the fact that the translation of 
cultural items is not a straightforward process.  
Cultural references and differences are two of the difficult elements facing translators and theorists; 
they are also issues that cannot be ignored by translators, as they constitute an important feature of 
many texts, especially literary texts, or those with religious connotations. In fact, other than extremely 
technical texts reflecting ‘universal' features (e.g. those of modern technology), almost all other texts 
will have some reference to culture that needs to be handled with care by the translator. There are 
major cultural gaps between English and Kurdish, just as there are between English and other Middle 
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Eastern languages such as Arabic. This has encouraged translators to develop strategies and 
procedures to overcome such difficulties.  
 
The translation of cultural items, religious names and religious and job titles, police and military ranks 
and social positions is not a straightforward process. Such words create multiple problems which 
require the translator to find satisfactory solutions. Translation theorists and scholars correspondingly 
need to understand what is exactly meant by “cultural items" in attempting to analyse translation 
procedures for dealing with such items. 
 
There has been much scholarly discussion of the definitions and types of procedures, techniques, 
methods and strategies for translating culture-specific terms. As noted by Molina and Hurtado-Albir 
(2002: p.499) there is disagreement about both the terms and the concepts which these terms refer 
to. They note that ‘classifications ... and terms overlap' (ibid). 
 
Some examples of the confusion relating to terminology can be seen by comparing the definitions 
proposed by Munday (2012) and Molina and Hurtado-Albir (2002: pp.507-509). Munday (2012: p.86) 
defines strategy as ‘the overall orientation of the translator'. By this he is referring to the focus of the 
translation, e.g. towards the SL or the TL – foreignizing or domesticating, literal or free. Molina and 
Hurtado-Albir (2002: pp.507-509) on the other hand use a similar definition to describe what they call 
the translation method, i.e. ‘...the way that a particular translation process is carried out in terms of 
the translator’s objective, i.e. a global option that affects the whole text'. They give as examples 
interpretative, literal, free and academic translation methods ibid. Thus both Munday’s strategy and 
Molina and Hurtado-Albir’s translation method could be said to refer to the same concept, i.e. the 
general manner in which the translator decides to approach a particular translation – something which 
can perhaps also be described as the focus of Venuti’s work (1995). 
 
While they use translation method to refer to an overall approach to the translation of a text, Molina 
and Hurtado-Albir (2002) use translation strategies more specifically to mean ‘the procedures ... used 
by the translator to solve problems that emerge when carrying out the translation process with a 
particular objective in mind'. Examples of strategies cited in this model are ‘strategies for 
comprehension (e.g. distinguish main and secondary ideas, establish conceptual relationships, search 
for information) and for reformulation (e.g. paraphrase, retranslate, say out loud, avoid words that 
are close to the original)’. Molina and Hurtado-Albir (2002: p.508). For Molina and Hurtado-Albir, 
therefore, translation strategies are a feature of the specific problem-solving stage. 
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Molina and Hurtado-Albir go on to define translation techniques (2002: p.509) as ‘procedures to 
analyse and classify how translation equivalence works'. They also argue (2002: p.508) that the chosen 
translation method dictates the type of translation techniques to be used for the ‘micro-units' of the 
text, i.e. the words and phrases, e.g. the use of borrowing as a technique having chosen an emphasis 
on the SL for the translation method. Their view is that techniques can only be evaluated in the context 
of a particular translation, the intention, the audience and, as already stated, the chosen translation 
method and cannot be said to be correct or incorrect out of the context of a translation. 
 
However, Molina and Hurtado-Albir (2002: p.508) additionally suggest that translation techniques 
may also be used as a translation strategy (problem solving). They give an example of paraphrasing 
being used in reformulation for problem solving as well as a technique to paraphrase a cultural item 
for TT readers. 
 
By contrast Munday (2012: p.86) defines a translation procedure as a ‘specific technique or method' 
to translate a particular item of text, e.g. transliteration or adaptation rather than as a problem solving 
stage in the process of translation. This definition of procedure is therefore a matter of translation 
techniques. 
 
Vinay and Darbelnet’s work (1958/1995) has been influential in the analysis of translation 
strategies/methods and techniques for the translation of specific textual items. As noted in Munday 
(2012: pp.85-89), their work is the result of an analysis of French and English translations undertaken 
to identify the translation strategies/methods and techniques. In summary, they categorise two 
translation strategies/methods and seven procedure/techniques. Vinay and Darbelnet use the terms 
‘strategy' and ‘method' to describe general approaches to particular translation problems. The two 
strategies/methods they identify are direct and oblique. The direct strategy is their preferred strategy 
wherever possible and  might also be described as literal translation (taking into account that 'literal 
translation' is a vague term covering a number of possibilities – but cf. immediately below for Vinay 
and Darbelnet’s use of the term ‘literal translation’). The three procedures/techniques they identify 
under the general category of direct translation areː borrowing, calque and literal translation.   
 
Borrowing:  
Lexical borrowing from the ST directly without any change e.g. the English word 
"team" is used exactly as it is in Kurdish, albeit that it is transliterated as میت ti:m. 
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Calque:  
A word or expression taken from another language and translated into a target 
language as a new expression. E.g. the English word "weekend" is translated into 
Kurdish as ەتفەھ ییاتۆک kotai: hɛftɛ, literally "end of the week".  Or "see you later" 
ەوەمنیبتەﺋ ɛtbi:nmɛwɛ, literally 'see you later'. 
 
Literal Translation:  
A direct word-for-word translation from a ST into a TT without any change, e.g. the 
English phrase 'secretary general' is translated literally into Kurdish as یتشگ یرێترکس 
skrtery gʃty. 
Vinay and Darbelnet’s second 'oblique' strategy is suggested as an option when direct translation 
cannot be used. In this case, four procedures/techniques are suggested for use; transposition 
(obligatory and optional), modulation (obligatory and optional), equivalence and adaptation. 
 
Transposition (obligatory and optional):  
This involves changing the word class or one part of speech with another, e.g. a 
noun for a verb. It is obligatory to do this when the language structures are 
different, e.g. between English and Sorani Kurdish. 'I want to go' is translated into 
‘Sorani Kurdish as مۆڕب تێوەمەد or مۆڕب تێوەمەد نم where the English infinitive 'to go' 
is translated as the verb ب-ۆڕ-م , meaning ‘I go’. 
 
Modulation (obligatory and optional): 
This involves the same meaning expressed in a slightly different way in the TL  
Obligatory: An example in Kurdish could be translating 'A couple live next door' as 
'a husband and a wife live next door'  نیژەد نامتشینەت یەڵام وەل کێدرێم و نژ ʒn u merdek 
lɛu mɛɭɛ y tɛnyʃtmɛn dɛʒi:n. 
Optional: in English when a Kurdish single male is asked 'do you have children?' 
about his marital status, it could be translated as 'are you married?' since in the 
Kurdish culture having children outside marriage is not acceptable. 
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Equivalence: 
This involves translating a word or a phrase or expression into a TL which has the 
same meaning but a different structure and style to fit the TC, e.g. ‘Raining cats and 
dogs’, could be translated into Kurdish as 'raining for orphans' ێرابەد ویتەھ ۆب bo 
hɛti:w dɛbɛre. 
 
Adaptation:   
This occurs when a notion in a SC does not exist in the TC, so a roughly 
corresponding cultural notion is used, e.g. "Church" could be translated by mosque. 
 
Despite the confusion about terminology, concepts and classifications it can perhaps be said that there 
is some agreement about the basis of choosing an approach to translation, i.e. method of translation, 
and choosing the type of translation techniques that help with this choice. 
 
The next sections in this chapter explore this further by considering the approaches of Ivir, Newmark 
and Venuti. I have chosen these approaches because they are prominent in the literature and 
appropriate to the analyses which I want to carry out. 
 
2.3 Ivir’s Strategies for Translating across Cultures    
Ivir (1987: p.35) says, "translating means translating cultures, not languages". Ivir discusses what the 
translator can do when there is a difference in the cultures, i.e. a gap in one of the cultures or if there 
is a difference pertaining to the words of the SL and the TL, i.e. lexical differences. He suggests that 
there are a number of methods that can be used, but that there are three points to be taken into 
account if his methods are used. 
 
1. They all achieve 'communicative equivalence in translation' but they may not explain the 
source culture (SC) to the target culture (TC), e.g. substitution avoids explaining anything 
about the SC or the SL expression. 
2. It may be necessary to use combinations of the methods. 
3. Each time a translator finds an area of "unmatched culture", s/he will have to make a new 
decision about which strategy to use. 
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Ivir outlines 7 strategiesː 
1. Borrowing 
2. Definition 
3. Literal translation 
4. Substitution 
5. Lexical creation 
6. Omission 
7. Addition 
 
1.  Borrowing or importing the phrase, with a definition 
This can be used when necessary, when the phrase is simple, if does not look strange in the TL, if the 
SL is already familiar to readers in the TL because it already borrows phrases from the SL, if the 
translator does not do it frequently in one translation and if SL readers accept borrowing from other 
languages. An example is starxani: in Kurdish, which is the name of the national dress for men. The 
literal translation of یناخراتس starxani: is King Star – named after the clothes worn by a king whose 
name was Star. Another area where this strategy might be useful is food, which is often specific to a 
culture, e.g. a special Kurdish dish ەنێخرت  trxenɛ which is made in the summer, dried and kept to be 
eaten in the winter.  
 
2.  Definition of the elements of the culture that are missing in the TC 
If this strategy is used, it is best to do it together with borrowing. The translator can then put the 
definition in a footnote or in the main body of the text when it is first used. It should not be overused; 
it should not interfere with the way that the reader reads the translation. An example of this would 
be the English words 'boyfriend' and 'girlfriend', where there is no cultural equivalent in either Arabic 
or Kurdish to refer to a romantic relationship of this kind with a friend. 
 
3.  Literal translation 
This is best used when the cultural element is the same or similar; the phrase has a similar lexical 
structure in both languages and can be understood easily, e.g. the translation of 'Afternoon tea' into 
Sorani Kurdish as اچ ەرسەع which means afternoon tea. It can be also be used in, for example, in 
translating certain items in sacred texts. It is necessary to be careful in case the words are the same in 
the TL but they mean something different. This strategy should not be used when the translation 
would be ungrammatical in the TL. For Ivir, literal translation is achieved through the use of word-for-
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word translation, which conveys 'both the content and the form', is faithful to the SL and is clearly 
understood in the TL. 
 
4.  Substitution 
This can be used when there is a partial overlap of the cultures or in lexical structure. The advantage 
of this is that it is easy for the TL reader to read and understand but it may lose some of the SL meaning. 
The translator has to balance the consequences of this option. An example is the forms of greeting 
that are acceptable in Arab and European society. In Arab societies, men and women do not touch 
each other in public, but in some European societies, such as France and Italy, men and women kiss 
each other when they meet in the street. In this situation it would be possible to translate 'they kissed 
[one another]' into Arabic as 'they met and greeted each other',   امهنیب ءاقل مت, or in Sorani Kurdish as  ەب
درک نایوڵاس و نتشیەگ کەی, which also means 'they met and greeted each other'. This would convey the 
meaning but would not accurately describe the manner in which they greeted each other.  
 
Another example is that, in English, it is possible to say that a woman divorced her husband, but if a 
translator decided to translate this literally into Iraqi Arabic or Kurdish, it would not be culturally 
acceptable. This is because, in Iraqi society, men make the decision about divorce. If the translator 
uses substitution, the translated version of ‘the wife divorced the husband’ might be  قلاطلا ةجوزلا تبلط
اهجوز اهتقلطو (Arabic) اد یقڵاەت ەکەوایپ و درک یقڵاەت یاواد ەکەنژ (Sorani Kurdish) (literally, ‘the woman asked 
for a divorce and then her husband divorced her’). In this situation, the general meaning is conveyed, 
but not the specific details about a woman’s power, in English society, to divorce her husband. 
 
5.  Lexical creation, i.e. the creation of new words or phrases in the target language 
This is not often used because new words are difficult to create and may not be understood by the 
reader. This technique may be used when the translator cannot use any of the previous methods. 
 
6.  Omission 
This can be used when it would be very difficult to translate and it would not significantly affect the 
meaning in the TL if it were not translated. 
 
7.  Addition of cultural information to translate "implicit" information into "explicit 
information" 
An example from Kurdish is that people refer to 'the year of the uprising'. If this were to be translated 
into English, the implicit information would have to be made explicit by explaining that this was 1991, 
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the year that the Kurds in Iraq rose up against the regime of Saddam Hussein. Another example is that, 
during Saddam’s regime, people in Iraq used to ask each other “Did you see the dog on 
television?” "؟اد نۆیزفەلەت ەل ید تەكەگەس"."؟نویزفلتلا يف بلكلا تدھاٍش لھ"  (Kurdish), which meant that Saddam 
had delivered a speech or was shown on television the previous night. 
 
2.4 Newmark   
 
2.4.1 Newmark’s Semantic and Communicative translation methods 
Newmark has proposed 'Semantic' and 'Communicative' translation as translation methods. Semantic 
translation can be said to favour or be oriented to the ST/SL and source culture, while communicative 
translation can be said to favour or be oriented to the TT/TL and target culture. These two translation 
types are similar to Nida’s formal equivalence and dynamic/functional equivalence respectively. Nida 
(1964: p.159) defines formal equivalence as "focussing attention on the message itself, in both form 
and content" and being "concerned that the message in the receptor language should match as closely 
as possible the different elements in the source language". By contrast, he defines dynamic 
equivalence as occurring where "the relationship between the receptor and the message [is] 
substantially the same as that which existed between the original receptors and the message" (ibid.). 
 
According to Newmark, Semantic Translation occurs when "the translator attempts, within the bare 
syntactic and semantic constraints of the TL, to reproduce the precise contextual meaning of the 
author" Newmark (1981: p.22). Semantic translation "attempts to render, as closely as the semantic 
and syntactic structures of the second language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original" 
(Newmark 1981: p.39). In a Semantic Translation approach, the translator will place greater emphasis 
on the ST and source culture in the translation and will attempt to replicate the original even if the 
resulting TT includes inaccuracies and does not comply with TL linguistic or cultural norms. In this 
sense a TT which results from Semantic Translation can perhaps be described as a foreignized text. 
The disadvantages of such an approach include the possibility that the translation may not be fluent 
and may need explanatory notes. Semantic translation can only be used for a relatively small number 
of text types such as literature. 
  
Newmark (1981: p.22) describes Communicative Translation as being when "the translator attempts 
to produce the same effect on the TL readers as was produced by the original on the SL readers". In 
producing a Communicative Translation, the translator may be more flexible in his approach and use 
his knowledge about the source culture and SL to assist him in conveying the message and the 
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intended effect on the readers in the TL. The intention is that the 'contextual meaning' is conveyed 
with the readership in mind so as to duplicate the effect of the ST on the SL reader (Newmark 2009).  
 
In his later work, Newmark (1991) suggests that the boundaries between these two strategies could 
be fuzzy. He also introduces the notion of 'language correlation', arguing that the two translation 
approaches are appropriate for different types of textsː 
 
1. The more important/serious the language (keywords, collocations, emphases) of the 
original, the more closely it should be translated. 
2. The less important the language of a text, the less closely it need be translated (Newmark 
2009: p.30). 
 
 Newmark is of the opinion that the second correlation could be applied to factual work as long as 'the 
essential qualities of the action, the facts and the ideas are accurately rendered' (ibid.). 
 
2.4.2. Translation techniques proposed by Newmark 
Newmark proposes the following specific translation techniques 
 
1.          Transference  
For Newmark, transference occurs when a lexical item is transferred from the SL to the TL without any 
alteration in the TL between 2 languages, e.g. proper names such as the newspaper ‘The Guardian’. 
He argues that once transference has taken place successfully then naturalisation can follow. 
Naturalisation 'adapts the Source Language word first to the pronunciation, and then to the normal 
morphology (word forms) of the Target Language' (Newmark 1988: p.82), e.g. the German word 
Performanz and the English word 'performance'. This is sometimes referred to as an 'appropriated 
word', where the SL word has been in use in the TL for some time so that TL speakers consider it to be 
a TL word; e.g. in Kurdish 'police' سیلۆپ poli:s is an appropriated word. 
 
2.          Transliteration  
Transliteration involves retaining the word in the SL and using it, unchanged, in the TL so that it sounds 
the same as the word in the SL, i.e. it is phonologically unchanged, or at least minimally changed in 
accordance with phonological differences between the SL and the TL. This is similar to Newmark’s 
transference technique and can in turn be compared to the use of loan words, i.e. a word from the SL 
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that is in common use in the TL and which the speakers of the TL recognise is a loan word, e.g. 
translating 'quality' as یتێلاوک kwaleti: in Kurdish. 
 
3.          Literal translation 
This can be defined as the translation of the individual words in an SL multi-word unit according using 
the TL word which is deemed closest in their basic sense to the basic sense of the SL word. An example 
is English 'Crown Court' translated into Sorani Kurdish as جات یاگداد dadgaj taʤ. Here dadgaj means 
'court' and taʤ means 'crown'. Literal translation under this definition is the same as Vinay and 
Darbelnet’s calque, i.e. ‘a special kind of borrowing whereby a language borrows an expression from 
another, but then translates literally each of its elements' (Vinay and Darbelnet 1958: p.32). 
 
4.          Through translation 
Newmark defines this as the ‘literal translation of common collocations, names of organizations, the 
components of compounds’ (1988: p.84), e.g. ‘Post Office' سیفۆﺋ تسۆپ post ʔofjs and ‘Job Centre'  بۆج
رەتنەس job sɛntɛr are through-translated into Kurdish. This form of translation is a particular type of 
transliteration applied to proper nouns. 
 
5.          Descriptive equivalent  
This is the use of the TL to describe or explain a cultural term in the SL. Dickins (2012: p.55) interprets 
this technique as being a response to the question ‘what is it?’. It can be compared to one of 
Newmark’s (1981: p.89) techniques for translating metaphors, i.e. ‘converting the metaphor to sense'. 
Newmark recommends that this technique should be used when it is not possible for the image of the 
metaphor to be transferred from the SL to the TL without altering the register or meaning. 
 
6.          Functional equivalent 
Here Newmark means the use by the translator of a neutral word with the addition of an explanation. 
Examples are baccalauréat – French secondary school leaving exam; Sjem = Polish parliament 
(Newmark 1988: p.83). Dickins (2012: p.55) interprets this technique as being a response to the 
question ‘what does it do?' This can be compared to using a role equivalent: e.g. translating a job title 
in the SL with the job title of a person with a similar role or function in the TL culture, e.g. translating 
‘Probation Officer' as یزاسکاچ یدنەمراک karmɛndj chaksazi: [reform officer] in Kurdish. These officers 
help people in prison and when they leave prison, so could be said to be the nearest cultural equivalent 
in the Kurdish judicial system.  
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7.          Cultural equivalent 
This technique is suggested for expressions in the SL which have no cultural meaning or correlation in 
the TL. In such situations, Newmark suggests the use of the substitution of a culturally equivalent word 
(i.e. a TL word denoting something with a roughly equivalent status in the TC to that denoted by the 
SL word in the SC) – just as ‘baseball' in America might be culturally equivalent to ‘football' in British 
culture (cf. Newmark 1988: p.83). 
 
Newmark also talks about ‘equivalent effect', which emphasises the effect on the readership, 
(Newmark 1981: pp.132-133), an example of which could be the use of ییاتەرەس  sɛrɛtai:, [first or 
primary] as a translation of ‘screening' for which there is no direct equivalent in Sorani Kurdish. This 
seems to be the same as Nida’s ‘equivalent effect', and may or may not involve cultural equivalence. 
 
 
2.5 Venuti   
The work of Venuti could perhaps be said to be focussed on global translation methods rather than 
specific techniques. In particular he discusses the use of “foreignization" and “domestication" by 
translators in their work and the political, social and cultural influences which may cause a translator to 
tend to use “domestication” particularly in English-speaking countries. He also examines the “illusion of 
transparency" and the “invisibility" of the translator (Venuti 1995/2008). 
 
2.5.1 Definitions of Foreignization 
Schleiermacher (1813/2004) describes two translation options which are available to translators. The 
first one could be described as foreignization. This is a translation strategy where the translator “... 
leaves the author in peace, as much as possible, and moves the reader towards him" (Lefevere 1997: 
p.74). A recent defence of foreignization is provided by Antoine Berman (1985/2004: p.227, and 
described by Munday 2012: p. 22). Berman challenges the avoidance of foreignization, arguing that in 
translation, it is an ethical duty of translators to keep the foreign as foreign. Likewise, his concept of 
“positive analytic", in which literal translation can be used to make the target text appear to be foreign, 
is an example of how to present the sense of the ST and source culture in the TT.  
 
Venuti (1995/2008) argues for the use of foreignization rather than domestication. He believes that TC 
readers should be reminded that they are dealing with a translated text and not a text which is originally 
written in their mother language.  The only way to achieve this, in Venuti’s view, is to use foreignization 
as a strategy. In so doing, translators avoid the ‘illusion of transparency' and the fake naturalization of 
the target text. According to Venuti, the process of foreignization “may involve lexical and syntactic 
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borrowings and calques" from the SL into the TL with the intention that readers realize the TT is in fact 
a translation (Venuti, 2004: p.189). Foreignization can be said to be SL and source-culture oriented.   
 
Although it is often harder to sell translated texts (e.g. literary texts), when they seem translated, there 
are also advantages in foreignization. It is obvious that the SC is reflected in the TC and thus a new 
culture is introduced to the target reader with the visible role of the translator. Additionally, through 
translation, readers of a target text will be able to expand their knowledge about the SC and its SL. 
 
2.5.2 Definitions of Domestication 
Schleiermacher (1813/2004) identifies a second translation strategy, which can be termed 
domestication. Here, the translators “...leave the reader in peace, as much as possible, and moves the 
author towards him" (Lefevere 1997: p.74). However, as noted by Venuti (1995: p.20), it is not possible 
to fully reproduce the foreign text in the TL.               
 
Venuti develops Schleiermacher’s concept of domestication describing it as a translation strategy 
exercised by translators to make the TL fluent and natural to read. Venuti argues that in domesticating, 
the translator intentionally makes himself/herself invisible, formulating the TT so that it is easy to 
understand and appears not to be translated. This effect is achieved by omitting some of the foreign 
aspects of the ST/SC in the process of translation. It can be argued that domestication is TL oriented 
and, accordingly, in Schleiermacher’s terms moves the author towards the reader (ibid).    
 
2.5.3 Advantages of foreignization 
The following are claimed by Venuti to be advantages of foreignization. 
 
1.   Enriching of TL and target culture 
During the process of translation, bringing foreignness to the TC makes it richer. When translating, 
translators sometimes try to remain loyal to the author and the SC. In order to do so, they convey the 
intention and the personality of the writer as well as the cultural expressions. As a consequence, readers 
of the TC understand they are dealing with a different culture reflected in the TT. This may help create 
cohesion between cultures since, through translation, people share each other’s cultures Venuti, (1995: 
p.1). 
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2. Avoidance of narcissism and racism  
Transferring some elements of a particular ST, in translating, might mean that some very important SL 
cultural expressions have been transferred to the TC. In other words, translators may attempt to enrich 
their own culture by deliberately importing some parts of the SL and culture.  This will establish cultural 
consistency and counter “ethnocentrism, cultural narcissism, racism and imperialism" (Venuti 1995: 
pp.19-20), as readers become familiarized with other cultures and traditions. Consequently the SC and 
the SL are both respected. However, Kurdish is a subaltern (lower status) language that has been very 
heavily suppressed in Turkey, Iran, Syria and Iraq and there has been hostility toward the language of 
the oppressing state, resulting in historical moves to purify the language of foreign influences (see 
section 1.6).                   
 
3. Educating the reader about the source culture   
By adopting a foreignizing method, Venuti (2008: pp.19) believes that the translator may be said to have 
made an ethical decision to remain loyal to the author, source culture and SL by not changing the TT so 
that it corresponds to the TC norms and disguises features specific to the SC. In doing so, the translator 
may then be able to educate the readership about the source culture and SL, using translation as a 
cultural and political practice, since the process of translation as a whole involves more than just 
replacing words and texts. To give a political example, the politically disputed geographical area of 
ناتسدروک یرووشاب   baʃu:rj kurdstan could be translated as Iraqi Kurdistan or Southern Kurdistan, with a 
note to explain the difference between this and Kurdistan as a larger ethnically based, geographical 
notions to provide information about the source culture.  
 
4.  Making the translator’s role visible   
If the translation is carried out in a manner in which cultural importance and writer’s intent are taken 
into account, the role of the translator will then be obvious because they will clearly be seen as an ‘actor’ 
in the translation process and the value and status of their role may be increased. 
2.5.4 Disadvantages of foreignization 
A number of disadvantages of foreignization have been identified in the literature. 
 
1. It could confuse and alienate the reader if the translation is too difficult to read and could therefore 
be a counterproductive method. 
 
2. Translators might be restricted in their ability to transfer cultural items into the TL and at the same 
time maintain cohesion and coherence (Venuti 1995/2008: pp.189-190). 
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3. Foreignization is most suitable for literary texts but would be difficult to apply to technical texts.  
 
2.5.5 Advantages of domestication 
A number of advantages of domestication have been identified in the literature.  
 
1. Fluent, natural translation 
Domestication aims to produce a fluent and natural translation, which is easy to read for the target 
readership. It can be argued that when the TT is fluent, it means that the translator has exercised a 
domestication strategy to avoid transferring foreign elements of the SC (Venuti (1995/2008: pp.189-
190). 
 
2. Meets the need of publishers 
Venuti (1995: p.9) argues that it is harder to sell translated materials than original materials; and to 
facilitate selling more copies, some publishers and commissioners, especially in American and English 
cultures, expect the use of a domestication strategy. The translators are, therefore, instructed to act in 
accordance with their policies. Venuti (1995: p.30) goes on to say that a younger generation, prefers to 
read a plain text without any footnotes. 
 
2.5.6 Disadvantages of domestication 
A number of disadvantages of domestication have been identified in the literature. 
 
1. Translator’s invisibility  
This is the ‘illusion of transparency' when the text seems as though it is written in the target language 
and is not translated. The translator’s role and work is thus invisible. In other words, this is a TT oriented 
approach (Venuti 1995: pp.1-2). 
Venuti contends that target culture readers should be reminded that they are dealing with a translated 
text and not a text which is originally written in their mother language, thus forcing them (readers, 
commissioners and publishers) to take into account the work of the translator. For Venuti, this decision 
of whether to adopt a foreignizing or domesticating approach is an ethical one as he believes that a 
translator has a moral duty to transfer the foreign and sometimes political nature of the ST to the TT, 
see 2.5.3. However, he does recognise that there are some limitations to this approach as this will have 
to be done using the language and culture of the TC in order for the reader to understand the TT. 
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2.5.7 Mediating strategies 
Katan (2002) suggests some “mediating" strategies, such that the TT includes some words and 
expressions which sound foreign but are used in a context where they fit the target text. The reader can 
feel the sense of the source culture reflected in his own target language without any “distortion".  An 
example given in Munday (2009: p.85) is to describe a translated order for a coffee with some added 
politeness (domestication) which is typical of the target culture but keeping the literal translation of the 
type of coffee ‘thick, double and really hot' (foreignization). 
 
2.6 Tanjour 
In her thesis (2011), Tanjour has explored reader responses to translated texts and, in doing so, has 
taken into consideration the extra-linguistic and intra-linguistic influences on translators thus taking 
into account external factors such as those noted by Venuti as well as detailed translation techniques 
for bridging cultural gaps. 
In her research, Tanjour assessed the translation of allusions in two Syrian Arabic translations of D.H. 
Lawrence’s book The Virgin and the Gipsy and concluded that the translation of allusions were 
inadequate. She assessed the use of explanatory endnotes and footnotes and interpolations such as 
explanatory glosses (additional information inserted into the text) in the same text. 
She considered the extra-linguistic and intra-linguistic factors that were integral to the translation 
process, talked to publishers about the influences that governed the manner in which texts were 
translated and used questionnaires to survey the reader responses of Syrian students. 
Tanjour interviewed Syrian publishers who acknowledged that they were influenced by external 
factors, e.g. economic, political, ideological and socio-cultural. Two of the main points made by the 
publishers were that in Syria economic factors (the cost of the translation, i.e. the number of words 
used and the quality of the translator where a less qualified translator may be cheaper to use) and the 
use of censorship limited the number of texts available for translation and the manner in which those 
texts could be translated (cf. Venuti). 
Translators are therefore sometimes limited by the specific instructions of publishers. An example is 
that some publishers do not allow footnotes/endnotes and some paratextual elements where 
publishers wish to limit the word count of the translated text in order to minimise the payment to the 
translator. Some delete such additions to the translation (2011: p.220) if they are made by the 
translator. Tanjour therefore concludes that publishers in Syria in 2011 have more social power than 
translators (cf. Venuti). 
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Tanjour asserts that translators are readers and writers. In their role as readers they try to identify 
cultural gaps and in their role as writers they attempt to bridge these by their methods of translation 
(2011:  p.223). The translator is thus a reader who is aware of the different cultural contexts and the 
specific difficulties in translating cultural differences/references for different target readers.  
The translator’s voice is influential in how the TT is received but he or she is working within and limited 
by a broader social, economic and ideological context. In addition to this, the translator is influenced 
by the text type/genre. Translators have to become readers of the ST and decide which 
procedure/strategy is appropriate as well as attempting to understand the possible wishes of and 
likely effect on the target reader. In Tanjour’s research where interpolations and endnotes were used 
the role of the translator became more visible. Reader responses were sought through the use of 
questionnaires. Some of the TTs had interpolations and endnotes and others did not. 
Reader feedback was found to be varied, i.e. the reaction of the respondents to the use of endnotes 
and footnotes varied. Some did not like footnotes or endnotes as they preferred to make more effort 
to understand the text without the additional information. Others did not wish to interrupt their 
reading by the distraction of reading an endnote or footnote. However, the majority of those surveyed 
favoured footnotes, with some preferring both footnotes/endnotes with extra information about 
cultural references through interpolated glosses. Lack of footnotes/endnotes or interpolations 
appeared to limit the reader’s understanding of the content of the literary text and the use of 
interpolations and endnotes appeared to increase the reader’s understanding of cultural references 
and of the characters and their relationships. 
The reader response appeared to be affected by the purpose of reading the text. If it was for pleasure, 
they were less likely to want footnotes/endnotes or interpolations. If the reading was undertaken as 
part of an educational course, then the additions were welcomed as a form of assistance to better 
understand the cultural references in the text. The readers were unlikely to make any comment if the 
additions were not highlighted. 
This study appears to confirm that in addition to extra-linguistic factors, e.g. socio-cultural, economic, 
political and ideological and intra-linguistic factors in bridging cultural gaps in a specific cultural 
context, the translator has to be aware that reader response to the translation is individual. It appears 
to be partially determined by the reason for reading the text and the readers in this research 
welcomed a more visible translator presence in the form of additions if they were studying the text 
for academic purposes.  It could therefore be argued that a multi-level approach to translation is 
necessary in translating cultural differences. 
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2.7 Conclusion and summary  
In this chapter, some of the existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms 
were discussed together with some aspects of the previous works of translation scholars regarding 
the translation of cultural references and differences. The chapter also explored some theories 
concerning the translator’s role followed by the discussion of a number of linguistic and non-linguistic 
factors in making decisions about translating culture-specific terms. 
As well as Ivir’s (1987) seven translation strategies for translating across cultures and Newmark’s 
'communicative’ and 'semantic' translation methods, the chapter discussed some definitions of 
translation strategies, techniques and procedures (Munday, 2012; Molina and Hurtado-Albir, 2002; 
Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958/95). 
This was then followed by a description and discussion of the work of Venuti (1995/2008), 
Schleiemacher (1813/2004), and Berman (1985/2004). The chapter specifically, concentrated on 
'domestication', 'foreignization', the 'illusion of transparency' and 'the invisibility of the translator'. 
Finally, the chapter focussed on Tanjour’s findings in her research of ‘reader responses' to different 
versions of translations of the same literary English literary text and the influence of extra-linguistic 
and intra-linguistic factors on translations into Arabic in her home country, Syria. 
In the following chapter, existing accounts of 'areas' of relevance for translating culture-specific terms 
will be explained and a list of fundamental 'areas' of relevance for translating culture-specific terms 
will be produced. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Existing accounts of ‘areas’ of relevance for translating culture-specific terms 
 
3.1   Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with existing theories about identifying areas of relevance for translating 
culture-specific terms. The notion of equivalence in translation and some of the difficulties with this 
notion are discussed. Having done this, the chapter moves on to consider some multi-level models for 
identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms, i.e. Koller’s  (1979) text analysis 
approach, Hervey and Higgins’ textual matrices model (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002) and 
Catford’s (1965) linguistic model of translation. Baker’s (2011) analysis of different areas of 
equivalence is also discussed. 
 
The chapter then describes some translation theories/approaches that are more orientated towards 
extra-linguistic factors, i.e. Vermeer’s (1989/2004) skopos theory, which emphasises the purpose or 
function of the TT; Holz-Mänttäri’s (1984) translatorial action model, which emphasises the TT 
function and translation commission; and Nord (1997), who presents a functionalist model of 
translation, which includes the TT function, translation commission and text analysis. 
 
3.2    Equivalence 
When considering ‘areas’ of relevance for translating culture-specific terms it can be argued that the 
study of models of equivalence and text analysis is of major importance in identifying such areas. 
There are many criticisms of this approach, such as the difficulty of defining equivalence, the different 
types of equivalence and doubts about the possibility of achieving equivalence between two 
languages but it remains the most useful starting point for translators when they commence work on 
a translation.  
   
3.3   Equivalence as a prescriptive notion and Equivalence as a descriptive notion 
Prescriptive equivalence  
Equivalence as a prescriptive notion implies that there is a ‘correct’, i.e. equivalent, and ‘incorrect’, 
i.e. non-equivalent method of translating a ST. In this notion, the ‘correct’ method would be approved 
by a person with the authority and experience to assess the quality of the translation. As described by 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins  prescriptive equivalence “denotes the relationship between an SL 
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expression and the canonic TL rendering of it as required, for example, by a teacher” (Dickins, Hervey 
and Higgins: 2002: p.19).  
 
Descriptive equivalence 
In this understanding, equivalence is not prescriptive. Descriptive equivalence is defined by Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins as follows: “Descriptively, equivalence denotes the relationship between ST 
features and TT text features that are seen as directly corresponding to one another, regardless of the 
quality of the TT” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.19). They argue that it is not possible to achieve 
true equivalence between the ST and TT, but only parts of the texts. 
 
3.4 Koller 
3.4.1  Koller’s definition of translation 
As noted by Mannaa (2011: p.24), according to Koller “What is translated are utterances and texts; 
the translator establishes equivalence between SL-utterances/texts and TL-utterances/texts, not 
between structures and sentences of two languages” (Koller, 1977: p.76). 
 
3.4.2  Koller’s definitions of correspondence and equivalence 
Munday (2012: p.73) notes that Koller’s definition of correspondence is described as being within “the 
field of contrastive linguistics which compares two language systems and describes differences and 
similarities contrastively” (Koller, 1979: pp.176-191). This method allows the translator to recognise 
false friends and other difficulties with lexical items, morphology and syntax. Munday (ibid.) goes on 
to describe Koller’s definition of equivalence as relating to “equivalent items in specific ST-TT pairs 
and contexts”.  For Koller (1979/1989: p.185), there is a difference between being competent in a 
foreign language, i.e. having a good knowledge of correspondence and being competent in translation, 
which requires knowledge of equivalence and the ability to use equivalence. Koller (1979/1989: p.100) 
asserts that to talk about the need for a translation to be equivalent to the original without defining 
the nature of the types of equivalence is “vacuous”. He argues that “this means that the SL content, 
form, style, function etc. must be preserved, or at least that the translation must seek to preserve 
them as far as possible”. These types of equivalence are described in his multi-level approach to 
translation. 
 
3.4.3  Koller’s multi-level text analysis approach to translation 
Koller (1979/1989: pp.100-104) describes five types of equivalence relations.  
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1.   Denotative equivalence  
This concerns the extra-linguistic content of a text that influences the translator and could be 
described as a fixed equivalence or “invariance of content”, e.g. of a term such as ‘United Nations’, 
with specific equivalents in different languages. 
 
2. Connotative equivalence.  
This concerns the lexical choices of a translator in conveying the connotations of the content of the ST 
into equivalent connotations in the TT, especially between near-synonyms. Koller regards this as ‘One 
of the most difficult problems of translation, and in practice is often only approximate’ (Koller, 
1979/1989: p.102). 
 
Koller (1979/1980: p.102) notes nine connotative dimensions: 
 
1. Connotations of speech level, e.g. poetic, normal, colloquial, slang and vulgar. 
2. Connotations of socially determined usage, e.g. student language, military usage, 
working-class language and educated-class language. 
3. Connotations of geographical relation or origin, e.g. non-regional, American English, 
and dialect. 
4. Connotations of medium in spoken and written language. 
5. Connotations of stylistic effect, e.g. archaic, pompous, plain and descriptive. 
6. Connotations of frequency, e.g. common and uncommon. 
7. Connotations of register, e.g. normal usage, technical and medical. 
8. Connotations of evaluation, e.g. conveying a positive evaluation and conveying a 
negative evaluation. 
9. Connotations of emotion, e.g. using emotion to describe a topic and not using any 
emotion (being neutral). 
 
3. Text-normative equivalence 
This concerns the norms related to the type of text that is being translated and therefore requires a 
good understanding of the use of both the SL and TL in different types or genres of communication. 
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4. Pragmatic equivalence (or communicative equivalence) 
This is focussed on the receiver or reader of the TT and is similar to Nida’s dynamic equivalence (and 
to Newmark’s communicative approach and Venuti’s domestication, which is TL oriented). At this level 
Koller suggests that the needs of the reader would take priority over other types of equivalence. 
 
5.  Formal equivalence 
This is concerned with the form and style of the ST and the way in which the language is expressed. 
An example is the use of puns. This type of equivalence may be referred to by others as ‘expressive 
equivalence’.  It is important to note that this is not the same as Nida’s ‘formal equivalence’. 
 
These five levels are intended as a hierarchy for the translator to use, moving from the first, 
denotative, level to the next level if the first level is not sufficient to achieve a good translation and so 
on through the hierarchy until the translator achieves a satisfactory translation, i.e. a good 
communicative translation. 
 
Koller gives more details of how to achieve the different types of equivalence at the five levels by 
describing the research foci for the different types of equivalence (Koller 1979/1989: pp.187-191). 
These have been summarized by Munday (2012: p.75). 
 
Denotative equivalence would be achieved by analysing correspondences and the “interaction with 
textual factors”. Here, the research focus would be on lexis.   
 
Regarding connotative equivalence, Koller suggests that a theoretical approach is needed to identify 
connotative features in different languages.  The research foci would be the level of formality of the 
language, social usage, geographical origin, effect of stylistics, genre and emotion. 
 
Text normative equivalence would be achieved by the use of text analysis to describe and correlate 
patterns of text between languages. The research focus for this would be an analysis of such patterns 
of use in different communicative situations. 
 
Pragmatic equivalence is to be achieved by translating the text for a specific audience. This takes 
priority over other types of equivalence in this model. The research focus for this level of equivalence 
would be an analysis of how audiences would receive the translated text or communication in 
different language pairs and different texts. 
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Formal equivalence is achieved by analysing the stylistic form of the ST and researching the options 
for using similar stylistic forms, e.g. equivalence in rhyme and metaphor, in the TL. 
 
According to Koller (1979/1989: p.104) his model will allow a translator to do what he considers to be 
essential, i.e. a translator must commence a translation with “translationally relevant text analysis” so 
that he can “set up a hierarchy of values to be preserved in the translation” and thus construct a 
“hierarchy of equivalence requirements” for that specific text. Koller argues for more work to be done 
to develop a methodology and conceptual apparatus for “translationally relevant text analysis”. 
 
However, Munday suggests that in this model it is not clear how the translator should decide which 
level to use (Munday 2012: p.74). Mannaa (2011: p.24) also criticises Koller’s model as not being clear, 
i.e. it does not provide enough detail for it to be used and understood by translation students or by 
trainers of translation students. 
 
3.5 Hervey and Higgins: textual matrices model 
As already noted, Hervey and Higgins emphasise the notion of “minimising difference” rather than 
“maximising sameness” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002: p.19), arguing that it is not possible to see 
equivalence as ‘sameness’ since this cannot be achieved in translation. When using their model, it is 
accepted that some elements of the ST, at all levels, may be lost when translated into the TT. The task 
is to minimise the loss and ensure that the important elements of the text are not lost in the process 
of translation. In order to achieve this, the translator has to make decisions about the priority of each 
aspect of the ST and minimise the translation loss especially in priority aspects in the TT. 
 
Textual Matrix Model 
The textual matrix is a multi-level model for use in finding equivalence between the ST and TT. It assists 
the translator to analyse the source text at many different levels and to decide which elements of the 
ST are more important and therefore to give them priority in the translation process. In giving them 
priority, the translation loss for these elements should be minimised. The model recognises that as a 
result of prioritising certain elements, translation loss may more reasonably occur in the elements of 
the ST that have been given less priority. 
 
The model consists of 5 matrices: Cultural, Varietal, Genre, Semantic and Formal. Within most 
matrices there are levels which are, in the cases of the phonic/graphic level and the grammatical level, 
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further divided into ranks. The overall textual matrices model can be represented in Figure 3.2 
(diagram provided by James Dickins, personal communication).  
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Figure 3.2 
 
  CULTURAL MATRIX (Section 3.6)  features presenting a choice between 
 exoticism 
 calque 
 cultural borrowing 
 communicative translation 
 cultural transplantation 
 VARIETAL MATRIX 
 SEMANTIC MATRIX (Chapter 6) 
 DENOTATIVE  CONNOTATIVE  'LECT' 
 MEANING MEANING  REGISTER  dialect 
  (Chapter 4) attitudinal meaning (Section 5.2.1) social register sociolect  
   affective meaning  (Section 5.2.2) tonal register 
   associative meaning  (Section 5.2.3) 
   allusive meaning  (Section 5.2.4) 
   reflected meaning  (Section 5.2.5) 
  collocative meaning  (Section 5.2.6) 
                         
  metaphorical meaning (Ch. 13) 
                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
        FORMAL MATRIX 
                                       
                                                             
                                                                
  
   
          
 
                                              
 
  
Key to lines between features in figure 
     Relation of implication. The feature 
from which the arrow points 
implies the feature to which the 
arrow points. 
     Relation of mutual implication. The 
two features to which the 
double-headed arrow points 
imply one another. 
     Rank relationship (also known as 
constituency relationship); e.g. 
between phoneme and syllable, 
syllable and foot. 
     Superimposition, e.g. the 
prosodic level is superimposed 
on the phonic/graphic level.   
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Matrices 
 
Cultural Matrix 
This matrix describes options in translating between exoticism (e.g. wholesale foreignness), calque 
(e.g. idiom translated literally), cultural borrowing (e.g. of the name of a historic movement), 
communicative translation (e.g. of public notices, proverbs etc.) and cultural transplantation 
(e.g. فەداهر   fɛrhɛd in Kurdish recast as ‘Romeo’, etc.) (Dickins (2013: p.38). 
 
Varietal Matrix 
This matrix is concerned with the way in which language is related to the identity of the speaker and 
has two sub-areas: register and ‘lect’. Register is divided into tonal register and social register. Tonal 
register is the tone of the speaker, e.g. polite or familiar. The tone is said to have affective meaning. 
Social register refers to the speaker’s social group, e.g. political group, cf. Koller’s connotations of 
speech level. 
 
‘Lect’ is divided into sociolect and dialect. Sociolect is associated with the language used by different 
groups within the class structure of a society, e.g. middle class (cf. Koller’s connotations of socially 
determined usage). Dialect is a language variety which is spoken in a defined geographic area, e.g. 
Howrami Kurdish, which is spoken in the Kurdish mountain areas between Iraq and Iran (cf. Koller’s 
connotations of geographical relation or origin). 
 
Genre Matrix  
Dickins et al. suggest five genres which they claim are traditional, at least in the West: these are 
Literary, Religious, Philosophical, Empirical and Persuasive (cf. Koller’s text normative equivalence and 
connotations of register). 
 
Literary genre: This covers literary texts, e.g. poetry, and drama, etc. and could be said to be author-
oriented and may have its own style. As a result of the individual styles of such texts and the likely use 
of connotation, polysemy and analogy, it is possible that intention of the author and the effect of the 
translation may not be the same (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.178). 
 
Religious genre: It is suggested that the style of the author will be influenced by the subject and the 
audience/readership, e.g. a text used to address the general public and one used to address a religious 
scholar will have linguistic differences  (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: pp.178-179). 
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Philosophical genre: These are texts associated with ideas and rational thinking, e.g. ethics (Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.179). 
 
Empirical genre: The purpose of such texts is to provide information and to present an impartial view 
of observable facts, e.g. scientific texts (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: pp.178-9). 
 
Persuasive genre: The purpose of these texts is to persuade the audience/reader to behave or act in a 
particular way, e.g. political speeches and instruction manuals (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: 
p.179). 
 
When translating between two cultures which have a different set of genres, it may be necessary to 
change genres between the ST and the TT (or very often to create a hybrid or mixed genre) (Dickins et 
al. ibid.)  
    
Semantic Matrix 
This matrix is divided into two areas: denotative meaning and connotative meaning (cf. Koller’s 
denotative and connotative equivalence). 
 
Denotative meaning is described as “that kind of meaning which is fully supported by ordinary 
semantic conventions, such as the convention that ‘window’ refers to a particular kind of aperture in 
a wall or a roof” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.52). 
 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins suggest that a number of notions have to be considered when a translator 
is thinking about denotative meaning.  The first is synonymy, where two phrases or words have the 
same meaning, e.g. ‘my father’s sister’ and ‘my paternal aunt’. The second and third notions are 
hyperonymy and hyponymy, where a hyperonym “is an expression with a wider, less specific range of 
denotative meaning” and a hyponym “is an expression with a narrower, more specific range of 
denotative meaning” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.55). They state that it can be difficult to find 
a TL synonym to reflect the exact meaning in the SL and that the translator may need to rephrase the 
SL in a way that will be understood in the TL. For example ‘cousin’ in English is a hyperonym of the 
Kurdish ‘maternal cousin’,  ازۆڵاخ xaʃoza and ‘paternal cousin’, ازۆمائ amoza. Using a hyponym to 
translate a hyperonym, as in this case, is described as particularising, i.e. it gives more specific detail 
or denotative meaning than the original in the ST. If the reverse technique is used, i.e. a hyperonym is 
used to translate a hyponym, this is described as generalising translation. It is important to identify 
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the best translation technique on the basis of which textual features are to be prioritized (cf. Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins 2016: p.60), as it may result in deletion or addition of significant details. If this 
occurs “then only compensation can counteract the omission or addition” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 
2002: p.58). 
 
Connotative meaning is the “associations which, over and above the denotative meaning of an 
expression, form part of its overall meaning” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.66). Dickins, Hervey 
and Higgins describe six types of connotative meaning: Attitudinal, Associative, Affective, Allusive, 
Collocative and Reflective. 
 
1. Attitudinal meaning 
This is the aspect of the full meaning which involves the attitude about the referent (thing or person 
being referred to). An example of the difference between ‘house’ and home’ is given, noting that 
‘house’ is a neutral word but ‘home’ has personal connotations (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: 
pp.67-68). In this situation the translator has to be aware of the attitudinal references and work with 
the semantic differences in the SL and TL in order to achieve as close a translation as possible. 
Attitudinal meaning can be compared to Koller’s connotation of evaluation. 
 
2. Associative meaning  
This is the part of the full meaning which refers to the associations or expectations connected to the 
referent. An example given by Dickins et al. is the word ‘nurse’, which is  generally associated with 
work undertaken by women (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.68). There may also be different 
cultural associative meanings in the two languages and the translator has to be aware of these in 
choosing the correct rendering of the word or phrase.  For example, a professional dancer in western 
culture is a respectable occupation but in Kurdish the occupation is associated with low status and to 
call a female a dancer is an insult. In such a situation, as Mannaa (2011: p.30) says, the translator may 
have to find an alternative ‘if semantically exact rendering is unacceptable in the target culture’. 
 
3. Affective meaning  
This refers to the emotional effect on the reader or audience in the TT (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 
2002: p. 69). It is different from attitudinal meaning as it concerns the effect of the TT on the reader 
whereas attitudinal meaning concerns the attitude to the item in the TT. Affective meaning can be 
compared to Koller’s connotations of emotion. 
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4. Allusive meaning  
Allusive meaning is “an intertextual feature. It occurs when an expression evokes an associated saying 
or quotation in such a way that the meaning of that saying or quotation becomes part of the overall 
meaning of that expression” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.70). For example, if a person writes 
in Kurdish about ‘The City of the Immortal Sheikh Mahmood’ they are referring to the Kurdish city of 
Sulaimany. Here, the allusion is to Sheikh Mahmood, who was based in Sulaimany and led Kurdish 
uprisings against the British rule in Iraq. 
 
5. Collocative meaning  
The notion of collocative meaning is related to collocation, which is “the tendency of words to co-
occur regularly in a given language” (Baker 2011: p.52). Each language has its own set of collocations 
and the translator has to be aware of these and the different collocations in the SL and the TL. 
Collocative meaning is that “meaning given to an expression over and above its denotative meaning 
by the meaning of some other expression with which it collocates to form a commonly used phrase” 
(Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.71).  An example of different collocations in Kurdish and English 
would be that ‘grey hair’ in English would have to be translated as ‘white hair’ یپس یژق qʒj spj in 
Kurdish. Another Kurdish collocation, relating to food is ‘rice and stew’ ەلش و جنرب brnʤ u ʃlɛ This is a 
very common collocation and describes a popular meal frequently served in restaurants and in the 
home. The stew can contain different ingredients but is always described as   ەلش  ʃlɛ and ‘rice and stew’ 
are always served together. This collocation is not found in English as this is not a common English 
meal. 
 
6. Reflected meaning 
Reflected meaning is “the meaning given to an expression over and above the denotative meaning 
which it has in that context by the fact that it also calls to mind another meaning of the same word or 
phrase” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: p.72). An example in Kurdish is calling someone  یوێڕ ɽewi: 
literally ‘fox’. In colloquial Kurdish ɽewi:, when applied to a person means ‘cunning’. However, this 
metaphorical meaning also reminds the reader of the more literal sense of یوێڕ  ɽewi: ‘fox’. 
 
Other types of connotative meaning 
Dickins et al. present three other types of connotative meaning: 
‘a) Emphasis: such as the use of semantic repetition, alliteration, repetition, exclamation marks, etc. 
b) Presentation of information as predictable or unpredictable: predictability and unpredictability are 
a function of the formal properties of theme and rheme. 
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c) Presentation of information as foregrounded or backgrounded: foregrounding and backgrounding 
are a function of the formal features of mainness and subordination’ (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 
2002: p.74). 
 
Formal Matrix 
There are six levels in this matrix. 
 
1. The phonic/graphic level 
2. The prosodic level 
3. The grammatical level 
4. The sentential level 
5. The discourse level 
6. The intertextual level  
The phonic/graphic level and the prosodic level are paired and are concerned with the basic elements 
of both spoken and written language. There are ranks within the phonic/graphic and grammatical 
levels starting with the most basic elements, i.e. the phonic/graphic level starting with phonemes and 
graphemes and becoming more complex going up the ranks – phonemes combining to make syllables 
and syllables combining to make a foot.  The prosodic level describes the aspect of spoken language 
(loudness and tempo) or written language (typographical marks and punctuation marks), which are 
overlaid on the phonic/graphic level. 
The grammatical and sentential levels are also paired. The grammatical level consists of two areas, 
morphology, which is concerned with the way in which morphemes are arranged into words, and 
syntax, which is concerned with the way in which words are arranged into phrases and sentence bases. 
The ranks within this level are firstly morphemes, then lexical items (words), then phrases and then 
sentence-bases. When other features such as intonation and sequential focus are added sentence-
bases become full spoken sentences.  When features such as punctuation and typography are added 
in written language these become full written sentences. These additional features are included in the 
sentential level and the features are overlaid on the grammatical level. 
Above the grammatical/sentential level, comes the discourse level, which is concerned with “how 
whole texts and sections of texts, and particularly elements larger than a sentence ‘hold together’” 
(Dickins 2007: p.47) and includes the notions of cohesion and coherence. Dickins defines cohesion as 
“the use of explicit connecting words” and coherence as “more abstract and concerns the ways in 
which sections of text make sense” (Dickins 2007: p.47). 
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The next level up, the intertextual level, is concerned with how a text relates to other texts, i.e. “the 
way in which elements of one text relate to elements of another” (Dickins 2007: p.48). The first 
possible relationship is the use of direct quotes from another text or an allusion to another text, a 
more indirect manner of relating to another text. In this model, allusion to another text is linked to 
allusive meaning, which was discussed earlier in this chapter. The second possible way in which a text 
may relate to other texts is genre membership and this links to the genre matrix in this model. 
 
This multi-level functional and product oriented approach to translation is a useful and practical tool 
for translators. Rather than placing emphasis on seeking direct equivalence, it is concerned with 
minimising translation loss. The model guides translators through different levels of textual analysis 
and provides a structure to assist with identifying which levels or areas should have priority for 
minimising translation loss in order to increase the functional effectiveness of a translation. Athough 
this approach has been widely praised, it has been suggested that, especially with regard to literary 
translation, the model does not provide sufficient guidance for translators to help them reach a 
decision about prioritising areas for minimising of translation loss (Conti, 2003: p.56). However, these 
are complex decisions that face all tranlators and depend on the function of both the text overall and 
the individual phrases or words within the text.  
 
3.6      Other ‘multi-level’ models 
 
3.6.1   Catford 
Catford (1965) developed a linguistic model of translation. Munday (2012: pp.92) describes the model 
as ‘analysing language as communication, operating functionally in context’. Catford’s model has both 
levels and ranks. Examples of levels are phonology, graphology and grammar, whilst ranks within 
grammar include sentence, clause, group, word and morpheme. The ranks describe the hierarchy of 
linguistic units that combine in one level and then become the basic units of the next level, e.g. in the 
morphology rank morphemes combine to form words and in the syntax rank words combine to form 
phrases. The levels describe phenomena.  
 
Munday (ibid.) notes that Catford emphasizes the difference between formal correspondence and 
textual equivalence (cf. Koller’s later use of these notions as described earlier in this chapter). Formal 
correspondence is defined as ‘any TL category (unit, class, element of structure, etc.) which can be 
said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the “same” place in the “economy” of the TL as the given SL 
category occupies in the SL’ (Catford 1965: p.27).  
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Catford describes rank bound-translation as translation that attempts to find equivalence for each 
word in the ST and unbounded translation as one where equivalence can be at other levels. A textual 
equivalent is defined as ‘any TL text or portion of text which is observed on a particular occasion…to 
be the equivalent of a given SL text or portion of text’ (ibid.). 
 
In Catford’s model, formal correspondence could be described as a system to pair concepts between 
two languages and textual equivalence as being related to particular ST-TT pairs. According to Catford, 
translation shifts or ‘departures from formal correspondence in the process of going from the SL to 
the TL’ (1965: p.73) occur when the two notions diverge. 
 
Catford presents two types of shift, a shift of level and a shift of category. A level shift (1965: pp.73-
75) is described by Munday (2012: p.93) as occurring, for example, when something which is expressed 
by grammar in one language is expressed by lexis in another. It would, therefore, be necessary to use 
different levels in his model to translate the item into the TL. An example of this is given in Munday 
(ibid.), ‘cases where the French conditional corresponds to a lexical item in English: e.g. trois touristes 
auraient été tués [lit. ‘three tourists would have been killed’] = three tourists have been reported killed.  
 
Catfords’s category shifts (1965: pp.75-82) have four subdivisions: structural shifts, class shifts, unit or 
rank shifts and intra-system shifts. As noted by Munday (2012: p.93-45), the shifts can be described 
as below.  
 
Structural shifts: Catford asserts that these are the most frequent types of shift and generally require 
a shift in grammatical structure. For example the subject pronoun + verb +direct object that is common 
in English, I drink tea in Kurdish is translated as tea drink I, د اچەمۆخ , ʧa dɛxom where the subject 
pronoun I is incorporated into the verb as the suffix m in Kurdish. 
 
Class shifts: These consist of shifts from one part of speech to another. Catford gives the example of 
medical student in English being translated in French as un étudiant en médécine. In this example, the 
English pre-modifying adjective medical is translated by the adverbial qualifying phrase en médécine. 
 
Unit shifts or rank shifts: These are shifts where the TL equivalent translation is at a different linguistic 
rank to that of the ST.  
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Intra-system shifts: These occur when, even though there are corresponding systems, ‘the translation 
involves translation of a non-corresponding term in the TL system (1965: p.80). For example, advice 
in English, which is neither singular nor plural (uncountable), is translated into French as des conseils, 
which is plural. 
 
Snell-Hornby (1988) and Bassnett (1980/1991: p.6) criticise Catford for producing a model that is too 
simplistic and narrow. Snell-Hornby (ibid.) also argues that translation has to be more than just a 
linguistic process and that cultural and situational features also have to be considered when 
translating between two languages and, therefore, two cultures.  
 
Munday (2012: p.94) notes that Catford acknowledges that translation equivalence can only be 
achieved by the use of communicative features in translation such as function, relevance, ‘situation 
and culture’, which are not adequately represented in his model. Both Munday (ibid.) and Snell-
Hornby (1988: p.20) also criticise Catford’s model, arguing that it adopts a narrow linguistic approach 
that concentrates on translation at the level of sentences and below and that his approach was not 
tested on whole texts or on real translations but on invented sentences and therefore does not 
address the cultural features that are a necessary part of translation equivalence.   
 
  
3.7     Other models 
 
3.7.1  Baker 
 
Baker (2011: p.5) asserts that equivalence has no theoretical status and says that she uses it in her 
book ‘with the proviso that although equivalence can usually be obtained to some extent, it is 
influenced by a variety of linguistic and cultural factors and is therefore always relative’ (c.f. Dickins 
et. al. and the aim of translation as the ‘minimising of difference’). 
 
However, Baker (2011) does acknowledge the importance of equivalence as a starting point in 
translation by using equivalence at different levels as her chapter headings, working with a ‘bottom 
up’ approach, i.e. word level equivalence; above-word-level equivalence; grammatical equivalence; 
textual equivalence: thematic and information structures; textual equivalence: cohesion; pragmatic 
equivalence (coherence). Baker does not claim that her approach should be used as a multi-level 
model but describes a range of areas of equivalence that have to be considered by a translator and 
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have to be put in ‘context’ (Baker 2011: p.6) when choosing a translation procedure. Here Baker is 
using ‘context’ to refer to linguistic and non-linguistic factors. 
 
Word level: Baker discusses definitions of a word and lexical meaning in relation to equivalence.  
 
Above word level: In this chapter Baker discusses the problems related to translation of collocations, 
idioms and fixed expressions 
 
Grammatical equivalence: Baker notes that there are differing grammatical categories in different 
languages, e.g. number, gender, person, tense and aspect and voice. She also refers to the importance 
of word order in different grammatical systems. 
 
Textual equivalence: thematic and information structures and cohesion. Baker considers the 
difficulties that can arise when attempting to transfer the thematic and information structures of the 
ST into the TT and concludes by saying that the main aim of the translator must be to produce a text 
that keeps the information of the TT cohesive and coherent as a text and able to be understood by 
the target audience. 
 
Pragmatic equivalence: Baker discusses coherence and implicature in a separate chapter as she 
considers them important in attempting to translate cross-cultural communication. She emphasises 
the need to consider the implied meanings of textual items (cf. Hervey and Higgins’, connotations) in 
a way that can be understood by the target audience as well as considering writers and cultural 
context. Munday (2012: p.159) comments that Baker has concentrated on the ‘thematic and cohesion 
structures’ in a text and that this is helpful for translators in choosing translation procedures. 
 
3.8   Skopos 
As already discussed, a purely linguistic or ‘equivalence’ approach to translation is limited and it is 
important to recognise that extra-linguistic factors are also relevant to translation. This has been 
recognised by a number of theories including skopos theory. The focus of this theory is on the TL rather 
than ST and whether the TT has fulfilled the ‘function’ of the translation ‘commission’. 
 
In Vermeer’s skopos (purpose) theory the TT must be ‘functionally adequate’ (Vermeer 1989/2004: 
p.228). For this to occur, the translator must understand the function of the TT and why the translation 
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has been commissioned. Munday (2012: p. 122) notes that Reiss and Vermeer (1984) describe six 
levels or rules when using this model. He summarizes them as. 
 
1.  A TT (or in skopos theory the translatum) is governed by its purpose or ‘skopos’ 
2.   A TT is an offer of information in a TL and target culture from the ST, SL and source culture. 
3.  The offer of information in a TT does not have to be reversible (back to the SL or ST).  
4.   A TT must be coherent internally. 
5.   A TT must be coherent with the ST. 
6.   These rules are in a hierarchy and the first rule about ‘skopos’ or purpose is the most important. 
 
In this model the ‘functional adequacy’ of a TT is judged by two rules, the coherence rule and the 
fidelity rule (Reiss and Vermeer 1984: pp.113-114). Munday (2012: p. 122) summarizes them as: 
 
A. The coherence rule (rule 4): according to Reiss and Vermeer (1984: p.113) the TT ‘must be 
interpretable with the TT receiver’s situation’, i.e. the translation has to take into account the needs 
and situation of the reader and produce a translation that makes sense to the TT reader. The translator 
therefore has to make judgements about extra-linguistic factors that may affect how the TT reader 
receives the text.  
 
B.  The fidelity rule (rule 5):  according to Reiss and Vermeer (ibid: p.114), coherence between the ST 
and TT is achieved through coherence between:  
- the ST information received by the translator 
- the interpretation of this information by the translator 
- the information that is then ‘encoded’ by the translator and transferred to the TT readers. 
 
The fidelity rule has been criticised as not being clear about what coherence between the final TT and 
the ST should be (Munday 2012: p.123). As Munday points out, the hierarchical model means that 
coherence between the ST and TT is at the lowest level of importance and implies that the skopos or 
purpose overrides even this important level of translation. Munday (ibid.) cites further criticism of 
skopos theory by Nord (1997: pp.109-122) and Schäffner (1998b: pp.237-238), who contend that the 
theory does not work with literary texts where the style of the text is often very important and may 
not have any particular purpose; that the term translatum does not help translation theory as the 
term target text already exists and that the model does not pay enough attention to linguistic factors 
such as the semantic or stylistic nature of the TT. 
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3.9 Translatorial action     
Holz-Mänttäri’s (1984) translatorial action model also considers the purpose or function of the ST and 
TT and puts them in the sociocultural context of the translation commission as ‘translatorial action’. 
She describes translation as being focused on communicative function and outcome for the receiver 
of the TT, and the translation process as being undertaken by a range of roles and players (who could 
be either people or organizations). The role of these players is to enable a cooperative approach to 
produce a cross-cultural functionally oriented and adequate communication. She provides a list of the 
players and their roles:  
 
The initiator: the individual or organization that needs the translation; 
The commissioner: the agency or individual who contacts the translator; 
The ST producer: the author(s) of the ST; 
The TT producer: the translator(s) of the TT; 
The TT user: the person who uses the TT, e.g. an advice worker using a translated leaflet; 
The TT receiver: the person who is at the end of the process and reads the TT, e.g. the person who 
received the leaflet from the advice worker; (Holz-Mänttäri, 1984: pp.109-111). 
 
The role of the translator is to ensure that the ‘functionally oriented communication’ between the two 
cultures (intercultural transfer) takes place with priority being given to the needs of the receiver. 
 
3.10   Nord 
Nord (1997) presents a functionalist model of translation that develops some of the features of skopos 
theory that places emphasis on the function of the TT but also emphasises the translation commission 
and text analysis. The descriptions below are adapted from Munday (2012: pp. 126-129). 
 
3.10.1  Documentary and instrumental translation in Nord 
In her model, Nord suggests two types of translation: documentary and instrumental. 
 
Documentary translation: For Nord (2005: p.80) documentary translation is a ‘document of a source 
culture communication between the author and the ST recipient’. This type of translation allows the 
translator to use methods that means that the TT reader knows that the text is translated. These 
methods include literal translation and what she calls ‘exoticizing translation’ by which she means 
transferring some lexical items that are culture specific from the ST to the TT (cf. Venuti’s concept of 
foreignization). 
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Instrumental translation: This is an approach to translation that concentrates on the communicative 
purpose of the TT and aims to produce a natural translation where the reader is not aware that the 
text has been translated. The function of the ST for the ST reader must be the same as the TT for the 
TT reader, e.g. a technical manual. 
 
3.10.2   Main features of Nord’s model 
There are three main features of this model, which are described in detail below by Munday (ibid) as: 
1. The importance of the brief from the commissioner 
2. The role of ST analysis 
3. The functional hierarchy of translation problems 
 
The importance of the brief from the commissioner (Nord 1997: pp.59-62)  
Nord outlines the essential features of the translation brief or commission as including: 
a)  Information about both the ST and TT so that the translator can begin to compare the ST and the 
requirements of the TT, identify where the texts are likely to be different and how to prioritise 
information and structure the TT 
b)  The intended functions of the text 
c)  The addressees, both the sender and the recipient 
d)  The time and place of text reception 
e)  The medium of the translation, e.g. speech or writing 
f)  The motive, i.e. why the ST was written and why it is being translated 
 
The role of ST analysis (ibid: pp.62-7) 
Nord suggests that the next stage is for the translators to analyse the ST to make decisions about:  
a)  is the request for translation realistic/possible? 
b)  what are the items in the ST that need to be given priority in the TT?  
c)  decide which translation strategy will be most suitable to meet the needs of the translation brief. 
 
Nord proposes a model of text analysis that is made up of eight elements, which Munday (2012: p.128) 
describes as:  
Subject matter:  this should include an analysis of how culture-bound it is to the SL or TL context. 
Content: this refers to the meaning of the text and includes connotation and cohesion. 
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 Presuppositions: this refers to the general background understanding of the ST and TT readers and 
with their understanding of culture-specific and genre-specific customs. An example is that a ST may 
contain redundancies such as explaining that 10 Downing Street is the office of the British Prime 
Minister, which would not be necessary for a TT for a U.K. audience. Munday (ibid.) also gives the 
example of the use of symbolism in different cultures, e.g. red as a symbol of happiness in Chinese 
culture.  
Text composition: this consists of two areas; microstructure, which includes information units, stages 
of a plot, logical relations and thematic structure; and macrostructure, which includes beginning, end, 
footnotes and quotations. 
Non-verbal elements: these are illustrations, italics, font, etc. 
Lexis: this includes dialect, register and subject specific terminology. 
Sentence Structure: this includes rhetorical features such as parenthesis and ellipsis. 
Suprasegmental features: these include stress, intonation, rhythm and ‘stylistic punctuation’. 
 
Although Nord proposes this text analysis model, she also says that other text analysis models can be 
used but that they should “include a pragmatic analysis of the communicative situations involved and 
that the same model be used for both source text and translation brief, thus making the results 
comparable” (Nord 1997: p.62).  
 
Functional hierarchy of translation problems 
Nord has developed a functional hierarchy of translation, which starts at the top and works down the 
hierarchy. In her model she adopts a pragmatic perspective and, as in skopos theory, the function of 
the TT is the most important feature. 
 
1.  The first level is where the translator compares the intended function of the ST and the proposed 
TT to decide which type of functional text (documentary or instrumental) is to be used as the TT. 
 
2.   Next the translator analyses the translation commission to decide which functional elements can 
be transferred into the TT and which will need to be altered to take into account the needs of the TL 
reader. 
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3.  Nord argues that the choice of translation type helps the translator decide the style of the 
translation. If a documentary translation is chosen, then it will be more source-culture oriented and if 
an instrumental translation is chosen then it will be more target-culture oriented. 
 
4.   Once these levels have been applied then the translator can use the text analysis model to consider 
translation at lower linguistic levels. 
 
Munday (ibid.) comments that this approach combines the strong points of several theories, i.e. the 
work of Holz-Mänttäri about the players involved in translatorial action into the analysis of the 
translation commission; the intentions of the ST and TT functions, which uses Reiss and Vermeer’s 
‘skopos’; ST analysis, which appears to be influenced by Reiss and focuses on communicative function 
and the influences of genre on the ST type and language.  
 
3.11 Conclusion  
In this chapter I have presented multi-level models for identifying areas of relevance for identifying 
culture-specific terms: Koller’s  (1979) text analysis approach, Hervey and Higgins textual matrices 
model (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002) and Catford’s (1965) linguistic model of translation analysis. 
Whilst both Koller and Catford have produced important work in the area of equivalence, Koller’s work 
is not detailed enough to use as a practical model for translation and Catford’s work has been criticised 
for its linguistic orientation. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins have developed a detailed, multi-level textual 
matrices model, which is practical and can be used by a translator when undertaking a text analysis 
prior to commencing a translation.  
 
I have also discussed the difficulties of the important notion of equivalence and the fact that a 
completely equivalent text can never be achieved.  Equivalence exists in the socio-cultural context of 
the text and not just in the text itself, i.e. both intra-linguistic and extra-linguistic factors have to be 
taken into account. As Baker (2011. p.5) says ‘equivalence… is influenced by a variety of linguistic and 
cultural factors and is therefore always relative’. This difficulty in achieving equivalence is also 
recognised by Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2002), who state the aim should be to minimise difference 
by choosing and prioritising important areas of relevance. Baker additionally discusses the politics and 
ethics of translation (cf. Mannaa’s (2011) research about the effects of sociocultural pressures on 
Syrian publishers and Venuti’s (1995/2008) views about the political domestication of translation).    
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In addition to these extra-linguistic factors, I have discussed the importance of skopos theory and the 
functional approach to translation, and especially the emphasis on the function of the TT, the nature 
of the translation commission and reader response and how these may influence the identification of 
areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms and the choice of translation type, e.g. Nord’s 
(1997) Documentary and Instrumental translation types. 
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Chapter 4 
 
A model for identifying ‘areas’ of relevance for translating culture-specific terms 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter proposes a model for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms. 
It suggests that it is helpful to acknowledge that the commissioner of a translation and the translator 
may have their own priorities in translating culture-specific terms (which may or may not differ) and 
that it is the task of the translator to manage these differences. The model outlines these priorities or 
areas of relevance and demonstrates how the translator may be able to identify all the areas of 
relevance and the potential points where difficulties in translation may occur. 
 
4.2 Priorities of the Commissioner and Translator 
As part of the process of identifying and prioritising culture-specific terms in preparation for 
translating a text it could be said that it is necessary for a translator to take into account and to satisfy 
both the priorities of the commissioner and their own priorities in achieving an acceptable translation. 
 
As Nord says, (1997: p.59) the role of the commissioner has a great influence on the type of translation 
and in particular in possibly stating their requirements for the following: 
 
1.  Function/purpose of the text 
2.  Target reader/audience 
3.  Register: formal/informal  
4.  Direction as to whether the target text should be domesticated or foreignized 
5.  Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
 
In practice, the details of the commission can depend on whether the commission is made directly by 
the commissioner or via a translation agency. A directly commissioned translation may well have 
specifically stated requirements and involve negotiations with the translator about any queries 
regarding possible translation options. From my own personal experience I know that a translation 
agency may well leave the translation entirely in the hands of the translator.  
 
Nevertheless, translators are bound by the commissioner’s requirements and under some 
circumstances have limited options in translating a text. However, although the commissioner may 
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specify the broad approach to a text, the translator has to do the specifics of the translation. For 
understanding these specifics it is useful to have a model to analyse the text, to identify the culture-
specific terms and to prioritise the importance of these terms in meeting the requirements of the 
commissioner. This should involve the following steps: 
 
1.  Identify culture-specific terms through text analysis 
2.  Identify culture-specific terms that are critical to the understanding of the translation (TT).  I 
have called these primary culture-specific terms 
3.   Identify other culture-specific terms that are linked to the primary culture-specific terms. I have 
called these secondary culture-specific terms. 
4.   Identify other culture-specific terms 
 
The question then arises as to how the translator should prioritise the culture-specific terms to 
produce a translation to satisfy the commissioner’s priorities. I have produced a diagram below that 
visualises a model.  
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4.3 Diagram of Commissioner and Translator Priorities 
 
Commissioner and Translator Priorities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
   
 
  
   
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
  
Commissioner Priorities 
C1 Function / purpose 
C4  Domesticate or 
foreignize  
C5  Other requirements 
such as deadlines, 
format, etc. 
 
T5 Implement the 
commissioner’s 
priorities 
 
T1 Identify  
culture-specific terms 
through text analysis 
T4 Identify other 
 culture-specific terms 
Translator Priorities 
C2  Target reader / 
audience  
C3  Register 
 
T3 Identify 
culture-specific terms 
that are linked to the 
above culture-specific 
terms: secondary 
culture-specific terms 
 
T2  Identify 
culture-specific terms 
that are critical to the 
understanding of the 
translation (TT): primary 
culture-specific terms 
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4.3.1 Commissioner Priorities 
 
4.3.1.1 C1: Function 
Knowledge of the function and purpose of the text is vital before the translator commences the 
translation. This will assist the translator in rendering the message so that the function of the text is 
clear to the TTRs. As already described in chapter 3, in her model, Nord suggests two types of 
translation: documentary and instrumental. 
 
Documentary translation: For Nord (2005: p.80), documentary translation is a ‘document of a source 
culture communication between the author and the ST recipient’. This type of translation allows the 
translator to use methods that indicate to the TT reader that the text is translated. These methods 
include literal translation and what she calls ‘exoticising translation’, by which she means transferring 
some lexical items that are culture-specific from the ST to the TT (cf. Venuti’s concept of 
foreignization). 
 
Instrumental translation: This is an approach to translation that concentrates on the communicative 
purpose of the TT and aims to produce a natural translation where the reader is not aware that the 
text has been translated. The function of the ST for the ST reader must be the same as the TT for the 
TT reader, e.g. a technical manual. 
 
There are three main features of this model:  
 
1. The importance of the brief from the commissioner 
2. The role of ST analysis 
3. The functional hierarchy of translation problems 
 
In this thesis, I propose 3 types of translation: 
 
1. Informative translation: this approach relates to documents whose function is, for example, to 
explain regulations, legal or other processes, guidelines, etc. to a specific group of readers (cf. the 
persuasive genre described by Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2017: p.63). 
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2. Technical translation: this approach relates to documents whose function is, for example, to explain 
technical specifications or instructions for operating machinery (cf. Nord’s instrumental translation 
(2005: p.80) and the empirical genre of Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2017: p.63). 
 
3. Literary translation:  this approach relates to the translation of literary works, for example, novels, 
poetry and plays (cf. Nord’s documentary translation (2005: p.80) and the literary genres of Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins 2017: p.62). 
 
As has been suggested by others, such types cannot necessarily be kept separate and there may be 
overlap in the ST. For example, the majority of the text may have one function but parts of the text 
may have another. Or it may be that the text could fall into more than one category of genre, for 
example, the technical details and instructions for using a washing machine could perhaps fall into 
either the informative or technical translation types above or the persuasive or empirical genres of 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (ibid.). Translation types, including my proposals, will be discussed further 
in the next chapter. 
 
4.3.1.2  C2:  Target Readers/Audience  
The target text readers’ profile should be identified by the translator before the translator starts the 
translation. By ‘profile’, I mean the target text readers’ expected level of education, location, age, 
dialect, gender, political view, religion, etc. The more information the translator has about the target 
text readers’ profile the easier it is to analyse the text, identify culture-specific terms and prioritise 
them. 
 
The nature of the text itself is also important to the translator in terms of its complexity, e.g. is it a 
straightforward text in terms of vocabulary (terminology, etc.) (using common vocabulary items) and 
structure (using non-complex structures)? This understanding of the text and knowledge of the 
intended readers will help the translator to decide how to approach the translation so as to convey 
the meaning in a way that will be understood by them. One example might be an NHS leaflet about 
services for readers of all backgrounds, in which case the translator might translate at the simplest 
possible level whilst still attempting to convey the meaning. Another example might be explaining a 
legal process, also aimed at all backgrounds but with the ST using more complex structures and 
terminology. In such a situation the translator might find it necessary to provide more explanation of 
roles and legal terminology if the cultural gap is wide. 
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I would suggest that an understanding of all the relevant features of the intended readers’ profiles is 
essential before moving on to any kind of text analysis including analysis of the register of the ST. This 
information will be necessary to help in identifying areas of potential difficulty for translation into the 
TT. When considering register, this information will be needed to identify the type of language that 
will most effectively transfer the meaning of the ST into the TT translation, and is thus a basis for an 
analysis of register to take place. 
 
4.3.1.3  C3:  Register  
As well as identifying function and purpose and the TT readers, identifying the register of the ST and 
potentially of the TT is an essential part of the translation process. Register can be used to denote a 
number of meanings and there are a number of different models of register that I outline in this 
section. 
 
Halliday  
According to Halliday, ‘The category of register is postulated to account for what people do with their 
language. When we observe language activity in the various contexts in which it takes place, we find 
differences in the type of language selected as appropriate to different types of situations’ (Halliday 
et al. 1964: p.87). 
 
Halliday et al. (ibid.) assert that it is the type of language used in the situation and not just the situation, 
which is the important factor, i.e. the relationship between the language use and the situation is the 
key concept in register. 
Halliday (1994: p.22) divides register into field, tenor and mode, where field is the content or subject 
matter; tenor is related to the author and the target text reader; and mode is the mode of 
communication, written or spoken. Munday (2012: p.139) notes that, for Halliday, field, mode and 
tenor are linked to types of meaning that can be observed in the ST and that these meanings are linked 
to types of linguistic/grammatical choices used by the author. For example, field is linked to ideational 
meaning or a ‘representation of the world or an event’, and types of ‘subject-specific terminology’ and 
‘transitivity structures’ such as the active or passive use of verbs. Tenor is linked to interpersonal 
meaning and the use of language to convey a specific relationship, for example, formal or informal 
ways of addressing a person. Finally, mode is linked to textual meaning, and how the ST is made 
coherent and cohesive. 
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Although, as Hatim and Mason (1990: p.46) note, Halliday’s model places importance on language use 
and situation, it is also seems to place more emphasis on detailed linguistic analysis than do other 
models of register such as Baker (2011). 
 
Hatim and Mason  
Hatim and Mason adopt Halliday’s field-mode-tenor model of register analysis, defining register as 
‘The set of features which distinguishes one stretch of language from another in terms of variation in 
context to do with the language user (geographical dialect, idiolect, etc.) and/or language use (field or 
subject matter, tenor or level of formality and mode or speaking vs. writing)’ (Hatim and Mason 1997: 
pp.222-23). They note that where the language associated with a particular field has a highly 
specialised terminology, such as court work, which relates both to the ST language and development 
of the ST culture, translators and interpreters will have the task of developing neologisms which they 
suggest would have to take into account ‘the wider questions of identity, ideology, etc.’ (ibid: pp.48-
49). Whilst neologisms are obviously not the only possible translation method in such situations, the 
reference to identity and ideology is interesting and relevant to translating culture-specific terms. 
 
House (1997/2009)   
House (1997/2009) also adopts Halliday’s field-mode-tenor model, defining register as ‘a variety of 
language according to its use in certain contexts’ (ibid. p.118).  She discusses register in the context of 
a framework to analyse and identify equivalence between a ST and TT. She suggests that a text and its 
context ‘interact with each other through an inextricable connection between the social environment 
and the functional organization of language’ (ibid: p.34) and that this applies to both the ST and the 
TT.  
 
House suggests that register cannot be used on its own to analyse a text and that genre must also be 
included in the analysis as it links the text to the ST or TT culture as a whole or puts it in the context 
of its culture. 
 
Baker (2011) 
Baker (2011: pp.13-14) defines register as ‘A variety of language that a language user considers 
appropriate to a specific situation’. She suggests that register will change as a result of three variables, 
first identified by Halliday (Halliday: 1978), as discussed in 4.3.1.3 above. 
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Baker asserts that cultures have their own understanding of the way in which language is used in 
specific situations. In order to make a decision about the type of register to use in the TT, the translator 
must therefore have a good understanding of both the ST and TT cultures and their use of language in 
general and specifically in relation to the ST that is to be translated.   
 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017) 
In their discussion of register, Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017: pp.212-214) refer to tonal register 
and social register, although they acknowledge that there are theoretically other types of register. 
Tonal register is described as the tone of the language used. This conveys ‘affective meaning’ and is 
generally a deliberate choice on the part of the speaker. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins describe affective 
meaning as the ‘emotive effect worked on the addressee’ by the particular phrase chosen by the 
speaker to cause that effect, that is to say there may be other phrases that would convey the same 
‘literal meaning’ but not have same emotive effect’ (ibid: pp.99, 289). They suggest that two main 
factors should be taken into account when considering tonal register: the first is the scale of politeness 
being used, ranging from extremely formal to aggressive and rude; the second is situation, i.e. the 
setting of language being used for example in a formal meeting or in a recreational activity (cf. Baker’s 
field or setting of discourse).  
 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins also indicate the need to be aware of possible different expectations of 
the tonal register of a particular situation in the SC and TC. For example, where, in western culture, it 
may be acceptable to be informal in certain situations, this may not be the case in other languages 
such as Arabic or Sorani Kurdish. 
 
Social register is described as referring to cultural stereotypes in that language unintentionally conveys 
social information about the speaker, associated with a ‘type of person and a type of situation’. 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017: p.213) submit that it may be more difficult to translate speech 
conveying character and social characteristics if the SC and TC do not have similar roles or social 
characters.  
 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (ibid) note that in Standard Arabic it is easier to identify tonal register than 
social register due to the formal nature of Standard Arabic, so there is less of a connection between 
language used and social stereotypes. In Sorani Kurdish although it is possible to detect someone’s 
level of education from their use of language, it would be difficult to link it to any other social aspect. 
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Biber and Conrad (2006) 
A rather different model of register has been proposed by Biber and Conrad (2006). This can be 
described as a linguistic model that considers register in its socio-cultural background. It places 
emphasis on the communicative purpose of the text in its social and situational context.  
Biber and Conrad define register as a type of text ‘associated with a particular situation of use 
(including particular communicative purposes)’ (ibid: p.8). They go on to contend that the term 
‘register’ can be divided into three elements; the situational context, the linguistic features, and the 
functional relationships between the situational context and the linguistic features. 
For Biber and Conrad, the linguistic features of a text help to define the register of that text but this 
can only be done at the same time as considering the ‘situational context of the register’, e.g. is it a 
verbal or written text and what is the ‘primary communicative purpose’? The third element is function, 
their argument being that the linguistic features of a particular register are used because they have 
the function of meeting the needs of the situation and communicative purposes of that register (ibid: 
pp.6-7) as shown in their diagram below (ibid: p.6). 
Situational Context of use 
(including communicative purposes)  
Linguistic Analysis of the  
words and structures that commonly occur 
<         Function       > 
 
The situational context of the register is made up of seven situational characteristics:  1. Participants, 
i.e. author and audience; 2. Relations among the participants, by which they mean the nature of the 
relationship between the author and the audience, including shared knowledge; 3. Channel or mode 
of the text, i.e. written or spoken; 4. Production circumstances, for example, planned or unplanned; 
5. Setting, referring to the time and place of the communication; 6. Communicative purposes, 
referring to both the general and specific purposes of the text, such as descriptive, factual, persuasive, 
political or presenting information; 7. Topic, i.e. the subject of the text and including the social status 
of the audience. 
Biber and Conrad argue (ibid: pp.33-35) that registers are located within their cultures and that 
different cultures have different ways of defining the language used in different situations, with some 
registers being culture-specific. They give as an example the work of Duranti (1981, 1994), who 
describes the different formal stages of a village meeting in Samoa as using different registers. In 
addition, registers can be highly specialised; they give the examples of spoken religious texts, noting 
that a sermon in different branches of the Christian faith would have different linguistic conventions 
and communicative purposes. They give another example of this register of communicative purpose;  
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in the Islamic faith, in a religious service in a mosque the tafsiir and wa’d both are part of the religious 
service but are considered to have separate registers as their communicative purpose is different.  
 
As can be seen in this section, there are many different ways of defining register with significant 
overlap between the definitions. Some models of register analysis emphasise a linguistic approach 
with some having complex linguistic theories attached to their models (Halliday, House). Others have 
a different approach with Dickins, Hervey and Higgins using Tonal register (deliberate meaning) and 
Social register (unintentional meaning) and Biber and Conrad emphasising situational characteristics 
and communicative purpose. All incorporate some elements of what Biber and Conrad call ‘situational 
characteristics’ or the general social setting of the text, thus emphasising the importance of the socio-
cultural setting of the ST and SC and the TT and TC. See the table below for a comparison of the 
situational characteristics of Biber and Conrad and the other models discussed in this section. I have 
also added my model for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms in the last 
column. 
 
4.3.1.3.1 Table comparing Biber and Conrad’s Situational Characteristics of a text with other models 
discussed in this section, Halliday, Hatim and Mason, House, and Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 
(adapted from Biber and Conrad (2009: p.40) 
 
Biber and Conrad Halliday Hatim 
and 
Mason 
House Baker Dickins, 
Hervey and 
Higgins 
Model 
adopted 
in this 
thesis 
Situational characteristics 
of registers and genres 
      
Participants author and 
audience 
Tenor    Tonal and 
Social 
register 
Target 
text 
readers 
C2 
Relations among the 
participants, by which they 
mean the nature of the 
relationship between the 
author and the audience, 
including shared knowledge 
Tenor Tenor 
Level of 
formality 
Tenor Tenor Tonal 
(politeness} 
and Social 
register 
Target 
text 
readers 
C2 
 
Register 
C3 
Channel or mode of the 
text, i.e. written or spoken 
Mode Mode Mode Mode  Other 
C5 
Production circumstances, 
for example, planned or 
unplanned 
     Other 
C5 
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Setting, referring to the 
time and place of the 
communication 
     Other  
C5 
Communicative purposes, 
referring to both the 
general and specific 
purposes of the text, such 
as descriptive, factual, 
persuasive, political, 
presenting information  
    Tonal and 
Social 
register 
Function 
/purpose 
C1 
 
Register 
C3 
Topic the subject of the text 
and including the social 
status of the audience. 
Field Field Field Field Tonal 
(setting) 
Social 
register 
Function 
/purpose 
C1 
 
Having studied the register of the ST, a reflective translator will then have to consider the register of 
the TT. I suggest that this will be determined, in part, by the function and purpose of the ST and the 
profile of the intended TT readers. Therefore, as noted earlier in this section and chapter, it may not 
be possible to directly convey the register from the ST to the TT due to the cultural differences 
between the ST and TT readers, including the levels of education, social expectations, and social roles.  
 
Other possible difficulties might include, for example, if the text is complex and formal but the TT 
readers have limited education. How would this affect the translator’s task in conveying both register 
and meaning? Which would take priority? In practical terms, I suggest that the translator would have 
to attempt to retain the tone of the register with the use of explanations that would convey the 
meaning to the TT readers. 
 
4.3.1.4  C4: Domestication or Foreignization 
The degree of foreignization in a translated text may be affected by the terminology of the text and 
the guidance of the commissioner about how much of the ST language they wish to be retained in the 
TT. For example, the commissioner of an NHS leaflet may wish both the job titles and script of the job 
titles to remain the same in the TT. Another example might be where the commissioner wants the job 
titles to be transliterated but the translator is required to provide an explanation of the job.    
 
4.3.2 Translator Priorities 
4.3.2.1 T2: Primary culture-specific terms 
I suggest that the translator would find it helpful to compile a list of culture-specific terms and 
prioritise them, identifying also the most difficult to translate, i.e. where there is a significant lack of 
equivalence, particularly where understanding the culture-specific term is critical to understanding 
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the translation. Culture-specific terms which are central to a text I will call primary culture-specific 
terms. 
 
For example, ‘First Tier Tribunal’ is a culture-specific term, related to the UK immigration and asylum 
system and is difficult to translate. When the Home Office refuses an asylum application, the person 
who seeks asylum is entitled to appeal against the decision at a First Tier Tribunal where the case will 
be heard by an independent immigration judge. Therefore, it is extremely important that the role of 
the First Tier Tribunal is made clear in the translation so that the target text readers understand the 
role of this tribunal. If they do not understand this particular culture-specific term, it will be almost 
impossible for them to understand the rest of the text.  
 
4.3.2.2 T3: Secondary culture-specific terms 
Having compiled a list of primary culture-specific terms, the remaining culture-specific terms which 
are of direct relevance to the general topic of the text can then be categorised as secondary culture-
specific terms. To use a legal example, in explaining a court setting, a ‘court usher’ could be said to be 
a secondary culture-specific term.  
 
4.3.2.3  T4: Other culture-specific terms     
In addition to the primary and secondary culture-specific terms, it is likely that there will be other 
culture-specific terms, not of direct relevance to the general topic of the text but which will 
nevertheless have to be considered. 
 
4.3.2.4 T5: Implement the commissioner’s priorities  
Having listed the primary and secondary culture-specific terms and any other culture-specific terms 
that have been identified, and being aware of the commissioner’s stated or assumed priorities of 
function/purpose, target reader, register and the use of domestication or foreignization, the translator 
is then in a position to commence work on translating the culture-specific terms, ensuring that the 
choices made relate to each other in a manner that assists in conveying the meaning of the ST.   
 
4.4 Conclusion and summary 
This chapter has proposed a model for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific 
terms. The model has compared the priorities of the commissioner and the translator as a means of 
demonstrating how the translator could identify the priorities or areas of relevance for translating 
culture-specific terms. Having identified these and the potential areas of difficulty, the translator can 
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then move on to consider how to translate the culture-specific terms themselves. This will be 
developed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
A model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms 
 
5.1  Introduction 
Having established areas of relevance for identifying culture-specific terms, as well as commissioner 
and translator priorities, I will now formulate a model of procedures for translating these terms. This 
model will need to take into account the general requirements or, where these are not available, what 
the translator assumes to be the general requirements of the commissioner for: 1. The 
function/purpose of the text (linked to the translation type/text type/genre); 2. The target 
reader/audience; 3.  The ST and TT registers; and 4. To what degree the translation should be 
domesticated or foreignized. This will be the framework for the model, and the procedures for 
translating the culture-specific terms will be set within this framework. This could be called the 
‘context of the translation’; cf. Baker, who describes a range of areas of equivalence that have to be 
considered by a translator and have to be put in ‘context’ (Baker 2011: p.6) when choosing a 
translation procedure. Here Baker is using ‘context’ to refer to linguistic and non-linguistic factors: 
what are sometimes called ‘linguistic context’ and ‘situational context’. Other similar terms include 
the ‘cultural context’ of Hatim and Mason (1990: p.223), which they define as ‘the ideologies, moral 
systems and socio-political structures’ of a culture, while their more general definition of ‘context’ is 
‘the extra-textual environment which exerts a determining influence on the language used’ (1997: 
p.215).       
 
5.2 Discussion of definitions of translation type, text type and genre 
There are many proposed definitions of translation type, text type and genre in the literature. These 
often overlap or even contradict, and writers typically recognise not only main genres but also sub-
genres. Nonetheless, however they are defined, translation type, text type and genre are important 
because they are related to the function/purpose of the text. This is an important area for identifying 
culture-specific terms and will influence analysis of which translation procedures it is appropriate use 
in order to try to achieve the same purpose as that of the TT.  
 
Baker (2011: p.123) notes that there is “overlap” in the understanding of text type and genre. 
However, text type is typically used to relate textual material to context, e.g. journal article, and/or to 
the purpose of the content, e.g. “instruction”. Baker refers to “institutional genres” and gives the 
examples of religious texts and newspaper editorials. 
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Biber and Conrad (2009) also note that there is no accepted agreement about the use of the terms 
‘style’, ‘genre’ and ‘register’, suggesting that “register and genre have both been used to refer to 
varieties associated with particular situations of use and particular communicative purposes” (ibid. 
p.21). They differentiate texts by register, style and genre. Their register model has already been 
discussed in chapter 4 but it is useful to note that their definitions of register, style and genre are 
concerned with “approaches or perspectives for analyzing text varieties, not as different kinds of texts 
or different varieties” (ibid. p.15). Biber and Conrad (ibid.) do not define texts themselves in the same 
way as do other models e.g., as members of text types, but as the basis for analysis from the 
perspective of register, style and genre. Thus, it is this form of analysis, rather than the text variety 
that is most important. Where they discuss text varieties, they describe them as, for example, 
‘newspaper article’, ‘fictional prose’ or ‘academic article’. 
 
To give a brief summary of these perspectives, of register, style and genre, firstly Biber and Conrad 
(ibid. p.15) note that texts can be analysed from all three perspectives of register, style and genre, but 
they assert that a register perspective is “important for the description of all text varieties” (ibid: p.2). 
They regard the genre and style perspectives as being more specialised, suggesting that they are useful 
for “understanding the text variety being described” (ibid: p.2), e.g. genre in relation to research 
articles and style in relation to fictional prose. An interesting difference between the three 
perspectives of register, style and genre is that, whilst they suggest that register and style can be 
analysed from sample extracts of a text, genre can only be analysed from the whole text. This perhaps 
indicates that genre could, in fact, be used as an alternative to text type. 
 
In their discussion of text type and genre Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017: p.61) also comment that 
the terms ‘genre’ and ‘text type’ are often interchangeable. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins choose to use 
the term ‘genre', stating that “in determining the genre of a text, the essential fact is the author’s 
attitude to the treatment of the subject matter of the text” (ibid: p.62) and the intended effect on the 
TTR, which could be described as the purpose or function of the text. They go on to suggest that a 
translator needs to be familiar with genre types in both SL and TL (ibid: p.61), so that they have an 
understanding of the ‘characteristics’ of those genres in both cultures. This is essential for the 
translator to attempt to achieve the purpose/function and intended effect on the TTR/audience.  
 
5.3 Classifications of functions of language, text types, genres and translation types 
In this section I will discuss descriptions of functions of language, text types, genres and translation 
types and then describe and discuss my proposals for translation types. 
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5.3.1 Bühler’s functions of language 
In Bühler’s (1934) model of the functions of language, there are three components of communication: 
the sender who is the author or speaker, the receiver, who is the reader or listener, and the objects 
and states of affairs, which is what is being written or talked about. 
Bühler contends that the language function of a text is determined by the type of communication 
focus, i.e. sender, receiver or objects and states of affairs.  If the focus is on the sender, then the 
function will be expressive or symptomatic, i.e. concerned with the views or attitude of the sender. If 
the focus is on the receiver then the function will be appeal or signalling, i.e. concerned with the effect 
of the communication on the receiver. If the focus is on the objects and states of affairs then the 
function will be representative or descriptive, i.e. concerned with the objects and states of affairs. 
 
5.3.2 Jakobson’s functions of language 
Building on Bühler, Jakobson (1960) proposes a more extended model of the functions of language, 
as shown in the table below. The table itself is taken from Louis Hébert (2011): 
Factors of communication and functions of language 
Target factor   
function no. 
TARGET 
FACTOR 
 SOURCE FACTOR FUNCTION 
1 Context  Message Referential 
2 Addresser  Message Emotive 
3 Addressee  Message Conative 
4 Contact  Message Phatic 
5 Code  Message Metalingual 
6 Message  Message Poetic 
 
In Jakobson’s (1960) model of the functions of language there are six factors involved in verbal 
communication: 1. Context – the words in the message and the situation of the message 
(corresponding to Bühler’s objects and states of affairs), 2. Addresser – the person speaking or sending 
the message (corresponding to Bühler’s speaker or author), 3. Addressee – the person who receives 
the message (corresponding to Bühler’s receiver), 4. Contact – between the addressor and addressee, 
5. Code – a common code or language, 6. Message. 
Each of these six factors are linked to one of six functions. If the message is focussed on the context, 
then the principal function is described as referential, i.e. it involves the content of the message such 
as a scientific statement giving information ‘the earth has one moon’. 
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If the message is focussed on the addresser, then the principal function is described as being emotive, 
i.e. it involves the emotion of the addresser rather than the content of the message. An example of 
this would be conveying emotion through a word such as ‘ouch’. 
If the message is focussed on the addressee, then the principal function is described as conative, 
relating to the effect of the message on the addressee, as in commands, e.g. ‘come here’. 
If the message is focussed on the contact between the addresser and addressee, i.e. starting, 
continuing or stopping communication, then the principal function is described as phatic, as in saying 
‘hello’, in order to start a conversation. 
If the message is focussed on the code, i.e. ensuring that the addresser and addressee have the same 
understanding of the ‘code’ or language, as in agreeing on a definition of something, then the principal 
function is described as metalingual. 
If the message is focussed on the message itself ‘for its own sake’ (Jakobson 1960: p.356), then the 
principal function is described as poetic, for example, poetry, word play, etc. 
The model suggests that there are six basic text types arising from the six functions of language; and 
although it is also possible that several functions may occur within a specific text, one of these six 
functions is expected to be dominant.  
 
5.3.3 Reiss’ text-types 
Katharina Reiss identifies three text types (1977/1989: pp.108-9): 
Informative, which provides facts or information about a topic and where the subject is 
given priority; 
Expressive, which concerns creative texts and where the style and form of language and 
the author are given priority; 
Operative, which is persuasive, i.e. persuading a person to do something or behave in a 
particular way. 
 
There has been criticism of this classification as being limited to three text types, especially as some 
texts may shift in function within the text itself, e.g. where an informative or operative text may 
contain creative language to describe something. Nevertheless, identifying the primary function of the 
text or intention of the author is an important part of the process of the reflective translator deciding 
on their translation strategy and these three classifications are very practical. 
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5.3.4 Hervey and Higgins’ genres 
Another way to classify texts is proposed by Hervey and Higgins, who use term ‘genre’, e.g. in Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins (2017: pp.60-61). Hervey and Higgins argue that a key difference between ‘genre’ 
as they use the term, and the way in which ‘genre’ or ‘text type’ are used by other writers is their focus 
on the objective features of the text (rather than the presumed intention of the author), i.e. the 
intended effect on the receiver and an understanding of how likely it is that the intended effect will 
occur. 
Hervey and Higgins describe five main traditional Western genres, all related to the idea that a genre 
is situated in a particular ‘world’ and style(s) of language: 
 
1. Literary genre. They note that there are many types of literary genre but assert that they all have 
two characteristics. One is creating an imaginary world, the second is that they contain ‘features of 
expression’ that ‘emphasize, modify or create features of content’ (ibid: p.63). They refer to the use 
of features of literary language, such as manipulation of polysemy, etc. and note that the ST author’s 
intended effect on the audience/reader is less certain or clear than in some other genres. 
 
2. Religious genre. Texts in this genre are not part of a created imaginary world but a ‘spiritual world’ 
with a framework and a variety of linguistic styles associated with different situations and forms of 
religion (cf. Biber and Conrad’s description of religious registers, ibid: pp.33-35). 
 
3. Philosophical genre. Texts in this genre are situated in ‘the world of ideas’, e.g. pure mathematics 
 
4. Empirical genre. This refers to the ‘real world’ and relates to ‘informative’ and ‘objective’ writing in 
the fields of academic, scientific and technological writing 
 
5. Persuasive genre. Texts in this genre are described as having in common the intention of persuading 
the audience/reader to ‘take a certain course of action’.  
 
Dickins (2017: p.140) suggests a more detailed method of understanding the relationship between 
Hervey and Higgins’ genres. The figure below is taken from Dickins (ibid: p.140). 
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Relationship between genres in Hervey and Higgins 
 
  GENRES 
 
  
 desired 'actual' 
 
 persuasive 
   fictional non-fictional 
 
    literary 
  spiritual non-spiritual 
  
  religious 
  abstract   concrete 
 
  philosophical empirical 
 
Dickins suggests a basic genre division between a ‘desired’ state of affairs, i.e. ‘the way one wants 
things to be’ and the ‘actual’ state of affairs, i.e. ‘the proposed real or fictional ways that things are’. 
Where a text has the purpose of achieving a desired situation, it belongs to the persuasive genre. 
The other genres in the ‘actual’ state of affairs are initially divided into fictional and non-fictional.  The 
genres in the sub heading non-fictional are based in the ‘real world’ whereas the fictional sub-heading 
is defined as belonging to a ‘world’ that is not real even though some aspects of the text may be real, 
such as the geographical location. Texts of this type are described as belonging to the literary genre. 
Dickins further divides the non-fictional sub-heading into spiritual and non-spiritual, with spiritual 
texts falling into the religious genre. The final division, within the non-spiritual category, is between 
abstract and concrete with the more abstract concepts in mathematics and philosophy belonging to 
the philosophical genre and more concrete aspects of the ‘actual’ world such as science related to 
explaining the physical world. 
There are some similarities between Dickins, Hervey and Higgins’ classification and that of Reiss; 
Dickins, Hervey and Higgins’ empirical genre is similar to Reiss’ informative text type, their persuasive 
is being similar to Reiss’ operative text type, and their literary genre is similar to Reiss’ expressive text 
type. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins’ two additional classifications, religious and philosophical, do not so 
clearly fit in with Reiss’ text types, though the closest approximation is her informative text type. 
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5.3.5  Nord’s translation types 
Having looked at language functions / text-types / genres, it is worth here comparing the approach of 
Nord as this has been extremely influential in translation studies. As already described in chapters 3 
and 4, in her model, Nord suggests two types of translation, documentary and instrumental. Her 
documentary translation puts the emphasis on communicating the ST culture to the TT reader and 
foreignizing the TT, while her instrumental translation places emphasis on the communicative purpose 
and function of the translation and a natural or domesticated translation. Unlike Reiss (ibid.) these are 
less like text types that are concerned with content and more like translation procedures that are 
concerned with the effect on the TT reader and can be described as being at different ends of the scale 
of domestication/foreignization approach. In common with Reiss’ classifications (ibid.), Nord’s has the 
advantage of being straightforward and clear but does not address the more specific function of a 
text, which could be argued to be necessary in order to decide on a foreignizing or domesticating 
strategy. 
 
As discussed in chapter 4, I propose the following three types of translation, relating to different ST 
and TT genres: 
1. Informative translation 
This approach relates to documents whose function is, for example, to explain regulations, legal or 
other processes, and guidelines, or provide information about a subject such as in a newspaper article 
or an academic article, etc. to a specific group of readers. One may compare the persuasive and 
religious genres described by Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017: p.63), and the operative text type of 
Reiss (1977/1989: pp.108-9). The difference with my taxonomy is that with explanatory translation 
the text might or might not be persuasive, as the primary function would be to explain a subject and 
only possibly to persuade someone to do something.  
 
2. Technical translation 
This approach relates to documents whose function is, for example, to describe technical 
specifications or instructions for operating machinery, or undertaking a scientific process (cf. Nord’s 
instrumental translation and the empirical genre of Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, (2017: p.63), the 
informative text type of Reiss (1977/1989: pp.108-9); the referential language function of Jakobson 
and representative /descriptive language functions of Bühler). The technical translation type differs 
from explanatory translation in that the subject matter is based on observable facts.  
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3. Literary translation 
This approach relates to the translation of literary works, for example, novels, poetry and plays; cf. 
Nord’s documentary translation and the literary genre of Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2017: p.62), the 
expressive text type of Reiss (1977/1989: pp.108-9), the poetic and emotive language functions of 
Jakobson, and expressive or symptomatic language functions of Bühler.  It can also be compared to 
the religious genre of Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, (2017: p.63), as the style of religious language could 
be described as expressive and emotive in common with poetry and other literary work. However, the 
content of much religious texts could also be said to be explanatory.    
 
As noted earlier there has been some criticism of the three text types of Reiss but the advantage of a 
limited number of text types is that they provide a simpler model for the translator to use. The 
question is, perhaps, is this too small a number of types to classify the range of texts that might exist 
in (western) models? I would like to suggest that this is not the case and that my three proposed 
translation types do cover most possible texts. 
 
Bühler, Jakobson, Reiss, Hervey and Higgins, Nord and the current approach which I will adopt in this 
thesis can be compared as in the following figure: 
 
5.3.6   Comparison of approaches to functions of language, text types, genres and translation 
types 
Figure 1 
 
Bühler:  
Language Function 
Jakobson:  
Language 
Function 
Reiss: 
Text-type 
Hervey and 
Higgins: 
Genre 
Nord Current 
approach 
Expressive or 
symptomatic 
Emotive Expressive Literary  Literary 
 Poetic Expressive Literary  Literary 
Appeal or 
signalling 
Conative Operative Persuasive  Explanatory 
Representative or 
descriptive 
Referential Informative Empirical 
Religious 
Philosophical 
Instrumental Technical 
Literary  
Explanatory 
 Metalingual  Philosophical  Explanatory 
 Phatic     
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5.4 Procedures for translating culture-specific items 
In the following I will consider procedures proposed by various theorists for translating culture-specific 
items as a prelude to drawing up my own set of procedures. 
 
5.4.1 Newmark  
Newmark’s procedures have already been addressed in some detail in chapter 2, section 2.4. They are 
summarised here. 
 
5.4.1.1 Translation techniques proposed by Newmark 
As discussed in detail in section 2.4.2, Newmark proposes the following specific translation techniques; 
transference, transliteration, literal translation, through translation, descriptive translation, functional 
equivalent and cultural equivalent.  
 
5.4.2 Ivir 
5.4.2.1 Ivir’s Strategies for Translating across Cultures   
Ivir’s (1987) procedures have already been addressed in some detail in chapter 2, section 2.3. They 
are summarised here: He outlines 7 translation strategies, noting that it may be necessary to use a 
combination of the techniques. The strategies are; borrowing, definition, literal translation, 
substitution, lexical creation, omission and addition. For details of these see section 2.3. 
 
5.4.3 Dickins’ analysis of cultural translation procedures 
The following is taken from Dickins (manuscript, p.165) Thinking Translation Methodology: 
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Figure 2 
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5.4.3.1 Introduction 
Dickins (2012) takes the translation strategies of Ivir (1987), Newmark (1981) and Hervey and Higgins 
(1992) and has used them to devise a structure that presents distinctions (ibid: p.44) in translating 
culture-specific items as outlined below. I have not discussed the detail of the strategies of these 
authors in the context of this grid but have instead concentrated on Dickins’ explanation of the grid. 
 
Source Culture/Source Language-oriented or Target Culture/Target Language oriented 
At the top of the grid is the orientation of the translation, i.e. is it Source Culture/Source Language-
oriented or Target Culture/Target Language oriented? Dickins says that he assumes that an orientation 
to the Source Culture is also an orientation to the Source Language and that an orientation to the 
Target Culture is also an orientation to the Target Language. For Dickins an orientation to the Source 
Culture/ Source Language is associated with foreignizing translation procedures, columns 1-3, and an 
orientation to Target Culture/Target Language is associated with domesticating translation 
procedures, columns 5-7 (Venuti, 1995). Column 4 is culture neutral, involving words and concepts 
that are culturally shared by both languages. 
 
Non-lexicalised/ungrammatical vs. lexicalised/grammatical 
The next differentiation is non-lexicalised/ungrammatical vs. lexicalised/grammatical procedures. A 
non-lexicalised word or phrase, in column 1, is defined as a word or phrase being used in a sense which 
is not standard for that word or phrase in the language, while ‘ungrammatical’ means that the TT form 
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does not accord with standard TL grammar, making the TT element foreignizing. Bizmar, used for 
example as the English translation of the Sorani Kurdish برامز  , bizmar is an example of a non-
lexicalised word. A translation of   ماد یێل کێنادێل as ‘he beat me a beating’ is ungrammatical: the 
adverbial use of a noun phrase cognate to the verb is not part of the grammar of English. 
  
Semantically Anomalous vs. Semantically Systematic 
Semantically systematic translation procedures are given in columns 3-7. ‘Semantically Systematic’ is 
defined as ‘a standard part of the semantic system of the language’, i.e. the meanings of the 
words/phrases are understood by competent users of the language (ibid: p.46). As Dickins (2012: p. 
46) notes, “For example, the meanings of ‘fox’ as (1) any canine mammal of the genre Vulpes and 
related genera, and (2) a person who is cunning and sly, are semantically systematic in English. The 
meanings of ‘round the bend’ as (1) ‘around the corner’ and (2) ‘mad’, are also semantically systematic 
in English. In both these cases all the meanings given can be found in a reliable dictionary”. 
 
‘Semantically anomalous’ meanings are defined as meanings that are ‘not part of the semantic system 
of the language’, i.e. the meanings of the words/phrases are not understood by competent users the 
language. As Dickins (2012, p .46) notes, “The use of ‘aardvark’ to mean ‘an incompetent person’ is 
semantically anomalous. This is reflected in the fact that ‘aardvark’ is not given in the sense ‘an 
incompetent person’ in reliable English dictionaries. Similarly, ‘beyond the turning’ in the sense ‘mad’ 
is semantically anomalous, as reflected in the fact that ‘beyond the turning’ is not glossed as ‘mad’ in 
reliable English dictionaries. 
 
Synonymy-oriented vs. Problem-avoidance Oriented vs. Non-synonymy Oriented 
The next set of distinctions are synonymy-oriented vs. problem-avoidance oriented vs. non-synonymy 
oriented. Synonymy-oriented translation procedures are in columns 1-4. Dickins (ibid: p.47) states that 
a synonymy-oriented translation is ‘likely to be close to synonymous’, such near-synonymous 
translations including some hyponymous, hyperonymous or semantically overlapping translations, 
(ibid: p.47). 
 
Problem-avoidance oriented translation, column 5, is illustrated by omission. This avoids having to 
choose an equivalent word or phrase. Non-synonymy oriented translation procedures, columns 6 and 
7, are those that are not primarily concerned with synonymy but are more focussed on Source-Culture 
oriented language and are thus more domesticating procedures. 
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Situationally Equivalent vs. Culturally Analogous 
These are two types of non-synonymy oriented translations. The first, situationally equivalent 
translation, in column 6, refers to a situation may be the same in both cultures but the words, and 
associated meanings, that are used in the situation are different. The second type is the use of cultural 
analogy as a translation procedure, which occurs when there is no ‘situational equivalent’ in the 
source culture. As an example of situational equivalence, people see others off on a journey in both 
Western and Arabic culture. In Britain, one might say to someone one is seeing off, ‘Have a nice 
journey’, or ‘Have a safe journey’, or even ‘All the best’. In Sorani Kurdish, one standard phrase is  تاوخ
ڵەگەل ‘God be with you’. These phrases are situationally equivalent.  
 
Cultural analogy is illustrated by داهرەف و نیریش as a description of two young lovers is specific to Kurdish 
culture. Precisely the same ‘situation’ (i.e., characters) does not occur in Western culture. However, 
in English literature, and therefore English-language culture, Romeo and Juliet—as doomed lovers—
occupy an analogous situation to that of داهرەف و نیریش in Kurdish culture. داهرەف و نیریش may therefore, 
in some circumstances, be replaced by Target Text ‘Romeo and Juliet’ by a process of cultural analogy. 
 
Lexical vs. Structural (Morphotactic or Syntactic) 
Row A and Row B (Columns 1-3 only, i.e. foreignizing) relate to the different translation procedures 
for a foreignizing lexical unit (word) in row A and for a foreignizing structure,  i.e. the way in which 
words are put together from individual morphemes (morphology) or the way in which words 
themselves join together from larger phrases (syntax) or both. 
 
Column 1, Row A: Cultural borrowing and Column 1, Row B: Calque (ungrammatical and 
semantically anomalous) 
Cultural borrowing or ‘cultural borrowing proper’ as Dickins describes it (ibid: p.49) involves non-
lexicalised lexical (non-structural) forms. For example, the word  منۆد is used in Sorani Kurdish in Iraq 
for a measurement of agricultural land (2,500 square metres). When transliterated into English as 
donm, this is a non-lexicalised word consisting of one morpheme. 
 
An example of a calque (ungrammatical and semantically anomalous) is ‘Went for beard, moustache 
put over it’, as literal translation of the Sorani Kurdish proverb یناب ەیان یشیڵێمـس شیڕ ۆب ووچ , whose 
idiomatic meaning is along the lines ‘Not only did you not gain what you went for, but you lost 
something else as well’. 
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Column 2, Row A: ‘Literal translation’ ‘literal’ lexical equivalent 
This is described as ‘semantic extension mirroring SL usage’ (ibid: p.52), i.e. a ‘literal’ lexical equivalent. 
 
Column 2, Row B: Calque (grammatical but semantically anomalous), ‘literal’ translation of the 
phrase. 
An example of a calque which is grammatical but semantically anomalous is ‘He went for a beard, and 
had a moustache put over it’, as a translation of the Sorani Kurdish proverb یناب ەیان یشیڵێمـس شیڕ ۆب ووچ, 
whose idiomatic meaning, as noted above, is along the lines ‘Not only did you not gain what you went 
for, but you lost something else as well’. 
 
Column 3, Row A: ‘Lexicalised cultural borrowing’ 
An example of this in Sorani Kurdish is the word peshmerga, which although originally foreign to 
English has now become a fairly well recognised part of the language. 
 
Column 3, Row B: Exoticism 
This is described as a translation procedure that reproduces text that is a grammatically and 
semantically systematic calque/exoticism, i.e. it is borrowed, grammatical, and the meaning is 
understood but it has some element of foreignization (ibid: p.54).  
 
An example involving English-Arabic translation (from Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2017: 186) is the 
beginning of a Maqamat of Al-Hariri, which reads  ٍدْرُج وُذ اََنأَو .ِةَطوُغلا ىلإ ِقاَرِعلا َنِم ُتْصَخَش ٍةَدِجَو . ٍةَطوُبْرَم
ةَطوُبْغَم. This has been translated by Nicholson (1987: 119) as “I went from ‘Irák to Damascus with its 
green water-courses, in the day when I had troops of fine-bred horses and was the owner of coveted 
wealth and resources”. As Dickins, Hervey and Higgins note, “What is striking about this TT is that it 
goes beyond the mirroring of grammatical and cultural features – at least if cultural features are 
defined in a narrow sense – to include replication of prosodic features (rhythm and rhyme) of the ST.” 
 
Column 4, Rows A and B: Culture-neutral word/phrase 
This column refers to translation procedures that are culture-neutral and involve an explanation of 
the ST word or phrase. See also the section on Newmark’s descriptive equivalent above, section 
5.4.1.1. 
 
Column 5, Rows A and B: Omission 
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According to Dickins (ibid: p.56) this column could also be called ‘omission for cultural reasons’. By 
omitting the culture-specific term the translator avoids any difficulties in managing the translation. As 
the ‘foreign’ ST term is omitted, the translation procedure can be considered to be domesticating. 
 
Column 6, Rows A and B: Communicative translation 
Here ‘communicative translation’ has a particular meaning. Dickins (ibid: p.56-57) provides the 
following explanation: “A communicative translation is produced, when, in a given situation, the 
Source Text uses an Source Language expression standard for that situation, and the Target Text uses 
a Target Language expression standard for an equivalent Target Culture situation” (Dickins, Hervey 
and Higgins 2002. p.17). He notes that public notices, proverbs and conversational clichés provide 
good examples of this procedure. Examples from Sorani Kurdish are: 
 
ەیەغەدەق ناشێکەرەگج No smoking (public notice)  
 (literally: ‘Smoking cigarettes is forbidden) 
تێنێکشەد ەناشین وود کێریت ەب To kill two birds with one stone (Sorani Kurdish proverb) 
  (literally: ‘hit two targets with one arrow’) 
تشوک یەکەلۆچ وود کێدرەب ەب To kill two birds with one stone (Sorani Kurdish proverb) 
 (literally: ‘kill two sparrows with one stone’) 
ەین ینەیاش Don’t mention it (conversational cliché) 
 (literally: ‘not deserved’) 
 
Column 7, Rows A and B: Cultural transplantation/substitution  
The translation procedure in this column differs from that in column 6 in that it applies where there is 
no situational equivalent and the translator therefore substitutes an alternative from the Target 
Culture. Dickins (ibid: p.58) gives Newmark’s (1988. p.83) example of substituting ‘cricket’, which is 
popular in the U.K., for le cyclisme (cycling) which is popular in France.  
  
This model or grid/table of procedures for translating culture-specific terms incorporates important 
concepts that are to be considered when translating culture-specific terms within a scale of the two 
extremes of foreignization (source text oriented) and domestication (target text oriented), with 
culture-neutral in the middle. Within these general categories, Dickins considers non-lexicalised/ 
ungrammatical vs. lexicalised/grammatical, semantically anomalous vs. semantically systematic and 
synonymy-oriented vs. problem avoidance oriented vs. non-synonymy oriented. Having done this, the 
translation procedures for culture-specific terms are divided into lexical or structural within the grid. 
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The advantage of this is that it offers a comprehensive view of the possible procedures for use when 
analysing a translation and the possible reasons for adopting those procedures. 
 
5.4.4 Klingberg  
5.4.4.1 Introduction 
Klingberg (1986), writing about the translation of children’s literature, notes that the decision about 
how much of the ST and SC to retain in the TT is of particular relevance. His main aim is to provide 
high quality literature for children by which he means translations that have a ‘close adherence to the 
original text’ (ibid: p.10). He asserts that it is important to keep as much of the original ST as possible 
so that the fictional world itself is transferred into the TT to increase the TT reader’s understanding of 
other, foreign, cultures.  
 
However, Klingberg argues that translators need to accept that the TT has to be understood by the TT 
reader and they may, therefore, need to change or omit parts of the ST in order to achieve this aim. 
He also asserts that if certain ‘values’ in the ST are thought (by the translator or commissioner) not to 
be suitable to be translated into the TTC, then they may be changed or omitted.   
 
Klingberg (1986: pp.10-54) provides a detailed model for translating culture-specific terms. He starts 
by defining cultural adaptation, as ‘the degree to which a text is adapted to the intended readers’. By 
this, Klingberg (ibid: p.11) means changes of the content of ST into TT to adapt to needs of the TTR in 
understanding the ST and the cultural context of the ST. He describes three different types of 
adaptation:  
 
1.  ‘Cultural context adaptation’ is defined as adapting the ST to the cultural context of the TTR. The 
nine types of ‘cultural context adaptation’ are listed in the table below. 
2.  ‘Purification’ involves changing one set of values to another set of values (ibid: p.12). 
3. ‘Modernisation’ refers to the updating of language to a more contemporary style of language with 
the intended purpose of making the TT more easily understood. (ibid: p.12). 
 
5.4.5 A comparison of the translation procedures for translating culture-specific terms of Klinberg 
(1986) and Dickins (2012) 
 
The following table compares the translation procedures for translating culture-specific terms of 
Klinberg (1986) and Dickins (2012). 
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Figure 3 
 
 List of methods of achieving cultural context adaptation (ibid. 
p18)  Domesticating 
Dickins’ model 
Columns No.4-7 (in 5.4.3.1  
Figure 2 above) 
1 Added explanation, the use of the ST with a brief added 
explanation in the TT 
4 
2 Rewording, using the ST meaning but deleting the cultural 
context 
6 
3 Explanatory translation, “the function or use of the cultural 
element is given instead of the name for it”. 
6 
4 Explanation outside the text, an explanation in a different part of 
the text such as an appendix or a footnote 
4 
5 Substitution, of an equivalent in the culture of the TT 7 
6 Substitution, of a ‘rough equivalent’ in the culture of the TT 7 
7 Simplification, “A more general concept is used instead of a 
specific one, for instance the genus instead of the species”. 
4 generalisation 
8 Deletion, “Words, sentences, paragraphs or chapters are 
deleted”. 
5 omission 
9 Localisation, “The whole cultural setting of the source text is 
moved closer to the readers of the target text”.  
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Klinberg further suggests what he refers to as preferred methods of translation that minimise ‘cultural 
adaptation’ wherever possible. 
 
 Nature of the 
culture-specific 
term in the ST 
Suggested method of 
translation 
 
Dickins model 
Columns 1-7 
 
1 Literary references, 
including titles 
A number of methods 
depending on how well known 
the references are in the TL, 
cultural context adaptation 
and equivalence (see above for 
examples of adaptation) can be 
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used as long as it does not 
cause confusion in the TC. 
2 The culture-specific 
term is a word or 
phrase from a 
foreign, i.e. a third 
language 
This depends on how common 
the use of the third language is 
in the TT. Klingberg suggests 
that it is preserved wherever 
possible (p. 29), but if this is not 
possible then it can be 
translated into the ST. 
1 or 7 
3 References to 
mythology and 
popular belief 
  
3.1 Names and 
concepts that have  
equivalents in TT 
Use the TT equivalent (p.30). 6 
3.2 Words that have no 
cultural equivalent 
in the  TT 
Use the ST words and translate 
them into the TT (pp.30-31). 
1 plus 4 
3.3 Neologisms in the 
ST 
Use the ST words if possible or, 
if not possible, use words from 
myths/beliefs in the TTC that 
reflect the meaning of the ST 
words (p. 31). 
6/7 
3.4 Beliefs that are 
common in the TT 
culture that are not 
known in the ST 
culture 
Rewording to make the 
meaning of the belief clear in 
the TT (pp.31-32). 
4 
3.5 Words that belong 
to a third language 
that have their own 
translation in the 
TT  
Use the TT version (p.32). 6 
4 Historical, religious 
and political 
background 
Depends on the function or 
purpose of the text. If the 
intention is to foreignize (cf. 
Venuti), then then the terms 
should be retained. For clarity 
if the TT reader is not likely to 
have the necessary cultural 
knowledge to understand the 
term, then literal translation 
with an explanation/addition 
would retain the ST word or 
1 plus explanation 
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phrase but allow the TT reader 
to understand more about the 
ST culture (pp.33-36). 
5 Buildings, furniture 
and food 
Keep the ST words and add an 
explanation if necessary (pp. 
36-38). 
1 plus explanation 
6 Customs and 
practice, play and 
games 
Reword, or addition to make 
clear how the situation is 
different in the ST culture (pp. 
38-40). 
6 or 1 plus 
explanation 
7 Flora and Fauna Keep the ST names and only 
explain if necessary (pp.41-43). 
1 plus explanation 
8 Personal names, 
titles, names of 
domestic animals 
and objects 
  
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
 
Personal names Literal translation unless the 
name is being used as a form of 
word play and this can be 
transferred into the TT using TL 
names that can convey the 
equivalent word play (pp.41-
46). 
1 or 6 
8.4 Names with a 
particular sound 
Attempt to maintain the sound 
in the TT (pp.46-47) 
6 
8.5 Personal names 
from a third 
language 
Where there is a recognised 
translation in the TL, use this; 
otherwise transliterate, unless 
this causes cultural problems 
or confusion e.g. the name has 
other connotations (pp.47-48). 
3 
8.5 Personal titles Transliteration, n.b. that 
personal titles do not always 
cross cultures easily, cf. Mr., 
Mrs., Miss., and Ms. In English 
and Kak in Sorani Kurdish, and 
would need some explanation 
(p.48-49). 
1/ 6 
8.6 Names for 
domestic animals 
Literal translation, unless the 
name is being used as a form of 
word play and this can be 
transferred into the TT using TL 
names that can convey the 
equivalent word play. Such 
3 or 6 
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decisions can be difficult 
(p.49). 
8.7 Names of objects Transliterate, unless the name 
is descriptive, then translate 
the meaning (p.49). 
1 or 6 
9 Geographical 
names 
Keep the SL name, unless there 
is a standard translation in the 
TL. Some addition or 
explanation may be needed, 
e.g. the province of… (pp.50-
51). 
3  
3 plus explanation 
 
10 Weights, measures, 
currency 
A complex situation with 
differences between metric 
and non-metric measures. If 
similar non-metric measures 
do not exist in the TL, 
transliterate the SL measures 
(p. 54). For currencies, either 
keep the ST currency, translate 
the currency, or explain the 
currency (p.55). 
1, 3 plus 
explanation 
 
Klinberg makes detailed proposals for translating culture-specific terms in fiction for children. Like 
Venuti, he prefers the TT to be clearly foreignised and contends that a translator should preserve as 
much of the cultural context of the ST as possible. His reasons for this are: 
  
- to make more (foreign) literature available to children and to maintain the ‘distinctive 
characteristics’ of the ST so that the TT reader not only enjoys the TT but also learns about the 
ST culture;  
- to develop childrens’ ‘international outlook and understanding’ and encourage their interest 
in other cultures by also maintaining the ‘distinctive characteristics’ of the ST.  
 
Klinberg argues that the substitution of TC elements for ST elements will not achieve this 
communication of the differences between the ST and the TT will, therefore, lose the text’s foreign 
identity (cf. Venuti’s ethical responsibility of the translator). He does, howvever, acknowledge that the 
translator may have to limit degree of foreignization to ensure that the younger reader can 
understand the TT and, where the values of the SC and TC differ, the translator may need to omit or 
alter elements in the TT. Whilst this may be desirable and possible when translating fiction, it may not 
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always be possible in other cases – the specific nature and purpose of the text have to be taken into 
account. 
 
5.5 Davies 
Davies (2003: p.89) discusses cultural references in more general terms. He suggests that they should 
be thought about “in terms of their contribution to the global effect of the whole text” and refers to 
the “networks” of culture-specific terms that exist in a text; cf. primary and secondary culture-specific 
terms in chapter 4. 
 
Davies also refers to the function of cultural references in the text and suggests that this could 
influence the method of translation; e.g. with wordplay, it may not be necessary to translate each 
example (omission) as long as the humorous function of word play is represented in the text (ibid: p. 
95). Davies discusses puns and wordplay in literature, though it is not clear how this could apply to 
non-literary translation. It could be that the relative importance of the culture-specific term decides 
how it should be translated. 
  
5.6 A model to incorporate function, commissioner priorities and translator priorities with 
translation procedures 
For the analysis of my corpus I will combine Dickins’ (2012) model of translation procedures for 
translating culture-specific terms (see section 5.4.3) and the model which I have developed in this 
thesis for identifying commissioner and translator priorities (see section 4.3). I have chosen Dickins’ 
model because of its comprehensive framework for analysing translation procedures. This starts with 
ST (foreignised) through to culture-neutral to TT (domesticated) and considers the following important 
factors for analysing translation procedures: lexicalisation, grammaticality, semantic systematicity, 
synonymy-orientedness, lexicalness and structure? The detailed nature of this model will provide a 
clear basis for analysing the translation procedures used and to hopefully assist with understanding 
the potential reasons for using these procedures. This will be combined with my model, based on 
Nord’s (1997) functional approach, for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific 
terms, outlining the priorities or areas of relevance for translators and commissioners in identifying 
and translating culture-specific terms and possible places where there may be complications in the 
translation process.  
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I will use these models in combination to analyse the four texts in my corpus and to test whether or 
not the combined model does in fact identify all the priorities of the translator and commissioner in 
the corpus and the translation procedures for translating culture-specific terms. 
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Chapter 6    
The Corpus   
 
6.0 Introduction 
The corpus comprises four texts chosen for their potentially culture-specific content and thus their 
ability to test the use of my model for identifying the commissioner’s and translator’s priorities and 
my expanded version of Dickins’ model of procedures for translating culture-specific items. Although 
there are some images in the STs, all of which are in the TTs, I have not commented on them, as it is 
not possible to know whether commissioners’ design team simply inserted the translated text into 
their format or if this was done by the translator. For the purposes of the thesis, I believe that these 
images are not important. The texts refer to aspects of U.K. cultural approaches to health and safety 
at work, domestic abuse, Female Genital Mutilation and to detention by the police; all areas where 
the SC and TC differ in their categories. The content of the texts is first described in summary below 
and the texts are then discussed using the outline of the commissioner’s priorities, including function 
and audience, in my model. 
 
6.1 Summary of the texts in the corpus 
6.1.1 Text 1, Your health, your safety. A brief guide for workers 
The joint commissioners of this text are the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and the Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE). The subject of this text is health and safety at work and although there is some 
understanding of this in Iraqi Kurdish TC there is no clear statutory framework; thus workers 
understand the obvious need to be safe at work but there is no means or general expectation of 
enforcing employers to provide a safe workplace or working conditions. The text contains a number 
of culture-specific terms and concepts relating to employment including definitions of workers and 
aspects of employer and employee rights and responsibilities. These will offer opportunities to explore 
how the translator has conveyed these into the TT and to test the models.  
 
6.1.2  Text 2, Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
The commissioner of this translation is the Department of Health. FGM is carried out in some Kurdish 
communities and the concept is commonly understood although the details of what is involved and 
its potential health risks may not be fully understood or discussed within the community. The 
discussion of such an intimate and culturally sensitive subject may well present challenges to the 
translator in conveying a very different cultural view of the practice, as it is illegal in the U.K. (SC) and 
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not illegal in the TC. It will therefore hopefully offer opportunities to consider how the translator has 
expressed this in the TT and to test the models.  
 
6.1.3 Text 3, Women: help if you are facing abuse 
The commissioner is the Scottish Refugee Council, an organization that works with refugees. This text 
explains that domestic abuse is not acceptable in the U.K. (SC), describes different forms of abuse and 
explains how to get help. There are substantial cultural differences between the SC and TC responses 
to the abuse of women and thus it should be possible to consider how the translator has 
communicated these differences in attitude and the culture-specific terms in the TT and to test the 
models. 
 
6.1.4 Text 4, Remember your rights whilst detained 
The joint commissioners are the Home Office, the Legal Aid Agency and the Law Society. The legal 
systems in the UK and Iraq are different as are the roles of the police. This is a detailed description of 
the rights of a person who is detained in the U.K. that refers to Codes of Practice, and several formal 
legal bodies, as well as the roles of different police officers and lawyers. It should therefore provide 
material to test the models. 
 
6.2 Description of the texts using the outline of the commissioner priorities in my model 
C1 The function or purpose of the text 
C2 Target readers/audience 
C3 Register 
C4 Domestication/foreignization 
C5 Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
 
6.2.1 Text 1, Your health, your safety. A brief guide for workers 
As noted, the joint commissioners of this text are the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and the Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE). 
 
C1 Function or purpose of the text 
This text can be described as being informative (as discussed in chapter 4, section 4.3.1) as the purpose 
is to explain the general rights and responsibilities of workers under Health and Safety legislation. 
Specifically it defines a worker for the purposes of the legislation, explains the rights and 
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responsibilities of workers and employers, gives advice about what to do if a worker is concerned 
about their health and safety and provides some ‘further information’. 
 
C2 Target readers/audience 
The target reader is all workers, all levels of education and all ages from young people doing work 
experience upwards. The translator will, therefore, have to ensure that the translation is clear enough 
to convey the meaning to all such readers. 
 
C3 Register 
The register is formal, the language is relatively simple and the text has a clear structure. However, 
the text contains a large amount of detail with concepts and terms that are culture-specific and the 
translator will have to convey both the detail and the communicative purpose of the ST into language 
that will be understand by a wide range of readers. 
 
C4 Domestication/foreignization 
The guidance of the commissioner is not known but the employment-related terminology may affect 
the degree of foreignization if the terminology is transliterated and then explained. 
 
C5 Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
These are not known. 
 
6.2.2  Text 2, Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
As noted, the commissioner is the Department of Health. 
 
C1 Function or purpose of the text 
This text can be described as informative (as discussed in chapter 4, section 4.3.1) as the purpose is to 
explain that FGM is illegal in the U.K., to describe different forms of FGM, to explain that there are no 
religious requirements for FGM, that it is harmful to health and how someone can get help if they 
have had FGM or are worried that this may happen to them. 
 
C2 Target readers/audience 
This text appears to have a wide-ranging target audience; the public, NHS staff, females who have had 
FGM, females who are worried that FGM may happen to them, families and communities that may 
think that FGM is legal in the U.K. and anyone who is concerned that someone they know may be at 
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risk. As the target audience is very broad, the translator will have to take into account a wide range of 
levels of education, ages (including children and teenagers) and differing cultural attitudes. 
 
 
C3 Register    
The language in this text is formal, appears to be as simple as possible and the structure is clear, e.g. 
‘NHS Digital is collecting data about FGM in England on behalf of the Department of Health and NHS 
England. This data collection is called the FGM Enhanced Dataset’. in the example, the concepts are 
formal and will not be familiar to most TT readers but the language is as clear as is reasonably possible. 
However, the terminology is complex and detailed when describing FGM, which is a very sensitive 
subject in both the SC and TC (although perhaps for different reasons). An example of this is ‘removing 
some or all of both the clitoris and the small labia (the “lips” that surround the the vagina’). The ST 
has addressed this by using factual, technical language and avoiding emotional language. The task of 
the translator will be to convey the facts of the ST and its communicative purpose (raising awareness 
of FGM) in a language that is acceptable to the TC, e.g. considering the notions described by Dickins, 
Hervey and Higgins (2017: pp. 99, 289) in terms of their tonal register and the ‘affective meaning’ of a 
translation taking into account the politeness scale and the situation. 
 
C4 Domestication/foreignization 
The guidance of the commissioner is not known but the health-related terminology and job titles may 
affect the degree of foreignization if the English script is retained and/or terminology is transliterated 
and then explained.  
 
C5 Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
These are not known. 
 
6.2.3 Text 3, Women: help if you are Facing Abuse from a Partner or Family Member 
As noted, the commissioner is the Scottish Refugee Council, an organization that works with refugees. 
 
C1 Function or purpose of the text 
This text can be described as informative (as discussed in chapter 4, section 4.3.1) as the purpose is to 
explain that domestic abuse is not acceptable in the U.K., to describe different forms of abuse and 
explain how to get help. 
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C2 Target readers/audience 
The target readers are women who may be facing abuse and thus may be from a wide age group and 
have varying levels of education. The social, cultural and legal response to abuse in the UK is very 
different to the cultural response in the TC. The translator will therefore need use methods that 
accurately convey the information in the text and this difference in attitude.  
 
C3 Register 
The language used is formal and is as simple as possible with some subject-specific terminology 
relating to the descriptions of abuse, etc. The structure of the text is simple and clear. The task of the 
translator will be to convey the facts of the ST and its communicative purpose of raising awareness of 
help available to women facing abuse. Given the differences in the cultural attitudes to abuse it is 
important that the language that is used in the TT accurately conveys the content of the TT i.e. the 
effect on the reader is the effect that the commissioner intends (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, ibid). 
 
C4 Domestication/foreignization 
The guidance of the commissioner is not known but the translation of culture-specific terms may result 
in some foreignization. 
 
C5 Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
These are not known. 
 
6.2.4 Text 4, Remember your rights whilst detained 
As noted, the joint commissioners are the Home Office, the Legal Aid Agency and the Law Society. 
 
C1 Function or purpose of the text 
The ST provides a summary and a detailed explanation of the legal rights of a person who is being 
detained at a police station. It is designed to be given to a person who is being detained so that they 
understand their legal rights.  
 
C2 Target readers/audience 
The target reader is anyone who is detained in a police station and therefore young people and adults 
of all education levels and all levels of understanding of their legal rights. This is a very broad range of 
readers and may therefore require multiple translation procedures to convey the meaning of the text. 
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C3 Register 
The language is formal and sometimes simple. However, due to the numerous references to the law 
and use of legal terminology, the ST is terminologically complex. In such a situation, the 
communicative purpose of the text may become a priority. 
 
C4 Domestication/foreignization 
The guidance of the commissioner is not known but it is possible that, due to the terminology used in 
the ST, the translation procedures used may result in a somewhat foreignized text.  
 
C5 Other requirements such as deadlines, format, etc. 
These are not known. 
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Chapter 7  
Application of the model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms to the corpus  
7.1       Introduction 
In this chapter the model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms will be applied to the 
corpus of the four texts: Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers, Text 2. Female 
Genital Mutilation (FGM), Text 3, Women: help if you are facing abuse and Text 4, Remember your 
rights whilst detained, using the data from the Excel sheets formatted to contain the information for 
the model of procedures from the texts and the ‘Notes on Excel analysis of translations’ in appendix 
2. 
The chapter is divided into five sections. Each of the four texts is analysed in four sections. The first is 
an analysis of culture-specific terms in the four texts in the corpus, considering the proportion of 
Primary, Secondary and Other terms, and proper words/phrases and common words/phrases. It will 
analyse the proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy, ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, (semantic) overlap and other, and then analyse the 
commissioner’s apparent priorities overall. 
 
The second section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of the translation in relation to 
formality, considering the formality of the ST and TT overall and the correlation – if any – between 
formality and success of the TT, and between informality and success of the TT. 
 
The third section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of the translation in relation to 
foreignization/domestication, considering how successful the TT is in relaying culture-specific terms 
overall, the extent to which the TT uses foreignization/domestication and  the correlation – if any – 
between use of foreignization and success of the TT, and between domestication and success of the 
TT. 
 
The fourth section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of the translation in relation to i. 
synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. semantic overlap, 
and v. other. This will consider how successful the TT is overall, to what extent the TT uses i. synonymy, 
ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. semantic overlap, and v. 
other, plus the correlation – if any – between use of i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, 
iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. semantic) overlap, and v. success of the TT. 
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The fifth section is a comparison of all the previous four sections across all four texts. This is followed 
by the conclusion. 
 
7.2       Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers 
The subject of this text is a guide to health and safety at work for workers and is commissioned by the 
Trades Union Congress (TUC) and the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). For a more detailed 
discussion of this text, see chapter 6, sections 6.1.1 and 6.2.1. 
 
7.2.1    Analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 1 
Table 1 below shows the culture-specific elements in Text 1. As noted in chapter 6, section 6.1.1, there 
are a number of culture-specific elements relating to aspects of Health and Safety legislation and 
employer and employee rights and responsibilities in Text 1. The primary terms consist of those 
concerning the Health and Safety Executive and Trades Union Congress (the joint commissioners), 
health and safety terms and terminology relating to employment law. The secondary terms are largely 
the definitions of different types of workers and other related words or phrases. Table 1 also shows 
whether each term is primary, secondary or other, see chapter 5.4.2 for a discussion of these terms, 
and whether it is a proper or common word or phrase and if the translation is successful. 
Table 7.1 
General analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 1 Your health, your safety: A 
brief guide for workers 
No. Culture-specific Element Number of 
occurrences 
Primary 
(P), 
secondary 
(S), 
or other 
(O) term 
Proper (P) 
or common 
(C) word or 
phrase  
Translation 
successful? 
Yes (Y), No 
(N), Partly 
(P) 
1 Your health, your safety 2 P C Y 
2 workers    3 S C N 
3 worker 1 S C N 
4 Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) 
1 P P P 
5 Health and Safety Executive 2 P P P 
6 HSE 3 P P N 
7 Trades Union Congress (TUC) 1 P P N 
8 Trades Union Congress (TUC) 
workSMART website 
1 P P N 
9 TUC 1 P P N 
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10 trade unions  1 P C P 
11 trade union 2 P C P 
12 health and safety law 1 P C Y 
13 health and safety 14 P C Y 
14 Health and safety inspectors 1 P C P 
15 safety representative 2 P C P 
16 health, safety or welfare 1 P C Y 
17 health and safety 
representatives 
1 P C P 
18 health and safety (policy 
statement) 
1 P C Y 
19 campaign 1 S C P 
20 standards  1 S C Y 
21 full or part-time 1 S C P 
22 doing work experience 1 S C P 
23 apprentice 1 S C N 
24 mobile worker 1 S C N 
25 homeworker 1 S C N 
26 migrant worker 1 S C N 
27 Working in the UK without 
permission 
1 S C Y 
28 casual 1 S C Y 
29 agency worker 1 S C P 
30 agency  1 S C P 
31 gangmaster 1 S C N 
32 contractor 1 S C Y 
33 using your services (the hirer) 1 S C Y 
34 local authority 1 S C Y 
35 paid leave 1 S C Y 
36 to get first-aid treatment  1 S C P 
37 first-aid arrangements 1 S C Y 
38 masks 1 O C P 
39 self-employed 1 S C Y 
40 poster 1 O C Y 
41 Policy  1 P C N 
42 Employers' Liability 
(Compulsory Insurance) 
Certificate 
1 P P N 
43 Pay and Work Rights Helpline 1 P P Y 
44 Employment Tribunal 1 P P N 
45 Citizens Advice Bureau 1 P P P 
46 on line  1 S C Y 
47 leaflet  1 S C P 
48 © crown copyright 1 S P P 
Total 
number 
of culture-
specific 
elements: 
48 
 Total number of 
occurrences: 69 
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As shown in Table 7.1, 48 culture-specific elements were identified, with a total of 69 occurrences of 
these elements. The 48 elements were made up of 21 (44%) primary terms, 25 (52%) secondary terms 
and 2 (4%) other terms. 11 of these terms are proper words or phrases and 37 are common words or 
phrases, (see Table 7.2 below).  
Table 7.2 below shows the numbers and proportions of primary, secondary and other terms and 
proper and common words or phrases in Text 1. 
Table 7.2 
Primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or phrases in the translation of 
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers 
Primary 
terms 
Secondary 
terms 
Other 
terms 
 Proper word or phrase Common word or 
phrase 
21 25 2  11 37 
44% 52% 4%  23% 77% 
 
Table 7.3 below shows the correlations between primary, secondary and other terms, and proper, 
common or other words or phrases in Text 1. These are shown both for each term and for each 
occurrence of the term. Table 3 also shows if the translations for these correlations were successful. 
Table 7.3     
Correlations between primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or 
phrases in Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers 
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers  
Type of culture-
specific term 
Proper or 
common word 
or  
phrase 
No. of  
correlations  
term 
(not each 
occurrence) 
No. of  
correlations 
for each 
occurrence 
Translation 
successful for each occurrence? Yes, 
No. Partly 
Y % N % P % 
Primary  Proper word 
 or phrase 
10 13 1 8 9 69 3 23 
 Common word 
or phrase 
11 27 19 70 2 8 6 22 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
       
Secondary  Proper word 
or phrase 
1 1 0  0  1  
 Common word  
or phrase 
24 26 10 38 9 35 7 27 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Other Proper word  
or phrase 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Common word  
or phrase 
2 2 1 50 0 0 1 50 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
As can be seen, for both primary and secondary terms the majority of the elements are common words 
or phrases. The correlations (for each occurrence) are primary terms with proper words or phrases at 
13, primary terms with common words or phrases at 27, secondary terms with proper words or 
phrases at 1, and secondary terms with common words or phrases at 26. 
If the analysis is done for each culture-specific term rather than each occurrence the correlation for 
primary terms with proper words or phrases is at 10, and primary terms with common words or 
phrases at 11. However, for secondary terms with proper words or phrases it is at 1, and secondary 
terms with common words or phrases it is at 24. 
The highest rate of success of translation is for primary terms and common words or phrases at 19 
(70%) and then for secondary terms and common words or phrases at 10 (38%), whilst the least 
successful are primary terms and proper words or phrases at 9 (69%), and secondary terms and 
common words or phrases 9 (35%). There are also a quite a high number of partly successful 
translations e.g. primary terms and common words or phrases at 6 (22%), primary terms and proper 
words or phrases at 3 (23%), and secondary terms and common words or phrases at 7 (27%). This may 
reflect the fact that although the ST is clear and uses simple language, the concepts and terms are not 
common in the TT.  
 
Table 7.4 
Proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, semantic overlap, other in  
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers  
 Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers  
Translation Technique All occurrences Proportion of occurrences 
Synonymy 57 82% 
ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 4 6% 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy 2 2% 
(Semantic) overlap 4 6% 
other 2 3% 
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The greatest number of a single translation technique is synonym with a rate of 82%, all the other 
techniques have been used at a rate of less than 7%. 
 
7.2.1.1 Commissioners apparent priorities overall 
 
In this section I propose that, in terms of the translation itself, in my experience, the commissioner is 
most likely to be concerned with a) the communicative effect of the translation, i.e. that the 
information is conveyed accurately and b) the retention of specific elements in the TT such as the 
names of organisations or jobs, with an explanation of these roles. The reasons usually given for the 
latter are that the commisioners want the readers not only to recognise the English words but also to 
understand the function of these roles.  In this section I will discuss the retention of specific items. The 
items selected for analysis are those with abbreviations that are in common use, e.g. ‘TUC’ or a formal 
name, e.g. ‘Employment Tribunal.’ 
Three main strategies have been adopted by the translator. i.e: 
1. Retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested this even 
though it has a foreignizing effect.  
2. No retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has indicated that the 
communicative effect is more important than retaining the original element. 
3. Partial retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested the 
retention of specific parts of the original elements (or that the translator was undecided about how 
to translate this element).  
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Text 1 
 
Table 7.5 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 1 
 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 1 
 Item Strategies used by the translator 
  Retention of 
original item in 
full, where there 
is no abbreviation 
Retention of  
original item in full 
including, where 
there is an  
abbreviation 
Partial 
retention of 
the original 
item 
No 
retention 
 © crown 
copyright 
1    
 HSE  3   
 TUC  1   
 Citizens Advice 
Bureau 
   1 
 Employers' 
Liability 
(Compulsory 
Insurance) 
Certificate 
   1 
 Employment 
Tribunal 
   1 
 Health and 
Safety Executive 
 1  1 
 Health and 
Safety Executive 
(HSE) 
  1 
(HSE only) 
 
 Trades Union 
Congress (TUC) 
  1 
(TUC only) 
 
 Trades Union 
Congress (TUC) 
workSMART 
website 
  1 
(TUC only) 
 
TOTAL  1 5 3 4 
 
The data in this table shows that out of a total number of 13 occurrences, for 6 occurrences the original 
item was retained in full, for 3 occurrences the original item was retained in part (i.e. the abbreviation 
only), and for 4 occurrences it was not retained at all. It is possible that the commissioners’ priorities 
were to retain the abbreviations as they are commonly known in the ST culture and if this is the case, 
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then the translator has worked within these priorities for 9 of the 13 items. It is not clear why the 
translator did not retain the other 4 items.  
7.2.2    Analysis of other prominent elements in the translation of Text 1 
7.2.2.1 Success of TT1 in relation to formality 
 
Using the scoring system of informal -1, standard -2 and formal-3, the ST has an overall level of 
formality of 202 (3 per line), while the TT has an overall level of formality of 196 (per line 2). Table 6 
below shows the relationship between formality/informality and the success of the TT. 
In this study the following definitions have been used for formal, standard and informal language; 
- Formal language.  Language which expresses concepts specifically related to the subject of 
the text, e.g. in this text language related to legal processes and Health and Safety at work. 
- Standard language. Language which is appropriate for use in writing and but is less formal 
than, e.g. legal language but more formal than colloquial speech.        
- Informal language. The type of spoken, colloquial language that is used between friends in a 
relaxed social setting. 
Table 7.6  
Levels of formality in the ST and TT and the correlation, if any, between formality and the success 
of the TT and between Informality and success of the TT in Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief 
guide for workers  
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers  
  Informal =1 
No. of occurrences 
and % of total  
Standard = 2 
No. of occurrences 
 and % of total  
Formal = 3 
No. of occurrences  
and % of total 
ST  0   0% 5     7% 64 93% 
     
 Level of formality 0 10 192 
 Overall level of 
formality 
202 (3 per line) 
     
TT  1 1% 9 13% 59 86% 
     
 Level of formality 1 18 177 
 Overall level of 
formality 
196 (2 per line)  
     
 Success of 
translation 
 % of informal 
occurrences 
 % of standard 
occurrences 
 % of formal 
occurrences 
 Yes 0 0% 3 33% 28 48% 
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 No 1 100% 4 45% 15 25% 
 Partly 0 0% 2 22% 16 27% 
 
The data in this table does not show a pronounced correlation between the levels of formality and the 
success of the translation or informality and the success of translation although there is some 
correlation of 48% between formal and successful and some correlation of 45% between standard and 
unsuccessful. There is only one occurrence of informal, which was successful. 
 
7.2.2.2  Success of TT1 in relation to foreignization/domestication 
 
7.2.2.2.1 Success of TT1 in relaying culture-specific terms overall 
The translator of Text 1 is successful in relaying culture-specific terms in 45% of the occurrences (31 
occurrences), partly successful in 26% of the occurrences (18 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 29% 
of the occurrences (20 occurrences). This could be said to be a low overall rate of success but if the 
successful (45%) and partly successful (26%) are taken together then the overall rate is 71%. 
 
7.2.2.2.2 Extent of use in TT1 of foreignization/domestication 
The total score in terms of foreignization/domestication for Text 1 is -72 and the average score per 
record in terms of foreignization/domestication is -1 (see Notes on Excel analysis of translations, 
appendix 2). 
 
Table 7.7 
Summary of success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the 
correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use 
of domestication and the success of the TT in Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for 
workers 
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers 
Success 
of 
translation 
Foreignization  Culture-Neutral Domestication 
 No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
Yes 22 50 32 8 50 12 1 11 2 
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No 10 23 15 5 31 7 5 56 7 
Partly 12 27 17 3 19 4 3 33 4 
TOTAL 44  64 16  23 9  13 
 
As can be seen from this table, foreignization is used in 64% of the occurrences of culturally specific 
terms in the translation, while in 13% domestication has been used. In the remaining occurrences of 
culturally specific terms, 23%, culture-neutral forms have been used. The TT is, therefore, mostly 
foreignized. Taking all the cases of foreignization together, 50% were successful, 27% were partly 
successful, and 23 % were unsuccessful. Taking all the cases of domestication together, 11% were 
successful, 33% were partly successful, and 56% were unsuccessful. There is thus some correlation 
between foreignization and success and if the scores for successful and partly successful are combined 
the average is 77%. There is no correlation between domestication and successful translation but 
there is a correlation with unsuccessful translation of 56%. 
 
7.2.2.2.3 Correlation between use of foreignization and success of TT1 
 
Table 7.8 
Success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the correlation, if 
any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use of 
domestication and the success of the TT in Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers 
Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers  
 
Foreignizing  
score 
No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences % 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
-3 10 14.5 2 20 6 60 2 20 
-2.5 3 4 1 33.3 1 33.3 1 33.3 
-2 27 39 18 66 1 4 8 30 
-1.5 4 6 1 25 2 50 1 25 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 16 23 8 50 5 31 3 19 
0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 100 
1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 8 12 1 12.5 5 62.5 2 25 
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This table shows in more detail the use of foreignization and domestication and the correlations 
between their use and the success of the translation. I will consider the rows for which there are more 
than 8 occurrences under the ‘foreignizing score’ column. Here, a score of -3 correlates with a 60% 
rate of unsuccessful translation, and a score of 3 correlates with a 62.5% rate of unsuccessful 
translation. By contrast, a score of 0 correlates with a 50% rate of success, while a score of -2 correlates 
with a 66% rate of success. Thus, the least successful translations are those at the extremes (i.e. those 
scoring 3 or -3), while the more successful translations are those which avoid these extremes. 
7.2.2.3  Success of TT1 in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other 
 
7.2.2.3.1 Success of TT1 overall in relation to: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other  
Overall, the translator of Text 1 is successful in 45% of the occurrences (31 occurrences), partly 
successful in 26% of the occurrences (18 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 29% of the occurrences (20 
occurrences). This could be said to be a low overall rate of success but if the successful (45%) and 
partly successful (26%) are taken together then the overall rate is 71%. 
The translator of Text 1 is successful in using: i. synonymy in 43% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – 
TT hyponymy in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 1.5% of occurrences, iv. 
(semantic) overlap in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in 0% of occurrences.  
S/he is partly successful in using: i. synonymy in 22% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 
in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 0% of occurrences, (semantic) overlap in 
4.5% of occurrences, and v. other in 0% of occurrences. 
S/he is unsuccessful in using: i. synonymy in 17% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy in 
6% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 1.5% of occurrences, iv. (semantic) overlap in 
1.5% of occurrences, and v. other in 3% of occurrences. 
7.2.2.3.2. Extent of use in TT1 of: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other  
See Table 7.9 for the data and a discussion of the data.   
  
7.2.2.3.3 Correlation in TT1 between the use of use i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, 
iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other and success of translation 
The extent of use of and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT 
hyponomy, iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 1 Your health, 
your safety: A brief guide for workers is shown in Table 7.9 
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Table 7.9 
Extent of use of and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT 
hyponomy, iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 1 Your health, 
your safety: A brief guide for workers  
 
 Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for 
workers  
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Translation 
Technique 
All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Synonymy 57 82% 30 53 12 21 15 26 
ST hyperonymy – 
TT hyponymy 
4 6% 0 0 4 100 0 0 
ST hyponymy – 
TT hyperonymy 
2 3% 1 50 1 50 0 0 
(Semantic) 
overlap 
4 6% 0 0 1 25 3 75 
other 2 3% 0 0 2 100 0 0 
 
The greatest number of occurrences of a single translation technique is synonymy at a rate of 82%, 
while all the other techniques have been used at less than a rate of 6%. There was a variable rate of 
the use of synonymy in the corpus; Text 2, 94%; Text 3, 44%; Text 4, 27%, see Table 7.38. The most 
prominent correlation is with synonymy with success at a rate of 53%. Synonymy has a lower 
correlation with partly successful at a rate of 26% and with unsuccessful with a rate of 21%. The 
combined rate of successful and partly successful translations is 53% + 26% = 79%. The remaining 
techniques have occurrences of lower than 5 but it is interesting to note that for ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy and other, the translations are 100% unsuccessful. (The category ‘other’ provides results 
mis-explication of the ST.) 
 
7.3       Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
FGM is subject of this text – the different types, the fact that it is illegal in the UK and the NHS policy 
in regarding FGM. The commissioner of this translation is the Department of Health For a more 
detailed discussion of this text see chapter 6, sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.2. 
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7.3.1    Analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 2 
Table 7.10 below shows the culture-specific elements in Text 2. As noted in chapter 6, section 6.1.2, 
there are a number of culture-specific elements relating to the detailed description of aspects of FGM, 
the roles of NHS staff and various sections of the NHS in Text 2.  
The primary terms consist of those concerning the types of FGM, the different names for FGM and 
terminology relating to the NHS. There is only one secondary term and one other term which are both 
related to culture. Table 7.10 also shows whether each term is primary, secondary or other: see 
chapter 5, section 5.2 for a discussion of these terms, and whether it is a proper or common word or 
phrase and if the translation is successful. 
 
Table 7.10     
General analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation 
(FGM) 
No. Culture-specific 
Element 
Number of occurrences Primary (P), 
secondary 
(S), 
or other (O) 
term 
Proper 
(P) or 
common 
(C) word 
or phrase  
Translation 
successful? 
Yes (Y), No 
(N), Partly (P) 
1 Female Genital 
Mutilation 
(FGM) 
1 P P P 
2 FGM 28 P P Y=3, P=35 
3 sunna 2 P C Y 
4 gudniin 1 P C N 
5 tahur 1 P C N 
6 megrez 1 P C N 
7 khitan 1 P C P 
8 small labia 1 P P Y 
9 custom 1 O C P 
10 preserving 
tradition 
1 S C P 
11 preserving 
virginity 
1 P C Y 
12 protecting 
family honour 
1 P C Y 
13 marriage 1 O  C P 
14 GP 2 P P P 
15 GPs 1 P P Y 
16 other 
healthcare 
professional  
2 P P P 
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17 midwife 1 P P Y 
18 other 
healthcare 
providers 
1 P P P 
19 health 
professional 
1 P P P 
20 NSPCC 1 P P N 
21 health visitor 1 P P P 
22 health passport 1 P P P 
23 (a statement) 
opposing  
Female Genital 
Mutilation 
1 P P P 
24 NHS Digital 4 P P P 
25 Department of 
Health 
1 P P p 
26 NHS England 1 P P P 
27 FGM Enhanced 
Dataset 
1 P P P 
28 NHS 1 P P P 
29 NHS (number) 1 P P N 
30 © Crown 
copyright 
1 P P P 
31 Produced by 
Williams Lea for 
the 
Department of 
Health 
1 P P P 
Total 
number 
of 
culture-
specific 
elements: 
31 
 Total number of occurrences: 
64 
   
 
As shown in Table 7.10, 31 culture-specific elements were identified in Text 2 with a total of 64 
occurrences of these elements.  
Table 7.11 below shows the numbers and proportion of primary, secondary and other terms, and 
proper and common words or phrases in Text 2. 
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Table 7.11     
Primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or phrases in the translation of 
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Primary 
terms 
Secondary 
terms 
Other 
terms 
 Proper word or phrase Common word or phrase 
28 1 2  21 10 
90 % 3% 7%  68% 32% 
 
Table 7.12 below shows the correlations between primary, secondary and other terms, and proper, 
common or other words or phrases in Text 2. These are shown both for each term and for each 
occurrence of the term. The table also shows if the translations for these correlations were successful. 
 
Table 7.12    
Correlations between primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or 
phrases in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Type of culture-
specific term 
Proper or 
common word 
or phrase 
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
term 
(not each 
occurrence) 
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
occurrence 
Translation 
successful for each occurrence? Yes, 
No, Partly? 
Y % N % P % 
Primary  Proper words or 
phrases 
25 53 6 11 3 6 44 83 
 Common words 
or phrases 
2 8 4 50 3 37.5 1 12.5 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
         
Secondary  Proper words or 
phrases 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Common words 
or phrases 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 100 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
        
Other Proper words or 
phrases 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Common words 
or phrases 
2 2 0 0 0 0 2 100 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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As can be seen, in Text 2, for primary terms the majority of the elements are proper words or phrases. 
The correlations (for each occurrence) are primary terms with proper words or phrases at 53, primary 
terms with common words or phrases at 8, secondary terms with common words or phrases at 1, and 
other terms with common words or phrases at 2. 
If the analysis is done for each culture-specific term rather than each occurrence the correlation for 
primary terms with proper words or phrases is 25, for primary terms with common words or phrases 
2, for secondary terms with common words or phrases 1, and other terms with common words or 
phrases 2. 
The highest rate of success of translation is for primary terms and common words or phrases at 4 
(50%), and the second highest rate of success of translation is for primary terms and proper words or 
phrases at 6 (11%). There are no successful translations for secondary or other terms. 
The lowest rate of success is for primary terms and common words or phrases at 3 (37.5%), and 
primary terms and proper words or phrases at 3 (6%). There are no unsuccessful translations for 
secondary or other terms. There are also a large number of partly successful translations, e.g. primary 
terms and proper nouns or phrases at 44 (83%).  
 
Table 7.13 
Proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, semantic overlap, other in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)  
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Translation Technique All occurrences Proportion of occurrences 
Synonymy 60 94% 
ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 1 1% 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy 3 5% 
(Semantic) overlap 0 0 
Other 0 0 
 
The greatest number of occurrences of a single translation technique is synonym at a rate of 94%, 
while all the other techniques are used at a rate of less than 6%. 
7.3.1.1 Commissioners apparent priorities overall in T2 
 
In this section I propose that, in terms of the translation itself, the commissioner is most likely to be 
concerned with the communicative effect of the translation and the retention of specific elements in 
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the TT. In this section I will discuss the retention of specific items. The items selected for analysis are 
those with abbreviations that are in common use, e.g. ‘GP’ or a formal name, e.g. ‘’NHS Digital’. 
Three main strategies have been adopted by the translator. i.e: 
1. Retention of original element, e.g. the retention of ‘© Crown copyright’. This may mean that the 
commissioner has requested this even though it has a foreignizing effect.  
2. No retention of original element, e.g. ‘NHS (number)’. This may mean that the commissioner has 
indicated that the communicative effect is more important than retaining the original element. 
3. Partial retention of original element, e.g. ‘Produced by Williams Lea for the Department of Health’, 
where only ‘Williams Lea’ has been retained. This may mean that the commissioner has requested the 
retention of specific parts of the original elements (or that the translator was undecided about how 
to translate this element). 
 
Table 7.14 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 2 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 2 
 Item Strategies used by the translator 
  Retention of the 
original item in 
full, where there is 
no abbreviation 
Retention of the 
original item in full, 
including where 
there is an  
abbreviation 
Partial 
retention of 
the original 
item 
No 
retention 
 © Crown 
copyright 
1    
 FGM  28   
 GP, GPs  3   
 NHS Digital  2  2 
 NSPCC  1   
 Department of 
Health 
   1 
 Female Genital 
Mutilation 
(FGM) 
   1 
 NHS    1 
 NHS (number)    1 
 NHS England    1 
 FGM Enhanced 
Dataset 
  1 
FMG 
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 Produced by 
Williams Lea for 
the Department 
of Health 
  1 
Williams Lea 
 
TOTAL  1 34 2 7 
  Note that ‘NHS Digital’ has been translated in full in two occurrences 
and not retained at all in two occurrences 
 
The data in this table shows that out of a total number of 44 occurrences, for 35 occurrences the 
original item was retained in full, for 2 occurrences the original item was retained in part and for 7 
occurrences it was not retained at all. The figures in this table are somewhat affected by the number 
of occurrences of the item ‘FGM’, which appears 28 times on its own and once as part of ‘FGM 
Enhanced Dataset’. It seems probable that, as ‘FGM’ has been retained on all occasions, this was a 
priority for the commissioners. It is not clear why the translator did not retain the remaining 7 
occurrences, especially ‘NHS Digital’, where for 2 of the 4 occurrences s/he did retain the item. 
 
7.3.2    Analysis of other prominent elements in the translation of Text 2  
7.3.2.1 Success of TT2 in relation to formality  
Using the scoring system, informal -1, standard -2 and formal-3, the ST has an overall level of formality 
of 189 (2.953 per line) while the TT has an overall level of formality of 189 (2.953 per line).Table 7.15 
below shows the relationship between formality/informality and the success of the TT. 
 
Table 7.15  
Levels of formality in the ST and TT and the correlation, if any, between formality and the success 
of the TT and between Informality and success of the TT in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)  
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)  
  Informal =1 
No. of occurrences 
and % of total  
Standard = 2 
No. of 
occurrences 
 and % of total  
Formal = 3 
No. of occurrences  
and % of total 
ST  0 0 3 5 61 95 
     
 Level of formality 0 6 183 
 Overall level of formality 189 (per line 3)   
     
TT  0 0 3 5 61 95 
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 Level of formality 0 6 183 
 Overall level of formality 189 (per line 3) 
     
 Success of translation  % of informal  % of standard  % of formal 
 Yes 0 0% 0 0% 10 16% 
 No 0 0% 0 0% 6 10% 
 Partly 0 0% 3 100% 45 74% 
 
The data in this table shows a pronounced correlation between the levels of formality and partly 
successful translation at rate of 74%. There is a low correlation between formality and unsuccessful 
translation at rate of 10%. The combined rate of partly successful and successful was 74% + 16% = 
90%.   There was no correlation of informality and success of translation, informality being at a rate of 
100% partly successful for standard, although there were only 3 occurrences.  
 
7.3.2.2.1 Success of TT2 in relaying culture-specific terms overall  
Overall the translator in TT 2 has been successful in relaying culture-specific terms in 16% of the 
occurrences (10 occurrences), partly successful in 75% of the occurrences (48 occurrences), and 
unsuccessful in 9% of the occurrences (6 occurrences). Although this is a low rate for success, it is a 
high rate, if successful (16%) and partly successful (75%) are taken together, i.e. 91%. 
 
7.3.2.2.2 Extent of use in TT2 of foreignization/domestication  
The total score in terms of foreignization/domestication for Text 2 is -130 and the average score per 
record in terms of foreignization/domestication is –2 (see Notes on Excel analysis of translations, 
appendix 2). 
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Table 7.16 
Summary of success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the 
correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use 
of domestication and the success of the TT in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Success 
of 
translation 
Foreignization  Culture  
Neutral 
Domestication 
 No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
Yes 8 14.5 13 2 22.222 3.125 0 0 0 
No 6 11 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Partly 41 74.5 64 7 77.778 10.938 0 0 0 
TOTAL 55  86 9  14.063 0 0 0 
 
As can be seen from this table 86% of culture-specific terms have been translated using foreignization 
and 0% using domestication. The rest of the culture-specific terms, 14%, having been translated using 
culture-neutral terms. The TT is, therefore, mostly foreignizing. Taking all the instances of 
foreignization together, 14.5% were successful, 11% were unsuccessful and 74.5% were partly 
successful. There was no domestication in the TT. There is a clear correlation in this TT between 
foreignization and partial success. If the scores for successful and partly successful are combined the 
total is 89 %. The rest of the TT culture-specific terms are translated culture-neutrally, with 22% being 
successful and 78% being partially successful. 
 
7.3.2.2.3 Correlation between use of foreignization and success of TT2  
 
Table 7.17 
Success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the correlation, if 
any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use of 
domestication and the success of the TT in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
Foreignizing  
score 
No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences % 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
-3 35 55 1 3 5 14 29 83 
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-2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 1 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 100 
-1.5 11 17 4 36 0 0 7 64 
-1 8 12.5 3 37.5 1 12.5 4 50 
-0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 9 14 2 22 0 0 7 77.8 
0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
This table shows more detail of the use of foreignization and domestication and the correlations, if 
any, between their use and the success of the translation. Taking into account only those categories 
for which there are 8 or more occurrences, a score of -3 correlates with an 83% rate of partially 
successful translation, a score of - 1.5 correlates with a 64% rate of partially successful translation and 
a score of -1 correlates with a 50% rate of partially successful translation.  
7.3.2.3  Success of TT2  in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other? 
 
7.3.2.3.1 Success of TT2 overall in relation to: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other 
 
Overall the translator in Text 2 has been successful in in 16% of the occurrences (10 occurrences), 
partly successful in 75% of the occurrences (48 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 9% of the 
occurrences (6 occurrences). Although this is a low rate for success, it is a high rate, if successful (16%) 
and partly successful (75%) are taken together, i.e. 91%. 
The translator of Text 2 is successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 14% of occurrences, ii. ST 
hyperonymy – TT hyponymy in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 1.5% of 
occurrences, iv. (semantic) overlap in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in 0% of occurrences.  
S/he is partly successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 70% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy in 1.5% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 3% of occurrences iv. 
(semantic) overlap in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in  0% of occurrences. 
S/he is unsuccessful in relation to: i. synonymy in 10% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 0% of occurrences, iv. (semantic) 
overlap in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in 0% of occurrences. 
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7.3.2.3.2. Extent of use in TT2 of: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other   
See Table 7.18 for the data and a discussion of the data. 
 
7.3.2.3.3 Correlation in TT2 between the use of use i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other and success of 
translation  
The extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT 
hyponomy, iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 2 Female Genital 
Mutilation (FGM) is shown in Table 7.18.  
Table 7.18 
Extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT hyponomy, 
iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation 
(FGM)  
Text 2 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Translation 
Technique 
All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences % 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Synonymy 60 94 9 15 6 10 45 75 
ST hyperonymy 
– TT hyponymy 
1 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 100 
ST hyponymy – 
TT hyperonymy 
3 4.5 1 33.3 0 0 2 66.7 
(Semantic) 
overlap 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
The greatest number of occurrences of a single translation technique is synonym at a rate of 94%, 
while all the other techniques have been used at a rate of less than 5%. 
There are no clear correlations between any of the techniques and success of translation. However 
synonymy has the rate of 75% % for partly successful. The combined rate for successful and partly 
successful is 15% + 75% = 90%. The other techniques had a rate of occurrence of less than 5%. 
7.4       Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
This text describes different forms of abuse and explains how to get help. The commissioner is the 
Scottish Refugee Council, an organization that works with refugees. For a more detailed discussion of 
this text see chapter 6, sections 6.1.3 and 6.2.3. 
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7.4.1    Analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 3 
Table 7.19 below shows the culture-specific elements in Text 3. As noted in chapter 6, section 6.1.3, 
there are a number of culture-specific elements relating to aspects of descriptions of types of abuse 
and the roles of people and agencies who may be able to provide help to women in this situation. 
These form the majority of both the culture-specific elements and the primary terms. The secondary 
terms are largely related to less specific terms. Table 7.19 also shows whether each term is primary, 
secondary or other, see chapter 5 (section 5.2) for a discussion of these terms, and whether each is a 
proper or common word or phrase and if the translation is successful. 
 
Table 7.19      
General analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 3 Women: help if you are 
facing abuse 
No. Culture-specific Element Number of 
occurrences 
Primary 
(P), 
secondary 
(S), 
or other (O) 
term 
Proper (P) 
or common 
(C) word or 
phrase  
Translation 
successful? 
Yes (Y), No 
(N), Partly 
(P) 
1 Scottish Refugee Council 3 P P N= 1, P=2 
2 The Scottish Refugee 
Council, 5 Cadogan Square, 
(170 Blythswood Court) 
Glasgow G2 7PH 
1 P P N 
3 Web: 
www.scottishrefugeecounc
il.org.uk 
1 P C  Y 
4 abuse 2 P C P 
5 Partner 3 P C P 
6 domestic abuse 8 P C P 
7 intimate partner 1 P C N 
8 emotional 1 S C Y 
9 sexual 1 S C Y 
10 gender 1 P C Y 
11 sexuality 1 P C Y 
12 victim  1 P C Y 
13 unacceptable 1 O  C Y 
14 lawyers (register) 1 P C Y 
15 report  1 P C Y 
16 [reports of] domestic abuse 
[seriously] 
1 P C P 
17 female caseworker 1 P C P 
18 interpreter 1 S C Y 
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19 specialist agencies 1 O  C Y 
20 counselling (and advice) 1 S C N 
21 (dealing with your 
experiences of) domestic 
abuse 
1 P C P 
22 asylum claim 1 S C Y 
23 legal representative 1 P C Y 
24 Registered Charity No: 
SC008639 
1 O  C Y 
Total 
number of 
culture-
specific 
elements: 
24 
 Total number of 
occurrences: 36 
   
       
As shown in table7.19, 24 culture-specific elements were identified Text 3 with a total of 36 
occurrences of these elements.  
Table 7.20 below shows the numbers and proportion of primary, secondary and other terms and 
proper and common words or phrases. 
 
Table 7.20  
Primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or phrases in the translation of 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse  
Primary 
terms 
Secondary 
terms 
Other 
terms 
 Proper word or phrase Common word or phrase 
16 5 3  2 22 
67% 21% 12%  8% 92% 
 
Table 7.21 below shows the correlations between primary, secondary and other terms, and proper, 
common or other words or phrases in Text 3. These are shown both for each term and for each 
occurrence of the term. Table 6 also shows if the translations for these correlations were successful. 
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Table 7.21   
Correlations between primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or 
phrases in Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse  
Type of culture-
specific term 
Proper or 
common word 
or phrase  
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
term 
(not each 
occurrence)  
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
occurrence  
Translation 
successful for each occurrence? Yes, No 
Partly. 
Y % N % P % 
Primary  Proper words or 
phrases 
2 4 0 0 2 50 2 50 
 Common words 
or phrases 
13 23 6 26 1 4 16 70 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
          
Secondary  Proper words or 
phrases 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Common words 
or phrases 
6 6 5 83 1 17 0 0 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
          
Other Proper words or 
phrases 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Common words 
or phrases 
3 3 3 100 0 0 0 0 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
As can be seen, in Text 3 for both primary and secondary terms the majority of the elements are 
common words or phrases. The correlations (for each occurrence) are primary terms with proper 
words or phrases at 4, primary terms with common words or phrases at 23, secondary terms with 
common words or phrases at 6, other terms and common words or phrases at 3. 
If the analysis is done for each culture-specific term rather than each occurrence the correlation for 
primary terms with proper words or phrases is 2, for primary terms with common words or phrases it 
is 13, for secondary terms with common words or phrases it is 6, and for other terms and common 
words or phrases it is 3. 
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The highest rate of success of translation is for primary terms involving common words or phrases at 
6 (26%), and then for secondary terms involving common words or phrases at 5 (83%), whilst the 
lowest rates of success are for primary terms involving proper words or phrases at 2 (50%), and 
secondary terms involving common words or phrases 1 (17%). There are also a high number of partly 
successful translations, e.g. primary terms involving common words or phrases at 16 (70%), and 
primary terms involving proper words or phrases at 2 (50%). There are no partly successful translations 
for secondary or other terms.   
Table 7.22 
Proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, semantic overlap, other in Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Translation Technique All occurrences Proportion of occurrences 
Synonymy 16 44% 
ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 6 17% 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy 2 6% 
(Semantic) overlap 1 3% 
Other  
Comprised of 
(TT hyperonymy + hyponymy) 
(TT synonymy + hyponymy) 
11 
 
(1) 
(10) 
30% 
 
The greatest number of translation occurrences involve synonym at a rate of 44%, ‘other’ at a rate of 
30% (10 of 11 of which are TT synonymy + hyponymy) and ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy   at a rate 
of 16.667%. Other techniques have been used at a rate of less than 7%. 
 
7.4.1.1 Commissioners apparent priorities overall in Text 3 
In this section I propose that, in terms of the translation itself, the commissioner is most likely to be 
concerned with the communicative effect of the translation and the retention of specific elements in 
the TT. In this section I will discuss the retention of specific items. The items selected for analysis are 
those with a formal name, e.g. ‘Scottish Refugee Council. 
 Three main strategies have been adopted by the translator. i.e: 
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1. Retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested this even 
though it has a foreignizing effect.  
2. No retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has indicated that the 
communicative effect is more important than retaining the original element. 
3. Partial retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested the 
retention of specific parts of the original elements (or that the translator was undecided about how 
to translate this element). 
 
TEXT 3 
Table 7.23 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 3 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 3 
 Item Strategies used by the translator 
  Retention of 
the original 
item in full, 
where there 
is no 
abbreviation 
Retention of 
the original 
item in full, 
including 
where there 
is an  
abbreviation 
Partial 
retention 
of the 
original 
item 
No 
retentio
n 
 Scottish Refugee Council 2   1 
 The Scottish Refugee Council, 5 
Cadogan Square, (170 
Blythswood Court) Glasgow G2 
7PH 
1    
 Web: 
www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.
uk 
1    
 Registered Charity No: SC008639   1 
(SC00863
9 
retained) 
 
 
TOTAL 4 0 1 1 
 Note that ‘Scottish Refugee Council’ has been 
retained in full in 2 occurrences and not retained at 
all for one occurrence. 
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The data in this table shows that out of a total number of 6 occurrences, for 4 occurrences the original 
item was retained in full, for 1 occurrence the original item was retained in part, and for 1 occurrence 
it was not retained at all. It is possible that the retentions were a priority for the commissioners but it 
is not clear why the translator did not retain ‘Scottish Refugee Council’ in 1 of the 2 occurrences. It is 
retained at the beginning of the first paragraph of the section describing how the Scottish Refugee 
Council ‘is committed to to providing…’ but later in the same paragragh it is omitted from ‘Scottish 
Refugee Council can help you in the following ways’ and translated using transliteration without 
explanation. 
 
7.4.2    Analysis of other prominent elements in the translation of Text 3 
7.4.2.1 Success of TT3 in relation to formality 
Using the scoring system of informal -1, standard -2 and formal-3, the ST has an overall level of 
formality of 103  (per line 3), while the TT has an overall level of formality of 103 (per line 3). Table 
7.24 below shows the relationship between formality/informality and the success of the TT. 
Table 7.24 
Levels of formality in the ST and TT and the correlation, if any, between formality and the success 
of the TT and between Informality and success of the TT in 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
  Informal =1 
No. of occurrences 
and % of total  
Standard = 2 
No. of occurrences 
 and % of total  
Formal = 3 
No. of occurrences  
and % of total 
ST  0 0% 5 14% 31 86% 
     
 Level of formality 0 10 93 
 Overall level of formality 103  (per line 3) 
     
TT  0 0% 5 14% 31 86% 
     
 Level of formality 0 10 93 
 Overall level of formality 103 (per line 3) 
     
 Success of translation  % of informal  % of standard  % of formal 
 Yes 0 0% 2 40% 12 39% 
 No 0 0% 0 0% 4 13% 
 Partly 0 0% 3 60% 15 48% 
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The data in this table does not show a pronounced correlation between the level of formality and the 
success of the translation but there is some correlation of formality with partly successful at a rate of 
48%. The combined rate of successful and partly successful is 39% + 48% = 87%. The levels of 
informality shows some correlation with success at a rate of 40% and a pronounced rate of correlation 
with partly successful at 60%.  
 
7.4.2.2.1 Success of TT3 in relaying culture-specific terms overall 
Overall the translator in TT3 has been successful in relaying culture-specific terms in 39% of the TT (14 
occurrences), unsuccessful in 14% of the TT (5 occurrences) and partly successful in 47% of the TT (17 
occurrences). This could be said to be a low overall rate of success but if the successful (39%) and 
partly successful (47%) translations are taken together then the overall rate is 86%, meaning that the 
great majority of translations are ar least partly successful. 
7.4.2.2.2 Extent of use in TT3 of foreignization/domestication  
The total score in terms of foreignization/domestication for Text 3 is -24 and the average score per 
record in terms of foreignization/domestication is –0.7 (see Notes on Excel analysis of translations, 
appendix 2). 
Table 7.25 
Summary of success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the 
correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use 
of domestication and the success of the TT in Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse) 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Success 
of 
translation 
Foreignization  Culture  
Neutral 
Domestication 
 No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
Yes 6 55 17 8 32 22 0 0 0 
No 2 18 5 2 8 6 0 0 0 
Partly 3 27 8 15 60 42 0 0 0 
TOTAL 11  30 25  70 0 0 0 
 
As can be seen from this table 30% of culture-specific terms have been translated in the TT using 
foreignization and 0% using domestication. The bulk of the TT culture-specific terms, 69%, have been 
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translated using culture-neutral translation. The TT is, therefore, mostly neither foreignized nor 
domesticated. Taking all the instances of foreignization together, 55% were successful, 18% were 
unsuccessful and 27% were partly successful, showing something of a correlation of foreignization 
with success. The combined rate for successful and partly successful is 55% and 27% = 82%. There is 
no domestication. There is a correlation between culture-neutral and partly successful translation of 
60%. 
 
7.4.2.2.3 Correlation between use of foreignization and success of TT3 
 
Table 7.26 
Success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the correlation, if 
any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use of 
domestication and the success of the TT in Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse  
Foreignizing  
score 
No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences % 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
-3 6 17 1 17 2 33 3 50 
-2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 1 3 1 100 0 0 0 0 
-1.5 1 3 1 100 0 0 0 0 
-1 3 8 3 100 0 0 0 0 
-0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 25 69 8 32 2 8 15 60 
0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
This table shows in more detail the use of foreignization and domestication and the correlations 
between their use and the success of the translation. Considering only categories with 6 or more 
occurrences, a score of -3 correlates with a 50% rate of partly successful translation. If the partly 
successful and successful rates are combined the rate is 50% + 17% = 37%. The culture-neutral score 
of 0 correlates with a 60% rate of partly successful. 
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7.4.2.3  Success of TT3 in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other?   
 
7.4.2.3.1 Success of TT3 overall in relation to: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other 
Overall the translator in TT3 has been successful in 39% of the TT (14 occurrences), unsuccessful in 
14% of the TT (5 occurrences) and partly successful in 47% of the TT (17 occurrences). This could be 
said to be a low overall rate of success but if the successful (39%) and partly successful (47%) 
translations are taken together then the overall rate is 86%. 
The translator of TT3 is successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 30% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy 
– TT hyponymy in 3% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 5% of occurrences, iv. 
(semantic) overlap in 3% of occurrences, and v. other in 0% of occurrences.  
S/he is partly successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 8% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy in 14% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 0% of occurrences, iv. 
(semantic) overlap in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in 28% of occurrences. 
S/he is unsuccessful in relation to: i. synonymy in 6% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 
in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 0% of occurrences, iv. (semantic) overlap 
in 0% of occurrences, and v. other in 3% of occurrences. 
 
7.4.2.3.2  Extent of use in TT3 of: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other      
 
See Table 7.27 for the data and a discussion of the data. 
 
7.4.2.3.3 Correlation in TT3 between the use of use i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other and success of 
translation? 
 
The extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy-TT 
hyponomy, iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 3 Women: help if 
you are facing abuse is shown in Table 7.27. 
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Table 7.27 
Extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy-TT hyponomy, 
iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other in Text 3 Women: help if you are 
facing abuse 
Text 3 Women: help if you are facing abuse 
 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Translation 
Technique 
All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Synonymy 16 44% 11 69 2 12 3 19 
ST hyperonymy 
– TT hyponymy 
6 17% 1 17 0 0 5 83 
ST hyponymy – 
TT hyperonymy 
2 5% 2 100 0 0 0 0 
(Semantic) 
overlap 
1 3% 1 100 0 0 0 0 
Other  
Comprising 
(TT 
hyperonymy + 
hyoponymy) 
(TT synonymy + 
hyponymy) 
11 
 
(1) 
 
(10) 
31% 0 
 
 
 
 
0 1 
 
(1) 
9 
 
(100) 
10 
 
 
 
(10) 
91 
 
 
 
(100) 
 
 
The greatest number of translations involve synonyms at a rate of 44%, ‘other’ at a rate of 31% (10 of 
11 of which are TT synonymy + hyponymy) and ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy   with a rate of 17%. 
Other techniques have been used at a rate of less than 6%. 
The predominant correlation with the success of translation is synonymy at a rate of 69%, while 
synonymy has much lower correlation with partly successful at a rate of 19% and unsuccessful at a 
rate of 12%. The most common partly successful techniques were ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy at 
a rate of 83% and ‘other’ (mostly TT synonymy + hyponymy) at a rate of 91%.  
 
7.5       Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained 
This text explains the rights of a person who is detained by the police in the U.K. The joint 
commissioners are the Home Office, the Legal Aid Agency and the Law Society. For a more detailed 
discussion of this text see chapter 6 (sections 6.1.4 and 6.2.4). 
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7.5.1    Analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 4 
Table 7.28 below shows the culture-specific elements in Text 4. As noted in chapter 6 (section 6.1.4), 
there are a large number of culture-specific elements relating to aspects of the legal rights of a person 
detained in the U.K. in Text 4. The primary terms consist of terminology concerning legal rights, the 
relevant Codes of Practice, accessing legal advice, the system of charging people who are detained 
and the custody process. 
The secondary terms consist of terms related to the legal rights but are not terminology relevant to 
this study. Table 7.28 also shows whether each term is primary, secondary or other, see chapter 5 
(section 5.2) for a discussion of these terms, and whether each is a proper or common word or phrase 
and if the translation is successful. 
 
Table 7.28 
General analysis of culture-specific elements in the translation of Text 4 Remember your rights 
whilst detained 
No. Culture-specific 
Element 
Number of 
occurrences 
Primary (P), 
secondary 
(S), 
or other (O) 
term 
Proper (P) or 
common (C) 
word or 
phrase  
Translation 
successful? 
Yes (Y), No (N), 
Partly (P) 
1 detained 11 P C P 
2 [how long they can] 
detain [you for] 
1 P C P 
3 you need to be detained 1 P C P 
4 detention 5 P C P 
5 [they are] detaining 
[you] 
1 P C P 
6 Detained people 1 P C N 
7 under the Mental Health 
Act 
2 P P P 
8 if you have been 
detained under the 
Mental Health Act 
1 P C P 
9 Notice  5 O C Y=1, P=4 
10 notice of Rights and 
Entitlements 
1 O P P 
11 EU Directive  1 O P Y 
12 Code of Practice C 1 P P Y 
13 Codes of Practice 8 P P Y 
14 Annex B of Code C of the 
Codes of Practice 
2 P P Y 
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15 solicitor 39 P C Y 
16 interpreter  8 S C Y 
17 get you one 1 S C Y 
18 you may be charged 1 P C Y 
19 [if you are] charged 1 P C Y 
20 you have been charged 
with an offence 
1 P C Y 
21 any offence you have 
been charged with 
1 P C Y 
22 without being charged 2 P C Y 
23 if you are charged with 
an offence 
1 P C Y 
24 charge [you with an 
offence] 
1 P C Y 
25 case 5 S C Y 
26 cases 1 S C Y 
27 custody records 4 P C P 
28 police custody officer 5 P C N 
29 your custody record 1 P C P 
30 [keep you in] custody 2 P C P 
31 you are in custody 1 S C P 
32 custody officer 2 P C P 
33 Independent Custody 
Visitor/s 
4 P P N 
34 Home Office 1 P P P 
35 Legal Aid Agency 1 P P P 
36 Legal aid 1 P P P 
37 [if they do] legal aid 
[work] 
1 P P P 
38 The Law Society 1 P P P 
39 [when legal] advice [is 
limited]   
1 P C P 
40 [legal] advice  8 P C P 
41 [free legal] advice 1 P C P 
42 [free] advice.  1 P C P 
43 Criminal Defence 
Service (CDS) Direct 
1 P P N 
44 CDS Direct 4 P P N 
45 [telephone] advice OR 
Telephone 
          Advice see below 
1 P C P 
46 [qualified] advisors  1 P C P 
47 Qualified  1 P C P 
48 eye witness 
identification procedure 
1 P C Y 
49 appropriate adult 9 P P Y 
50 you allege serious 
misconduct  
1 P C Y 
51 duty  4 P C P 
52 [duty] solicitor 4 P C Y 
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53 Defence Solicitor Call 
Centre (DSCC) 
1 P P N 
54 DSCC 4 P P N 
55 [you can still speak to a] 
solicitor [of your choice 
on the telephone if you 
want to] 
1  P C Y 
56 healthcare professional 1 P C P 
57 Right to remain silent  1 P C P 
58 you do not have to say 
anything. However, it 
may harm your defence 
if you do not mention 
when questioned 
something which you 
later rely on in court. 
Anything you do say may 
be given in evidence. 
1 P O P 
59 bail 1 P P Y 
60 record 4 P C Y 
61 translations  1 p C Y 
62 translation 3 P C Y 
63 British Sign Language 
English [interpreter] 
1 P P Y 
64 oral translation 1 P C Y 
65 written translation   1 P C Y 
66 trial 1 P C Y 
67 tried by a judge and jury 1 P C Y 
68 to be tried 1 P C Y 
69 Police Superintendent 1 P P P 
70 inspector 1 P P N 
71 Crown Prosecution 
Service 
1 P P Y 
72 police caution 1 P C P 
73 a written statement  1 P C Y 
74 police notes 1 P C P 
75 DNA 1 P C Y 
76 witness identification 
procedure 
1 P C Y 
77 Your Cell 1 P C P 
78 a cell 1 P C P 
79 ‘it’ refers to ‘cell’ 1 P C P 
80 drink drive offence 1 P C Y 
81 healthcare professional 1 P C P 
82 mentally vulnerable 1 P C N 
83 learning difficulties 1 P C Y 
84 mental health problems 1 P C N 
85 "appropriate adult" 9 P C Y 
86 Approved [Healthcare 
Practitioner] 
1 P P P 
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87 Healthcare Practitioner  1 P P N 
88 Independent Police 
Complaints Commission 
(IPCC) 
1 P P N 
89 [your] MP 1  S P Y 
Total 
number of 
culture-
specific 
elements: 
89 
 Total number of 
occurrences: 
218 
   
       
As shown in Table 7.28, 89 culture-specific elements were identified in Text 4 with a total of 218 
occurrences of these elements.  
Table 7.29 below shows the numbers and proportion of primary, secondary and other terms and 
proper and common words or phrases 
 
Table 7.29    
Primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or phrases in the translation of 
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
Primary 
terms 
Secondary 
terms 
Other 
terms 
 Proper word 
 or phrase 
Common word 
 or phrase 
Other 
80 6 3  27 61 1 
90% 7% 3%  30% 69% 1% 
 
Table 7.30 below shows the correlations between primary, secondary and other terms, and proper, 
common or other words or phrases in Text 4. These are shown both for each term and for each 
occurrence of the term. Table 7.30 also shows if the translations for these correlations were 
successful. 
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Table 7.30    
Correlations between primary, secondary and other terms and proper and common words or 
phrases in Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained 
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained 
Type of culture-
specific term 
Proper or 
common word 
or phrase 
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
term 
(not each 
occurrence) 
No. of 
correlations 
for each 
occurrence 
Translation successful for each 
occurrence? Yes, No, Partly. 
Y % N % P % 
Primary  Proper words or 
phrases 
25 41 15 37 17 41 9 22 
 Common words 
or phrases 
54 151 83 55 11 7 57 38 
 Other  1 1   0 0 0 0 1 100 
          
Secondary  Proper words or 
phrases 
1 1   1 100 0 0 0 0 
 Common words 
or phrases 
5 17   15 88 0 0 2 12 
 Other 0 0  0  0  0 0 0  0 
          
Other Proper words or 
phrases 
2 2 1 50 0 0  1 50 
 Common words 
or phrases 
1 5       1 20 0 0  4 80 
 Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
As can be seen, for Text 4 for both primary and secondary terms the majority of the elements are 
common words or phrases. The correlations (for each occurrence) are primary terms with proper 
words or phrases at 41, primary terms with common words or phrases at 151, primary terms with 
other at 1, secondary terms with proper words or phrases at 1, secondary terms with common words 
or phrases at 17, other terms and proper words or phrases at 2, and other terms and common words 
or phrases at 5. 
If the analysis is done for each culture-specific term rather than each occurrence the correlation for 
primary terms with proper words or phrases is at 25, that for primary terms with common words or 
phrases at 54, and that for primary terms with other words or phrases at 1. For secondary terms with 
proper words or phrases it is at 1, and for secondary terms with common words or phrases it is at 5. 
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For other terms and proper words or phrases it is at 2, other for terms and common words or phrases 
at 1. 
The highest rate of success of translation is for primary terms and common words or phrases at 83 
(55%) and then for secondary terms and common words or phrases at 15 (88%) (note the lower 
number of occurrences but the higher average than that for primary terms and common words or 
phrases), whilst the lowest rates of success is for primary terms and proper words or phrases at 17 
(41%). The highest number of partly successful translations is for primary terms and common words 
or phrases at 57 (38%). 
Table 7.31 
Proportion of different translation techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, semantic overlap, other in  
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
Translation Technique All occurrences Proportion of occurrences 
Synonymy 58 27% 
ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 12 5% 
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy 93 43% 
(Semantic) overlap 30 14% 
Other 25 11% 
 
The most frequent translation techniques are ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy at a rate of 43%, 
synonymy at a rate of 27%, (semantic) overlap at a rate of 14%, and ‘other’ at a rate of 11%.  The 
remaining technique, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, was used less at a rate of less than 6%. 
 
7.5.1.1 Commissioners apparent priorities overall for Text 4 
In this section I propose that, in terms of the translation itself, the commissioner is most likely to be 
concerned with the communicative effect of the translation and the retention of specific elements in 
the TT. In this section I will discuss the retention of specific items. The items selected for analysis are 
those with abbreviations that are in common use, e.g. ‘DNA’ or a formal name, e.g. ‘Crown Prosecution 
Service’. 
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 Three main strategies have been adopted by the translator. i.e: 
1. Retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested this even 
though it has a foreignizing effect.  
2. No retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has indicated that the 
communicative effect is more important than retaining the original element. 
3. Partial retention of original element. This may mean that the commissioner has requested the 
retention of specific parts of the original elements (or that the translator was undecided about how 
to translate this element). 
 
TEXT 4 
Table 7.32 
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are assumed 
to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 4  
Strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been identified or are 
assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in Text 4 
 Item Strategies used by the translator 
  Retention of the 
original item in 
full, where there is 
no abbreviation 
Retention of the 
original item in full, 
including where 
there is an  
abbreviation 
Partial 
retention of 
the original 
item 
No 
retention 
 Criminal 
Defence Service 
(CDS) Direct 
  1 
(CDS) only 
 
 CDS Direct   4  
(CDS only) 
 
 Codes of 
Practice 
2   6 
 DNA  1   
 DSCC  4   
 Home Office 1    
 Independent 
Police 
Complaints 
Commission 
(IPCC) 
 1   
 Legal Aid Agency 1    
 The Law Society 1    
 Defence Solicitor 
Call Centre 
(DSCC) 
   1 
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 EU Directive    1 
 Annex B of Code 
C of the Codes of 
Practice 
  2  
(B and C 
retained) 
 
 paragraph 6.6 of 
Code C of the 
Codes of 
Practice 
  1 
(6.6 and C 
retained) 
 
 Code of Practice 
C 
  1 
(C only 
retained) 
 
 Crown 
Prosecution 
Service 
   1 
TOTAL  5 6 9 9 
  Note that ‘Codes of Practice’ has been translated in full in two 
occurrences and not retained at all in six occurrences. 
 
The data in this table shows that out of a total number of 29 occurrences for 11 occurrences, the 
original item was retained in full, for 9 occurrences the original item was retained in part and for 9 
occurrences it was not retained at all. It is possible that the retentions were a priority for the 
commissioner. The reasons for the 9 partial retentions are not clear, although it is possible that a 
request was made for ‘CDS’ to be retained. It is not clear to me why the translator did not retain the 
remaining 9 occurrences, especially ‘Codes of Practice’ where for 2 of the 8 occurrences s/he did retain 
the item. 
7.5.2    Analysis of other prominent elements in the translation of Text 4 
7.5.2.1 Success of TT4 in relation to formality  
Using the scoring system of informal -1, standard -2 and formal-3, the ST has an overall level of 
formality of 629 (3 per line) while the TT has an overall level of formality of 627 (3 per line). Table 7.33 
below shows the relationship between formality/information and the success of the TT. 
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Table 7.33  
Levels of formality in the ST and TT and the correlation, if any, between formality and the success 
of the TT and between Informality and success of the TT in 
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
  Informal =1 
No. of occurrences 
and % of total  
Standard = 2 
No. of occurrences 
 and % of total  
Formal = 3 
No. of occurrences  
and % of total 
ST  0 0% 25 11% 193 89% 
     
 Level of formality 0 50 579 
 Overall level of formality 629 (per line 3) 
     
TT  1 0.459% 25 11% 192 88% 
     
 Level of formality 1 50 576 
 Overall level of formality 627  (per line 3) 
      
 Success of translation  % of informal  % of standard  % of formal 
 Yes 0 0% 17 68% 99 51% 
 No 0 0% 0 0% 28 15% 
 Partly 1 100% 8 32% 65 34% 
The data in this table shows a correlation between formality and successful translation at rate of 51% 
and some correlation with partly successful at a rate of 34%. The combined rate of successful and 
partly successful is 51% + 34% = 85%.  There is a pronounced rate of correlation between standard 
and success at 68% and some correlation with partly successful at a rate of 32%. There is a correlation 
of 100% between informal and partly successful but this is only for one correlation. 
 
7.5.2.2.1 Success of TT4 in relaying culture-specific terms overall  
Overall the translator of Text 4 has been successful in relaying culture-specific terms in 53% of 
occurrences (116 occurrences), unsuccessful in 13% of occurrences (28 occurrences) and partly 
successful in 34% of occurrences (74 occurrences). This could be said to be a medium overall rate of 
success but if the successful (53%) and partly successful (34%) are taken together then the overall rate 
is 87%. 
  
7.5.2.2.2 Extent of use in TT4 of foreignization/domestication  
The total score in terms of foreignization/domestication for Text 4 is -121 and the average score per 
record in terms of foreignization/domestication is -0.6 (see Notes on Excel analysis of translations, 
appendix 2). 
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Table 7.34 
Summary of success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the 
correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use 
of domestication and the success of the TT in 
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
Success 
of 
translation 
Foreignization  Culture  
Neutral 
Domestication 
 No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
Yes 31 48 14 83 55 38 2 50 1 
No 17 27 8 11 8 5 0   
Partly 16 25 7 56 37 26 2 50 1 
TOTAL 64  29 150  69 4  2 
 
As can be seen from this table, 29% of the TT culture-specific terms are translated using foreignization 
and 2% using domestication. The rest of the culture-specific terms, 69%, are translated using culture-
neutral forms. The TT is, therefore, mostly culture-neutral. 
Taking all the instances of foreignization together, 48% were successful, 27% were unsuccessful and 
25% were partly successful. Taking all the instances of domestication together, 50% were successful, 
0% were unsuccessful and 50% were partly successful. There appears to be no significant correlation 
between foreignization and success. However, if the scores for successful and partly successful are 
combined the average is 48% + 25% = 78%. There is no correlation between domestication and 
successful translation but if the scores for successful and partly successful are combined the average 
is 50% + 50% = 100%. There is a correlation of 55% between culture-neutral translation and success. 
 
7.5.2.2.3 Correlation between use of foreignization and success of TT4  
 
Table 7.35 
Success of translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table showing the correlation, if 
any, between the use of foreignization and the success of the TT and between the use of 
domestication and the success of the TT in Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained   
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Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  
Foreignizing  
score 
No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences  % 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
-3 13 6 1 8 9  69  3  23 
-2.5 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 1 100  
-2 36 16 18 50  6 17 12 33 
-1.5 6 3 4 67 1 17 1 16.5 
-1 8 4 8 100 0 0 0 0 
-0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 150 69  83  56 11  7 56  37 
0.5  1 0.5 0 0  0 0  1 100 
1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3  3 1 2 67 0 0 1 33 
 
This table shows in more detail of use of foreignization and domestication and the correlations 
between their use and the success of the translation. Taking into account only those categories for 
which there are 8 or more occurrences, a score of -3 correlates with a 69% rate of unsuccessful 
translation but a score of -2 correlates with a 50% rate of success.  A score of -1 correlates with a 100% 
rate of success.  A score of 3 correlates with a 67% rate of successful translation. There is a correlation 
of 56% between culture-neutral translation and success. 
 
7.5.2.3  Success of TT4  in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other? 
7.5.2.3.1 Success of TT4 overall in relation to: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other 
Overall the translator of Text 4 has been successful in 53% of occurrences (116 occurrences), 
unsuccessful in 13% of occurrences (28 occurrences) and partly successful in 34% of occurrences (74 
occurrences). This could be said to be a medium overall rate of success but if the successful (53%) and 
partly successful (34%) are taken together then the overall rate is 7%. 
The translator of Text 4 is successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 19% of occurrences, ii. ST 
hyperonymy – TT hyponymy in 0% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 32% of 
occurrences, iv. (semantic) overlap in 0.5% of occurrences, and v. other in  0.5% of occurrences.  
S/he is partly successful in relation to: i. synonymy in 5% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT 
hyponymy in 5% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 10% of occurrences, iv. 
(semantic) overlap in 12% of occurrences, and v. other in 3% of occurrences. 
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S/he is unsuccessful in relation to: i. synonymy in 3% of occurrences, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 
in 0.5% of occurrences, iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy in 0.5% of occurrences, iv. (semantic) 
overlap in 1% of occurrences, and v. other in 8% of occurrences. 
 
7.5.2.3.2  Extent of use in TT4 of: i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – 
TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other   
 
See Table 7.36 for the data and data discussion. 
 
7.5.2.3.3 Correlation in TT4 between the use of use i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, 
iii. ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, iv. (semantic) overlap, v. other and success of translation? 
 
The extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT 
hyponomy, iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other Text 4 Remember your 
rights whilst detained is shown in Table 7.36 
Table 7.36 
Extent of use and success of translation in relation to i. synonymy. ii. ST hyperonymy-TT hyponomy, 
iii. ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy, iv. (Semantic) overlap, v. other Text 4 Remember your rights whilst 
detained  
Text 4 Remember your rights whilst detained  Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Translation 
Technique 
All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences % 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Synonymy 58 27% 42 73 6 10 10 17 
ST hyperonymy – 
TT hyponymy 
12 5% 0 0 1 8 11 92 
ST hyponymy – 
TT hyperonymy 
93 43% 71 76 1 1 21 23 
(Semantic) 
overlap 
30 14% 1  2 7 27 90 
Other 
 
(hyperonym + 
synonym) 
25 
 
(1) 
11% 1 
 
(1) 
4 18 72 5 20 
 
The most frequent translation techniques are ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy at a rate of 43%, 
synonymy at a rate of 27%, (semantic) overlap at a rate of 14% and ‘other’ at a rate of 11%.  The 
remaining technique, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, was used at a rate of less than 6%. 
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The data in the table shows that there are two predominant correlations with success, ST hyponymy 
– TT hyperonymy, at a rate of 76% and synonymy at the rate of 73%. If the results for successful are 
combined with those for partly successful the totals are as follows: ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, 
76% + 23% = 99 and synonymy 73%. + 17% = 90. (Semantic) overlap has a high correlation with partly 
successful, at 90%, and a low correlation with successful at 3% and unsuccessful at 7%. ‘Other’ has a 
high correlation with unsuccessful translation at a rate of 72%.  
The last technique, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, was used in less than 6% of the occurrences. 
However, it is interesting that it has the rate of 0% correlation with successful translation and a rate 
of 92% with partly successful. 
 
7.6       Comparison of culture-specific elements in the translations of texts 1-4 
 
7.6.1 Primary, Secondary and Other Terms and Proper Nouns, Common Nouns and Other in Texts 
1-4: numbers and correlations 
 
Table 7.37 
Primary, Secondary and Other Terms and Proper Nouns, Common Nouns and Other in Texts 1-4 
 
TEXT  Primary 
terms 
Secondary 
terms 
Other 
terms 
 Proper word or 
phrase 
Common 
word or 
phrase 
Other 
1 No. 21 25 2  11 37  
 % 44% 52% 4%  23% 77%  
2 No. 28 1 2  21 10  
 % 90% 3% 7%  68% 32%  
3 No. 16 5 3  2 22  
 % 67% 21% 12%  8% 92%  
4 No. 80 6 3  27 61 1 
 % 90% 7% 3%  30% 69% 1% 
 
7.6.1.1 Text 1 
In Text 1 the majority of culture-specific terms are secondary 25 (52%), possibly due to the number of 
descriptive terms for workers and the working arrangements covered by the legislation and the 
majority of the nouns or phrases are common 37 (77%).  
The highest correlation involving primary, secondary or other culture-specific terms with proper or 
common or other nouns or phrases is between secondary terms and common words or phrases at 24 
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for each term and at 26 for each occurrence. The success rate of translation for this correlation, for 
each occurrence is 10 (38%). The second highest correlation is between primary terms and common 
words or phrases at 11 for each term and 27 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate of success 
for translation, i.e. 19 (70%).  The lowest correlation of success is between primary terms and proper 
words or phrases at 10 for each term and 13 for each occurrence with a rate of unsuccessful 
translation at 9 (69%). 
7.6.1.2 Text 2 
In Text 2 the majority of culture-specific terms are primary 28 (90%) and the majority of the nouns or 
phrases are proper nouns or phrases 21 (68%) (possibly due to the large number of NHS related terms).  
The highest correlation between primary, secondary and other culture-specific terms with proper or 
common or other nouns or phrases involves primary and proper words or phrases at 25 for each term 
and at 53 for each occurrence. The success rate for this correlation, for each occurrence is at 6 (11%). 
The second highest correlation is between primary terms and common words or phrases at 2 for each 
term and 8 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate of success for translation, i.e. 4 (50%). 
However, there are a very low number of occurrences. This is also the correlation showing the lowest 
rate of successful translation at 3 (37.5%). 
7.6.1.3 Text 3 
In Text 3, the majority of culture-specific terms are primary at 16 (67%), and the majority of the nouns 
or phrases are common at 22 (92%). The highest correlation between primary, secondary and other 
culture-specific terms with proper or common or other nouns or phrases involves secondary and 
common words or phrases at 13 for each term and at 23 for each occurrence. The success rate for this 
correlation, for each occurrence is 6 (26%). 
The second highest correlation is between secondary terms and common words or phrases at 6 for 
each term and 6 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate of successful translation, i.e. 5 (83%).   
The lowest correlation for success of translation is between primary terms and proper words or 
phrases at 2 for each term and 4 for each occurrence, with a rate of unsuccessful translation at 2 
(50%). 
 
7.6.1.4 Text 4 
In Text 4, 80 (90%) of the culture-specific terms are primary and 61 (69%) of the nouns or phrases are 
common. 
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The highest correlation between primary, secondary and other culture-specific terms with proper or 
common or other nouns or phrases involves primary and common words or phrases at 54 for each 
term and at 151 for each occurrence. The success rate for this correlation, for each occurrence is 83 
(55%). 
The correlation between secondary terms and common words or phrases at 5 for each term and 17 
for each occurrence has the highest rate of success for translation, i.e. 15 (88%).   
The lowest correlation for successful translation is between primary terms and proper words or 
phrases at 25 for each term and 41 for each occurrence with a rate of unsuccessful translation at 17 
(41%). Overall, the majority of culture-specific terms are primary in three of the texts, 2, 3 and 4, and 
the majority of the nouns or phrases are common in three of the texts, 1, 3 and 4. 
 
7.6.2 The rate of success of translation for the most common correlation in each text 
 
In Text 1 the highest correlation is between secondary terms and common words or phrases at 24 for 
each term and 26 for each occurrence. The rate of successful translation is 10 (38%). 
In Text 2 the highest correlation is between primary terms and proper words or phrases at 25 for each 
term and 53 for each occurrence. The rate of successful translation is 6 (11%). 
In Text 3, the highest correlation is between secondary terms and common words or phrases at 13 for 
each term and at 23 for each occurrence. The rate of successful translation for this correlation is 6 
(26%). 
In Text 4 the highest correlation is between primary terms and common words or phrases at 54 for 
each term and at 151 for each occurrence. The rate of successful translation for this correlation, for 
each occurrence is at 83 (55%). 
The highest correlations in the four texts vary. For Text 1 and Text 3, the correlation is between 
secondary terms and common words or phrases. For Text 2 it is between primary terms and proper 
words or phrases, and for Text 4 it is between primary terms and common words. No conclusions can 
be drawn from these results. 
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7.6.3 The correlation producing the most successful translations in each text  
 
In Text 1 the correlation producing the most successful translations is between primary terms and 
common words or phrases at 11 for each term and 27 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate 
of success for translation, i.e.  19 (70%).   
In Text 2 the correlation producing the most successful translations is between primary terms and 
common words or phrases at 2 for each term and 8 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate of 
success for translation, i.e. 4 (50%). 
In Text 3 the correlation producing the most successful translations is between secondary terms and 
common words or phrases at 6 for each term and 6 for each. This has the highest rate of success for 
translation, i.e.  5 (83%).   
In Text 4 the correlation producing the most successful translations is between secondary terms and 
common words or phrases at 5 for each term and 17 for each occurrence. This has the highest rate of 
success for translation, i.e.  15 (88%).   
The most successful translations for all four texts involve correlations with common nouns or phrases, 
two with primary terms and two with secondary terms. This suggests that common nouns or phrases 
may present fewer difficulties for translation in general than proper nouns or phrases, although it is 
not possible to draw a conclusion about the correlations with primary or secondary terms as they are 
split evenly between the four texts, i.e. two primary and two secondary. 
 
7.6.4 The correlation producing the least successful translation in each text  
 
In Text 1, the correlation producing the least successful translations is between primary terms and 
proper words or phrases at 10 for each term and 13 for each occurrence, with a rate of unsuccessful 
translation of 9 (69%). 
In Text 2, the correlation producing the least successful translations is between primary terms and 
common words or phrases at 2 for each term and 8 for each occurrence, with a rate of unsuccessful 
translation of 3 (37.5%). However, this is for a very low number of occurrences. 
In Text 3, the correlation producing the least successful translations is between primary terms and 
proper words or phrases at 2 for each term and 4 for each occurrence, with a rate of unsuccessful 
translation of 2 (50%). 
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In Text 4, the correlation producing the least successful translations is between primary terms and 
proper words or phrases at 25 for each term and 41 for each occurrence, with a rate of unsuccessful 
translation of 17 (41%). 
For three of the four texts, texts 1, 3 and 4, the correlation most likely to produce an unsuccessful 
translation is between primary terms and proper nouns or phrases, while for Text 2, the correlation 
most likely to produce an unsuccessful translation is between primary terms and common words or 
phrases. It is possible, therefore, to suggest that primary terms in general, especially when correlated 
with proper nouns or phrases are most likely to be difficult to translate.  
 
7.6.5 Translation techniques used in the four texts 
 
Table 7.38 
Translation techniques used in the four texts 
 
 Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 Text 4 
Orde
r of 
use 
Translation 
technique 
all  
occurrence
s 
Translation 
technique 
all  
occurrences 
Translation 
technique 
all  
occurrences 
Translation 
technique 
all  
occurrences 
  No
. 
%  No. %  No. %  No. % 
1 Synonymy 57 82 Synonymy 60 94 Synonymy 16 44 ST hyponymy 
– TT 
hyperonymy 
93 43 
2 ST 
hyperonymy 
– TT 
hyponymy 
4 6 ST hyponymy 
– TT 
hyperonymy 
3 5 Other  
Comprised of 
(TT 
hyperonymy 
+ hyponymy) 
(TT synonymy 
+ hyponymy) 
11 
 
(1) 
(10) 
30 Synonymy 58 27 
3 (Semantic) 
overlap 
4 6 ST 
hyperonymy 
– TT 
hyponymy 
1 1 ST 
hyperonymy 
– TT 
hyponymy 
6 17 (Semantic) 
overlap 
30 14 
4 ST hyponymy 
– TT 
hyperonymy 
2 3 (Semantic) 
overlap 
0 0 ST hyponymy 
– TT 
hyperonymy 
2 6 Other 25 11 
5 other 2 3 Other 0 0 (Semantic) 
overlap 
1 3 ST 
hyperonymy 
– TT 
hyponymy 
12 5 
 
Overall, three of the four texts, (1, 2 and 3) have synonymy as the major translation technique – Text 
1 at a rate of 57 (82%), Text 2 at a rate of 60 (94%) and Text 3 at a rate of 16 (44%). Text 4 has ST 
hyponymy – TT hyperonymy as the major translation technique, at a rate of 93 (43%). As Text 4 is a 
description of the English legal system, which is different to the legal system in the TC, it is possible 
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that the translator has been unable to find suitable synonyms and has therefore used hyperonymy as 
a translation technique to explain culture-specific terms. 
 
7.6.6 Comparison of commissioners’ apparent priorities in the texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Table 7.39 
Comparison of the strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been 
identified identified or are assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner in 
all texts 
Comparison of the strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been 
identified identified or are assumed to have been identified for retention by the commissioner 
in all texts 
  Strategies used by the translator 
 Total 
No. of 
occurren
ces 
Retention of the 
original item in 
full, where there 
is no abbreviation 
Retention of the original 
item in full, including 
where there is an  
abbreviation 
Partial 
retention of 
the original 
item 
No 
retention 
Text 1 13 1 5 3 4 
Text 2 44 1 34 2 7 
Text 3 6 4 0 1 1 
Text 4 29 5 6 9 9 
 
 
Table 7.40 
Comparison of the strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been 
identified for retention by the commissioner in all texts by number and proportion of all occurrences 
Comparison of the strategies used by the translator in translating items that may have been 
identified for retention by the commissioner in all texts by number and proportion of all 
occurrences 
Text  
No. 
Total 
No. of 
occurrences 
Retention of item in full Retention of item in full plus  
partial retention of item 
No. and proportion of all 
occurrences 
No. and proportion of all 
occurrences 
Text 1 13 6 (46%) 9 (69%) 
Text 2 44 35 (79%) 37 (84%) 
Text 3 6 4 (67%)   6 (83%) 
Text 4 29 11 (3738%)   20 (69%) 
 
The data in the tables above shows that there is a difference in the rate of retention in full between 
the four texts from Text 4 at a rate of 11 (38%) to Text 2 at a rate of 35 (79%). The difference in the 
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rate of retention in full plus partial retention between the four texts is from Text 4 at a rate of 20 (69%) 
to Text 2 at a rate of 37 (84%). Although there is quite a high rate of occurrences in the second group, 
it is perhaps not consistent enough or high enough to state that this was the commissioner’s priority. 
Additionally, in three of the texts (2, 3 and 4), a single item has been translated differently. This could 
mean either the commissioners did not express a view about the translation or that the translator was 
unclear about how to translate the item. Overall, it seems possible that some preference may have 
been expressed about the retention of the items but that if this is the case, it has perhaps not been 
expressed clearly or the translator has not been clear about the preference. 
 
7.7       Comparison of the translation of other prominent elements in texts 1-4 
7.7.1    Comparison of formality in all texts 
 
 
Table 7.41 
Comparison of formality in all texts, comparing levels and rates of formality  
Comparison of formality in all texts, comparing levels and rates of formality  
Text  
number 
Informal =1 
No. of occurrences 
and % of total  
Standard = 2 
No. of occurrences 
 and % of total  
Formal = 3 
No. of occurrences  
and % of total 
1 1 1% 9 13% 59 86% 
2 0 0% 3 5% 61 95% 
3 0 0% 5 14% 31 86% 
4 1 0.5% 25 11.5% 192 88% 
 
The data in is this table shows that in all four texts, the majority of occurrences are formal, at a rate 
between 15 (86%) and 59 (86%) – 61 (95%). The number of standard occurrences is at a rate between 
25 (11.5%) – 5 (14%), with the exception of Text 2, at a lower rate of 3 (5%) which also has a higher 
rate of formal occurrence of 61 (95%). 
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Table 7.42  
Comparison of the numbers and rates of success of translation of informal, standard and formal 
occurrences and of the TT overall 
Numbers and rates of success of translation of informal, standard and formal occurrences and 
of the TT overall  
   Informal Standard Formal TT overall 
Text 
No. 
Level of 
formality  
of ST, overall 
and by line 
Level of 
formality  
of TT, overall  
and by line 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1 202 (per line 3) 196 (per line 2) 0 0 3 33 28 48 31 45 
2 189 (per line 3) 189 (per line 3) 0 0 0 0 10 16 10 16 
3 103  (per line 3) 103  (per line 3) 0 0 2 40 12 39 14 39 
4 629 (per line 3) 627  (per line 3) 0 0 17 68 99 51 116 53 
 
The level of formality, both overall and per line, largely remains the same in the ST and TT with the 
exception of Text 1 where it is reduced slightly from 202 (3 per line) to 196 (2 per line). 
There is a high correlation between the success of the translation of formal occurrences and of the TT 
overall, possibly because all the texts have a high rate of formal occurrences. In Text 2, formal 
occurrences have a rate of success of 10 (16%) and the TT overall has a rate of success of 10 (16%). In 
Text 3 formal occurrences have a rate of success of 12 (39%) and the TT overall has a rate of success 
of 14 (39%). There are small differences for Text 1 and Text 4; in Text 1 formal occurrences have a rate 
of success of 28 (48%) and the TT overall has a rate of success of 31 (45%) and in Text 4 formal 
occurrences have a rate of success of 99 (51%) and the TT overall has a rate of success of 116 (53%). 
In Text 3 there is a similar rate of success of translation between standard occurrences at 2 (40%) and 
the TT overall at 14 (39%). In Text 1 there is a lower rate of success of translation between standard 
occurrences at 3 (33%) and the TT overall at 31 (45%) overall. In Text 4 there is a higher rate of success 
of translation in standard occurrences at 17 (68%), than in the TT overall at 116 (53%). In Text 2 there 
are no standard occurrences. 
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Table 7.43  
Comparison of the numbers and rates of unsuccessful translation of informal, standard and formal 
occurrences and of the TT overall 
 
Numbers and rates of unsuccessful translation of informal, standard and formal occurrences  
and of the TT overall  
   Informal Standard Formal TT overall 
Text 
No. 
Level of 
formality  
of ST, overall 
and by line 
Level of 
formality  
of TT, overall  
and by line 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1 202 (per line 3) 196 (per line 2) 1 100 4 45 15 25 20 29 
2 189 (per line 3) 189 (per line 3) 0 0 0 0 6 10 6 9 
3 103 (per line 3) 103 (per line 3) 0 0 0 0 4 13 5 14 
4 629 (per line 3) 627  (per line3) 0 0 0 0 28 15 28 13 
 
The level of formality, both overall and per line, largely remains the same in the ST and TT with the 
exception of Text 1 where it is reduced slightly from 202 (3 per line) to 196 (2 per line). 
There is a high correlation of between the rate of unsuccessful translation of formal elements and of 
the TT overall, possibly because all the texts have a high rate of formal occurrences. Text 1 has a slightly 
lower rate of unsuccessful translation for formal occurrences at a rate of 15 (25%) than the TT overall 
at a rate of 20 (29%) and Text 4 has a slightly higher rate of unsuccessful translation for formal 
occurrences at a rate of 28 (15%) than the TT overall at a rate of 28 (13%). 
In Text 1 there is a higher rate of unsuccessful translation in standard occurrences at 4 (45%), than in 
the TT overall at 20 (29%). There are no results for standard occurrences in the other three texts. 
There does not appear to be any direct correlation between the level of formality by line and the rate 
of unsuccessful translation. However, in Text 1, which has the lowest rate of formality, 196 (2 per line), 
the rate of unsuccessful translation of formal occurrences is 15 (25%) and in the TT overall the rate of 
unsuccessful translation is 20 (29%), this being the highest rate of the four texts. This might initially 
suggest that as a lower rate of formality is correlated with a higher rate of unsuccessful translation of 
formal occurrences, it would also be correlated with a lower rate of successful translation. However, 
this is not the case as the rate of successful translation of formal elements is 15 (25%), while the rate 
of successful translation is 20 (29%) in the TT overall, the second highest of the four texts. 
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Table 7.44 
A comparison of the numbers and rates of partly successful translation of informal, standard and 
formal occurrences and of the TT overall 
 
Numbers and rates of partly successful of translation of informal, standard and formal 
 occurrences and of the TT overall  
   Informal Standard Formal TT overall 
Text 
No. 
Level of 
formality  
of ST, overall 
and by line 
Level of 
formality  
of TT, overall  
and by line 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1 202 (per line 3) 196 (per line 2) 0 0 2 22 16 27 18 26 
2 189 (per line 3) 189 (per line 3) 0 0 3 100 45 74 48 75 
3 103 (per line 3) 103 (per line 3) 0 0 3 60 15 48 17 47 
4 629 (per line 3) 627 (per line 3) 1 100 8 32 65 34 74 34 
 
The level of formality, both overall and per line, largely remains the same in the ST and TT with the 
exception of Text 1 where it is reduced slightly from 202 (3 per line) to 196 (2 per line). 
In all the texts there is a high correlation between the rate of partly successful translation of formal 
occurrences and of the TT overall, possibly because all the texts have a high rate of formal occurrences.  
In texts 1 and 4 there is some correlation between the rates of partly successful translation for 
standard occurrences in the texts and the texts overall; i.e. in Text 1, the rate of partly successful 
translation for standard occurrences is 2 (22%) and in the TT overall it is 18 (26%). In Text 4 the rate of 
partly successful translation for standard occurrences is 8 (32%) and in the TT overall it is at 74 (33%).  
However, there is little correlation for the rates of partly successful translation for standard 
occurrences in texts 2 and 3. In Text 2 the rate of partly successful translation for standard occurrences 
is 3 (100%) and in the TT overall it is 48 (75%) and although both figures are high, there is a 25% 
difference between the rates. In Text 3 the rate of partly successful translation for standard 
occurrences is 3 (60%) and in the TT overall it is 17 (47%). Thus, there is no clear correlation. 
 
Conclusions of the comparison of formality in all texts, comparing levels and rates of formality and 
success of translation. 
A limited number of conclusions can be drawn from this comparison, the first being that all four texts 
have a high level of formality in respect of the analysed translation elements. 
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In all four texts there is a high correlation between successful, unsuccessful and partly successful 
translations of formal occurrences and the rates in the TT overall.  
The results for rates of standard occurrences were very variable and it was not possible to draw any 
conclusions. 
 
7.7.2   Comparison of the success of all TTs in relation to foreignization/domestication 
Table 7.45 
Summary of the rate of successful translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, table 
comparing the correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization/domestication and the rate of 
successful translation in the four TTs and comparing them to the rate of successful translation in 
each TT overall. 
 Successful translation 
 TT 
overall 
Foreignization  Culture-Neutral Domestication 
Text 
No. 
No. % No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
1 31 45 22 50 32 8 50 12 1 11 2 
2 10 16 8 14.5 13 2 22 3 0 0 0 
3 14 39 6 55 17 8 32 22 0 0 0 
4 116 53 31 48 14 83 55 38 2 50 1 
 
 
Comparison of the rate of successful translation in each TT overall with the rates of successful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral translation, and domestication 
A comparison of the rate of successful translation in each TT overall with the rates of successful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral translation and domestication shows the 
following. Text 1 has no clear correlation between the TT success overall at a rate of 31 (45%) and 
foreignization at a rate of 22 (50%) or with culture-neutral translation at a rate of 8 (50%), as both of 
these have a higher rate of success.  There is no correlation with domestication at a rate of 1 (11%), 
which has a low level of occurrence. 
Text 2 has a correlation between TT success overall at a rate of 10 (16%) and foreignization at a rate 
of 8 (14.5%) but not with culture-neutral translation at a rate of 2 (22%) or domestication (no 
occurrences). 
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Text 3 has no correlation between the TT success overall at a rate of 14 (39%) and foreignization at a 
rate of 6 (55%), which is a higher rate or with culture-neutral translation at a rate of 8 (32%), which is 
a lower rate or domestication (no occurrences). 
Text 4 has some correlation between the TT success overall at a rate of 116 (53%) with culture-neutral 
translation at a rate of 83 (55%) and domestication at a rate of 2 (50%). However, there is no direct 
correlation with foreignization at a rate of 31(48%) which is a lower rate. 
 
Comparison of rate of successful translation for occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral and 
domestication in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
The data in this table shows that the rate of successful translation for foreignization is 22 (50%) for 
Text 1, 8 (14.5%) for Text 2, 6 (55%) for Text 3, and 31 (48%) for Text 4. Three of the four texts have 
rates around 50% with the exception of Text 2, which has a rate of 14.5%. 
The rate for successful translation for culture-neutral translation for Text 1 is 8 (50%), for Text 2 it is 2 
(22%), for Text 3 it is 8 (32%) and for Text 4 it is 83 (55%). Two of the texts, 1 and 4, have rates at 
around 50% while the other two, 2 and 3, are lowerin. (The number of occurrences of culture-neutral 
translation in Text 2 is low at 2). 
There are only two texts with successful domestication in translation:  Text 1 at 1 (11%) and Text 4 at 
2 (50%). Both have a low number of occurrences. 
Table 7.46 
Summary of the rate of unsuccessful translation in relation to foreignization/domestication, 
showing the correlation, if any, between the use of foreignization/domestication and the rate of 
unsuccessful translation in the four TTs and comparing them to the rate of unsuccessful translation 
in each TT overall. 
 Unsuccessful translation 
 TT 
overall 
Foreignization  Culture-Neutral Domestication 
Text 
No. 
No. % No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
1 20 29 10 23 15 5 31 7 5 56 7 
2 6 9 6 11 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 5 14 2 18 5 2 8 6 0 0 0 
4 28 13 17 27 8 11 8 5 0 0 0 
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Comparison of the rate of unsuccessful translation in each TT overall to the rates of unsuccessful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral and domestication 
A comparison of the rates of unsuccessful translation in each TT overall with the rates of unsuccessful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral translation and domestication shows that 
Text 1 has some correlation between the rate of unsuccessful translation overall at 20 (29%) and the 
rate of unsuccessful culture-neutral translation at 5 (31%), a lower correlation with the rate of 
unsuccessful translation of foreignization at 10 (23%) and none with the rate of unsuccessful 
translation of domestication at 5 (56%) which is a higher rate. 
Text 2 has a high rate of correlation between the TT rate of unsuccessful translation overall at 6 (9%) 
and the rate of unsuccessful translation of foreignization at 6 (11%). There are no occurrences of 
unsuccessful translation of culture neutral translation or domestication. 
Text 3 has a low rate of correlation between the rate of unsuccessful translation overall at 5 (14%) and 
the rate of unsuccessful translation of foreignization at 2 (18%), which is higher, and no correlation 
between the rate of unsuccessful translation of culture neutral translation at 2 (8%), which is much 
lower. There are no occurrences of unsuccessful translation of domestication. 
Text 4 has no correlation between the rate of unsuccessful translation overall at 28 (13%) and the rate 
of unsuccessful translation of foreignization at 17 (27%) or the rate of unsuccessful culture-neutral 
translation at 11 (8%). There are no occurrences of unsuccessful translation of domestication. 
 
Comparison of rate of unsuccessful translation for occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral 
translation, and domestication in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
The data in this table shows that the rate of unsuccessful translation for foreignization for Text 1 is 10 
(23%), for Text 2 it is 6 (11%), for Text 3 is at 2 (18%) and for Text 4 it is 17 (27%).   There is no correlation 
across these rates. 
The rate of unsuccessful translation for culture-neutral translation for Text 1 is 5 (31%), for Text 2 it is 
0 (0%), for Text 3 it is 2 (8%) and for Text 4 it is 11 (8%). Two of the three texts have low rates of 
unsuccessful translation; for Text 3 it is 2 (8%) and for Text 4 it is 11 (8%). The third text, Text 1, has a 
much higher rate at 5 (31%). The rate of unsuccessful translation for domestication for Text 1 is 5 
(56%). There are no occurrences of unsuccessful translation of domestication in the other texts. 
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Table 7.47 
Summary of partly successful translation in relation to foreignization/domestication 
Table showing the correlation between the use of foreignization/domestication and the rate of 
partly successful translation in the four TTs and comparing them to the rate of partly successful 
translation in each TT overall 
 Partly successful translation 
 TT 
overall 
Foreignization  Culture-Neutral Domestication 
Text 
No. 
No. % No. % of 
foreignization 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of Culture- 
Neutral 
 
% of 
all 
records 
No. % of 
domestication 
% of 
all 
records 
1 18 26 12 27 17 3 19 4 3 33 4 
2 48 75 41 74.5 64 7 78 11 0 0 0 
3 17 47 3 27 8 15 60 42 0 0 0 
4 74 34 16 25 7 56 37 26 2 50 1 
 
Comparison of the rate of partly successful translation in each TT overall to the rate of successful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral and domestication 
A comparison of the rate of partly successful translation in each TT overall with the rates of successful 
translation in occurrences of foreignization, culture-neutral translation and domestication shows that 
Text 1 has a high correlation between the TT rate of partly successful translation overall at 18 (26%) 
and the rate of partly successful translation involving foreignization at 12 (27%) but not with the rate 
of partly successful translation involving culture-neutral translation at 3 (19%) or of domestication at 
3 (33%). 
Text 2 has a high correlation between the TT rate of partly successful translation overall at 48 (75%) 
and the rate of partly successful translation involving foreignization at 41 (74.5%) and the rate of partly 
successful translation involving culture-neutral translation at 7 (78%). There are no occurrences of 
partly successful translation involving domestication. 
Text 3 has no correlations between the TT rate of partly successful translation overall at 17 (47%) and 
of partly successful translation involving foreignization at 3 (27%) or the rate of partly successful 
translation involving culture-neutral translation at 15 (60%). There are no occurrences of partly 
successful translation involving domestication. 
Text 4 has some correlation between the TT rate of partly successful translation overall at 74 (34%) 
and the rate of partly successful translation involving culture-neutral translation at 56 (37%), but no 
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correlation with the rate of partly successful translation involving foreignization at 16 (25%)  and the 
rate of partly successful translation involving domestication at 2 (20%). 
 
Comparison of the rate of partly successful translation for occurrences of foreignization, culture-
neutral and domestication in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
The data in this table shows that the rate of partly successful translation for foreignization for Text 1 
is 12 (27%), for Text 2 it is 41 (774.5%), for Text 3 it is 3 (27%) and for Text 4 it is 16 (25%). There is 
some correlation between the rates for texts 1 at 12 (27%), Text 3 at 3 (27% and Text 4 at 16 (25%) 
but none with Text 2 at 41 (74.5%). 
The rate of partly successful translation for culture-neutral translation for Text 1 is 3 (19%), for Text 2 
it is 7 (78%), for Text 3 it is 15 (60%), and for Text 4 it is 56 (37%).   
The rate of partly successful translation for domestication for Text 1 is 3 (33%) and for Text 4 it is 2 
(50%). There are no other partly successful translations for domestication.  
 
Table 7.48 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of -3 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of -3 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences  
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 10 14.5% 2 20 6 60 2 20 
2 35 55% 1 3 5 14 29 83 
3 6 17% 1 17 2 33 3 50 
4 13 6% 1 8 9  69  3  23 
 
The data in this table shows some correlation between the rate of partly successful translation in Text 
1 at 2 (20%) and Text 4 at 3 (23%), which are quite low rates. The rate for Text 2 is high at 29 (83%). 
There is some correlation between the rate of unsuccessful translation in Text 1 at 6 (60%) and Text 4 
at 9 (69%). These are quite high rates of unsuccessful translation. 
There is some correlation between the rate of successful translation in Text 1 at 2 (20%) and Text 3 at 
1 (17%) although these are for very low occurrences. 
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Table 7.49 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of -2.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of -2.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
 
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 3 4% 1 33.3 1 33.3 1 33.3 
2 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 0.5% 0 0 0 0 1 100  
 
There are only four separate occurrences for this table and it is not possible to draw any conclusions 
except that for two of the four occurrences they were partly successful. 
 
Table 7.50 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of -2 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of -2 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 27 39% 18 66 1 4 8 30 
2 1 1.5% 0 0 0 0 1 100 
3 1 3% 1 100 0 0 0 0 
4 36 16% 18 50  6 17 12 33 
 
The data in this table shows there is some correlation between the rate of partly successful translation 
for Text 1 at 8 (30%) and Text 4 at 12 (33%). These are both low rates. Text 2 has only one occurrence. 
Text 1 has a high rate of successful translations at 18 (66%) and Text 2 has a lower rate at 18 (50%). 
Text 3 has only one occurrence and Text 2 has no occurrences.   
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Table 7.51 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of -1.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of -1.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 4 6% 1 25 2 50 1 25 
2 11   17% 4 40 0 0 7 64 
3 1 3% 1 100 0 0 0 0 
4 6 3% 4 67 1 16.5 1 16.5 
 
The data in this table shows no correlations between the texts for successful translation, unsuccessful 
translation or partly successful translation. However, for occurrences of 4 or above, Text 4 has a high 
rate of successful translation at 4 (67%) and Text 2 shows a high rate of partly successful translation 
at 7 (64%). 
 
Table 7.52 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of -1 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of -1 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 8 12.5% 3 37.5 1 12.5 4 50 
3 3 8% 3 100 0 0 0 0 
4 8 4% 8 100 0 0 0 0 
 
The data in this table show a high correlation between the high rate of success of translation in Text 3 
at 3 (100%) and Text 4 at 8 (100%). Text 2 has lower rate of partly successful translation at 4 (50%).  
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Table 7.53 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of 0 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of 0 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 16 23% 8 50 5 31 3 19 
2 9 14% 2 22 0 0 7 78 
3 25 69% 8 32 2 8 15 60 
4 150 69% 83  56 11  7 56  37 
 
In this table the data shows some correlation between the rate of successful translation for Text 1 at 
8 (50%) and Text 4 at 83 (56%). There is also some correlation in the low rates of unsuccessful 
translation between Text 3 at 2 (8%) (although this is for a low number of occurrences) and Text 4 at 
11 7%). There are high rates of partly successful translation in Text 2 at 7 (78%) and Text 3 at  15 (60%). 
  
Table 7.54 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of 0.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of 0.5 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 0.5% 0 0 0 0 1 100 
 
There is only one occurrence in this table and this was a partly successful translation. 
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Table 7.55 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of 1 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of 1 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of all 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 1 1.5% 0 0 0 0 1 100 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
There is only one occurrence in this table and this was a partly successful translation. 
 
Table 7.56 
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the foreignizing 
score of 3 in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4  
A comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of the 
foreignizing score of 3 in texts 1 ,2, 3 and 4  
Text no. No. of 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this score 
   Yes % No % Partly % 
1 8 12% 1 12.5 5 62.5 2 25 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 3 1 2 67 0 0 1 33 
 
The date in this table shows that there is a high rate of successful translation in Text 4 at 2 (67%), 
although this is only for two occurrences. There is also a high rate of unsuccessful translation in Text 
1 at 5 (62.5%). 
 
Summary of comparison of the success of all TTs in relation to foreignization/domestication 
The following is a summary of the rate of successful, unsuccessful and partly successful translation in 
relation to foreignization/domestication, compared to the rate of successful translation in all of the 
TTs overall. 
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In relation to successful translation there is some correlation between the Text 2 rate overall at 10 
(16%) and foreignization at 8 (14.5%) and between the Text 4 rate overall at 116 (53%) and culture-
neutral translation at 83 (55%) and domestication at 2 (50%). 
In relation to unsuccessful translation there is some correlation between the Text 1 rate overall at 20 
(29% and culture-neutral translation at 5 (31%), and between the Text 2 rate overall at 6 (9%) and 
foreignization at 6 (11%). Text 2 also has a higher rate of unsuccessful translation of domestication at 
5 (56%) than in the text overall.   
In relation to partly successful translation there is some correlation between the Text 1 rate overall at 
18 (26%) and foreignization at 12 (27%), between the Text 2 rate overall at 48 (75%) and foreignization 
at 41 (74.5%) and culture-neutral translation at 7 (78%), and between the Text 4 rate overall at 74 
(33%) and culture-neutral translation at 56 (37%).       
Generally Text 2 has some correlation between the rate of translation overall for all three of success 
of translation and all three levels of foreignization. Text 1 has some correlation between unsuccessful 
and culture-neutral translation and partly successful and foreignization.  Text 4 has some correlation 
between successful translation and both culture-neutral translation and domestication, and partly 
successful translation and culture-neutral translation. Text 3 has no correlations between these types. 
 
Table 7.57  
Summary of the range of rates of successful, unsuccessful and partly successful translation for 
foreignization, culture-neutral and domestication for all texts. 
Foreignization Culture-neutral  Domestication 
Successful 
High 
No. 
% Low 
No. 
% High 
No. 
% Low 
No. 
% High 
No. 
% Low 
No. 
% 
6 55 8 14.5 83 55 2 22 2 50 1 11 
Unsuccessful 
17 27 6 11 5 31 11 8 5 56 One text only 
Partly successful 
41 74.5 16 25 7 78 3 19 2 50 3 33 
    For 2 texts only 
 
The data in this table shows that the highest rates are for partly successful translation for all levels of 
foreignization, followed by successful translation and then unsuccessful translation. However it should 
be noted that the minor exception to this is that lowest rate for successful and culture-neutral is at 2 
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(22%) which is slightly higher than the lowest rate for partly successful and culture-neutral translation 
at 3 (19%). 
 
Summary of the comparison of the rate of success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of 
the individual foreignizing scores in texts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
For foreignizing scores available in three or more texts, there is very little consistency between the 
scores and the rate of success for the individual scores. There are three correlations that are largely 
consistent. The first is for the foreignizing score of -2 for the correlation with successful translation 
where the rates are all higher, i.e. Text 3 at 1 (100%), Text 1, 18 (66%) and Text 4 at 18 (50%). This may 
indicate that in these texts this level of foreignizing score did not cause a problem for translation. 
The second is for the foreignizing score of 0 for the correlation with unsuccessful translation where 
the rates are all lower, i.e. Text 4 at 11 (7%), Text 3 at 2 (8%) and Text 1 at 5 (31%). This may indicate 
that this neutral foreignizing score was less likely to result in an unsuccessful translation. 
The third is for the foreignizing score of -3 for the correlation with successful translation where the 
rates are all lower, i.e. Text 2 at 1 (3%), Text 4 at 1 (8%), Text 3 at 1 (17%) and Text 1 at 2 (20%). This 
may indicate that this, the highest foreignizing score, caused problems in achieving a successful 
translation. 
 
7.7.3  Comparison of the use translation techniques in all four texts 
Comparison of the rate of success of the translation in the text overall and the success of the 
individual translation techniques in all four texts.  
Success of the overall translation of all four texts   
Overall, the translator of Text 1 is successful in 45% of the TT occurrences (31 occurrences), partly 
successful in 26% of the occurrences (18 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 29% of the occurrences (20 
occurrences).       
Overall the translator of Text 2 has been successful in 16% of the TT occurrences (10 occurrences), 
partly successful in 75% of the occurrences (48 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 9% of the 
occurrences (6 occurrences).         
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Overall the translator of TT3 has been successful in 39% of the TT occurrences (14 occurrences), partly 
successful in 47% of the TT (17 occurrences) and unsuccessful in 14% of the occurrences (5 
occurrences).  
Overall the translator of Text 4 has been successful in 53% of the TT (116 occurrences), partly 
successful in 34% of occurrences (74 occurrences), and unsuccessful in 13% of occurrences (28 
occurrences).  
 
Table 7.58 
Success of translation technique as a proportion of all occurrences: figures below are for 
percentages of all occurrences 
Synonymy 
 No. of  
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of all occurrences %  
  Successful Unsuccessful Partly successful 
Text 1 69 43 17 22 
Text 2 64 14 9 70 
Text 3 36 30 5 8 
Text 4 218 19 3 4 
 
The data in this table shows some correlation between the overall success of translation in the text 
and the rates of success for synonymy for Text 1 and Text 2, i.e., Text 1 overall is successful in 45% of 
the TT occurrences while for synonymy it is successful at a rate of 43%. Overall it is partly successful 
in 26% of occurrences and for synonymy it is successful at a rate of 22%. Overall it is unsuccessful in 
29% of the occurrences and for synonymy it is unsuccessful at a rate of 17%.  Text 2 has been successful 
in 16% of TT occurrences and for synonymy at a rate of 14%, partly successful in 75% of occurrences 
and for synonymy at a rate of 70% and unsuccessful in 9% of the occurrences and for synonymy at a 
rate of 9%. It is possible that this may be the result of the relatively high number of uses of this 
translation technique in these texts; i.e. in Text 1 it is at a rate of 57 (82%) and in Text 2 it is at a rate 
of 60 (94%). There are no other correlations between the overall success of translation in the text and 
the rates of success for synonymy. 
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Table 7.59 
Success of translation technique as a proportion of all occurrences: : figures below are for 
percentages of all occurrences   
ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy 
 No. of  
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of all occurrences  
  Successful Unsuccessful Partly successful 
Text 1 69 0 6 0 
Text 2 64 0 0 2 
Text 3 36 3 0 14 
Text 4 218 0 0.5 5 
 
The data in the table shows no correlations between the overall success of translation in the text and 
the rates of success for ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy. 
 
Table 7.60 
Success of translation technique as a proportion of all occurrences   
ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy 
 No. of  
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of all occurrences  
  Successful Unsuccessful Partly successful 
Text 1 69 1 1 0 
Text 2 64 1 0 3 
Text 3 36 5 0 0 
Text 4 218 33 0.5 10 
 
The data in the table shows no correlations between the overall success of translation in the text and 
the rates of success for ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy. 
 
Table 7.61 
Success of translation technique as a proportion of all occurrences   
(semantic) overlap 
 No. of  
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of all occurrences  
  Successful Unsuccessful Partly successful 
Text 1 69 0 1 4 
Text 2 64 0 0 0 
Text 3 36 3 0 0 
Text 4 218 0.5 1 12 
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The data in the table shows no correlations between the overall success of translation in the text and 
the rates of success for (semantic) overlap. 
 
Table 7.62 
Success of translation technique as a proportion of all occurrences   
other 
 No. of  
all occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of all occurrences  
  Successful Unsuccessful Partly successful 
Text 1 69 0 3 0 
Text 2 64 0 0 0 
Text 3 36 0 3 25 
Text 4 218 0.5 8 2 
 
The data in the table shows no correlations between the overall success of translation in the text and 
the rates of success for other. 
In summary, apart from the correlations between the overall success of translation in Text 1 and Text 
2 and the rates of success for synonymy, there are no other correlations. 
 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of translation technique 
Table 7.63 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of this translation technique 
Synonymy 
 All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Text 1 57 82% 30 53 12 21 15 26 
Text 2 60 94% 9 15 6 10 45 75 
Text 3 16 44% 11 69 2 12 3 19 
Text 4 58 27% 42 73 6 10 10 17 
 
The data in this table shows some correlation between a relatively high level of success of translation  
of synonymy and three of the texts, i.e. Text 1 at a rate of  30 (53%), Text 3 at a rate of  11 (69%) and 
Text 4 at a rate of 42 (72%). The fourth text, Text 3, is much lower at a rate of 9 (15%). 
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There is also some correlation between a relatively low level of partly successful translation of 
synonymy and the same three texts, i.e. Text 1 at a rate of 15 (26%), Text 3 at a rate of 3 (19%) and 
Text 4 at a rate of 10 (17%). The fourth text, Text 2, is much higher at a rate of 45 (45%). 
In all four texts this is a relatively low rate of unsuccessful translation of synonymy, i.e. Text 1 at a rate 
of 12 (21%), Text 2 at a rate of 6 (10%) and Text 3 at a rate of 2 (12%) and Text 4 at a rate of 6 (10%). 
 
Table 7.64 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of this translation technique 
ST hyperonymy-TT hyponomy 
 All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Text 1 4 6% 0 0 4 100 0 0 
Text 2 1 1.5% 0 0 0 0 1 100 
Text 3 6 17% 1 17 0 0 5 83 
Text 4 12 5% 0 0 1 8 11 92 
 
The data in this table shows some correlation between a relatively high rate of partly successful 
translation involving ST hyperonymy-TT hyponomy for the three texts in this group, i.e. Text 2 at a rate 
of  1 (100%), Text 3 at a rate of  5 (83%) and  Text 4 at a rate of 11 (92%).  There are no other 
correlations in this table, possible because this translation technique has a low number of occurrences.    
 
Table 7.65  
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of this translation technique 
ST hyponymy-TT hyperonymy 
 All 
occurrences 
Proportion of 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Text 1 2 3% 1 50 1 50 0 0 
Text 2 3 4.5% 1 33.3 0 0 2 66.7 
Text 3 2 5% 2 100 0 0 0 0 
Text 4 93 43% 71 76 1 1 21 23 
 
The data in this table shows a correlation between a higher rate of success of translation of ST 
hyponymy-TT hyperonymy for two of the texts, i.e. Text 3 at a rate of 2 (100%) and Text 4 at a rate of 
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71 (76%). The other two texts are closer and lower, i.e. Text 1 at rate of 1 (50%) and Text 2 at a rate 
of 1 (33%). There are no other correlations in this table. 
 
 Table 7.66 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of this translation technique 
(Semantic) overlap 
 All occurrences Proportion of 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Text 1 4 6% 0 0 1 25 3 75 
Text 2 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Text 3 1 3% 1 100 0 0 0 0 
Text 4 30 14% 1 3 2 7 27 90 
 
The data in this table shows some correlation between a higher rate of partly successful translation of 
(semantic) overlap for two of the texts, i.e. Text 1 at a rate of 3 (75%) and Text 4 at a rate of 27 (90%). 
There are no other correlations in this table. 
 
Table 7.67 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of this translation technique 
Other 
 All occurrences Proportion of 
occurrences 
Success of translation as a proportion of 
occurrences of this translation technique 
Yes % No  % Partly % 
Text 1 2 3% 0 0 2 100 0 0 
Text 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Text 3 11 
(1) (TT 
hyperonomy + 
hyponomy) 
(10) 
(synonymy + 
hyponomy) 
31% 0 
 
 
 
 
0 1 
(1) 
9 
(100) 
10 
 
 
 
(10) 
91 
 
 
 
(100) 
Text 4 Other 25        
(1) 
(hyperonym + 
synonym) 
11%  1 
(1) 
8 
 
 
18 72 5 20 
  
The data in this table shows some correlation between a high level of unsuccessful translation of other 
translation techniques in two texts, i.e. Text 1 at a rate of 2 (100%) and Text 4 at a rate of 18 (72%). 
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There is also one correlation of a high rate of partly successful translation and other translation 
techniques, i.e. in Text 3 at 10 (91%). These results may reflect the complexity of the translation 
techniques that have been used.  
 
Summary 
Rate of success of the translation in the text overall and the success of the individual translation 
techniques in all four texts.  
In summary, apart from the correlations between the overall success of translation in Text 1 and Text 
2 and the rates of success for synonymy, there are no other correlations for rate of success of the 
translation in the text overall and the success of the individual translation techniques in all four texts.  
 
Success of translation as a proportion of occurrences of translation technique 
For synonymy texts 1, 3 and 4 had higher rates of successful translation but Text 2 had a low rate of 
successful translation. The same three texts, 1, 3 and 4, had lower rates of partly successful translation 
and Text 2 had a high rate of partly successful translation. All four texts had relatively low rates of 
unsuccessful translation. For ST Hyperonomy- TT hyponymy texts 2, 3, and 4 had a high rate of partly 
successful translation.  Text 1 had none.       
 
7.8       Conclusion 
1. This chapter has applied the model of procedures for translating culture specific terms from an 
English ST into a Sorani Kurdish TT  in four texts: Text 1 Your health, your safety: A brief guide for 
workers, Text 2. Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), Text 3, Women: help if you are facing abuse and 
Text 4, Remember your rights whilst detained. 
 
2. The application shows that for the areas of analysis chosen the model works well in analysing the 
texts. It is possible to identify and correlate specific features, showing the differences and similarities 
between the texts. It would be possible to analyse many other different combinations in addition to 
those in this chapter. However, I have chosen these combinations because they are the most 
significant ones for my study. 
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3. The model seems to account for all of the procedures although some of them, especially the 
translation techniques and the use of synonymy, hyperonymy, hyponymy and semantic overlap in the 
TT, show a range of complex translation procedures involving two or more techniques. However, the 
model makes it possible to identify and analyse even these complex procedures. 
 
4. Dickins’ model for translating culture-specific items, Dickins (2014, manuscript, p. 165) which has 
been incorporated into this model is seen to work, as demonstrated in the section on foreignization. 
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Chapter 8  
8 Analysis of results 
8.1  Introduction 
This chapter examines the results of the application of the model to the corpus with specific reference 
to the translation procedures used to translate culture-specific terms in the corpus. As discussed in 
chapter 5, the model uses the diagram of translation procedures in Dickins (2014, manuscript, p. 165) 
Thinking Translation Methodology, based on Dickins (2012). Comments on individual translations are 
given in Appendix 3. 
 
 
COLUMN 
1 
COLUMN 
2 
COLUMN 
3 
COLUMN  
4 
COLUMN 
5 
COLUMN 
6 
COLUMN 
7 
 
FOREIGNISING 
CULTURE- 
NEUTRAL 
DOMESTICATING 
Non-lexicalised/ 
Ungrammatical Lexicalised / Grammatical 
Semantically 
anomalous 
Semantically systematic 
 
Situationally 
equivalent 
Culturally 
equivalent 
SYNONYMY-ORIENTED 
PROBLEM- 
AVOIDANCE 
ORIENTED 
NON-SYNONYMY 
ORIENTED 
ROW A: 
LEXICAL 
Cultural 
borrowing 
(‘Literal 
translation’) 
(‘Lexicalised 
cultural 
borrowing’) 
Explanation (Omission) 
Communic
-ative 
translation 
Cultural 
transplant- 
ation 
or 
substitution 
ROW B: 
STRUCTURAL 
(morphological or 
syntactic) 
 
 
Calque Exoticism 
 
8.2   Which procedures are used to translate culture-specific terms in the corpus?  
 
8.2.1   Table 1 
A comparison of the simple and complex translation procedures, and the proportion of their use in 
all four texts 
A comparison of the simple and complex translation procedures, and the proportion of their use 
in all four texts 
Translation procedure Text 1  Text 2  Text 3 Text 4 
No. %. No. % No. % No. % 
Simple         
Cultural borrowing 10 15 37 58 4 11 13 6 
Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script 4 6 11 17 3 8 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using English script 6 9 22 34.5 1 3 7 3 
Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English 
script 
0 0 4 6.5 0 0 6 3 
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Literal translation 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque 29 42 0 0 0 0 31 14 
Lexicalised cultural borrowing 0 0 0 0 2 5 6 3 
Grammatically and semantically systematic 
calque/exoticism 
0 0 6 9 1 3 2 1 
Culture- neutral word or phrase 1 1.5 0 0 13 36 101 46 
Explication 14 20 7 11 9 25 46 21 
Substitution 8 11.5 0 0 0 0 3 1 
General equivalent 0 0 2 3 3 8 0 0 
Total of 9 simple, or 11, if cultural borrowing is 
subdivided  
        
         
Complex         
Cultural borrowing, plus explication 0 0 0 0 2 6 6 3 
Cultural borrowing, plus grammatical but 
semantically anomalous calque 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 
Cultural borrowing, plus culture-neutral word or 
phrase 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 
Culture-neutral word or phrase, plus explication 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 
Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque 
plus explication 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 
Explication, plus omission 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 
Cultural borrowing, plus literal translation 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 
Grammatically plus semantically systematic 
calque 
0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 
Cultural borrowing without transliteration using 
English script, plus grammatically and 
semantically systematic calque 
0 0 1 1.5 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using English script, plus 
explication 
0 0 10 16 0 0 0 0 
Grammatically and semantically systematic 
calque, plus explication 
0 0 1 1.5 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus, 
grammatical but semantically anomalous calque 
3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using English script, plus, 
grammatical but semantically anomalous calque 
1 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using English script, plus 
explication 
1 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus 
explication 
1 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cultural borrowing using English and Kurdish 
script, plus explication 
1 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total of 16 complex translation procedures         
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8.2.2 Simple translation procedures 
There are 9 simple translation procedures used in the four texts, or 11, if cultural borrowing is 
subdivided into cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, cultural borrowing using English script and 
cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script. 
Two of these simple procedures are used in all of the texts, i.e., cultural borrowing as an overall 
procedure, but in different combinations i.e. cultural borrowing using Kurdish script is used in 3 texts, 
Text 1 at a rate of 4 (6%), in Text 2 at a rate of 11 (17%), in Text 3 at a rate of 3 (8%) and not in Text 4; 
cultural borrowing using English script is used by all 4 texts, i.e. Text 1 at a rate of 6 (9%), Text 2 at a 
rate of 22 (34.5%), Text 3 at a rate of 1 (3%) and Text 4 at a rate of 7 (3%). The other procedure is 
explication which is used in Text 1 at a rate of 14 (20%), Text 2 at a rate of 7 (11%), Text 3 at a rate of 
9 (25%) and Text 4 at a rate of 46 (21%). 
The proportions of simple translation procedures are discussed further in section 8.2.6 of this chapter. 
 
8.2.3 Complex translation procedures 
There are a total of 16 complex translation procedures and interestingly two of the texts, Text 1 and 
Text 2, have two completely different sets of procedures and Text 3 and Text 4 have only one shared 
procedure. The reason for this is not clear, but it could perhaps be related to the preferences of the 
translator in the use of, for example, in Text 1 of cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus, 
grammatical but semantically anomalous calque x 2, and cultural borrowing (overall) plus explication 
x 3 or the use of ‘plus explication’ in 2 of the 3 procedures in Text 2, and in 3 of the 6 procedures in 
Text 4. There are no obvious patterns in Text 3. 
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8.2.4  Table 2 
Comparison of the number of types of simple and complex translation procedures used and the 
three translation procedures with the largest number of occurrences in simple and complex 
translation procedures for TT 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Comparison of the number of types of simple and complex translation procedures used and the 
three translation procedures with the largest number of occurrences in simple and complex 
translation procedures for TT 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Text No. of types 
 of simple  
translation 
 procedures 
Simple translation procedure 
with the  
1)largest number of occurrences  
2) second largest number of 
occurrences  
3) third largest number of 
occurrences 
No. of 
types 
of complex 
translation 
procedures 
Complex translation 
procedure with the 
largest number of 
occurrences 
and  
the second largest 
number of occurrences 
  Name No. %  Name No. % 
1 5  
(cultural 
borrowing is 
made up of 2 
types, 1. 
Using English 
script, 2. 
Using 
Kurdish 
script) 
 
1) Grammatical 
but semantically 
anomalous 
calque 
 
2) Explication 
 
3) Cultural 
borrowing  
29 
 
 
 
14 
 
 
10 
42 
 
 
 
20 
 
 
15 
5 Cultural 
borrowing 
using Kurdish 
script, plus 
grammatical 
but 
semantically 
anomalous 
calque* 
3 4 
2 4   
(cultural 
borrowing is 
made up of 3 
types, 1. 
Using English 
script, 2. 
Using 
Kurdish 
script, 3. 
Using 
Kurdish and 
English 
script) 
1) Cultural 
borrowing  
 
2) Explication 
 
3) Grammatically 
and semantically 
systematic 
calque/exoticism 
37 
 
 
7 
 
3 
58 
 
 
11 
 
9 
3 Cultural 
borrowing 
using English 
script, plus 
explication* 
10 16 
3 6   
(cultural 
borrowing is 
made up of 2 
types, 1. 
Using English 
script, 2. 
Using 
1) Culture-
neutral word or 
phrase 
 
2) Explication 
 
3) Cultural 
borrowing  
13 
 
 
9 
 
4 
36 
 
 
25 
 
11 
3 Cultural 
borrowing plus 
explication* 
2 6 
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Kurdish 
script) 
4 8  
(cultural 
borrowing is 
made up of 2 
types, 1. 
Using English 
script, 2. 
Using 
Kurdish and 
English 
script) 
1) Culture-
neutral word or 
phrase 
 
2) Explication 
 
3) Grammatical 
but semantically 
anomalous 
calque 
101 
 
 
46 
 
 
 
31 
 
 
46 
 
 
21 
 
 
 
14 
 
6 Cultural 
borrowing plus 
explication 
 
2) Culture-
neutral word 
or phrase plus 
explication 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
2 
3 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
8.2.5  The number of types of simple translation 
The number of types of simple translation procedures in TT 1 is 5, although cultural borrowing can be 
further divided into 2 types of cultural borrowing (cultural borrowing using Kurdish script and cultural 
borrowing using English script). 
The number of types of simple translation procedures in TT 2 is 4, although cultural borrowing can be 
further divided into 3 types of cultural borrowing (cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, cultural 
borrowing using English script and cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script). 
The number of types of simple translation procedures in TT 3 is 6, although cultural borrowing can be 
further divided into 2 types of cultural borrowing (cultural borrowing using Kurdish script and cultural 
borrowing using English script). 
The number of types of simple translation procedures in TT 4 is 8, although cultural borrowing can be 
further divided into 2 types of cultural borrowing (cultural borrowing using English script and cultural 
borrowing using Kurdish and English script). 
 
8.2.6  Simple translation procedure with the 1) largest number of occurrences, 2) second largest 
number of occurrences, 3) third largest number of occurrences 
The data in this table shows that in TT 1, the largest number of occurrences of a simple translation 
procedure is for grammatical but semantically anomalous calque at a rate of 29 (42%), the second 
largest number is for explication at a rate of 14 (20%) and the third largest is for cultural borrowing at 
a rate of 10 (15%). 
In TT 2, the largest number of occurrences of a simple translation procedure is for cultural borrowing 
as an overall strategy at a rate of 37 (58%) the second largest number is for explication at a rate of 7 
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(11%) and the third largest is for grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism at a rate 
of 6 (9%). 
In TT 3, the largest number of occurrences of a simple translation procedure is for culture-neutral 
word or phrase at a rate of 13 (36%) the second largest number is for explication at a rate of 9 (25%) 
and the third largest is for cultural borrowing at a rate of 4 (11%). 
In TT 4, the largest number of occurrences of a simple translation procedure is for culture-neutral 
word or phrase at a rate of 101 (46%) the second largest number is for explication at a rate of 46 (21%) 
and the third largest is for grammatical but semantically anomalous calque at a rate of 31 (14%). 
Overall, five simple translation procedures 1. explication,  2. culture-neutral word or phrase,  3. 
cultural borrowing, 4. grammatical but semantically anomalous calque and 5. grammatically and 
semantically systematic calque/exoticism, appear in the four texts as follows; explication has the 
second highest number of occurrences in all four texts, culture-neutral word or phrase has the highest 
number of occurrences in two texts, Text 3 and Text 4 and cultural borrowing has the third highest 
number of occurrences in two texts, Text 1 and 3. 
Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque is in 2 texts, Text 1 at highest level of occurrences 
and Text 4 at third highest level of occurrences. Grammatically and semantically systematic 
calque/exoticism is in one text, Text 2 at third highest level of occurrences. 
Overall four simple translation procedures account for the three highest levels of occurrence in the 
four texts, i.e. 11 of the 12. These are 1. explication, 2. culture-neutral word or phrase, 3. cultural 
borrowing and 4. grammatical but semantically anomalous calque. One, grammatically and 
semantically systematic calque/exoticism, accounts for the remaining level. 
 
8.2.7  The number of types of complex translation procedures 
There are 5 complex translation procedures in Text 1, 3 in TT 2, 3 in Text 3 and 6 in Text 4. 
 
8.2.8  Comparison of complex translation procedure with the largest number of occurrences and 
the second largest number of occurrences in the four texts 
The data in this table shows that in Text 1, the largest number of occurrences of a complex translation 
procedure is for cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus grammatical but semantically anomalous 
calque at a rate of 3 (4%), the four other complex translation procedures had one occurrence each.  
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In Text 2, the largest number of occurrences of a complex translation procedure is for cultural 
borrowing using English script, plus explication at a rate of 10 (16%), the two other complex translation 
procedures had one occurrence each.  
In Text 3, the largest number of occurrences of a complex translation procedure is for cultural 
borrowing plus explication at a rate of 2 (6%), the two other complex translation procedures had one 
occurrence each.  
In TT 4, the largest number of occurrences of a complex translation procedure is for cultural borrowing 
plus explication at a rate of 6 (3%), the second largest number is for culture-neutral word or phrase 
plus explication at a rate of 2 (1%). 
Overall, for three of the four texts, 2, 3 and 4, the complex translation procedure, cultural borrowing 
(in general) plus explication, has the largest number of occurrences. 
 
8.2.9  Key points for simple procedures 
Two simple procedures are used in all of the texts, i.e., cultural borrowing, in general, but in different 
combinations, and explication. 
Overall four simple translation procedures account for the three highest levels of occurrence in the 
four texts, i.e. 11 of the 12. These are 1. explication, 2. culture-neutral word or phrase, 3. cultural 
borrowing and 4. grammatical but semantically anomalous calque. One, grammatically and 
semantically systematic calque/exoticism, accounts for the remaining level. Explication has the second 
highest number of occurrences in all four texts. 
 
8.2.10  Key points for complex translation procedures 
Overall, for three of the four texts, 2, 3 and 4, the complex translation procedure, cultural borrowing 
(in general) plus explication, has the largest number of occurrences. 
There are a total of 16 complex translation procedures. Interestingly the translators have used 
different sets of complex procedures apart from one shared set in Text 3 and Text 4.  
In a research study for an unpublished MA, Mustafa (2008) found that when Kurdish interpreters were 
asked to interpret/translate English legal terms into Sorani Kurdish, there was little agreement of how 
to translate these terms but, like the translators in this study, there was frequent use of explication, 
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and complex translation procedures (and the use of equivalent Arabic terms). In both studies 
communication of the meaning of the TT culture-specific terms appears to take priority. 
 
 
8.3   Is the model which has been developed adequate to account for all the procedures which 
are, in fact, used to translate culture-specific terms in the corpus? 
The model has been successful to the degree that all the translation procedures that have been used 
can be described by the model. It has worked for both simple translation procedures and for complex 
procedures, with the complex procedures consisting of two or more of the simple procedures. 
It is a useful and accurate method to use to analyse the type of translation procedures used, the 
numbers and proportions of their use and the differences in their use between the texts in the corpus. 
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Chapter 9   
Conclusions and recommendations 
 
9.0 Introduction 
The first section of this chapter, section 9.1, is a short account of the study. Section 9.2 contains a brief 
presentation of the chapters. Section 9.3 presents the key outcomes of the thesis. Section 9.4 
considers how the thesis has answered the research questions. Section 9.5 discusses the limitations 
of this thesis, and Section 9.6 outlines the contributions of this thesis.  
 
9.1 Short account of the study 
This study examined existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms and 
existing accounts of areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms and then devised a model 
of areas of relevance and procedures for translating culture-specific terms. This was applied to a 
corpus chosen for the potential to highlight the cultural differences between the SC and TC. The results 
of the application of the model were then analysed and used to evaluate the adequacy of the model 
in identifying the factors involved in, and the translation procedures used for, the translation of 
culture-specific terms. 
 
9.2 Brief presentation of chapters 
In chapter 2 some existing typologies of procedures for translating culture-specific terms were 
discussed, with particular reference to the translation of cultural references and differences. The 
chapter explored some theories concerning the translators’ role, and linguistic and non-linguistic 
factors in making decisions about translating culture-specific terms. 
Chapter 3 presented multi-level models for identifying areas of relevance for identifying culture 
specific terms: Koller’s  (1979) text analysis approach, Hervey and Higgins’ textual matrices model 
(Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002) and Catford’s (1996) linguistic model of translation analysis. It also 
discussed the difficulties of the important notion of equivalence and the fact that a completely 
equivalent text can never be achieved.  Skopos theory and the functional approach to translation were 
discussed, especially the emphasis on the function of the TT, the nature of the translation commission 
and reader response and how these may influence the identification of areas of relevance for 
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translating culture-specific terms and the choice of translation type, e.g. Nord’s (1997) Documentary 
and Instrumental translation types. 
Chapter 4 proposed a model for identifying areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms, 
which compares the priorities of the commissioner and the translator as a means of demonstrating 
how the translator could identify the priorities or areas of relevance for translating culture-specific 
terms.  
Chapter 5 considered a number of models of procedures for translating culture-specific terms and  
developed a new model for this thesis that combines Dickins’ (2012) model of translation procedures 
for translating culture-specific terms and the model developed in this thesis for identifying 
commissioner and translator priorities (see chapter 4). This model was used to test whether or not 
the combined model does in fact identify priorities of the translator and commissioner in the corpus 
and the translation procedures for translating culture-specific terms. 
Chapter 6 described the corpus, which comprises four texts chosen for their potentially culture-
specific content and thus their ability to test the use of my model for identifying the commissioner’s 
and translator’s priorities and my expanded version of Dickins’ model of procedures for translating 
culturally specific items.  
Chapter 7 applied the model of procedures for translating culture specific terms to the corpus. The 
chapter is divided into five sections. The first is an analysis of culture-specific terms in the four texts 
in the corpus, considering the proportion of Primary, Secondary and Other terms, proper 
words/phrases and common words/phrases. It analysed the proportion of different translation 
techniques used: synonymy, ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy, 
(semantic) overlap, and other, and then analysed the commissioners’ apparent priorities overall. 
The second section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of translation in relation to formality,  
The third section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of translation in relation to 
foreignization/domestication. The fourth section is a numerical-based analysis of the success of 
translation in relation to i. synonymy, ii. ST hyperonymy – TT hyponymy, iii. ST hyponymy – TT 
hyperonymy, iv. semantic) overlap, and v. other.  The fifth section is a comparison of all these four 
sections across all four texts followed by a conclusion. 
Chapter 8 examined the results of the application of the model to the corpus with specific reference 
to the translation procedures used to translate culture-specific terms in the corpus. The chapter 
discusses the number and proportions of simple translation procedures and complex translation 
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procedures (consisting of a combination of two or simple translation procedures) in each text of the 
corpus and then compares the results for all of the texts. 
 
9.3 Key outcomes of this research 
9.3.1 Rates of successful translation and correlations between primary and secondary culture-
specific terms and common nouns or phrases 
The most successful translations for all four texts involve common nouns or phrases, two with primary 
terms and two with secondary terms. This suggests that common nouns or phrases may present fewer 
difficulties for translation in general although it is not possible to draw a conclusion about the relative 
ease of translating primary as compared to secondary terms as they are split evenly between the four 
texts, i.e. two primary and two secondary. 
For three of the four texts, texts 1, 3 and 4, unsuccessful translation is most likely with primary terms 
which are proper nouns or phrases, while for Text 2, an unsuccessful translation is most likely with 
with primary terms which are common words or phrases. It is possible, therefore, to suggest that 
primary terms in general, especially when these are proper nouns or phrases are most likely to be 
difficult to translate.  
 
9.3.2 Translation techniques 
Overall, three of the four texts, 1, 2 and 3, have synonymy as their most common translation 
technique. However Text 4 has ST hyponymy – TT hyperonymy as its most common translation 
technique. As Text 4 is a description of an aspect of the English legal system, which is different to the 
legal system in the TC, it is possible that the translator has been unable to find suitable synonyms and 
has therefore used hyperonymy as a translation technique to explain culture-specific terms. 
 
9.3.3 Commissioners’ apparent priorities  
In the study, it was suggested that the retention of certain culture-specific terms in the TT text may 
have been requested by the commissioners. Although there is quite a high rate of occurrences of full 
or partial retention, it is perhaps not consistent enough or high enough to state that this was the 
commissioner’s priority. Additionally, in three of the texts (2, 3 and 4), a single item has been 
translated differently and that could mean either the commissioners did not express a view about the 
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translation or that the translator was unclear about how to translate the item. Overall, it seems 
possible that some preference may have been expressed about the retention of items but that if this 
is the case, it has perhaps not been expressed clearly or the translator has not been clear about the 
preference. 
 
9.3.4 Formality  
The level of formality, both overall and per line, largely remains the same in the ST and TT with the 
exception of Text 1 where it is reduced slightly from 202 (3 per line) to 196 (2per line). In all four texts 
there is a high correlation between the rates of success of translation of formal occurrences for 
successful, unsuccessful and partly successful and the rates in the TT overall.  
 
9.3.5 Foreignization 
In a comparison of the success of the translations of the TTs overall and in relation to 
foreignization/domestication, it was not possible to come to any conclusions as the correlations were 
too variable. Generally Text 2 has some correlation between the rate of success for the translation 
overall for all three rates of success of translation and all three levels of foreignization. 
For foreignizing scores available in three or more texts, there is very little consistency between the 
scores and the rate of success for the individual scores. There are three correlations that are largely 
consistent. The first is for the foreignizing score of -2 for the correlation with successful translation 
where the rates are all higher, i.e. Text 3 at 1 (100%), Text 1 at 18 (66%) and Text 4 at 18 (50%). This 
may indicate that in these texts this level of foreignizing score did not cause a problem for translation. 
The second is for the foreignizing score of 0 for the correlation with unsuccessful translation where 
the rates are all lower, i.e. Text 4 at 11 (7%), Text 3 at 2 (8%) and Text 1 at 5 (31%). This may indicate 
that this neutral foreignizing score was less likely to result in an unsuccessful translation. 
The third is for the foreignizing score of -3 for the correlation with successful translation where the 
rates are all lower, i.e. Text 2 at 1 (2%), Text 4 at 1 (8%), Text 3 at 1 (17%) and Text 1 at 2 (20%). This 
may indicate that this, the highest foreignizing score, caused problems in achieving a successful 
translation. 
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9.3.6 Translation Techniques: Synonymy 
There were high rates of success for the use of the translation technique of synonymy in three texts 
1, 3 and 4. Text 2 had a low rate of successful translation. The same three texts, 1, 3 and 4, had lower 
rates of partly successful translation and Text 2 had a high rate of partly successful translation. All four 
texts had relatively low rates of unsuccessful translation. For ST Hyperonomy- TT hyponymy texts 2, 
3, and 4 had high rate of partly successful translation.  Text 1 had none.       
 
9.3.7 Translation Procedures 
9.3.7.1 Key points for simple translation procedures 
Two simple procedures are used in all of the texts, i.e., cultural borrowing in general, but in different 
combinations, and explication. Overall four simple translation procedures account for the three 
highest levels of occurrence in the four texts, i.e. 11 of the 12. These are 1. explication, 2. culture-
neutral word or phrase, 3. cultural borrowing and 4. grammatical but semantically anomalous calque. 
One, grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism, accounts for the remaining level. 
Explication has the second highest number of occurrences in all four texts. 
 
9.3.7.2 Key points for complex translation procedures 
Overall, for three of the four texts, 2, 3 and 4, the complex translation procedure, cultural borrowing 
(in general) plus explication, has the largest number of occurrences. There are a total of 16 complex 
translation procedures and interestingly two of the texts, Text 1 and Text 2, have two completely 
different sets of procedures, while Text 3 and Text 4 have only one shared procedure. The reason for 
this is not clear, but it could perhaps be related to the preferences of the translator for the use of 
certain translation procedures. In a research study for an unpublished MA, Mustafa (2008) found that 
when Kurdish interpreters were asked to interpret/translate English legal terms into Sorani Kurdish, 
there was little agreement of how to translate these terms but, like the translators in this study, there 
was frequent use of explication, and complex translation procedures (and the use of equivalent Arabic 
terms). In both studies, communication of the meaning of the TT culture-specific terms appears to 
take priority. 
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9.3.8 A note on Text 2 
Text 2 produced different results from the other texts within the study on several occasions and this 
seems to be the result of having a large number of one culture-specific term ‘FGM’, which was retained 
in the TT. This affected the results of the correlations involving primary culture-specific terms, proper 
nouns, formality, synonyms, and foreignization.     
 
9.4  Research Questions  
The aim of this study has been to attempt to develop a model that will identify ‘areas of relevance’ for 
translating culture-specific terms and combine this with ‘translation procedures’ to analyse what 
factors may influence a translator when s/he is translating culture-specific terms. There are three 
research questions. I will consider how the thesis has answered these immediately below. 
1. What appropriate general model can be developed for translating culture-specific items on the 
basis of previous models? 
The thesis considered a number of theories for translating culture-specific terms as presented by 
Newmark (1981), Klingberg (1986), Ivir (1987), Hervey and Higgins (1992) and Davies (2003). Dickins’ 
analysis of cultural translation procedures (2012) builds on the translation strategies of Ivir (1987), 
Newmark (1981) and Hervey and Higgins (1992) to develop a matrix providing a detailed analysis of 
culture-specific translation procedures. The advantage of this approach is that it is a comprehensive 
analysis that offers alternative translation procedures, at both the lexical and structural levels, that 
are placed within a foreignization (ST-oriented) – domestication (TT-oriented) continuum. The 
approach can, therefore, be used to analyse the choice of procedures made by a translator and the 
possible reasons for making that choice. This is the model that I have combined with my model for 
identifying culture-specific terms for the analysis of the corpus. 
A number of multi-levels theories concerned with the identification of areas of relevance for 
translating culture-specific terms were considered in chapter 3, i.e. Koller (1979), Dickins, Hervey and 
Higgins (2002), Catford (1965) and Baker (2011). Skopos and functional theories were also considered. 
It is the functional approach of Nord (1997, with its emphasis not just on text analysis but also TT 
function and the nature of the translation commission that I have adopted for my model. The model, 
which is explained in chapter 5, describes two sets of areas of relevance or priorities, one for the 
commissioner and one for the translator. The commissioner’s priorities are: 1. the function/purpose 
of the text, 2. the target reader/audience, 3. the register of the text, 4. the use of foreignization or 
domesticating translation procedures, and 5. other priorities such as deadlines, format, etc. The 
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translator’s priorities are: 1. to identify culture-specific terms through text analysis, 2. to identify 
culture-specific terms that are critical to the understanding of the translation (TT): primary culture-
specific terms, 3. to identify culture-specific terms that are linked to the above culture-specific terms: 
secondary culture-specific terms, 4. to identify other culture-specific terms, 5. to implement the 
commissioner’s priorities. 
2. What are the areas of relevance for translating culture-specific items in public service provider 
texts from English to Sorani Kurdish?    
The areas of relevance in each text are generally obvious and focus on the cultural aspects, customs 
and conventions of British law. However, within each text there are specific sub-topics with specific 
areas of relevance, e.g. in Text 1, Health and Safety at work, what employees can legally expect from 
their employer and procedures to follow if the employee has concerns about health and safety; in Text 
2, FGM, definitions of and the illegality of FGM in the UK and how to get help if FGM has occurred; in 
Text 3, Domestic Abuse, definitions of types of domestic abuse and the options available to women 
who are being abused; and Text 4, Remember your rights when detained, access to free legal advice 
and the periods of time for which a person can be detained.  
3. How successful is the model in analysing these culture-specific translations? 
The corpus was analysed using the areas of relevance for translating culture-specific terms in my 
model in combination with Dickins’ (2012) analysis of procedures for translating culture-specific 
terms. It was possible to identify all the areas of relevance and the translation procedures in the corpus 
using this model, including where multiple translation procedures had been used to translate a single 
term. Different combinations of the factors in the model, i.e. register, primary, secondary or other 
culture-specific term, proper or common noun or phrase, translation procedure, use of synonymy, 
hyponym, hyperonym, overlap or other, success of translation and commissioner’s apparent priorities 
were analysed within and across the four texts to analyse possible correlations with the rate of 
successful translation. The model was successful in analysing these factors, providing a large amount 
of information for the study. It was also able to provide information to allow speculation about why a 
particular translation choice had been made, e.g. what use of synonymy and translation procedure 
with what types of culture-specific term. By adding comments in the analysis sheets against selected 
translations it was possible to note if patterns occur and the reason for translations not being 
completely successful within the terms of the model.  
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9.5 Limitations of the thesis 
The main limitation is the size of the corpus (the reasons for this were discussed earlier in the thesis), 
which is too small to provide conclusive quantitative results. Another limitation is the lack of a focus 
group of native speakers to evaluate the translations. This would have been too time-consuming for 
this study. However, it would have allowed the analysis of the level of success of the translations, and 
the reasons for this analysis, to be tested with potential readers and provided a useful contribution to 
the study. 
In spite of these limitations, the corpus is representative of translated public sector texts and the 
analysis does show that, for these texts, there is a relatively low rate of successful translation culture-
specific terms (for a variety of reasons) and that there appears to be a lack of clear guidance from the 
commissioners about their priorities for the production of the translations. The implication of this is 
that there is a significant possibility that readers might not be receiving the correct information from 
the not very successful translations, with all the consequences that might arise from this situation. It 
also seems that although the translators may have gone to some lengths to communicate meaning 
through the use multiple translation procedures, they may also may not have sufficient specialist 
knowledge of the subject to be able produce a successful translation. The implication of this is that 
there is a lack of translator training. Another implication is that there is a lack of reviewing processes 
for public sector translation either done by other translators or by a sample of the intended readers. 
  
9.6 Contribution of the thesis  
1. As far as I am aware, this is the only research that that has attempted a study of translation of 
culture-specific terms from English to Sorani Kurdish using a model combining the functional approach 
and Dickins’ model of procedures for translating culture-specific terms. 
This study will hopefully contribute to the understanding of a) the difficulties encountered by 
translators when translating from English into a language based in a multi-cultural society such as the 
Sorani Kurdish community from Iraq, and b) the responses to these difficulties on the part of 
translators, who seem to have placed a significant emphasis on communicative effect in their high use 
of explication and their use of complex translation procedures (i.e. the combination of two or more 
simple translation procedures). 
2. As this model was shown to work in this study for the language pair English-Sorani Kurdish, further 
applications of the model would contribute to an understanding of whether the model works in other 
translation contexts. Examples of this might be to use the same language pair with other texts, test 
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the model on other language pairs, and apply different analyses within the model. The model could 
also be adapted to vary the factors used. It would be of particular interest for it to be tested by 
researchers working on other ‘refugee’/‘migrant’ languages.  
3. Given the apparent lack of discussion between commissioners and translators about how to achieve 
the best translation for the intended readers, it is very important for commissioners and agencies 
acting on their behalf to involve translators and potential readers in developing a better 
commissioning process, so that potential readers are empowered by the best possible translation. 
4. This model could be used to improve the way that public service translators work by identifying 
areas of difficulty in translating culture-specific terms and, for example, providing the opportunity for 
researchers and translators to work on acceptable translations of subject-specific terms and to provide 
better training. 
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Website links for the corpus 
Text 1 
Your health, your safety. A brief guide for workers in English  
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg450.pdf 
 
 
Your health, your safety. A brief guide for workers in Sorani Kurdish  
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/kurdish/indg450-kurdish.pdf 
 
 
Text 2 
More information about FGM in English 
http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/female-genital-mutilation/Documents/2905942-DH-FGM-Leaflet-
English.pdf 
 
More information about FGM in Sorani Kurdish  
http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/female-genital-mutilation/Documents/2905949-DH-FGM-Leaflet-
Kurdish-Sorani.pdf 
 
Text 3 
Women: Help if you are Facing Abuse from a Partner or Family Member in English  
 
http://www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.uk/assets/0000/0184/Domestic_Abuse_English.pdf 
 
 
Women: Help if you are Facing Abuse from a Partner or Family Member in Sorani Kurdish  
 
http://www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.uk/assets/0000/0268/Final_KURDISH_Domestic_Abuse_PR.p
df 
 
Text 4 
Remember your rights whilst detained                                                                                                       
Guidance: Notice of rights and entitlements: a person's rights in police detention in English 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/332266/CodeC-
NoRE.pdf 
 
Remember your rights whilst detained                                                                                                       
Guidance: Notice of rights and entitlements: a person's rights in police detention in Sorani Kurdish  
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/315888/PACE_CO
DE_C_UPDATED_APRIL_2014_Kurdish_Sorani.pdf 
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Appendix 1 The Corpus (in the accompanying DVD) 
Appendix 2  Notes on Excel analysis of translations 
1. Your health, your safety (Sheet 1) 
1.1  Overall statistics for Your health, your safety (Sheet 1) 
1.1.1  Total number of records (rows) analysed:    69 
1.1.2  Total score in terms of foreignization/domestication:   -72  
1.1.3  Average score per record (row) in terms of foreignization/domestication: -1 
1.2  Individual (simple) translation techniques (all possibilities listed, 
 Including non-occurring ones, but excluding records involving  
 complex translation techniques): 
1.2.1  Cultural borrowing: number of records     10 
1.2.1.1 Cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations   15% 
1.2.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script: number of records  4  
1.2.2.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, as percentage  
 of total translations       6%  
1.2.3 Cultural borrowing using English script: number of records  6  
1.2.3.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, as percentage  
 of total translations       9% 
1.2.4.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script:  
 number of records              0 
1.2.4.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script,  
 as percentage of total translations   0% 
1.2.5 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism: number of records   0 
1.2.5.1 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism, as percentage of total translations 0% 
1.2.6 Literal translation: number of records     0 
1.2.6.1 Literal translation, as percentage of total translations   0% 
1.2.7 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque: number of records 29 
1.2.7.1 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque, as percentage  
 of total translations       42%  
1.2.8 Lexicalised cultural borrowing: number of records   0 
1.2.8.1 Lexicalised cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations 0% 
1.2.9 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism:  
 number of records       0 
1.2.9.1 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism,  
 as percentage of total translations     0% 
1.2.10  Culture-neutral word or phrase: number of records   1  
1.2.10.1 Culture-neutral word or phrase, as percentage of total translations 1.5% 
1.2.11 Explication: number of records      14 
1.2.11.1 Explication, as percentage of total translations    20% 
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1.2.12 Omission: number of records      0 
1.2.12.1 Omission, as percentage of total translations    0% 
1.2.13 Communicative translation: number of records    0 
1.2.13.1 Communicative translation, as percentage of total translations  0% 
1.2.14 Substitution: number of records      8 
1.2.14.1 Substitution, as percentage of total translations    11%  
1.2.15 General equivalent: number of records     0 
1.2.15.1 General equivalent, as percentage of total translations   0% 
1.3   Complex translation techniques (only occurring complex  
 translation techniques listed) 
1.3.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus grammatical but  
 semantically anomalous calque: number of translations   3 
1.3.1.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, plus grammatical but  
 semantically anomalous calque, as percentage of total translations 4%  
1.3.2 Cultural borrowing using English script, plus grammatical but  
 semantically anomalous calque: number of translations   1 
1.3.2.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, plus grammatical but  
 semantically anomalous calque, as percentage of total translations 1.5% 
1.3.3 Cultural borrowing using English script plus explication:  
 number of records       1 
1.3.3.1 Cultural borrowing using English script plus explication,    1.5% 
 as percentage of total translations       
1.3.3 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script plus explication:  
 number of records       1 
1.3.3.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script plus explication,    1.5% 
 as percentage of total translations 
1.3.4 Cultural borrowing using English and Kurdish script plus explication:  
 number of records       1 
1.3.4.1 Cultural borrowing using English and Kurdish script plus explication,    
 as percentage of total translations     1.5%  
1.4   Primary, secondary and other terms 
1.4.1 Primary terms: number of records     40 
1.4.1.1 Primary terms, as percentage of total translations   58% 
1.4.2 Secondary terms: number of records     27  
1.4.2.1 Secondary terms, as percentage of total translations   39% 
1.4.3 Other terms: number of records      2  
1.4.3.1 Other terms, as percentage of total translations    3%  
1.5 Denotative ST-TT relationship 
1.5.1  Synonym: number of records      57 
1.5.1.1 Synonym, as percentage of total translations    82%  
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1.5.2  TT Hyperonym: number of records     2 
1.5.2.1  TT Hyperonym, as percentage of total translations   3%  
1.5.3  TT Hyponym: number of records     4 
1.5.3.1  TT Hyponym, as percentage of total translations    6%  
1.5.4  Overlap (overlapping translation): number of records   4 
1.5.4.1 Overlap, as percentage of total translations    6%  
1.5.5  Other: number of records      2  
1.5.5.1 Other, as percentage of total translations    3%  
1.6 Success of translation 
1.6.1 Yes (successful): number of records 31 
1.6.1.1 Yes (successful), as percentage of total translations   45%  
1.6.2 Partly successful: number of records   18 
1.6.2.1 Partly successful, as percentage of total translations   26%  
1.6.3 No (unsuccessful): number of records 20  
1.6.3.1  No (unsuccessful), as percentage of total translations   29% 
 
2. FGM (Sheet 2) 
2.1 Overall statistics for FGM (Sheet 2) 
2.1.1  Total number of records (rows) analysed:    64  
2.1.2  Total score in terms of foreignization/domestication:   -130  
2.1.3  Average score per record (row) in terms of foreignization/domestication: -2  
2.2  Individual (simple) translation techniques (all possibilities listed, 
 Including non-occurring ones, but excluding records involving  
 complex translation techniques): 
2.2.1  Cultural borrowing: number of records     37 
2.2.1.1 Cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations   58% 
2.2.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script: number of records  11  
2.2.2.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, as percentage   
 of total translations       17% 
2.2.3 Cultural borrowing using English script: number of records  22 
2.2.3.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, as percentage  
 of total translations       34.5% 
2.2.4.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script:  
 number of records       4  
2.2.4.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script,  
 as percentage of total translations      6.5% 
2.2.5 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism: number of records   0   
2.2.5.1 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism, as percentage of total translations 0% 
2.2.6 Literal translation: number of records     0  
2.2.6.1 Literal translation, as percentage of total translations   0% 
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2.2.7 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque: number of records 0  
2.2.7.1 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque, as percentage  
 of total translations       0%  
2.2.8 Lexicalised cultural borrowing: number of records   0 
2.2.8.1 Lexicalised cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations 0% 
2.2.9 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism:  
 number of records       6   
2.2.9.1 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism,  
 as percentage of total translations     9% 
2.2.10  Culture-neutral word or phrase: number of records   0  
2.2.10.1 Culture-neutral word or phrase, as percentage of total translations 0% 
2.2.11 Explication: number of records      7 
2.2.11.1 Explication, as percentage of total translations    11% 
2.2.12 Omission: number of records      0 
2.2.12.1 Omission, as percentage of total translations    0% 
2.2.13 Communicative translation: number of records    0 
2.2.13.1 Communicative translation, as percentage of total translations  0% 
2.2.14 Substitution: number of records      0 
2.2.14.1 Substitution, as percentage of total translations    0% 
2.2.15 General equivalent: number of records     2 
2.2.15.1 General equivalent, as percentage of total translations   3% 
2.3   Complex translation techniques (only occurring complex  
 translation techniques listed) 
2.3.1 Cultural borrowing without transliteration using English script,  
 plus grammatically and semantically systematic calque: number 
 of records        1 
2.3.1.1 Cultural borrowing without transliteration using English script,  
 plus grammatically and semantically systematic calque: as 
 percentage of records       1.5% 
2.3.2 Cultural borrowing using English script, plus explication   10 
2.3.2.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, plus explication   16% 
2.3.3 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque, plus explication: 
 number of records       1 
2.3.3 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque, plus explication, 
 as percentage of records      1.5%  
2.4   Primary, secondary and other terms 
2.4.1 Primary terms: number of records     61 
2.4.1.1 Primary terms, as percentage of total translations   95% 
2.4.2 Secondary terms: number of records     1 
2.4.2.1 Secondary terms, as percentage of total translations   2%  
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2.4.3 Other terms: number of records      2 
2.4.3.1 Other terms, as percentage of total translations    3% 
2.5 Denotative ST-TT relationship 
2.5.1  Synonym: number of records      60  
2.5.1.1 Synonym, as percentage of total translations    94%  
2.5.2  TT Hyperonym: number of records     3 
2.5.2.1  TT Hyperonym, as percentage of total translations   4.5%  
2.5.3  TT Hyponym: number of records     1 
2.5.3.1 TT Hyponym,  as percentage of total translations    1.5% 
2.5.4  Overlap (overlapping translation): number of records   0 
2.5.4.1 Overlap, as percentage of total translations    0% 
2.5.5  Other: number of records      0 
2.5.5.1 Other, as percentage of total translations    0% 
2.6 Success of translation 
2.6.1 Yes (successful): number of records     10 
2.6.1.1 Yes (successful), as percentage of total translations   16% 
2.6.2 Partly successful: number of records     48 
2.6.2.1 Partly successful, as percentage of total translations   75% 
2.6.3 No (unsuccessful): number of records  6 
2.6.3.1  No (unsuccessful), as percentage of total translations   9% 
 
3. Women: Help if you are facing abuse (Sheet 3) 
3.1 Overall statistics for Women: Help if you are facing abuse (Sheet 3) 
3.1.1 Total number of records (rows) analysed:     36 
3.1.2 Total score in terms of foreignization/domestication:   -24 
3.1.3 Average score per record (row) in terms of foreignization/domestication: -0.7 
3.2  Individual (simple) translation techniques (all possibilities listed, 
 Including non-occurring ones, but excluding records involving  
 complex translation techniques): 
3.2.1  Cultural borrowing: number of records     4 
3.2.1.1 Cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations   11% 
3.2.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script: number of records  3  
3.2.2.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, as percentage  
 of total translations     8%  
3.2.3 Cultural borrowing using English script: number of records  1  
3.2.3.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, as percentage  
 of total translations       3% 
3.2.4.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script:  
 number of records       0 
3.2.4.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script,  
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 as percentage of total translations      0% 
3.2.5 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism: number of records   0 
3.2.5.1 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism, as percentage of total translations 0% 
3.2.6 Literal translation: number of records     0 
3.2.6.1 Literal translation, as percentage of total translations   0% 
3.2.7 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque: number of records 0  
3.2.7.1 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque, as percentage   
 of total translations       0%  
3.2.8 Lexicalised cultural borrowing: number of records   2   
3.2.8.1 Lexicalised cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations 5% 
3.2.9 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism:  
 number of records       1   
3.2.9.1 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism,  
 as percentage of total translations     3% 
3.2.10  Culture-neutral word or phrase: number of records   13  
3.2.10.1 Culture-neutral word or phrase, as percentage of total translations 36% 
3.2.11 Explication: number of records      9 
3.2.11.1 Explication, as percentage of total translations    25% 
3.2.12 Omission: number of records      0 
3.2.12.1 Omission, as percentage of total translations    0% 
3.2.13 Communicative translation: number of records    0 
3.2.13.1 Communicative translation, as percentage of total translations  0% 
3.2.14 Substitution: number of records      0 
2.2.14.1 Substitution, as percentage of total translations    0% 
3.2.15 General equivalent: number of records     3   
3.2.15.1 General equivalent, as percentage of total translations   8% 
3.3   Complex translation techniques (only occurring complex  
 translation techniques listed) 
3.3.1 Cultural borrowing plus literal translation: number of records  1 
3.3.1.1  Cultural borrowing plus literal translation,  
 as percentage of total translations     3% 
3.3.2 Cultural borrowing plus explication: number of records   2 
3.3.2.1  Cultural borrowing plus explication, as percentage of total translations 6% 
3.3.3 Grammatically plus semantically systematic calque: number of records 1 
3.3.3.1 Grammatically plus semantically systematic calque, 
 as percentage of total translations     3% 
3.4   Primary, secondary and other terms 
3.4.1 Primary terms: number of records     27 
3.4.1.1 Primary terms, as percentage of total translations   75% 
3.4.2 Secondary terms: number of records     6 
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3.4.2.1 Secondary terms, as percentage of total translations   17%  
3.4.3 Other terms: number of records      3 
3.4.3.1 Other terms, as percentage of total translations    8% 
3.5 Denotative ST-TT relationship 
3.5.1  Synonym: number of records      16   
3.5.1.1 Synonym, as percentage of total translations    44%  
3.5.2  TT Hyperonym: number of records     2 
3.5.2.1  TT Hyperonym, as percentage of total translations   5%  
3.5.3  TT Hyponym: number of records     6 
3.5.3.1 TT Hyponym, as percentage of total translations    17% 
3.5.4  Overlap (overlapping translation): number of records   1 
3.5.4.1 Overlap, as percentage of total translations    3% 
3.5.5  Other: number of records      0 
3.5.5.1 Other, as percentage of total translations    0% 
3.5.6 Synonym and hyperonym: number of records    0 
3.5.6.1 Synonym and hyperonym, as percentage of total translations  0% 
3.5.7 Synonym and hyponym: number of records    10 
3.5.7.1 Synonym and hyponym, as percentage of total translations  28% 
3.5.8 Hyperonym and hyponym: number of records    1 
3.5.8.1  Hyperonym and hyponym, as percentage of total records  3% 
3.6 Success of translation  
3.6.1 Yes (successful): number of records     14 
3.6.1.1 Yes (successful), as percentage of total translations   39% 
3.6.2 Partly successful: number of records     17 
3.6.2.1 Partly successful, as percentage of total translations   47% 
3.6.3 No (unsuccessful): number of records 5 
3.6.3.1  No (unsuccessful), as percentage of total translations   14% 
 
4. Remember your rights whilst detained (Sheet 4) 
4.1 Overall statistics for Remember your rights whilst detained (Sheet 4) 
4.1.1 Total number of records (rows) analysed:     218 
4.1.2 Total score in terms of foreignization/domestication:   -121   
4.1.3 Average score per record (row) in terms of foreignization/domestication: -0.6 
4.2  Individual (simple) translation techniques (all possibilities listed, 
 Including non-occurring ones, but excluding records involving  
 complex translation techniques): 
4.2.1  Cultural borrowing: number of records     13   
4.2.1.1 Cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations   6% 
4.2.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script: number of records  0   
4.2.2.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish script, as percentage     
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 of total translations       0%  
4.2.3 Cultural borrowing using English script: number of records  7   
4.2.3.1 Cultural borrowing using English script, as percentage  
 of total translations       3% 
4.2.4.1 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script:  
 number of records       6  
4.2.4.2 Cultural borrowing using Kurdish and English script,  
 as percentage of total translations     3%  
4.2.5 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism: number of records   0 
4.2.5.1 Ungrammatical calque/exoticism, as percentage of total translations 0% 
4.2.6 Literal translation: number of records     4  
4.2.6.1 Literal translation, as percentage of total translations   2% 
4.2.7 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque: number of records 31 
4.2.7.1 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque, as percentage  
 of total translations       14%  
4.2.8 Lexicalised cultural borrowing: number of records   6 
4.2.8.1 Lexicalised cultural borrowing, as percentage of total translations 3% 
4.2.9 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism:  
 number of records       2   
4.2.9.1 Grammatically and semantically systematic calque/exoticism,  
 as percentage of total translations     1% 
4.2.10  Culture-neutral word or phrase: number of records   101  
4.2.10.1 Culture-neutral word or phrase, as percentage of total translations 46% 
4.2.11 Explication: number of records      46 
4.2.11.1 Explication, as percentage of total translations    21% 
4.2.12 Omission: number of records      0   
4.2.12.1 Omission, as percentage of total translations    0% 
4.2.13 Communicative translation: number of records    0 
4.2.13.1 Communicative translation, as percentage of total translations  0% 
4.2.14 Substitution: number of records      3   
4.2.14.1 Substitution, as percentage of total translations    1% 
4.2.15 General equivalent: number of records     0   
4.2.15.1 General equivalent, as percentage of total translations   0% 
4.3 Complex translation techniques (only occurring complex   
 translation techniques listed) 
4.3.1 Cultural borrowing plus explication: number of records   6 
4.3.1.1 Cultural borrowing plus explication, as percentage of total records 3%  
4.3.2 Cultural borrowing plus grammatical but semantically anomalous calque: 1 
 number of records, as percentage of total records   0.5% 
4.3.3  Cultural borrowing plus culture-neutral word or phrase: 
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 number of records       1 
4.3.3.1  Cultural borrowing plus culture-neutral word or phrase, as 
 percentage of total records      0.5% 
4.3.4 Culture-neutral word or phrase, plus explication: number of records 2 
4.3.4.1 Culture-neutral word or phrase, plus explication, 
 as percentage of total records      1% 
4.3.5 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque plus explication:  
 number of records       1   
4.3.5.1 Grammatical but semantically anomalous calque, plus explication, 
 as percentage of total records      0.5% 
4.3.6 Explication plus omission: number of records    1 
4.3.6.1 Explication plus omission, as percentage of total records   0.5% 
4.4   Primary, secondary and other terms 
4.4.1 Primary terms: number of records     193 
4.4.1.1 Primary terms, as percentage of total translations   89% 
4.4.2 Secondary terms: number of records     18 
4.4.2.1 Secondary terms, as percentage of total translations   8% 
4.4.3 Other terms: number of records      7  
4.4.3.1 Other terms, as percentage of total translations    3% 
4.5 Denotative ST-TT relationship 
4.5.1  Synonym: number of records      57   
4.5.1.1 Synonym, as percentage of total translations    26%  
4.5.2  TT Hyperonym: number of records     94 
4.5.2.1  TT Hyperonym, as percentage of total translations   43%  
4.5.3  TT Hyponym: number of records     12 
4.5.3.1  TT Hyponym, as percentage of total translations    5.5% 
4.5.4  Overlap (overlapping translation): number of records   30 
4.5.4.1 Overlap, as percentage of total translations    14% 
4.5.5  Other: number of records      24 
4.5.5.1 Other, as percentage of total translations    11% 
4.5.6  Hyperonym plus synonym      1 
4.5.6     Hyperonym plus synonym, as percentage total translations                        0.5% 
4.6 Success of translation 
4.6.1 Yes (successful): number of records     116 
4.6.1.1 Yes (successful), as percentage of total translations   53% 
4.6.2 Partly successful: number of records     74 
4.6.2.1 Partly successful, as percentage of total translations   34% 
4.6.3 No (unsuccessful): number of records  28 
4.6.3.1  No (unsuccessful), as percentage of total translations   13% 
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Appendix 3 Comments on the translations 
 
 
Text 1, Sheet 1 
 
Comments on the text “Your health, your safety: A brief guide for workers – HSE” 
 
Source text page 1 line 3 and target text page 1 line 3 
“Your health, your safety” has been translated as تیتەملاەس ،تیتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
"Health and safety" is a standard legal English term, which is understood by source text ST readers. 
Although the individual words do exist, this term does not exist in the target culture TC. 
 
Source text page 1 line 4 and target text page 1 line 4 
“Workers” has been translated as ناراکێرک. The translation is unsuccessful because the translator has 
used a substitution i.e. labourer. Here, the SK word has a narrower meaning (it is a hyponym), while 
the English word ‘worker’ is a hyperonym. 
 
Source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7 
“Health and Safety Executive (HSE)” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت یندناڕەپاڕ (HSE). The 
translation is only partly successful because the translation is word-for-word and culturally 
anomalous. It requires an addition or explanation e.g. the organization of HSE  یوارخکێڕ یندناڕەپاڕ
یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت  (the same applies in Arabic). Words such as organization in this context are 
sometimes called ‘classifiers’; e.g. Baghdad is typically translated into Arabic as دادغب ةنیدم the city of 
Baghdad, and the Nile is translated as لینلارهن the river [of the] Nile. It is possible that the commissioner 
has instructed the translator to retain the abbreviation HSE. Overall, I do not think that the target 
reader will fully understand the translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 8 and target text page 1 line 7 
“Trades Union Congress (TUC)” has been translated as ناراکێرک یاکیدنەس یەرگنۆک (TUC). The translation 
is unsuccessful because the back translation is "Congress of syndicate of labourers", which is incorrect. 
Also, the function of a syndicate is different in the TC. The function and the whole meaning have not 
been delivered. It is possible that the commissioner has instructed the translator to retain the 
abbreviation “TUC”. Overall, I do not think that the target reader will understand the translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 8 
As for source text page 1 line 4 and target text page 1 line 4, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 9 
“Health and safety law” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت یاسای. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 10 and target text page 1 line 9 
“TUC” has not been translated and retained as it is i.e. TUC. The translation is unsuccessful. It is 
possible that the commissioner has instructed the translator to retain the abbreviation TUC. The 
translator has used cultural borrowing without transliteration using English script. In this thesis, I have 
analysed all cultural borrowings as synonyms of the ST term, because they are supposed to have the 
same meaning as the ST term, even though they may not be understood by TT readers. 
 
Source text page 1 line 10 and target text page 1 line 10 
“Trade unions” has been translated as ناراکێرک یاکیدنەس; back translation "syndicate of labourers". The 
translation is only partly successful because the function of a trades union is different in the two 
cultures.  
 
Source text page 1 line 11 and target text page 1 line 11 
“Campaign” has been translated as تابەخ. The translation is only partly successful because the 
translator has used, تابەخ xɛbat, which means struggle in SK. ‘Campaign’ is borrowed and 
domesticated into Sorani Kurdish of Southern Kurdistan with a slightly different pronunciation, i.e. 
نیپمەک kɛmpi:n. Yet, the translator has still used xɛbat. 
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Source text page 1 line 11 and target text page 1 line 10 
“Standards” has been translated as درادناتس. The translation is successful. The translator has used 
cultural borrowing with transliteration using Kurdish script. The word ‘standard’ has now been fully 
domesticated into SK, as درادناتس, like some other words such as ‘offer’, ‘team’, etc. 
  
Source text page 1 line 12 and target text page 1 line 12 
“Full or part-time” has been translated as تاکەچمین نای واوەت یتاک یەوێش ەب. The word ەچمین njmʧɛ usually 
means half, but it could also mean part. This translation is only partly successful because it requires 
explanation in the form of a footnote, endnote or in-text explication. 
 
Source text page 1 line 15 and target text page 1 line 15 
“Doing work experience” has been translated as  .تیرگبرەو راک ییازەراش The concept of ‘work 
experience’ is not known in the TC. The translation is only partly successful because the meaning of 
‘work experience’ is different to what is conveyed by the TT form in this context.  
                        
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 15 
“Apprentice” has been translated as  .درگاش The concept of ‘apprentice’ is not known in the TC. The 
translation is unsuccessful because the translator has used substitution, the back translation of درگاش 
being ‘waiter’.  
  
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 15 
“Mobile worker” has been translated as کۆڕەگ یراکێرک. The translation is unsuccessful because the 
translator has mis-explained it and the word ‘worker’ is translated as labourer. Here ‘worker’ is a 
hyponym of the TT یراکێرک, while TT کۆڕەگ یراکێرک as a phrase can be regarded as an attempted 
synonym of ST ‘mobile worker’. 
 
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 16 
“Home worker” has been translated as ڵاموان یراکێرک. The translation is unsuccessful because the 
translator has mis-explained it and the word ‘worker’ is translated as labourer, as in source text page 
1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 15, above. Here TT یراکێرک is a hyponym of ST ‘worker’, while 
ڵاموان یراکێرک ‘as a phrase can be regarded as an attempted synonym of home worker’. The back 
translation is labourer in home, which does not make sense. 
 
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 16 
“Migrant worker” has been translated as رەچۆک یراکێرک. The translation is unsuccessful because the 
translator has mis-explained the ST and the word ‘worker’ is translated as labourer. Here TT یراکێرک is 
a hyponym of ST ‘worker’, while رەچۆک یراکێرک ‘as a phrase can be regarded as an attempted synonym 
of ‘migrant worker’. The back translation is migrant labourer. 
 
Source text page 1 line 17 and target text page 1 line 17 
“Working in the UK without permission” has been translated as وترگکەی ینیشناش ەلتیەکبراک تەڵۆم ێبەب اد . 
The translation is successful. In the TC one generally does not necessarily have to obtain a work permit 
to undertake an employment. 
 
Source text page 1 line 18 and target text page 1 line 18 
“Casual” has been translated asتسیوێپ یێپەبرابوراج. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 18 and target text page 1 line 18 
“Agency worker” has been translated as یسنجیەﺋ اگزەد یراکێرک. The word سناژاﺋ aʒans is sometimes used 
in SK for "agency". So, the translation is partly successful because members of the Kurdish community 
in the UK normally understand the word ‘agency’. Here TT یراکێرک is a hyponym of ST ‘worker’, while 
یسنجیەﺋ اگزەد یراکێرک ‘as a phrase can be regarded as an attempted synonym of ‘agency worker’. The 
back translation is migrant labourer. 
 
Source text page 1 line 18 and target text page 1 line 18 
“Agency” has been translated as اگزەد  dɛzga, which does not convey the ST sense. سناژاﺋ aʒans is used 
sometimes used to translate ‘agency’ (see source text page 1 line 18 and target text page 1 line 18, 
above). یسنجی ەﺋ ɛdʒenci: is used and understood in the Kurdish community in the UK. It could be said 
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that it is domesticated into SK in the UK-based Kurdish community. ‘Agency’ is also sometimes 
translated as سناژاﺋ aʒans, e.g. when it refers to a news agency. 
 
Source text page 1 line 18 and target text page 1 line 18 
“Gangmaster” has been translated as تەکەمقات یەدرکرەس. The translation is unsuccessful because the TT 
means a leader of your gang, which has negative connotations. “Gangmaster” does have some 
negative connotations in the SC but in this context it is a recognised legal role. 
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 19 
“Contractor” has been translated as تەکەرەدنێڵەب. The translation is successful. The word یچتارەتنۆق 
qontɛrɛtʧi: is also used. This is informal and means a contractor for a small job. While it looks like a 
transliteration of ‘contractor’, the suffix یچ is originally a borrowing from Turkish, and is used to 
produce nouns of profession. Here, the translator has used رەدنێڵەب, which is a formal word and as such 
is more appropriate. 
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 19 
“Using your services (the hirer)” has been translated as  تێنێھەدراکەب تناکەیرازوگتەمزخ) ێرکەب یۆت ەک یەوەﺋ
هوترگ( . The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 20 and target text page 1 line 20 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 22 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 25 and target text page 1 line 24 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 1 line 27 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 29 and target text page 1 line 29 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 1 line 31 
“HSE” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original ST form, ‘HSE’. The translation 
in unsuccessful. It is possible that the commissioner has instructed the translator to retain the 
abbreviation ‘HSE’. Target readers will not understand the function and the full meaning of HSE. 
 
Source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 1 line 31 
“Local authority” has been translated as یێجۆخ یتڵاەسەد. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 1 line 30 
“Health and safety” has been translated as ەس و یتسوردنەتیتەملا . The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 32 and target text page 1 line 32 
“Trade union” has been translated as ناراکێرک یکەیاکیدنەس. See source text page 1 line 10 and target text 
page 1 line 10, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 32 and target text page 1 line 32 
“Safety representative” has been translated as یتەملاەس یرەنێون. The translation is partly successful 
because the functions of the ST and TT forms are different.  
 
Source text page 1 line 33 and target text page 1 line 33 
“Safety representative” has been translated as یتەملاەس یرەنێون. See source text page 1 line 32 and 
target text page 1 line 32, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 35 and target text page 1 line 36 
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“Paid leave” has been translated as هوێرک ەب ەنڵااس یووشپ. The translation is successful although it could 
create some confusion and might require further specific explanation.  
 
Source text page 2 line 4 and target text page 2 line 6 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 2 line 6 and target text page 2 line 8 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 2 line 7 and target text page 2 line 9 
“Health, safety and welfare” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت ینارەزوگشۆخ و . The translation 
is successful.  
 
Source text page 2 line 13 and target text page 2 line 16 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 2 line 16 and target text page 2 line 20 
“Health and safety representative” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت یناکەرەنێون. The 
translation is only partly successful because the SC and TC systems are different. 
 
Source text page 2 line 18 and target text page 2 line 22 
“To get first-aid treatment” has been translated as تیرگەدرەو یڕپوتک یرەسەراچ. The translation is partly 
successful because first-aid has established equivalents in SK –  یرازوگایرفییاتەرەس  frjaguzari: sɛrɛtai: or 
ییاتەرەس ینتوەکایرف frjakɛutni: sɛrɛtai:. The same is true in Arabic, where the standard equivalent for 
‘first aid’ is ةیلوأ تافاعسإ.  The translators has, instead, chosen ʔjmerdʒenci: for ‘first aid’. 
 
Source text page 2 line 22 and target text page 2 line 27 
“Mask” has been translated as کسام. The translation is only partly successful because it has been 
transliterated as it is. ‘Mask’ has a standard SK equivalent which is کمام هد dɛmamk. 
 
Source text page 2 line 26 and target text page 2 line 31 
“Self-employed” has been translated as تیەکەد تۆخۆب راک (self-employed). The translation is successful. 
It is possible that the commissioner has instructed the translator to retain 'self-employed'. 
 
Source text page 2 line 27 and target text page 2 line 31 
“First-aid arrangements” has been translated as .ییاتەرەس ینتوەکایرف ینێوشوێڕ یندرک نیباد  The translation 
is successful. The translator has used a different translation for first-aid earlier in the text. This shows 
the lack of consistency in the translator's work. 
 
Source text page 2 line 30 and target text page 2 line 35 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 2 line 30 and target text page 2 line 35 
“Poster” has been translated as رەتسۆپ postɛr. The translation is successful. The word has now been 
domesticated and has become a part of SK. It could be said that the word is no longer a CST. 
 
Source text page 2 line 32 and target text page 2 line 38. 
“Worker” has been translated as راکێرک. The translation is unsuccessful. See source text page 1 line 4 
and target text page 1 line 4, above.  
 
Source text page 1 line 4 and target text page 1 line 4 
“Health and safety (policy statement)” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت یسڵۆپ یترۆپاڕ . The 
translation is successful overall, but for the word ‘policy’ the translator has used cultural borrowing 
with transliteration using SK script, which is unsuccessful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 35 and target text page 3 line 4 
“Employers' Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Certificate” has been translated as   یتێرایسرپرەب یێون ییاینڵد
 راکنەواخ ییاسای)تێرنیبب ادتندرکراک ینێوش ەل تێبەد یمیزوەت ییاینڵد( . The translation is unsuccessful. یمیزوەت 
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tɛwzi:mi: is a Farsi word for ‘compulsory’. The entire paragraph is mixed up as the English and the 
Kurdish scripts are inserted in different positions and it does not make any sense. 
 
Source text page 2 line 37 and target text page 2 line 41 
“Your health, your safety” has been translated as تیتەملاەس ،تیتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
However, the footnotes in the three pages in this text are dealt with inconsistently by the translator. 
On page one, the translator has translated the footnote. One page two, the translators has not 
translated and neither has s/he retained the original text. On page three, s/he has retained the English 
text. 
 
Source text page 2 line 37 and target text page 2 line 41 
“Workers” has been translated as ناراکێرک which means labourers. See source text page 1 line 4 and 
target text page 1 line 4, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 4 and target text page 3 line 6 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 7 and target text page 3 line 10 
“Trades Union Congress (TUC) workSMART website” has been translated as یاکیدنەس یەرگنۆک یڕەپڵام 
(TUC) ترامسکرۆ. The translation is unsuccessful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 8 and target text page 3 line 14 
“Pay and Work Rights Helpline” has been translated as .ندرکراک و نادەراپ یناکەفام یتەمرای یڵێه  The 
translation is successful. The telephone number is written in English in the SK text. 
 
Source text page 3 line 10 and target text page 3 line 15 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 12 and target text page 3 line 17 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 3 line 18 
“Employment Tribunal” has been translated as ندرکراک یکێڵانویبیارت. The translation is unsuccessful. The 
translator has used cultural borrowing using Kurdish script for ‘tribunal’, plus grammatical but 
semantically anomalous calque. S/he should have used the word court to explain what the ‘tribunal’ 
is. 
 
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 3 line 18 
“Trade union” has been translated as ناراکێرک یاکیدنەس. The translation is only partly successful because 
the function of a trades union is different in the two cultures.  
 
Source text page 3 line 14 and target text page 3 line 19 
“Citizen Advice Bureau” has been translated as نایتڵاواه ییامنێڕ یەگنامرەف. The translator has used ییامنێڕ 
renmai: throughout the text which means guidance and not advice. It is likely that the translator is an 
Iranian Kurd. The translator has used the same word ییامنێڕ renmai: for guidance in the text. So for 
both advice and guidance s/he has used ییامنێڕ renmai:. Although the word advice has been translated 
as guidance the overall meaning is correct and the translation is therefore partly successful. The office 
is called CAB and not CGB. It obviously provides advice and guidance. 
 
Source text page 3 line 16 and target text page 3 line 21 
“Health and safety” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 17 and target text page 3 line 23 
“HSE” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is unsuccessful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 18 and target text page 3 line 22 
“On line” has been translated as تێنرەتنیﺋ رەسەل. The translation is successful. The back translation is on 
the internet. 
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Source text page 3 line 18 and target text page 3 line 24 
“HSE” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is unsuccessful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 20 and target text page 3 line 25 
“Health and Safety Executive” has been translated as  و یتسوردنەت یندناڕەپاڕیتەملاەس . See source text page 
1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7. In the beginning of the text, the translator translated HSE into SK 
and retained the HSE abbreviation in English. It is possible that the commissioner has instructed the 
translator to do so. Overall, I do not think that the target reader will fully understand the translation. 
 
Source text page 3 line 23 and target text page 3 line 28 
“Health and Safety Inspectors” has been translated as یتەملاەس و یتسوردنەت ینارەنکشپ. The translation is 
only partly successful because the translation is word for word. It requires an addition or explanation 
so the TC readers can understand the function and the responsibilities of the inspectors. 
 
Source text page 3 line 25 and target text page 3 line 30 
“Leaflet” has been translated as ەکۆڤڵاب. The translation is partly successful. Translator seems to have 
created the Kurdish word ەکۆڤڵاب, which sounds like Badini Kurdish. The word leaflet has now almost 
been domesticated and is normally understood by the members of the UK-based Kurdish community. 
 
Source text page 3 line 26 and target text page 3 line 31 
“© crown copyright” has not been translated and is retained as it is. It is possible that the 
commissioner has requested this. The translation is only partly successful because the translator has 
used cultural borrowing using English script and SK readers are unlikely to properly understand the 
text. 
 
Source text page 3 line 28 and target text page 3 line 34 
“Health and Safety Executive” has not been translated and retained as Health and Safety Executive. It 
is possible that the commissioner has requested this. The translation is unsuccessful because the 
translator has used cultural borrowing using English script and the SK readers will not understand the 
function of Health and Safety Executive. 
 
 
Text 2, Sheet 2 
Comments on the text “Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)” 
 
Source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1 
“Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)” has been translated as ەنیێم یێزوواز یمادنەﺋۆک یندرککتەﺋ. The 
translation is partly successful. It is possible that the commissioner has requested that the translator 
retains the abbreviation. ‘FGM’ is now understood by some educated SK speakers/activists/feminists 
who understand some English and work with women’s organizations and agencies that deal with 
gender and female issues. The translator has translated the word ‘mutilation’ as ɛtkkrdn ندرککتەﺋ 
which is also used for rape or humiliation. The translator has kept the English ‘FGM’ in the TT. In SK 
ەنەتەخ xɛtɛnɛ is also used. This is very similar to the Arabic word ناتخ xitān, xatān, which the translator 
could have used successfully.  
 
Source text page 1 line 5 and target text page 1 line 5 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful.  See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful.  See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 8 
“Sunna” has been translated as تەننوس. The translation is successful. This is because, most, if not all, 
religious words are understood by SK speakers, especially religious people. The translators has used 
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cultural borrowing using an Arabic word which is accepted in Kurdish. This can be described as a cross-
translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 8 
“Gudniin” has been transliterated as نیندوگ. The translation is unsuccessful. This is because “Gudniin” 
is a common noun, and when it is transliterated and not explained, it won’t be understood by SK 
readers. The translators has used cultural borrowing with transliteration using Kurdish script without 
explication.  
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 9  
“Tahur” has been transliterated as روھەت. The translation is unsuccessful. This is because, “Tahur” is a 
common noun, and when it is transliterated and not explained, it won’t be understood by SK readers. 
The translators has used cultural borrowing with transliteration using Kurdish script without 
explication.  
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 9 
“Megrez” has been transliterated as زیرگێم. The translation is unsuccessful. This is because, “Megrez” 
is a common noun, and when it is transliterated and not explained, it won’t be understood by SK 
readers. The translators has used cultural borrowing with transliteration using Kurdish script without 
explication. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 9 
“Khitan” has been transliterated as اتەخن  xatān, xitān. The translation is partly successful. The 
translator has used cultural borrowing with transliteration using an Arabic word, with a slightly 
different pronunciation, which is accepted in Sorani Kurdish. This can be described as a cross-
translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 11 and target text page 1 line 10 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 13 and target text page 1 line 12 
“Small labia” has been translated as ێز یکووچب یچل . The translation is successful as the translator has 
explained the notion properly.   
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 19  
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 21 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 21 
“Custom” has been translated as بادتیرەنو . The translation is partly successful. In this text the 
translator has used تیرەنوباد for both ‘tradition’ and ‘custom’.   
 
Source text page 1 line 24 and target text page 1 line 23 
“Preserving tradition” has been translated as تیرەن و مسوڕ ینتساراپ. The translation is partly successful. 
In this text the translator has used تیرەنوباد for both ‘tradition’ and ‘custom’. But مسوڕ is added to 
‘tradition’ to explain it. مسوڕ is Arabic and Farsi. 
 
Source text page 1 line 25 and target text page 1 line 24 
“Preserving virginity” has been translated as ییەزیکاپ ینتساراپ. The translation is successful. The 
translator has used two words نتساراپ parastn and ییەزیکاپ pakizai: for the original text which consists 
of two words, preserving virginity. The translator has used نتساراپ for both ‘preserving’ and 
‘protecting’.ییەزیکاپ is very formal register and therefore, may not be understood by less educated 
readers. 
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Source text page 1 line 27 and target text page 1 line 26 
“Protecting family honour” has been translated as نازێخ یفەرەش ینتساراپ. The translation is successful 
because family honour means their daughter's virginity. 
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 1 line 27 
“Marriage” has been translated as ندرکوش. The translation is only partly successful; یریگرەسواھ 
hawsɛrgi:ri: would have been more appropriate and natural. In this context the translator might refer 
to a female, but it would still be more appropriate to use یریگرەسواھ hawsɛrgi:ri:. The meaning of the 
word marriage is broader than the word ندرکوش. 
 
Source text page 1 line 29 and target text page 1 line 28 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 1 and target text page 2 line 1 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 2 and target text page 2 line 2  
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 2 and target text page 2 line 2 
“Sunna” has been translated as تەننوس. See source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 8, 
above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 3 and target text page 2 line 3 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 4 and target text page 2 line 4 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 5 and target text page 2 line 5  
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 5 and target text page 2 line 7 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
Source text page 2 line 9 and target text page 2 line 7 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
Source text page 2 line 10 and target text page 2 line 9 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
 
Source text page 2 line 18 and target text page 2 line 10 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
Source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 2 line 18 
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“GP” has been translated as GP یپ یج. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. It is possible that the commissioner has requested that the translator retains the 
abbreviation. The role of GP does not exist in the target culture TC. This is because the health system 
is different in Kurdish-speaking countries.  Although ‘GP’ is understood by the majority of the members 
of the UK based Kurdish community and by SK speakers who have knowledge about medical matters, 
the role of GP has not been explained. 
 
Source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 2 line 19 
“Other healthcare professional” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یتشرەپرەس یەماراک یکێسەک. The 
translation is partly successful.  The role of healthcare professional has not been fully explained. The 
role is different in the TC. This is because the health system is different in Kurdish-speaking countries.  
Although this translation might be understood by the majority of the members of the UK-based 
Kurdish community and by SK speakers who have knowledge about medical maters, the function of 
healthcare professional has not been properly explained. 
 
Source text page 2 line 20 and target text page 2 line 20 
“Midwife” has been translated as نامام maman. The translation is successful. This is not always a 
professional role in the TC. The task is undertaken by an older woman. There is no such thing as a male 
midwife in Kurdish culture. The role of midwife is thus different in the SC and the TC and this has not 
been explained. The health system generally is different in Kurdish-speaking countries. 
 
Source text page 2 line 21 and target text page 2 line 18 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
  
Source text page 2 line 23 and target text page 2 line 23  
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
  
Source text page 2 line 24 and target text page 2 line 25 
“NSPCC” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is 
unsuccessful.  It is possible that the commissioner has requested that the translator retains the 
abbreviation, or the translator has used this to avoid making mistakes or confusion. Such abbreviations 
always create difficulties for translators because, in order to translate them, one has to know the full 
name and then to be able to translate the meaning and the function. 
 
Source text page 2 line 27 and target text page 2 line 27 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
  
Source text page 2 line 28 and target text page 2 line 27 
“GP” has been translated as GP یپ یج. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 2 line 18, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 28 and target text page 2 line 27 
“Health visitor” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یراکنادرەس. The translation is partly successful. See 
source text page 2 line 28 and target text page 2 line 27, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 28 and target text page 2 line 28 
“Other healthcare professional” has been translated as  رەھەک یتسوردنەت یتشرەپرەس یەماراک یکێسەک . The 
translation is partly successful. See source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 2 line 19, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 1 and target text page 3 line 1 
“Health passport” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یترۆپساپ. This is a word-for-word translation and no 
equivalent exists in the TC. The function has not been explained. The translation is only partly 
successful as the purpose of health passport has not been translated. The word passport has been 
borrowed into SK with a slight pronunciation as ترۆپاسەپ pɛsaport. 
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Source text page 3 line 2 and target text page 3 line 2 
“(A statement) opposing Female Genital Mutilation” has been translated as ب کێترۆپاڕ یەوەنووچاژگەب ۆ
ەنیێم یێزوواز یمادنەئۆک یندرککتەئ. The translation is partly successful. Earlier in the translator has kept the 
English form “FGM”. It is likely that the commissioner has requested that the abbreviation be retained. 
‘FGM’ is currently understood only by some Kurdish professionals and some Kurds who speak English. 
The lack of consistency can be noticed in the translation. The translator has translated the word 
statement as report ترۆپاڕ Raport.  S/he has translated the word mutilation as ɛtkkrdn ندرککتەﺋ which 
is also used in SK for rape or humiliation. Unlike the previous translations in the text, the translator 
has not retained the English abbreviation ‘FGM.’  
 
Source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 3 line 5 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
  
Source text page 3 line 8 and target text page 3 line 7 
“FGM” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
Source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 8 
“NHS Digital” has been transliterated as ڵاتیجید سێﺋ چێﺋ نێﺋ (NHS Digital). The translation is partly 
successful. The translator has used cultural borrowing with transliterated using Kurdish and English 
scripts. The translation is partly successful. ‘NHS Digital’ does not exist in the TC and the purpose, 
function and role have not been explained. It is possible that the commissioner had requested that 
the translator retain the abbreviation. ‘NHS’ is probably understood by most Kurds who have been 
living in the UK for quite some time. However, Kurdish people who live in the Kurdish-speaking 
countries do not understand ‘NHS’.  
 
Source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 9 
“FGM” has been translated as ەنیێم یێزوواز یمادنەئۆک یندناوێش (FGM). The translation is successful. I think 
this is a better translation of ‘FGM’ than the other versions in the text. The translator has used cultural 
borrowing without transliteration using English script for ‘FGM’, plus explication. See also source text 
page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
 
Source text page 3 line 10 and target text page 3 line 8 
“Department of Health” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یشەب. The translation is unsuccessful. The 
health system and the government structures in Britain and Kurdistan are different. Department of 
Health does not exist in the target culture TC. In the target culture, there is a Ministry of Health  یتەرازەو
یتسوردنەت یتسوردنەت. This has been translated literally, which does not explain the role of the 
department. 
 
Source text page 3 line 10 and target text page 3 line 8 
“NHS England” has been transliterated as هرەتلگنیئ سێئ چێئ نێئ. The translation is only partly successful. 
The translator has failed to explain the function and the role of NHS England which does not exist in 
the target TC. Although the UK-based Kurdish community might be familiar with the words NHS and 
England, they will still need to know the purpose and function of the body. 
 
Source text page 3 line 11 and target text page 3 line 10 
“FGM Enhanced Database” has been translated as یڕپوڕچ یرایناز FGM. The translation is only partly 
successful. See also source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 3 line 12 
“NHS” has been translated as سێئ چێئ نێئ. The translation is partly successful. The translator has failed 
to explain the function and the role of NHS which does not exist in the target TC. See also source text 
page 3 line 10 and target text page 3 line 8, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 14 and target text page 3 line 13 
“FGM” has been translated as هواردنێوێش ناێێزوواز یمادنەﺋۆک FGM. The translation is successful. See source 
text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 9, above. 
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Source text page 3 line 15 and target text page 3 line 15 
“NHS Digital” has been transliterated as ڵاتیجید سێﺋ چێﺋ نێﺋ (NHS Digital). The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 8, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 16 and target text page 3 line 16 
“NHS (number)” has been translated as سێئ چێئ نێئ )یەرامژ( . The translation is only partly successful. 
The translator has failed to explain the function and the role of the NHS, which does not exist in the 
target TC. See also source text page 3 line 10 and target text page 3 line 8, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 17 and target text page 3 line 17 
“FGM” has been translated as ەنیێم یێزوواز یمادنەﺋۆک یندناوێش FGM. The translation is successful. See also 
source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 9, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 18 and target text page 3 line 17 
“FGM” has been translated as ەکەندناوێش FGM. The translation is successful. I think this is a better 
translation of FGM than the other versions in the text. The translator has used cultural borrowing 
without transliteration using English script for ‘FGM’, plus explication. See also source text page 1 line 
1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 18 and target text page 3 line 18 
“FGM” has been translated as ەکەندناوێش FGM. The translation is successful. See source text page 3 line 
18 and target text page 3 line 17, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 18 and target text page 3 line 18 
“FGM” has been translated as ەکەندناوێش  FGM. The translation is successful. See source text page 3 line 
18 and target text page 3 line 17, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 19 and target text page 3 line 19 
“FGM” has been translated as ەکەندناوێش  FGM. The translation is successful. See source text page 3 line 
18 and target text page 3 line 17, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 20 and target text page 3 line 20 
“GP” has been translated as ‘(GPs) ناکەرۆتکد’ (GPs) dktorɛkan, the latter word meaning doctors. The 
translator has retained the original. The translation is successful. It is possible that the commissioner 
has requested that the translator retains the abbreviation. See source text page 2 line 19 and target 
text page 2 line 18. 
 
Source text page 3 line 20 and target text page 3 line 20 
“Other healthcare providers” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یتشرەپرەس یەکید یناراکنیباد. The 
translation is partly successful. See also source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 2 line 19, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 21 and target text page 3 line 21 
“NHS Digital” has been transliterated as ڵاتیجید سێﺋ چێﺋ نێﺋ (NHS Digital). The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 8, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 23 and target text page 3 line 23 
“Health professional” has been transliterated as   یتسوردنەت یرەوەشیپ . The translator has previously used 
ەماراک karamɛ for professional. But s/he has now used ەوەشیپر  pi:shɛwɛr. There is inconsistency in the 
rendition. The translation is partly successful. 
  
Source text page 3 line 24 and target text page 3 line 24 
“NHS Digital” has been transliterated as ڵاتیجید سێﺋ چێﺋ نێﺋ (NHS Digital). The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 3 line 8, above.  
 
Source text page 3 line 28 and target text page 3 line 29 
 “FGM” has been translated as ەنیێم یێزوواز یمادنەئۆک یندناوێش (FGM). The translation is successful. See 
also source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above.  
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Source text page 3 line 30 and target text page 3 line 30 
“© Crown copyright” has been translated as ‘© Crown copyright’. The translation is only partly 
successful. Copyright might be understood by some educated SK speakers. It could have been 
translated as هوارزێراپ یندرکپاچ یفام mafj chapkrdni: parezrawɛ. The back translation is the right of 
copying is preserved. 
 
Source text page 3 line 32 and target text page 3 line 32 
“Produced by Wiliams Lea for the Department of Health” has been translated as یل سمەیلو یندرکەداماﺋ 
(Williams Lea) .یتسوردنەت یشەبۆب  Wiliams Lea is transliterated and written in English between brackets. 
Department of Health is the Ministry of Health in the TC but has been translated word for word. The 
translation is only partly successful because it has not been fully explained. 
 
 
Text 3, Sheet 3: 
Comments on the text “Women: Help if you are Facing Abuse from a Partner or Family Member”.  
ناتەرفائ :تیب یژێردتسەد یراچود ەوەتەکەنازێخ یکێمادنەئ نای ەوەتەکەرەسواه نەیلاەل رەگەئ تێرکەد نیباد ۆب تیتەمرای.  
 
Source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1 
“Scottish refugee council” has not been translated. The translator has retained the original text, i.e. 
Scottish refugee council. The translation is unsuccessful. Scottish refugee council is understood by 
some SK speakers in the UK as a body but the function will not be understood unless it is properly 
translated, i.e. ادنەلتۆکس ەل نارەبانەپ یرابوراک ەب تەبیات ینەموجنەﺋ ɛnjumɛni: taybɛt bɛ karubarj pɛnɛbɛran lɛ 
skotlɛnda. The back translation is: A council which deals with refugees issues in Scotland. 
 
Source text page 1 line 4 and target text page 1 line 5  
“Abuse” has been translated as یژێردتسەد, meaning assault. The translation is partly successful because 
یژێردتس هد  dɛstdrezhʒi: is a form of abuse. 
 
Source text page 1 line 5 and target text page 1 line 4 
Partner” has been translated as رەسواھ, meaning spouse. The word رەسواھ  usually means a wife or a 
husband. Generally partner does not mean one of a married couple. However, in this context/leaflet 
it does mean this. It has a broader meaning than the Kurdish equivalent رەسواھ hawsɛr. The translation 
is partly successful. Hawsɛr means 'spouse', i.e. husband or wife. It is a hyponym because ر ەسواھ 
hawsɛr has a narrower meaning than ‘partner’. So, partner is a hyperonym as it has a wider meaning 
thanرەسواھ hawsɛr. 
 
Source text page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6 
Domestic abuse” has been translated as ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتسەد. This It should have been translated 
as ژیتودنوتیی ینازێخ  tundutiʒi: xezani:, which is taken from the Arabic translation يرسلأا فنعلا alʿunf 
alʾusary This approach is called 'indirect translation'. The translation is partly successful because it 
means assault and violence at home / or in the home. 
 
Source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7 
Domestic abuse” has been translated as ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتسەد. See comment on source text page 
1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6, above.Source text page 1 line  
 
Source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7 
Intimate partner” has been translated as کیزن یکێرەسواھ.The translation is unsuccessful because this 
means a close partner. The translation includes a hyperonym of intimate. It also involves a hyponym 
for the translation of partner which is رەسواھ hawsɛr in SK and has a narrower meaning. The translation 
is wrong. 
 
Source text page 1 line 8 and target text page 1 line 8 
 “Domestic abuse” has been translated as ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتسەد. See comment on source text 
page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6. 
 
Source text page 1 line 9 and target text page 1 line 10 
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Emotional” has been translated as  یرادزۆس)یفیتاع( . The translator has used a double translation and 
brackets, firstly in Kurdish and then in Arabic. The Arabic word یفیتاع atjfi: has been transliterated into 
Kurdish. This is unnecessary addition. This should have been translated as یرادزۆس sozdari:. The 
translation is still successful. The Arabic word یفیتاع atifi: in brackets is a kind of gloss translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 11 and target text page 1 line 12 
.“Sexual” has been translated as  یسکێس)یسنج( . The translator has used a double translation and 
brackets, firstly in Kurdish and then in Arabic. The Arabic word یسنج ʤjnsi: or ʤnsi: has been 
transliterated into Kurdish. The Arabic word یسنج ʤjnsi: or ʤnsi: in brackets is a kind of gloss 
translation. This is unnecessary addition. This should have been translated as یسکێس seksi:. The 
translation is still successful. 
 
 Source text page 1 line 13 and target text page 1 line 14 
“Domestic abuse” has been translated as  ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتس هد . See comment on source text 
page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6. 
 
Source text page 1 line 13 and target text page 1 line 14 
.“Gender” has been translated as  ەیچ ەکەسەک یمخوت)ەنیێم نای ەنیرێن( . Alternatively, ‘Gender’ could have 
been translated as  رەدنەج /رەدنەژ  ʒɛndɛr / dʒɛndɛr which is now used in SK with a slightly different 
pronunciation and understood by educated people. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 13 and target text page 1 line 15 
Sexuality” has been translated asەیچ یسکێس یووزەراﺋ یراب. The translation is successful because the 
translator has successfully explained the meaning of ‘sexuality’. 
 
Source text page 1 line 14 and target text page 1 line 16  
“Victim” has been translatedڵاموان یژیتودنوت و یژێردتسەد یناکەینابروق. The translation is successful because 
the translator has successfully explained the meaning of ‘victim’. 
ource text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 15. “Domestic abuse” has been translated as   هد
ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتس. See comment on source text page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6. 
 
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 18  
“Unacceptable” has been translated asتێردانێپ یەگێڕ و ەدن ەسەپان. The translation is overall successful 
although the translator has used a near-synonym doublet (cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2017: pp. 
83-85) with an unnecessary addition.  
 
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 18 
.“Lawyers (register)” has been translated as   ناکەرەزێراپ)ناکەیماحوم( . The translation is overall successful 
although the translator has used the Arabic word ناکەیماحوم muћami:  in brackets, which is a kind of 
gloss translation. See also comment on source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 18. 
 
Source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 19 
.“Report” has been translated as  . نادرەبەخ It is previously translated as ترۆپاڕ raport. The translation 
is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 17 and target text page 1 line 16  
“Domestic abuse” has been translated as  ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتس هد . See comment on source text 
page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 21“Scottish refugee council” has been translated 
as Scottish Refugee Council  ڵسنواک یجویفیڕ شیتۆکس- ادنەلتۆکس ینارەبانەپ ینەموجنەئ . The translator has 
written the exact name in English, transliterated it and then translated it. The back translation is A 
council of refugees of Scotland. It should have been translated as ەل نارەبانەپ یرابوراک ەب تەبیات ینەموجنەﺋ
ادنەلتۆکس. The translation is partly successful, since the UK based SK speakers may partly understand 
SRC, but they will not understand the role of the council. Again the translator has used a translation 
with an accompanying gloss. It is possible that the commissioner has requested this. 
 
Source text page 1 line 20 and target text page 1 line 22 
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.“Domestic abuse” has been translated as  ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتس هد . See comment on source text 
page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6, above. 
20 and target text page 1 line 22. “Domestic abuse” has been translated as  ڵاموان یژیتودنووت و یژێردتس هد . 
See comment on source text page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 22 and target text page 1 line 24 
.“Scottish refugee council” has been translated as ڵسنواک یجویفیڕ شیتۆکس. The translator has 
transliterated it. It should have been translated asادنەلتۆکس ەل نارەبانەپ یرابوراک ەب تەبیات ینەموجنەﺋ ɛnjumɛni: 
taybɛt bɛ karubarj pɛnɛbɛran lɛ skotlɛnda. The back translation is: A council which deals with refugees 
issues in Scotland. The translation is partly successful since the UK based SK speakers may partly 
understand SRC, but they will not understand the role of the council. It is likely that the commissioner 
has requested this. 
 
Source text page 1 line 23 and target text page 1 line 25 
.“Female caseworker” has been translated as تەرفائ یرەکرەوسیەک. The translator has again used تەرفاﺋ 
afrɛt for the word female, which is not acceptable to some females (they do not want to be called 
this) because they think the word has come from the Arabic word ةَرْوَع ʿawrah which means genital 
organs ; genitalia ; genitals ; loins ; private parts. So females see this as a form of humiliation. The 
translation is partly successful because the members of the UK-based Kurdish community understand 
the word caseworker which the translator has transliterated.  
 
Source text page 1 line 25 and target text page 1 line 27 
“Interpreter” has been translated using the Arabic word میجرەتومThe  mutɛrʤjm (which is also used in 
SK and some other languages). S/he could have used a proper formal SK word which is ڕێگر هو uɛrger. 
 میجرەتومis also used in informal and spoken SK. میجرەتوم mutɛrʤjm is a hyperonym because, میجرەتوم 
which is originally Arabic but is used in informal SK, means both interpreter and translator. The 
translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 1 line 29 
“Partner” has been translated as سواھرە . See comment on source text page 1 line 5 and target text 
page 1 line 4.  
 
Source text page 2 line 1 and target text page 2 line 1 
“Specialist agencies” has been translated as دنەمتەبیات و ڕۆپسپ اگزەد. The translation is successful. a near-
synonym doublet (cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2017: pp. 83-85).  
 
Source text page 2 line 2 and target text page 2 line 1 
“Counselling (and advice)” has been translated as  و ییامنێڕ)یراگژۆماﺋ( . The translation is unsuccessful. 
‘Counselling’ is translated as ییامنێڕ renmai:, which means guidance. The translation is incorrect. The 
translator has used mis-explication. 
 
Source text page 2 line 2 and target text page 2 line 2 
“(dealing with your experiences of) domestic abuse” has been translated as  یەوەنووبووڕەبووڕ یتەینۆچ
ڵاموان ییژیتودنووت و یژێردتسەد یەلەسەم. See comment on source text page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 
line 6. 
 
Source text page 2 line 5 and target text page 2 line 5 
“Partner” has been translated as رەسواھ. See comment on source text page 1 line 5 and target text 
page 1 line 4. 
 
Source text page 2 line 5 and target text page 2 line 5 
“Domestic abuse” has been translated as ڵاموان ییژیتودنووت و یژێردتسەد یەلەسەم. The translator has added 
یەلەسەم mɛsɛlɛj which means the matter of. See also comment on source text page 1 line 6 and target 
text page 1 line 6. The translation is partly successful because it is translated as assault and violence 
at home / or in the home. 
 
Source text page 2 line 6 and target text page 2 line 6 
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“Asylum claim” has been translated asیرەبانەپ یاواد. The translation is successful. Alternatively, it could 
have been translated as یرەبانەپ یفام یاوادwhich is more formal. 
Source text page 2 line 6 and target text page 2 line 6. “Legal representative” has been translated as 
 ییاسای یکێرەنێون)کەیماحوم( . The translation is successful. The back translation is a legal representative 
(your solicitor). See also comment on source text page 1 line 16 and target text page 1 line 18. 
 
Source text page 2 line 8 and target text page 2 line 8 
 “The Scottish Refugee Council, 5 Cadogan Square, (170 Blythswood Court) Glasgow G2 7PH” has been 
not translated. The translator has retained the original text. It is possible that the commissioner has 
asked that. Refugee council is understood by SK speakers in the UK as a body but the function will not 
be understood unless it is properly translated i.e. ادنەلتۆکس ەل نارەبانەپ یرابوراک ەب تەبیات ینەموجنەئ ɛnjumɛni: 
taybɛt bɛ karubarj pɛnɛbɛran lɛ skotlɛnda. The back translation is A council who deals with refugees 
issues in Scotland.  
 
Source text page 2 line 12 and target text page 2 line 12 
“Web: www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.uk” has been translated as ڕەپڵام: 
www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.uk. Again, although refugee council is understood by SK speakers in 
the UK as a body, the function will not be understood unless it is properly translated, i.e.  ینەموجنەئ
لتۆکس ەل نارەبانەپ یرابوراک ەب تەبیاتادنە  ɛnjumɛni: taybɛt bɛ karubarj pɛnɛbɛran lɛ skotlɛnda. The back 
translation is A council which deals with refugees issues in Scotland. Overall, the translation is 
successful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 13 and target text page 2 line 13 
“Registered Charity No: SC008639” has been translated as یەرامژ رامۆت وکەو یکێوارخکێڕ یزاوخرێخ : 
SC008639. The translation is successful. 
 
 
Text 4, Sheet 4 
Comments on the text “Remember your rights when detained” 
 
Source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1 
The word “detained” has been translated as تیوارک ریگسەد. This is used is spoken language. It is spelled 
wrong in written SK. The correct spelling should be تیوارک ریگتسەد. The letter ت t is silent in spoken SK. 
Throughout the text, all occurrence of تیوارک ریگسەد are spelled incorrectly. The correct spelling should 
be تیوارک ریگتسەد. The letter ت t  is missing. This is because it is silent in spoken SK and the translator 
seems to be confused. The translation is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 2 and target text page 1 line 2 
Notice has been translated as یراداگائ, which means ‘announcement’. The translator has used یراداگائ, 
which could also mean announcement in English. In SK ینیبێت would have been better. The translation 
is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 3 and target text page 1 line 3 
EU Directive has been translated as اپوروەئ یتێکەی یناکەیینامنێڕ. Here the English abbreviation is not 
retained. The back translation is ‘the EU guidance’. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 6 and target text page 1 line 6 
Code of Practice C has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The English text is partly retained in the 
retention of the ‘C’. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7 
In SK the general equivalents of ‘solicitor’ has different meanings according to the person's 
qualifications and experiences in the field of law. When a university student graduates, s/he is رەنێهاڕ 
and after some years of practice, they will be اراک. Then when they are more senior, they will be 
راکژێواڕ. Solicitor is also sometimes translated as لیکەو which is taken from Arabic and Farsi. The UK 
legal system is completely different to the ones in the Kurdish-speaking countries i.e. Iraq and Iran 
(South and Eastern Kurdistan). So the roles of the solicitors and the way they work are different. In 
the UK there are different names for legal professionals and legal representatives e.g. ‘lawyer’, 
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‘solicitor, ‘advocate’, ‘barrister’, ‘legal executive’, ‘legal clerk’, ‘counsel’. Since the legal systems are 
different, they will create huge difficulties for translators and interpreters working between English 
and SK. 
 
Source text page 1 line 10 and target text page 1 line 10 
Codes of Practice has been translated as اکاسێڕندرکراک ین  ‘Code of Practice’. The translator has used 
cultural borrowing using English script, plus explication. It is possible that the commissioner wanted 
the translator to keep the English. Although the translator is inconsistent, the translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18 
The word “arrested” has been translated as تیوارک ریگسەد. The SK equivalent is spelled wrong. The 
correct spelling should be تیوارک ریگتسەد. The letter ت t is silent in spoken SK. Throughout the text, all 
occurrences of تیوارک ریگسەد are spelled incorrectly. The correct spelling should be تیوارک ریگتسەد. The 
letter  ت  t is missing. The translation is successful. تیوارک ریگسەد has incorrectly been used for detained 
in this text instead of تیوارک رەسەب تسەد which is a correct equivalent for detained. The translator has 
used different translations for the word ‘detained’, i.e. ەتاو تیواریگاڕ (فیقوت-in Arabic) تیواریگ,   ریگتسەد
تیوارک, etc. تیواریگاڕ means ‘you are remanded’. There is inconsistency in the translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18, ST.  
The word “detained” has been translated as تیواریگاڕ.  See also source text page 1 line 19 and target 
text page 1 line 18 above. The translation is partly successful. This is better than some other 
translations which the translator has provided for ‘detained’. 
 
Source text page 1 line 20 and target text page 1 line 20 
“Solicitor” has been translated as تەکەرەزێراپ.The translation is successful. See also source text page 1 
line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 21 
The word “arrested” has been translated as “تیوارک ریگسەد”. The SK equivalent is spelled wrong. The 
correct spelling should be رک ریگتسەدتیوا . The letter ت t is silent in spoken SK. Throughout the text, all 
occurrences of تیوارک ریگسەد are spelled incorrectly. The correct spelling should be تیوارک ریگتسەد. The 
letter ت t  is missing. The translation is successful. تیوارک ریگسەد has incorrectly been used for detained 
in this text instead of تیوارک رەسەب تسەد, which is a correct equivalent. The translator has used different 
translations for the word ‘detained’, i.e. ەتاو تیواریگاڕ (فیقوت-in Arabic) تیوارک ریگتسەد ،تیواریگ ،etc. 
اڕتیواریگ  means ‘you are remanded’. There is inconsistency in the translation. 
 
Source text page 1 line 23 and target text page 1 line 23 
The word “interpreter” has been translated as  ڕێگرەو)میجرەتوم( . Here, ڕێگرەو is a proper SK word. 
میجرەتوم is also used in spoken SK, but it is Arabic and used in other West Asian languages. Another 
alternative, ەتناموجر , is very rarely used and it is very informal. The translator has used a double 
translation ڕێگرەو)میجرەتوم ( . 
 
Source text page 1 line 26 and target text page 1 line 28, ST 
The word “detained” has been translated as تیواریگاڕ. The translation is partly successful. See also 
source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 27 and target text page 2 line 1,  
The word “detain” has been translated as نرگبتاڕ. The translation is partly successful. See also source 
text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18, above.  
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 line 2 
The phrase “if you are charged” has been translated as تیێرکب رابتەمۆت یمرەف ەب رەگەﺋ. The back translation 
is if you are formally accused. It is difficult to distinguish between ‘charged’ and ‘accused’ when 
translating into SK. 
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 line 2 
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The word “case” has been translated as سیەک, which is essentially the same in both SK and English. The 
word سیەک ‘case’ kɛjs has now been naturalised into SK. It is almost the same in meaning as Arabic یضقة  
qaḍīah. 
 
Source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 line 2, ST 
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 1 line 29 and target text page2 line 3 
The word “evidence” has been translated as ەگڵەب. Although translation is still successful, it would have 
been better if the translator had used the plural ناکەگڵەب. This refers mainly to written evidence in SK. 
“Evidence” has a singular and plural in SK.  
 
Source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 2 line 6 
The phrase “police custody officer” has been translated as سیلۆپ یەکنب ینترگ یرەسفەﺋ, which is incorrect. 
The back translation is “the officer taking the police station”. While  سیلۆپ یەکنب ینترگ یرەسفەﺋ is used 
here,  سیلۆپ یەکنب ینترگ یرەسفەﺋ is used elsewhere in the text The two of them are very different in 
meaning. Also in another part of the text “police custody officer” is translated as ‘arresting officer’ 
نترگ یرەسفەﺋ. The translator has not explained the rank and the role of the officer. The meaning is not 
clear to the SK readers because the police ranks and the entire system are different in Kurdish-
speaking countries. 
 
Source text page 1 line 31 and target text page 2 line 6, ST 
The phrase “Home Office” has been retained as it is in the TT. The translation is partly successful. It is 
possible that the commissioner has asked the translator to retain this English term as it is. This should 
have been explained or translated as the ‘Ministry of Internal Affairs’. 
 
Source text page 1 line 31 and target text page 2 line 6 
The phrase “Legal Aid Agency” has been retained as it is in the TT. The translation is partly successful. 
It is possible that the commissioner has asked the translator to retain this English term as it is. The 
function and the purpose of the agency should have been explained to the target readers. 
 
Source text page 1 line 31 and target text page 2 line 6, ST  
“The Law Society” has been retained as it is in the TT. The translation is partly successful. It is possible 
that the commissioner has asked the translator to retain this English term as it is. “The Law Society”, 
of course, does not mean anything in SK and it should have been explained. The translator has failed 
to explain the function/role of the Law Society. 
 
Source text page 1 line 34 and target text page 2 line 9 
“Notice of Rights and Entitlements” has been translated as ناکەنادێپەگێڕ و فام ینیبێت. Entitlements should 
have been translated as تناکەتسیاش. The translator has used ناکەنادێپەگێڕ, which is relatively acceptable 
and might be understood by SK readers. The translation is partly successful.   
 
Source text page 2 line 3 and target text page 3 line 3 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 4 and target text page 3 line 4 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 5 and target text page 3 line 5 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 6 and target text page 3 line 7 
“Police Custody Officer” has been translated as سیلۆپ یەکنب ەل نترگ یرەسفەﺋ. The translation is 
unsuccessful. See source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 2 line 6, above. 
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Source text page 2 line 9 and target text page 3 line 9, ST 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. “Advice” has 
been translated as ییامنێڕ which means guidance. It should have been translated as یراگژۆماﺋ. 
 
Source text page 2 line 12 and target text page 3 line 12 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 13 and target text page 3 line 13 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 17 and target text page 3 line 17 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 18 and target text page 3 line 18 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 19 and target text page 3 line 19 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 20 and target text page 3 line 21 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
  
Source text page 2 line 21 and target text page 3 line 22 
The word “case” has been translated as سیەک. See source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 
line 2, above. 
  
Source text page 2 line 21 and target text page 3 line 22 
“Involving less serious matters” has been translated as ەیەھ ەوەرتکوس یەشێکەب نایدنەویەپ ەلەسەم. The back 
translation is ‘a lighter matter’. 
 
Source text page 2 line 21 and target text page 3 line 22 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ێڕ ییاسای ییامن . The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
  
Source text page 2 line 22 and target text page 3 line 23,  
“[Telephone] advice” has been translated as  ییامنێڕ]ینوفەلەت [ . The translation is partly successful. 
“Advice” has been translated as ییامنێڕ, which means guidance. It should have been translated as 
یراگژۆماﺋ. 
 
Source text page 2 line 22 and target text page 3 line 23 
“[Qualified] advisors” has been translated as واڕ یراکژێ]اراک[ . The translation is partly successful. 
راکژێواڕ means advisor and اراک means active. I believe that the translator does not understand the role 
of the qualified advisor. 
 
Source text page 2 line 22 and target text page 3 line 23 
“Qualified” has been translated as اراک. The translation is partly successful. اراک means active. I believe 
that the translator does not understand the role of the qualified advisor. 
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Source text page 2 line 22 and target text page 3 line 24 
“Criminal Defence Service (CDS) Direct” has been translated as ۆخوەتساڕ یراکناوات یرگرەب یرازاوگتەمزخ 
(CDS). The abbreviation is retained. It is possible that the commissioner has requested this. The 
translation is unsuccessful because the role and the function have not been explained. 
 
Source text page 2 line 23 and target text page 3 line 25 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 26 and target text page 3 line 27 
“Eye witness identification procedure” has been translated as ەب ەک هوەکێدیھاش یەگێڕ ەل هوەنیسان ینێوشوێڕ 
هوینیب یەکەوادوڕ یۆخ یواچ. The back translation is the procedure of identifying through an eye witness 
who with his/her own eyes has seen the incident. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 27 and target text page 3 line 30 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یکێسەک. The back translation is "A suitable 
adult". The word واجنوگ means ‘suitable’. It is acceptable but واو ەت would have been more acceptable. 
Overall, the translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 30 and target text page 3 line 33 
“You allege serious misconduct” has been translated as  سیلۆپ ەیاوگ ەک ەوودرک تەوەﺋ یساب ۆت یتوەکوسڵەھ
هودناون یپارخرۆز. The ST meaning has been completely explained in the TT, and the translator used 
addition. The back translation is “You have mentioned that apparently the police have behaved very 
badly”. Overall, the translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 31 and target text page 4 line 1 
“[Free] advice” has been translated as  ییامنێڕ]ییاڕۆخ[ . Here, ییاڕۆخ means ‘free’ but it is informal. ێب
رەبمارەب is formal. The translator has used ییامنێڕ which means guidance. ‘Advice’ should have been 
translated as یراگژۆماﺋ. The translation is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 2 line 31 and target text page 4 line 1 
“CDS Direct” has been translated as ‘CDS'تکێڕیاد‘. The translator has transliterated the word “direct” 
and kept the “CDS” in English. S/he has failed to explain the role / function of ‘CDS Direct’. The 
translation is unsuccessful. The abbreviation is retained. It is possible that the commissioner has 
requested this. But this is not clear. 
 
Source text page 2 line 32 and target text page 4 line 3  
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 2 line 32 and target text page 4 line 4 
“[If they do] legal aid [work]” has been translated as  ییاسای یتەمرای یراک ەسەک وەﺋ رەگەﺋ)دیەﺋ ڵەگیل ( تاکب . 
The translation is partly successful. The translator has used transliteration instead of explaining the 
purpose and function / role of Legal Aid. SK speakers who have been living in the UK for some time 
might be able to understand what the translator means by “Legal Aid”. I would say the translation is 
partly successful only if the TT reader understands what “Legal Aid” means. 
 
Source text page 2 line 33 and target text page 4 line 5 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 33 and target text page 4 line 6  
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 2 line 33 and target text page 4 line 6 
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“[duty] solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ The translation is successful. See also source text page 
1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. “Duty” has been translated asرگکشێﺋ, which is usually used 
for night shifts. 
 
Source text page 2 line 35 and target text page 4 line 8 
“[duty] solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ The translation is successful. See also source text page 
1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. “Duty” has been translated asرگکشێﺋ is usually used for 
night shifts. 
 
Source text page 3 line 1 and target text page 4 line 9 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 2 and target text page 4 line 10 
“Defence Solicitor Call Centre (DSCC)” has been translated as یرگرەب ینارەزێراپ یناکەیدنەویەپ یدن هوان. The 
translator has explained this using word-for-word translation and that has affected the meaning. For 
‘solicitor’, see source text page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 3 and target text page 4 line 11 
“DSCC” has not been translated; rather the abbreviation is retained. The translation is not successful. 
The translator has failed to explain the role / function of the DSCC.  
 
Source text page 3 line 3 and target text page 4 line 11 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
  
Source text page 3 line 3 and target text page 4 line 12 
“CDS Direct” has been translated as “CDS "تکێڕیاد . See source text page 2 line 31 and target text page 
4 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 4 and target text page 4 line 12 
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 4 and target text page 4 line 13 
“[duty] solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ The translation is successful. See also source text page 
1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. “Duty” has been translated asرگکشێﺋ, which is usually used 
for night shifts. 
  
Source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 4 line 14  
“DSCC” has not been translated; rather the abbreviation is retained. The translation is not successful. 
The translator has failed to explain the role / function of the DSCC.  
  
Source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 4 line 14 
“DSCC Direct” has been translated as ‘CDS تکێڕیاد’. The translator has not translated ‘DSCC’. However, 
the word ‘direct’ has been transliterated as تکێڕیاد using SK script. This does not make sense since the 
function and the role of the DSCC has not been explained. The translation is unsuccessful. The 
abbreviation ‘DSCC’ is retained. It is possible that the commissioner has requested this, but this is not 
known. 
 
Source text page 3 line 6 and target text page 4 line 14 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
  
Source text page 3 line 8 and target text page 4 line 16 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
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Source text page 3 line 8 and target text page 4 line 17 
“Legal advice” has been translated as ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text 
page 2 line 11 and target text page 3 line 11, above. 
  
Source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 4 line 17 
“[When legal] advice [is limited]” has been translated as .ەوەتێبارک کسەترەب ییاڕۆخ ییاسای ییامنێڕ کێتاک   
The translator has added the Kurdish word for free, which is ییاڕۆخ xorai:. The back translation is 
"When free legal advice is narrowed". The word ‘limited’ has been translated as کسەترەب it is 
acceptable but رادرونس is more appropriate. The translation is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 9 and target text page 4 line 19 
“DSCC Direct” has been translated as CDS تکێڕیاد. See source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 4 
line 14, above. 
Source text page 3 line 10 and target text page 4 line 19 
“[You can still speak to a] solicitor [of your choice on the telephone if you want to]” has been translated 
as ەشۆخ تێپ تۆخ ەک تی ەکب ەسق کێرەزێراپ ڵ ەگەل نۆف ەلەت ر ەسەل تیناوتەد رەھ اتشێھ. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 11 and target text page 4 line 20 
The phrase “Legal Aid Agency” has been retained as it is in the TT. The translation is partly successful. 
See source text page 1 line 31 and target text page 2 line 6, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 12 and target text page 4 line 22, ST 
“DSCC” has not been translated; rather the abbreviation is retained. The translation is not successful. 
See source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 4 line 14, above.   
  
Source text page 3 line 12 and target text page 4 line 22 
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 4 line 23  
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 15 and target text page 4 line 26 
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 16 and target text page 4 line 27 
“DSCC” has not been translated; rather the abbreviation is retained. The translation is not successful. 
See source text page 3 line 5 and target text page 4 line 14, above.   
  
Source text page 3 line 16 and target text page 4 line 27 
“[free legal] advice” has been translated as ییاڕۆخ ییاسای ییامنێڕ. The translation is only partly successful. 
This is because “advice” has been translated as ییامنێڕ, which means guidance / instructions. It should 
have been translated as یراگژۆماﺋ 
 
Source text page 3 line 16 and target text page 4 line 28 
“[duty] solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ The translation is successful. See also source text page 
1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. “Duty” has been translated asرگکشێﺋ, which is usually used 
for night shifts. 
  
Source text page 3 line 21 and target text page 5 line 1 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 3 line 22 and target text page 5 line 2 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ‘ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ (Code of Practice)’. The translation is 
successful. Here the translator has kept the original English text and translated it at the same time. It 
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is likely that the commissioner has requested this. The translator has used two different equivalents, 
one after another, in the same paragraph for “Code of Practice”. The translation is successful overall. 
 
Source text page 3 line 24 and target text page 5 line 4 
“Notice” has been translated as یراداگاﺋ. The translation is partly successful. The translator has used 
یراداگاﺋ which could also mean announcement in English. In SK ینیبێت would have been better. 
 
Source text page 3 line 25 and target text page 5 line 6 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 27 and target text page 5 line 9  
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 27 and target text page 5 line 9  
“[Police] custody officer” has been translated as نترگ یرەسفەﺋ. The translation is not successful. 
سیلۆپ یەکنب ینترگ یرەسفەئ was used earlier (source text page 1 line 30 and target text page 2 line 6). 
However, نترگ یرەسفەئ ɛfsɛri: grtn is used here. The two are very different in meaning. The back 
translation is "arresting officer", which is incorrect. The translator has not explained the rank, 
responsibility and the exact role of the officer. This is not clear to the SK readers because police ranks 
and the entire system are different in the SK speaking countries. The word ‘officer’ is the same in SK 
but with slightly different pronunciation ɛfsɛrرەسف ەئ. ‘Police’ has been omitted and “custody officer” 
has been misinterpreted. The translation is unsuccessful.  
 
Source text page 3 line 30 and target text page 5 line 13 
“Healthcare professional” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یتشرەپرەس یکەیەماراک. The translation is 
partly successful. The back translation is a wise health care.  
Source text page 4 line 1 and target text page 5 line 20 
“Right to remain silent” has been translated as  یگنەدێبەب ەوەنام یفام)ندرکەنەسق( . The translation is partly 
successful. The translator has used a double translation with brackets. The translator should have 
explained the purpose of this. 
 
Source text page 4 line 2 and target text page 5 line 21 
Here the police caution “You do not have to say anything. However, it may harm your defence if you 
do not mention when questioned something which you later rely on in court. Anything you do say may 
be given in evidence” has been translated as تیێڵب کێتش چیھ تین راچان ۆت . نایز تێچەدێپ ،ادشەوەﺋ ڵەگەل مڵاەب
گداد ەل تۆخ رتاود ەک تیەکەن کێتش یساب ارکێل ترایسرپ کێتاک رەگەﺋ تێنەیەگب تندرکۆخەل یرگرەبەبتیتسەبەد ێپ یتشپ ا. 
تێبراکەب ەگڵەب وکەو ەیەناوەل تیێڵب کێتش رەھ. The translation is only party successful because it is almost a 
word-for-word translation and the purpose of the caution has not been clearly translated. 
 
Source text page 4 line 8 and target text page 5 line 28 
The word “arrested” has been translated as تیوارک ریگسەد. See also source text page 1 line 19 and target 
text page 1 line 18, above, and source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 21, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 9 and target text page 5 line 28. 
The word “detained” has been translated as تیواریگاڕ. See also source text page 1 line 19 and target 
text page 1 line 18 above. The translation is partly successful.This is better than some other 
translations which the translator has provided for ‘detained’.  
 
Source text page 4 line 14 and target text page 6 line 2 
The word “arrest” has been translated as “ریگسەد”. See source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 
1 line 18, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 16 and target text page 6 line 5 
“You need to be detained” has been translated as هوەتیێڕڵێهب یواریگاڕ ەب. The translation is partly 
successful. See source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 18 and target text page 6 line 7 
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The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
 
Source text page 4 line 23 and target text page 6 line 12 
“Arrest” has been translated as ندرکریگسەد. The SK equivalent is spelled wrong. The correct spelling 
should be ندرکریگتسەد. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1. The translation is 
successful here. تیوارک ریگسەد has incorrectly been used for detained in this text instead of سەد رەسەب ت
تیوارک which is a correct equivalent for detained.  
 
Source text page 4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 12 
“Detention” has been translated as نترگاڕ. The translator has used different translations for the words 
detention and detained i.e. ریگاڕەتاو تیوا  (فیقوت-in Arabic) تیواریگ, تیوارک ریگتسەد, etc. تیواریگاڕ means 
‘you are remanded’. These are of course all different from one another in terms of their meanings. 
There is inconsistency in the translation. The translation is partly successful.This is better than some 
other meanings the translator has provided for detained. 
 
Source text page 4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 13 
“Detained” has been translated as تیێریگەداڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text page 
4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 12, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 26 and target text page 6 line 14 
“Your custody record” has been translated as ۆت ینترگ یرامۆت. The translation is partly successful. There 
is inconsistency in the translation. This is better than some other meanings the translator has provided 
for custody and custody, custody officer and custody record. 
 
Source text page 4 line 27 and target text page 6 line 15 
“Detained” has been translated as تیێریگباڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text page 
4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 12, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 26 and target text page 6 line 16 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 4 line 28 and target text page 6 line 16 
“Police custody officer” has been translated as  . نترگاڕ ۆب سیلۆپ یرەسفەﺋ This translation is different to 
the other translations of this term in this text. ‘Police custody officer’ has been translated in many 
different ways. They are all incorrect. It is obvious that the translator does not understand the role 
and the function of the police custody officer. The back translation is ‘A police officer for remanding’. 
‘Custody officer’ has been misinterpreted. The translation is therefore unsuccessful. See also source 
text page 1 line 30 and target text page 2 line 6, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 31 and target text page 6 line 20 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 4 line 32 and target text page 6 line 22 
“Arrest” has been translated as یگسەدندرک ر . See Source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, 
above. 
  
Source text page 4 line 33 and target text page 6 line 22 
“Detention” has been translated as نترگاڕ. See source text page 4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 
12, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ڕێگرەو)میجرەتوم( . See source text page 1 line 23 and target text 
page 1 line 23, above. 
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Source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1 
“Translations” has been translated as یناڕێگرەو. Here, ڕێگرەو is a proper SK word. The word ڕێگرەو is 
used in SK for both interpreter and translator. میجرەتوم is also used in spoken SK. But it is Arabic and is 
used in the other similar Asian languages. ناوەموجرەت is also used in SK spoken language that I have 
heard, but it is rare and very informal. The translator has used a double translation ڕێگرەو)میجر ەتوم ( . 
The form in brackets (میجرەتوم) is Arabic and is used in some other Asian languages. It is also used in 
informal and spoken SK. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 5 line 6 and target text page 7 line 7 
“British Sign Language English [interpreter]” has been translated asیناتیرەب یامێھ ینامز یزیلگنیﺋ یکێڕێگرەو 
. See also, source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 7 and target text page 7 line 9 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ڕێگرەو. See source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1, 
above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 8 and target text page 7 line 10 
“[They are] detaining [you]” has been translated as ]نایۆت[ هوودرک ریگسەد . This is used is spoken language. 
It is spelled wrong in written SK. The correct spelling should be هوودرک ریگتسەد. See also Source text page 
1 line 1 and target text page 1 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 9 and target text page 7 line 11 
“Custody” has been translated as نترگاڕ. The translator has used different translations for the word 
‘custody’, i.e. ەتاو تیواریگاڕ (فیقوت-in Arabic)  تیوارک ریگتسەد ،تیواریگ، نترگ , etc. یگاڕتیوار  means ‘you are 
remanded’. There is inconsistency in the translation. 
 
Source text page 5 line 10 and target text page 7 line 12 
“Custody” has been translated as نترگاڕ. See source text page 5 line 9 and target text page 7 line 11, 
above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 10 and target text page 7 line 12 
“You have been charged with an offence” has been translated as یکەیچێپرەس رەسەل تیێرکەد رابتەمۆت یمرەف ەب
ییاسای. The back translation is ‘you will be formally charged’. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 5 line 11 and target text page 7 line 14 
“Record” has been translated as رامۆت. The translation is successful. “Record” is also used as a 
borrowing in SK but it is pronounced slightly different i.e. rjcord درۆکیڕ.  
 
Source text page 5 line 12 and target text page 7 line 14 
“Detained” has been translated as تیوارکریگسەد. See source text page 1 line 1 and target text page 1 
line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 12 and target text page 7 line 12 
“Any offence you have been charged with” has been translated as ییاسای یکەیچێپرەس رەسەل تیێرکەد رابتەمۆت. 
The translation is correct. 
 
Source text page 5 line 14 and target text page 7 line 18 
“Record” has been translated as رامۆت. The translation is successful. See source text page 5 line 11 and 
target text page 7 line 14, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 14 and target text page 7 line 19 
“Record” has been translated as رامۆت. The translation is successful. See source text page 5 line 11 and 
target text page 7 line 14, above. 
  
Source text page 5 line 16 and target text page 7 line 20 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
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Source text page 5 line 18 and target text page 7 line 23 
“Oral translation” has been translated as یکەراز یکێناڕێگرەو. Because the wordڕێگرەو in SK means both 
written and oral translation, the translator has used a denotatively precise equivalent for “oral 
translation”, which is یکەراز یکێناڕێگرەو. 
 
Source text page 5 line 18 and target text page 7 line 23 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ڕێگرەو. See source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1, 
above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 19 and target text page 7 line 24 
“Written translation” has been translated as وارسوون یکێناڕێگرەو. Because the wordڕێگرەو in SK means 
both written and oral translation, the translator has used a denotatively precise equivalent for 
“written translation”, which is وارسوون یکێناڕێگرەو. 
 
Source text page 5 line 20 and target text page 7 line 25 
“Custody officer” has been translated as نترگاڕ یرەسفەﺋ. See source text page 1 line 30 and target text 
page 2 line 6, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 23 and target text page 7 line 28 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ڕێگرەو. See source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1, 
above. 
  
Source text page 5 line 23 and target text page 7 line 28  
“Record” has been translated as رامۆت. See source text page 5 line 11 and target text page 7 line 14, 
above. 
  
Source text page 5 line 25 and target text page 7 line 28 
“Accurate record” has been translated as تسورد و تساڕ یرامۆت. This is a proper Kurdish term. The 
translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 5 line 26 and target text page 7 line 30 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ێگرەوڕ . See source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1, 
above. 
  
Source text page 5 line 29 and target text page 7 line 32 
“Translation” has been translated as  رەوتێردڕێگب . Here, ناڕێگرەو- is a proper SK word .The word ناڕێگرەو 
is used in SK for both interpretation and translation.  ەموجرەت- ەمەجرەت  is also used in spoken SK. But it 
is Arabic and is used in the other similar Asian languages (with different pronunciations). The 
translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 5 line 29 and target text page 7 line 32 
“Notice” has been translated as .یراداگائ  See source text page 3 line 24 and target text page 5 line 4, 
above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 29 and target text page 7 line 33 
“Translation” has been translated as .رەوواڕێگ  See source text page 5 line 29 and target text page 7 line 
32, above. 
 
Source text page 5 line 30 and target text page 7 line 33 
“Interpreter” has been translated as ڕێگرەو. See source text page 5 line 1 and target text page 7 line 1, 
above. 
  
Source text page 5 line 31 and target text page 7 line 34 
“Translation” has been translated as .رەوواڕێگ  See source text page 5 line 29 and target text page 7 line 
32, above.  
 
Source text page 5 line 32 and target text page 8 line 1   
“Embassy” has been translated as ەناخزێوڵاب which is a successful translation.  
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Source text page 5 line 32 and target text page 8 line 1   
“Consulate” has been translated as ەناخڵوسنوک which is a successful translation.  
On the same source text page 5 line 34 and target text page 8 line 3, the translator has used different 
translations, i.e. “embassy تەرافەس” and ”consulate ریفەس” The two words are Arabic. “Embassy 
تەرافەس” is correct, but ”consulate ریفەس” is incorrect because ریفەس in both Arabic and SK means 
Ambassador.  
 
Source text page 5 line 36 and target text page 8 line 5 
The word “solicitor” has been translated asرەزێراپ, which is a successful translation. See source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 6 line 1 and target text page 9 line 1 
“Detained” has been translated as یواریگاڕ. In the same text تیوارک ریگسەد has been used earlier, which 
is incorrect or at least only partly correct as it means arrested. تیوارک رەسەب تسەد is correct in this 
context. The translation is overall partly successful. See also source text page 1 line 19 and target text 
page 1 line 18, above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 2 and target text page 9 line 2 
“Detained” has been translated as . یواریگاڕ  See source text page 6 line 1 and target text page 9 line 1, 
above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 6 and target text page 9 line 2 
“Without being charged” has been translated as .کێتەمۆت چیھ یەوەنووبخاس ێبەب  The translation is 
successful.  
 
Source text page 6 line 4 and target text page 9 line 4 
“Tried by a judge and jury” has been translated as . ادنوارک یاگداد ەل هوەنارۆخدنێوس یەتسەد و رەوداد نەیلا ەل
تێرکب ۆب ینیبداد. The translation is successful. نارۆخدنێوس یەتس هد dɛstɛj swendxorɛn is used for 'jury'. This 
is 'cross translation', i.e. a translation via the Arabic translation   نیفلحملا ةئیھ haiʾāt almuhāllifyn. The 
translator has kept 'crown' نوارک kraun and transliterated it. The translator has used cultural 
borrowing using Kurdish script for ‘crown’, plus explication for the whole element. 
 
Source text page 6 line 4 and target text page 9 line 5 
“Police superintendent” has been translated as سیلۆپ یرێدواچ سیلۆپ یرێدواچ ʧawderj poli:s which means 
police inspector. The translator has not explained the rank and the role of the officer. It is not clear to 
the SK readers because the police ranking and the entire system is different in the SK speaking 
countries.  I have said “Other” as the police ranking is completely different. The translation is partly 
successful. 
 
Source text page 6 line 5 and target text page 9 line 7 
“Detain” has been translated as   یواریگ ەب throughout the text the translator has used different 
equivalents for ‘detain’.تیوارک ریگسەد is one of them and it is incorrect because it means arrested. تسەد
تیوارکرەسەب is correct for ‘detain’. See also source text page 1 line 19 and target text page 1 line 18. 
 
Source text page 6 line 7 and target text page 9 line 7 
“Without being charged” has been translated as .یمرەف یندرکرابتەمۆت ێبەب The translation is successful.  
 
Source text page 6 line 7 and target text page 9 line 8 
The word “case” has been translated as سیەک. See source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 
line 2, above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 10 and target text page 9 line 12 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 6 line 12 and target text page 9 line 14 
“Review officer” has been هوەندناشخایپواچ یرەسفەﺋ. The translation is successful.  
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Source text page 6 line 14 and target text page 9 line 16 
“Detention” has been translated as “نترگاڕ”. See source text page 4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 
12, above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 16 and target text page 9 line 18 
“Bail” has been translated as تەلافەک, which has the same meaning in both SK and Arabic. The 
translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 6 line 17 and target text page 9 line 19 
“Detention” has been translated as نترگاڕ. See source text page 4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 
12, above. 
  
Source text page 6 line 20 and target text page 9 line 22 
“[Keep you in] custody” has been translated as هوەنڵێهتب نترگاڕ ەل تێوەنایەد سیلۆپ یچۆب, which does not 
quite mean the same as the ST phrase. The back translation is why do the police want to keep you in 
remand. The translation is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 6 line 21 and target text page 9 line 23 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 6 line 22 and target text page 9 line 24 
“[keep you in] custody” has been translated as ەوەنڵێهب نترگاڕ ەل ۆت, which does not quite mean the same 
as the ST phrase. The translator is inconsistent and does not seem to understand the function and the 
role of custody. The translation is partly successful because it is difficult to say whether the word نترگاڕ 
means ‘custody’ or not in this particular context. The back translation is to keep you in remand.  
 
Source text page 6 line 23 and target text page 9 line 26 
The word “case” has been translated as سیەک. See source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 
line 2, above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 26 and target text page 9 line 28 
The phrase “[you may be] charged” has been translated as .تیێرکب رابتەمۆت یمرەفەب ەگنەڕ  The translator 
has added یمرەفەب fɛrmi: which means formally. The back translation is you may formally be charged. 
The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 6 line 26 and target text page 9 line 29 
The phrase “to be tried” has been translated as تێرکب ۆب تینیبداد, which is correct.  
 
Source text page 6 line 27 and target text page 9 line 30 
The word “case” has been translated as سیەک. See source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 
line 2, above. 
 
Source text page 6 line 28 and target text page 9 line 31 
“If you are charged with an offence” has been translated as رابتەمۆت ییاسای یکەیچێپرەس رەسەل یمرەفەب رەگەئ
تیێرکب, which has been explained correctly by the translator and is therefore a successful translation. 
 
Source text page 6 line 28 and target text page 9 line 32 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 6 line 30 and target text page 9 line 34 
“Trial” has been translated as .ینیبداد  The word ییاگداد could have also been used, though the 
translation is still successful. Although the legal systems are different and the ways courts try 
defendants are different in English-speaking and Kurdish-speaking countries, the translator has still 
been able to render the meaning successfully. 
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Source text page 6 line 31 and target text page 9 line 35 
“Crown Prosecution Service” has been translated as .ەناھاش یتشگ یراکاواد یرازوگتەمزخ  The translation is 
successful. In SK یتتشگ یراکاواد dauakari gʃtj means public prosecutor. The target reader understands 
the word یتتشگ یراکاواد and its purpose. 
 
Source text page 7 line 3 and target text page 10 line 3 
“Notice” has been translated as ینیبێت, which is correct. The translation is successful and better than 
یراداگائ which has been used earlier in the text. In the source text page 3 line 24 and target text page 
5 line 4, ST. “Notice” has been translated as یراداگاﺋ. In the source text page 1 line 2 and target text 
page 1 line 2, notice has been translated as یراداگائ again.  
 
Source text page 7 line 4 and target text page 10 line 4 
 “Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 3 line 22 and target text page 5 line 2 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ‘ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ (Codes of Practice)’. The translation is 
successful. Here the translator has kept the original English text and translated it at the same time. It 
is likely that the commissioner has requested this. The translator has used two different 
styles/equivalents, one after another, in the same paragraph for “Code of Practice”. The translator is 
overall successful. 
 
Source text page 1 line 10 and target text page 1 line 10 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ‘ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ (Codes of Practice)’. See source text page 
3 line 22 and target text page 5 line 2, ST, above.  
 
Source text page 7 line 5 and target text page 10 line 6 
“Police custody officer” has been translated as . یەکنب ینترگ یرەسفەئسیلۆپ  This is incorrect. ینترگ یرەسفەئ
 سیلۆپ یەکنب is used here سیلۆپ یەکنب ەل نترگ یرەسفەئ is used before. The two of them are very different 
in meaning. In a different part of the same text, “Police custody officer” is translated as نترگ یرەسفەئ 
ɛfsɛrj grtn. The back translation is "arresting officer", which is incorrect. The translator has not 
explained the rank and role of the officer. The meaning is not clear to SK readers because the police 
ranking and the entire system is different in the SK speaking countries. The translation is not successful 
partly because the translator is inconsistent. 
 
Source text page 7 line 8 and target text page 10 line 8 
“Mentally vulnerable” has been translated as تیکسان یکێراب ەل ەوەینوورەد یەراب ەل. The translator has 
explained the meaning wrongly. The translation is unsuccessful. The translator has failed to distinguish 
between ‘mental’ یلق ەع and ‘psychological’ ینوور هد. Here 'mental', refers to long-term mental illness 
such as schizophrenia and 'psychological' to changes in behaviour that may or may not be temporary. 
It is difficult to differentiate between the two in SK. 
 
Source text page 7 line 8 and target text page 10 line 9 
“Learning difficulties” has been translated as نووبرێف یتسس. The back translation is slow learning. The 
translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 9 and target text page 10 line 9 
“Mental health problems” has been translated as ینوورەد یتسوردنەت یەشێک. The translator has failed to 
distinguish between mental یلق ەعand psychological ینوور هد. It is difficult to differentiate between the 
two in SK. The translation is incorrect because it means ‘psychological problems’. 
 
Source text page 7 line 10 and target text page 10 line 11 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as "واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک". The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 11 and target text page 10 line 12  
“Notice” has been translated as یراداگاﺋ. The translation is partly successful. The translator has also 
used یراداگاﺋ before which could also mean announcement in English. In my view in SK ینیبێت would have 
been better as in source text page 7 line 3 and target text page 10 line 3. There “notice” has been 
translated as ینیبێت, which is correct. 
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Source text page 7 line 12 and target text page 10 line 13 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 14 and target text page 10 line 15 
“Police caution” has been translated as سیلۆپ یرادشۆه. The translation is only partly successful. This is 
because the translator has failed to explain the purpose of the caution. This would have been difficult 
to explain. Nevertheless, the translator’s job is to make sure the meaning and the function of the ST 
is rendered correctly. Earlier in the text, police caution has been used. This is helpful for the target 
reader to understand. Even if the explanation is not given later in the text, the reader would be able 
to understand. See source text page 4 line 2 and target text page 5 line 21, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 15 and target text page 10 line 16 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 15 and target text page 10 line 16 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 4 line 23 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 16 and target text page 10 line 17 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 3 line 13 and target text page 4 line 23 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 16 and target text page 10 line 17 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 19 and target text page 10 line 20 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 21 and target text page 10 line 23 
“A written statement” has been translated as وارسوون یەدافیئ. The translation is successful. The 
translator has used ەدافیئ for a statement. The word is Arabic and in SK it is ەمانەتو utɛnamɛ or utɛ ەتو or 
ناودێل leduan would have been better. 
 
Source text page 7 line 21 and target text page 10 line 24 
“Police notice” has been translated as سیلۆپ یناکەینیبێت. The translation is only partly successful. The 
translator has failed to explain the purpose of the notice. 
 
Source text page 7 line 23 and target text page 10 line 26 
“DNA” has been translated as ‘یەئ نێئ ید (DNA)’. The translation is successful. It is possible that the 
commissioner has asked the translator to retain ‘DNA’ as it is. 
 
Source text page 7 line 24 and target text page 10 line 28 
“Witness identification procedure” has been translated as  ەل هوەنیسان ینێوشوێڕهوەدیهاش یەگێڕ . The 
translation is successful. It would have been better if a footnote or an endnote was used to explain 
the function and the process of the WIP. 
 
Source text page 7 line 25 and target text page 10 line 29 
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“Appropriate adult” has been translated as واجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. It would 
have been better if a footnote or an endnote was used to explain the function and the role of the 
‘Appropriate adult’. 
 
Source text page 7 line 26 and target text page 10 line 30 
The word “case” has been translated as سیەک. See source text page 1 line 28 and target text page 2 
line 2, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 27 and target text page 10 line 31 
“Detained” has been translated as تیێریگباڕ. The translation is partly successful. See source text page 
4 line 25 and target text page 6 line 12, above. 
  
Source text page 7 line 28 and target text page 10 line 32 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated asواجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. The translation is successful. See also 
source text page 7 line 25 and target text page 10 line 29, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 28 and target text page 10 line 33 
“Charge [you with an offence]” has been translated as نەکەد رابتەمۆت یمرەف ەب ۆت. The translation is 
successful. 
 
Source text page 7 line 29 and target text page 10 line 33 
“Offence” has been translated as ییاسای یکەیچێپرەس. The translation is successful. 
 
Because if someone is arrested  “Custody record” has been translated as نترگ یرامۆت. The translation 
is partly successful. The translator has used مۆترا  for ‘record’, which is acceptable. However, for 
‘custody’ نترگ is used which means arrest and it is of course incorrect, because if someone is arrested 
they will be taken to custody and their records will be taken and kept there. 
 
Source text page 7 line 33 and target text page 11 line 4 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 33 and target text page 11 line 4 
“Appropriate adult” has been translated asواجنوگ یەروەگ یسەک. See also source text page 2 line 27 and 
target text page 3 line 30, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 34 and target text page 11 line 5 
“Custody record” has been translated as نترگ یرامۆت. The translation is partly successful. The translator 
has used رامۆت for ‘record’ which is acceptable. However, for custody نترگ is used which means arrest 
and it is of course incorrect, because if someone is arrested they will be taken to custody and their 
records will be taken and kept there. 
 
Source text page 7 line 35 and target text page 11 line 6 
“Custody record” has been translated as نترگ یرامۆت. The translation is partly successful. See source 
text page 7 line 25 and target text page 10 line 29, above. 
 
Source text page 7 line 36 and target text page 11 line 8 
“Custody record” has been translated as نترگ یرامۆت. The translation is partly successful. See source 
text page 7 line 25 and target text page 10 line 29, above. 
  
Source text page 8 line 2 and target text page 11 line 10 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 8 line 6 and target text page 11 line 14 
“Custody officer” has been translated as نترگ یرەسفەﺋ. The translation is unsuccessful. It has been 
translated as arresting officer. The word 'officer' is the same in Kurdish with different pronunciation 
ر ەسفەئ ɛfsɛr 'Custody' has been translated as arrest, which is نترگ in SK. 
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Source text page 8 line 7 and target text page 11 line 16 
“Your cell” has been translated as تەکەیسەک ەکات ەرووژ. The translation is only partly successful. The 
translator has used the word یسەک ەکات which means 'solitary confinement' in English and يدارفنا نجس 
sǧn infīrady in Arabic. It does not exactly mean a cell. 
 
Source text page 8 line 8 and target text page 11 line 17 
“A cell” has been translated as یسەک ەکات یکێرووژ.The translation is partly successful. The translator has 
used the word یسەک ەکات which means 'solitary confinement' in English and يدارفنا نجس sǧn infīrady in 
Arabic. It does not exactly mean a cell. 
 
Source text page 8 line 9 and target text page 11 line 18 
“It” here refers to a cell and has been translated as تەکەییسەک ەکات هرووژ.The translation is only partly 
successful. The translator has used the word یسەک ەکات which means 'solitary confinement' in English 
and يدارفنا نجس sǧn infīrady in Arabic. It does not exactly mean a cell. 
 
Source text page 8 line 6 and target text page 11 line 14 
“Exercise” has been translated as شزرەو.The translation is partly successful. The translator has used 
the word شزرەو which means sport. I believe that in this context نانێهاڕ or at least یشزرەو ینانێهاڕ 
(which is ةضایرلا ةسرامم in Arabic) would have been better. What is meant a physical exercise:   یکلااچ
 ییەتسەجin SK and   ينََدب طاَشن našāt badany in Arabic. نانیهاڕ (meaning the same as لوخ) can also be used 
as an equivalent of training. In Arabic بیردت tadryb (which is قشەم in SK) is used mainly in a military 
context even when it refers to a morning exercise. In general نیرمت tamryn is used for exercise; 
especially before a match or a sports event players do نیرمت to prepare themselves.   
 
Source text page 8 line 26 and target text page 12 line 7 
“Custody” has been translated as ەناخوترگ.The translation is partly successful. The translator has used 
ەناخوترگ which means prison. 
 
Source text page 9 line 2 and target text page 13 line 2 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above.  
 
Source text page 9 line 4 and target text page 13 line 4 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above.  
 
 Source text page 9 line 5 and target text page 13 line 5 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 9 line 5 and target text page 13 line 17 
“Paragraph 6.6 of Code C of the Codes of Practice” has been translated as  یفارگەرەپ ەل6.6  یاسێڕ ی .....
یناکاسێڕ ادندرکراک . The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 9 line 8 and target text page 13 line 9 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above.  
 
Source text page 9 line 10 and target text page 13 line 11 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
 
Source text page 9 line 10 and target text page 13 line 12 
“Annex B of Code C of the Codes of Practice” has been translated as  یۆکشاپ ەل... یاسێڕ...ادندرکراک یناکاسێڕ . 
The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 9 line 14 and target text page 13 line 15 
“Codes of Practice” has been translated as ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ. The translation is successful. 
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Source text page 9 line 15 and target text page 13 line 16 
“Annex B of Code C of the Codes of Practice” has been translated as  یۆکشاپ... یاسێڕ...ندرکراک یناکاسێڕ . 
The translation is successful. 
 
Source text page 9 line 18 and target text page 13 line 19 
“Drink drive offence” has been translated as یشۆخرەسەب لێبموتۆئ ینیڕوخێل یچێپرەس. The translation is 
successful. This is because the translator has successfully explained it and it is very clear to understand 
by SK readers of all levels and social classes. 
 
Source text page 9 line 19 and target text page 13 line 20 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 9 line 20 and target text page 13 line 22 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above. 
  
Source text page 10 line 1 and target text page 14 line 1 
“Detained” has been translated as ندرکریگسەد. The translator has been inconsistent throughout and 
used different translations for the words ‘detention’ and ‘detained’: ەتاو تیواریگاڕ (فیقوت-in Arabic) 
تیوارک ریگتسەد ،تیواریگ, etc. These are of course all different with one another in terms of their 
meanings. There is an obvious inconsistency in the translation. The translation is only partly successful. 
 
Source text page 10 line 1 and target text page 14 line 1  
“Under the Mental Health Act” has been translated as “  یڵاس ینوورەد یتسوردنەت یاسای یەرێوگ ەب1983 ”. The 
translation is only partly successful. The translator has failed to distinguish between mental یلق ەع and 
psychological ینوور هد dɛrwnj. It is sometimes not easy to differentiate between the two notions in SK. 
It is also difficult to provide a precise translation for the word ‘Act’. This is because Law and Act have 
almost the same meaning in English and do not have two denotatively corresponding terms in SK. 
 
Source text page 10 line 2 and target text page 14 line 2 
“Detained” has been translated as “تیێریگباڕ”. See source text page 10 line 1 and target text page 14 
line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 10 line 2 and target text page 14 line 2 
“Under the Mental Health Act” has been translated as “  یڵاس ینوورەد یتسوردنەت یاسای یەرێوگ ەب1983 ”. See 
Source text page 10 line 1 and target text page 14 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 10 line 3 and target text page 14 line 3 
“If you have been detained under the Mental Health Act” has been translated as یاسای یەرێوگەب رەگەئ
تیوارک ریگسەد ینوورەد یتسوردنەت. The usage تیوارک ریگسەد is incorrect as it means ‘arrested’.  ر ەسەب تسەد
تیوارک is correct. The translator has used different translations for the word ‘detained’: ەتاو تیواریگاڕ 
(فیقوت-in Arabic) تیوارک ریگتسەد ،تیواریگ, etc. تیواریگاڕ means ‘you are remanded’. There is inconsistency 
in the translation, because if someone is arrested they will be detained and their records would be 
taken and kept. The translator has also failed to distinguish between mental یلقەع and psychological 
وورەدین  dɛrwnj. See source text page 10 line 1 and target text page 14 line 1, above.  
  
Source text page 10 line 4 and target text page 14 line 4 
“Arrested” has been translated as تیواریگ. The translator has failed to distinguish between the terms 
arrest and detain. S/he has used a variety of translations for the two words: ەتاو تیواریگاڕ (فیقوت-in 
Arabic) تیوارک ریگتسەد ،تیواریگ, etc. There is inconsistency in the translation and it is partly successful 
here. تیوارک ریگتسەد would have been better and more formal. 
 
Source text page 10 line 6 and target text page 14 line 6 
“Approved Mental Health Professional” has been translated as “ینوورەد یتسوردنەت یوارکێپڕەواب یکێڕۆپسپ”. 
The translator has failed to distinguish between mental یلقەع ʕɛqlj or یرزه hzrj (which is a formal SK 
word for یلقەع ʕɛqlj). یلقەع ʕɛqlj is used in spoken and it is derived from Arabic (ʕɛqlj ) يلقع and 
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psychological ینوورەد dɛrwnj. It is sometimes not easy to differentiate between the two terms in SK. 
Also it is difficult to provide the direct translation for the word ‘Act’. See source text page 10 line 1 
and target text page 14 line 1, above. 
 
Source text page 10 line 12 and target text page 14 line 13 
“Approved [Healthcare Practitioner]” has been translated as وارکێپڕەواب ینومزەئ نەواخ یکێسەک یتشرەپرەس ی
یتسوردنەت. The translator has not translated ‘Practitioner’. However, here, the explication provides 
enough meaning for the SK readers to understand this notion. The translation is therefore partly 
successful.  
 
Source text page 10 line 12 and target text page 14 line 13 
“Healthcare Practitioner” has been translated as یتسوردنەت یتشرەپرەس. The translation is unsuccessful. 
The translator has not translated ‘Practitioner’. 
 
Source text page 10 line 15 and target text page 14 line 17 
“Independent Custody Visitors” has been translated as نترگاڕ ینەیلاێب یناراکنادرەس. The translation is 
unsuccessful. The translator has used word-for-word translation without explanation of the visitors' 
roles and the custody's function.  
 
Source text page 10 line 17 and target text page 14 line 19 
“Independent Custody Visitors” has been translated as نترگاڕ ینەیلاێب یناراکنادرەس. The translation is 
unsuccessful. The translator has used word-for-word translation without explanation of the visitors' 
roles and the custody's function.  
 
Source text page 10 line 18 and target text page 14 line 20 
“Detained people” has been translated as وارکریگسەد یناسەک, which is used in spoken language. It is 
spelled wrong in written SK. The correct spelling should be وارکریگتسەد. See also source text page 1 line 
19 and target text page 1 line 18, above, and source text page 1 line 21 and target text page 1 line 21, 
above. The translation is partly successful. 
 
Source text page 10 line 20 and target text page 14 line 22 
“Independent custody visitors” has been translated as نترگاڕ ینەیلاێب یناراکنادرەس. The translation is 
unsuccessful. The translator has used word-for-word translation without explanation of the visitors' 
roles and the custody's function.  
  
Source text page 10 line 21 and target text page 14 line 23 
“Independent custody visitors” has been translated as نترگاڕ ینەیلاێب یناراکنادرەس. The translation is 
unsuccessful. The translator has used word-for-word translation without explanation of the visitors' 
roles and the custody's function.  
  
Source text page 10 line 22 and target text page 14 line 24 
“You are in custody” has been translated as تیاد نترگاڕ ەل ۆت. The translation is partly successful. The 
translator has translated custody as نترگ, which means arrest (informal) and is incorrect. The 
translation is partly successful because if someone is arrested they will be remanded and their records 
would be taken and kept there. However, the translator has failed to explain the custody's function.  
  
Source text page 10 line 27 and target text page 14 line 31 
“Inspector” has been translated as  رەنکشپ)رەتکێپسنیئ( . The translation is unsuccessful. The translator 
should have explained the role, position and responsibilities of the inspector. This translation does not 
make sense because the ranking and the whole system is different in Kurdish-speaking countries and 
the police role is different as a whole. 
 
Source text page 10 line 28 and target text page 14 line 32 
“Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC)” has been translated as “ یەدنەزاگ ینەیلاێب یراسیمۆک
سیلۆپ (IPCC)”. The translation is unsuccessful. The translator should have explained the role, position 
and responsibilities of the IPCC. The translation does not make sense because the whole system is 
different in SK speaking countries. A more correct translation is:  وەﺋەل ەوەنیڵۆکێل ەب تەبیات ینەیلاێب ینۆیسمۆک
نێرکەد سیلۆپ یژد ەک یەنایڵااکس IPCC.  
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Source text page 10 line 29 and target text page 14 line 33 
The word “solicitor” has been translated as رەزێراپ. The translation is successful. See also source text 
page 1 line 7 and target text page 1 line 7, above.  
 
Source text page 10 line 29 and target text page 14 line 33 
“[Your] MP” has been translated as “تەکەچوان ینامەلرەپ مادن ەئ (MP)”. The translation is successful. The 
translator has added the word تەکەچوان, which means your area. The back translation is the MP in your 
area. 
 
